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i

Developing Eye Tracking Methods for Detecting Source Code
Comprehension Strategies

abstract

Knowledge in STEM disciplines is becoming increasingly crucial to be able to use, under-

stand, and create technology in the emerging society. Understanding technology, its impor-

tance, and its disadvantages are essential for participation in an emerging society. Adapting

the education of children should be a key goal to prepare them for a hardly predictable future.

As one domain of STEM, learning and teaching programming are considered difficult and

pose great obstacles for both teachers and learners. Introductory programming courses are

largely not as effective and successful as they could be, and according to extensive research

in computer science education, one result is that students are not learning to program at all.

Therefore, learner support is a vital part of introductory courses to help them cope with

the technical and semantic problems they face. Modified programming languages, instruc-

tional design, and intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) are possible measures of positively

changing the outcome of programming courses. Eye tracking as technology is suitable for

analyzing the comprehension process of reading source code, and it is a technological foun-

dation to interactively support learners.

Many research projects focus on the differences between novices and experts regarding

their eye movement strategies and patterns. To date, specialized methods for analyzing and

visualizing eye movement patterns, e.g., intending to detect useful data for a support system,

are missing. Therefore, to move the knowledge in the source code comprehension commu-

nity forward, this thesis focuses on developing and testing specialized visualization and ana-

lytical methods and tools. The research approaches and ideas necessary for this step are used

in three case studies to test new visualizations, analysis methods, models, and learning hints.

The results of these case studies serve as contributions to the source code comprehension

research community and the vision of a dynamic learner support system. The contributions

of this thesis primarily aim at better detecting source code comprehension strategies, as well

as identifying methods and tools to support this detection.
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“Things are only impossible until they’re not.”

– Captain Jean-Luc Picard (TNG, Season 01, Episode 17)

1
Introduction

December the 3rd, 2017 was the happiest day of my life: My daughter Lea was born. Watch-

ing her growing up in the past three and a half years and thinking about her future in this

technological world, my sense of foreboding is becoming stronger. A constant stream of new

and changing demands awaits her. Through founding my startup – called brickobotik – to

help schools integrate science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) learning

into their curriculum, I am increasingly aware of the fact that the educational system is not

nearly as well prepared as it should be to empower young people for this future. Since digital

representations and tools permeate society, educational institutes, workplaces, and every-

day life are changing rapidly. Living in this world in transition means changing the way

children are educated, as well as the way they perceive and interact with technology, which

the COVID-19 pandemic has recently made clear, along with the necessity to homeschool

children in many countries after closing schools.

STEM
Knowledge

The desirable general knowledge of STEM is becoming increasingly critical. Apart from

this, combining STEM skills with more meta-level skills, such as problem solving, creativity,

and critical thinking is a worthwhile goal, regardless of whether a person will work directly

in the technology sector. Understanding technology, its importance, its disadvantages, and

its future evolution is essential for participation in an emerging society. Adapting the ed-

ucation of children should be a key goal to prepare them for a hardly predictable future.

Education systems throughout the world are changing their curricula with more or less ef-

fort and success. Organizations for the K-12 primary and secondary education in the USA

are contact points for schools to integrate STEM into their daily teaching routine. Other
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countries, for example Germany, are strengthening their effort1 to integrate lessons such as

computer science into their schools.

Computational
Thinking as a

Vital Ingredient

As argued by Wing, “computational thinking” (CT) is a vital ingredient in the context of

learning STEM and the more meta-level skills (Wing, 2006). Although CT is not reducible

to programming, programming is an activity that both builds on CT and can support the

development of CT. Accordingly, it has been argued that there is an overall value in learning

basic programming concepts and skills (Greiff et al., 2017).

Dynamic Learner
Support System

To support the process of learning programming, e.g., specialized learning material,

novice programming environments (NPEs), novice programming languages, and (intelli-

gent) tutoring systems (ITSs) have been created over the past decades. Although these sys-

tems can be beneficial (Crow, Luxton-Reilly, & Wuensche, 2018; Kulik & Fletcher, 2016), a

more dynamic system, tailored to the reading and comprehension processes of source code,

is missing to date. Such a dynamic learner support system can use the reading behavior of

a current user, match the available patterns to previously analyzed data, and provide hints

when useful. Eye tracking as technology has proven to be a useful tool when measuring and

analyzing reading behavior. However, to help learners understand source code, it is still un-

clear whether eye tracking can be combined with knowledge of source code comprehension

tasks. This missing link raises the questions of whether eye movement data can be the foun-

dation for more dynamic learner support systems and whether such eye movement data can

be analyzed to gain knowledge about learners’ comprehension strategies. These questions

lead to the problem statement, including the focus on source code comprehension, learning

hints, and the necessary research agenda to fill noticed research gaps.

1.1 problem statement

Three Different
Modes for
Creating
Programs

Applying eye tracking as an objective source of information (Busjahn, Schulte, Sharif, et al.,

2014) to the field of programming education raises an immediate question: Which part of

learning programming should be augmented? Creating a computer program requires differ-

ent modes: a) reading (source code comprehension), b) modifying (source code manipula-

tion), and c) creating (source code production) source code. The colloquial term “program-

ming” requires all three steps, mostly in an arbitrary sequence with many iterations. This

thesis focuses on the source code comprehension process to reduce the inherent complexity

of creating a dynamic learner support system for all three modes. Nevertheless, it must be

noted that the other two steps for creating a computer program may provide additional

sources of information, which can help one to understand learners’ thought and decision

processes and their hurdles regarding understanding the domain of programming.

1https://www.land.nrw/de/pressemitteilung/ministerin-gebauer-landesregierung-bringt
-einfuehrung-der-faecher-wirtschaft-und – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://www.land.nrw/de/pressemitteilung/ministerin-gebauer-landesregierung-bringt-einfuehrung-der-faecher-wirtschaft-und
https://www.land.nrw/de/pressemitteilung/ministerin-gebauer-landesregierung-bringt-einfuehrung-der-faecher-wirtschaft-und
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Eye Movement
Patterns

Analyzing eye movement data collected from source code comprehension tasks is a chal-

lenging endeavor. Questions arise regarding what the abstraction level of the eye movement

data and the source code (i.e., based on tokens, lines, regions, or beacons) is, what an eye

movement pattern of a comprehension hurdle looks like if such a pattern is detectable in real

time, and how a learning hint should be presented to be helpful for a learner. An eye move-

ment pattern is a recognizable exemplar of any regularly repeated eye movement within

the data. Such patterns describe reoccurring eye movements linked to, for example, specific

source code features or comprehension processes. See Section 2.4.3 for an explanation.

Research Gaps in
the Source Code
Comprehension
Community

In summary, these questions need a well-thought research agenda to fill the gaps iden-

tified in the source code comprehension community. Missing methods and tools must be

constructed and tested as an integral part of gathering the knowledge necessary to create a

dynamic learner support system. Even with coding schemes (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015)

developed in the source code comprehension community, attributing eye movement data to

source code comprehension is a questionable approach because an observer has no access

to the thought and decision processes that a participant has undergone during the reading

process. Thus, because of the sophisticated process of analyzing eye movement data, as well

as the complexity of designing and conducting eye tracking studies, a thorough analysis

demands a mixed-method approach. The next section describes the ideas and challenges in

creating a dynamic learner support system, which serves as the overall vision and surround-

ing context for this thesis.

1.2 the vision – a dynamic learner support system

The following section is partly based on the publication “Towards a Dynamic Help System:
Support of Learners During Programming Tasks Based Upon Historical Eye-Tracking Data” by
Deitelhoff and Harrer (2018).

Learning
Programming is
Difficult

Research regarding the difficulties of learning to program has a long history. In 2002,

Tony Jenkins argued that “few students find learning to program easy” (Jenkins, 2002).

He mentioned different factors for his observation, such as learning styles and motivation.

While one can argue about learning styles, especially motivation, other research has fo-

cused on programming as a complex cognitive activity (Pea & Kurland, 1984). Conditional

statements, syntactic structures such as nested brackets and blocks, and mismatches of ar-

gument types are, among others, common challenges that novices in particular must cope

with (Brown & Altadmri, 2017).

Supporting
Learners is
Important

Therefore, supporting learners is an active field of research. Different concepts, methods,

and tools have been developed and tested (e.g., specialized learning material, NPEs, visual

languages, and ITSs). Block-based languages are extensively used, especially for children,

and research covers how block-based, text-based, and hybrid environments influence novice
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programming practices (Weintrop & Wilensky, 2018). Apart from this, first versions of ITSs

are integrated into novice programming environments to combine a more interactive help

system with programming environments that are already intentionally designed to support

novices while learning. iSNAP (Price, Dong, & Lipovac, 2017) is an extension of the Snap!
(Harvey & Mönig, 2010) programming environment and one example of such an ITS.

Eye Tracking
Data for

Improved
Tutoring Systems

Tutoring systems can have the additional benefit of supporting students automatically.

Even though clickstreams are widely used in such scenarios, multimodal data streams can be

beneficial, for instance by including produced artifacts or based on live data from the learner,

e.g., by using eye tracking technology. Incorporating eye tracking data is the overall goal of

the dynamic learner support system. Eye tracking data is used as an analytical and interac-

tive foundation. Moreover, eye movements are analyzed dynamically and checked against

predefined patterns to be able to integrate learning hints into the source code (Deitelhoff

& Harrer, 2018). Supporting students while learning to program is crucial for their success.

Educators must thus balance when and how to help their students. However, finding this

balance is often problematic. Educators may be accurate about a student’s conceptions of er-

rors but they lack knowledge about the frequency and time-to-fix (Brown & Altadmri, 2017).

The error of “mismatched brackets,” to name one example, has a median time-to-fix of 17
sec, analyzed in a study by Brown and Altadmri (2017). These situations can be detected

by a dynamic learner support system to help students when such an error occurs – after

waiting a while to allow them to fix the error without help. This approach can result in a

more accurate feedback loop, tailored to the needs of the individual learner. However, such

a feedback loop must also be well designed; simply “waiting a while” will not be sufficient.

Potential of
Dynamic Learner
Support System

A well-designed and technologically sophisticated dynamic learner support system, with

the ability to find bugs in learners’ code and suggest fixes, can be likened to amentor or tutor

in a class. The system is not intended to replace a teacher but to support the self-learning

phases of learners, which is useful for e-learning, massive online courses, or everything

taught without the possibility of immediate feedback from teachers.

Open Questions There are more open questions than answers when analyzing state-of-the-art research,

which results in identifying the following six questions and challenges for designing a dy-

namic learner support system based on eye tracking:

1. If a user struggles to understand source code, is this reflected within the eye tracking

data in the form of eye movement patterns? This link is crucial to distinguish com-

prehension processes, and it results in or is based on problems in understanding the

code from the non-problematic comprehension processes.

2. Can these eye movement patterns be detected in real time while a user is working

with the system? Detecting and analyzing patterns after the source code comprehen-

sion tasks is only suitable in early-stage research projects. For a real application, the

patterns must be analyzed while the learner is reading the code.
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3. Are the eye movement events, based on the patterns, sufficiently differentiable for use

in data-supported learning hints? Supporting learners will highly depend on different

interventions and hints in the source code comprehension process. Different stages

(patterns) of source code comprehension hurdles must thus be distinguishable.

4. How can eye movement patterns be compared fast and reliably? For a support system

based on eye movement patterns, it is necessary to analyze an emerging pattern in

the source code comprehension process and patterns that were detected in a previous

session.

5. Which interventions or learning hints are useful and effective in the context of source

code comprehension? Analyzing eye movement data to detect patterns is essential,

but the learning hints with which learners are presented are equally important to get

their attention and to be supportive in the learning process.

6. Which methods and tools are necessary to support addressing the questions men-

tioned above? The current state of source code comprehension research likely does

not provide the required tools for analyzing eye movement data.

The aforementioned questions must be answered to build a dynamic learner support sys-

tem. They lay out essential anchor points for the context of this thesis. Both the aims of this

work and a research agenda to follow them are influenced by this overall vision.

1.3 aim and research agenda

Methodical and
Tooling
Requirements

Keeping the six questions for building a dynamic learner support system in mind, specific

methodical and tooling requirements can be specified to close the current gap found in

the literature and the source code comprehension community. The process of designing a

dynamic learner support system includes various theoretical and methodical steps to be

followed before the system can be built. The goals of this thesis are to identify necessary

steps in both categories and to develop and test promising theories and tools to detect source

code comprehension strategies, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 on page 6. These aims are broken

down as follows:

1. The first aim of this thesis is to lay out the steps that are needed to detect source code

comprehension strategies in different datasets and study scenarios.

2. The second aim is to identify, create, and test the methods and tools that are needed

to support the testing of the ideas.

3. The third aim is to describe the resulting toolbox for detecting source code compre-

hension strategies.
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Detect Source Code Comprehension Strategies

Finding 
Patterns

Provoking 
Patterns

Learning 
Hints

First Aim

Identify, Create, and Test Methods and Tools

DNA like 
visualization

Graph like 
visualization

Pattern 
Search

Second Aim

Third Aim

Contribution to the Community

Toolbox for Detecting Source Code 
Comprehension Strategies

Figure 1.1: A brief overview of the three aims of this thesis.

Eye Movement
as Focus of the

Thesis

Building a dynamic learner support system requires many technical and organizational

aspects to be considered. Such a support system likely requires additional input channels

from learners, such as screen and typing activities, and errors from the underlying com-

piler of the programming language. This thesis focuses on eye movement-related aspects

of the formulated aims. When necessary, other aspects are considered when evaluating the

proposed solutions. To effectively follow the goal of closing the recognized gaps regarding

the theory and methods for building a dynamic learner support system, a research agenda

was prepared to lay out the research path for the three case studies. The research for the

theoretical approach involves the following three steps:

1. Finding eye movement reading patterns linked to comprehension strategies. This first

step is essential because detecting eye movement reading strategies and patterns is

one thing, but knowing that the origin of a specific pattern is a comprehension hurdle

is a necessity for a support system.

2. Using source code smells in a source code comprehension setting to provoke behav-

ioral reading patterns, which can be categorized as comprehension strategies and are
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detectable as characteristic eye movement patterns. Relying on data from other re-

searchers and their empirical studies can be a prime step and a head start in the anal-

ysis process. However, for an optimal relationship between eye movement strategies

and source code comprehension hurdles, a self-conducted study provides more con-

trol over the setting and the data collection.

3. Testing the effectiveness and efficiency of learning hints. Detecting source code com-

prehension hurdles is essential to help learners cope with problems; however, the

question remains as to which method of helping them is the best to be active and

have an effect on the learner. This is a way of designing an interaction mediating

between the presentation of source code and the learners misconceptions about the

source code, which manifest themselves as comprehension hurdles.

Knowledge Gain
and Tests of
Methods and
Tools

All steps are necessary and equally crucial for designing a dynamic learner support sys-

tem. In parallel, the research for the methodical approach also follows three steps: 1) using

a DNA metaphor to visualize eye movement data, 2) using a modified state transition graph

based on the DNAmetaphor to visualize eye movement patterns, and 3) enhancing the DNA

metaphor to search for eye movement patterns. The case studies are used to test the meth-

ods and to drive both research agendas forward; this defines the outline for this thesis. The

general goal is the gain of knowledge about reading strategies and the effect of learning

hints, as well as the identification, development, and testing of methods and tools to realize

the vision of a dynamic learner support system.

1.4 outline

The ScopeThe previous sections described the problem statement, the challenges regarding the overall

vision of the dynamic learner support system, and the aim and research agenda. The remain-

der of this thesis is outlined as follows, with the general structure illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Case StudiesEye-Tracking-Based 
Analysis Methods

and Tools

Contributions 
and Discussion

Related Work Research and 
Analytics Approach

EMIP 
Dataset

Code Smell
Study

Learning Hints
Study

EMIP 
Dataset

Code Smell
Study

Learning Hints
Study

2. 3. 4. 5. – 7. 8.

Figure 1.2: A brief overview of the outline of this thesis.

Related WorkChapter 2 summarizes the related work for the main research areas, in detail learning

to program, source code comprehension, eye movements in source code comprehension,

methods for analyzing eye movement patterns, and learning analytics in combination with
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eye tracking. The summary section recapitulates missing approaches, methods, and tools to

fill some gaps on the way in which to create a dynamic learner support system.

Research Agenda
and Data
Analytics

Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the approach from a research agenda and

a data analytics perspective. It narrows down the missing points in theory and methods,

and it lays out the three illustrating case studies. In addition, it visualizes the adapted data

analytics approach that is used to design and conduct the data analysis of the three case

studies.

Eye Tracking
Based Methods

and Tools

Chapter 4 outlines eye-tracking-based analysis methods and tools containing methodical

eye tracking challenges, the influence of varying area-of-interest (AOI) models, standard

analysis techniques for eye tracking, and the methods and tools developed in this thesis

(e.g., AOI-DNAs, and AOI-STGs).

Three Case
Studies

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 address the three case studies, specifically the analysis of a public eye

tracking dataset, and the design and analysis of two new studies – a code smell study, and

a learning hints study – both of which are essential to test theories and methods.

Discussion and
Summary

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of this thesis, aiming to describe the contributions

regarding the three aims, including the limitations and open issues, a retrospective of the

methodical eye tracking challenges, and future work ideas.



“Themost elementary and valuable statement in science, the
beginning of wisdom, is ‘I do not know’.”

– Lt. Commander Data (TNG, Season 02, Episode 02)

2
Related Work

This chapter outlines the main research areas of this thesis and the goal of designing the

dynamic learner support system. Based on the problem statement (see Section 1.1), the six

challenges identified when building such a system (see Section 1.2), and the aims of this

thesis (see Section 1.3), this related work chapter contains a broad spectrum of important lit-

erature, designed as a top-down approach. A brief overview of the spanning research areas

like computer science education and programming education is covered first. As a follow-up,

an overview of the advantages, challenges, already available support systems, and mistakes

while learning to program get discussed. Subsequently, an introduction to source code com-

prehension and its various sub-areas important for this thesis’ aims is made. Afterward,

learning analytics, and eye movements specifically for the area of source code comprehen-

sion, as well as methods for visualizing and analyzing eye movement patterns, are provided.

In conclusion, the last section summarizes and clarifies, which theoretical aspects, methods,

and tools are missing to create a dynamic learner support system for source code compre-

hension successfully.

2.1 spanning research areas

STEM EducationGeorge Forsythe is considered one of the pioneers of computer science, which can be seen as

an invention to teach everyone about anything. Precisely, it is “the study of computers and

all the phenomena associated with them” (Newell, Perlis, & Simon, 1967). Forsythe claimed

in 1968 that the three most valuable tools in STEM education are 1) language, 2) mathematics,
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and 3) computer science. Forsythe wrote about this new term for the first time in an article

in the Journal of Engineering Education (1968). Donald Knuth told in 1972 a story about the

journal article from Forsythe. Knuth wrote:

“He [Forsythe] identified the ‘computer sciences’ as the theory of programming,

numerical analysis, data processing, and the design of computer systems, and

observed that the latter three were better understood than the theory of pro-

gramming, and more available in courses.” (Knuth, 1972, p. 722)

Programming as
a Skill and in
Educational

Settings

Besides, Forsythe also stressed both experimental and theoretical computer science, with

references to physics, where good experimental work can win many prizes. According to

him, this should be possible for computer science, too. Since then, computing education,

and the corresponding research, have a long history (Guzdial & du Boulay, 2019). Teachers

are educating students about computing for years and in many different ways, e.g., for ever-

changing programming languages. The first wave of computing education research targeted

the theoretical and empirical studies of programming as a skill (Sime, Arblaster, & Green,

1977; Weinberg, 1985). Subsequently, another wave of research focuses on learning program-

ming in educational settings (Feurzeig, Papert, Bloom, Grant, & Solomon, 1970; Papert, 1980).

Seymour Papert and his colleagues were one driving force at this time. Papert wrote:

“[...] that children can learn to use computers in a masterful way, and that

learning to use computers can change the way they learn everything else have

shaped my research agenda on computers and education.” (Papert, 1980, p. 8)

Open Research
Questions

In essence, computing education research is to “explore how humans come to understand

computing and how to improve that understanding” (Guzdial, 2008), which is essential to

make “computational thinking” (CT) accessible for everyone. To date, many important re-

search questions from computer science education research are still open. Mark Guzdial

publishes a new list nearly every year. The last one is from February 20192. This compre-

hensive list, as well as other research (Denny, Becker, Craig, Wilson, & Banaszkiewicz, 2019),

shows, that researchers and teachers have to find a better overlap between questions that

get asked in computing education research and the questions that are considered necessary.

Examine their assumptions could be a useful goal for both of them.

Computer
Science

Education
Research

The research field important for this thesis is computer science education research (Bus-

jahn, Schulte, Sharif, et al., 2014). In source code comprehension (also known as program com-
prehension or code comprehension), a more specialized field of research in computer science

education, eye tracking is used in various ways. In early research, Crosby and Stelovsky de-

tected distinct reading patterns for algorithms written in pascal (Crosby & Stelovsky, 1990).

2https://computinged.wordpress.com/2019/03/11/research-questions-from-the-cs-education
-research-class-february-2019/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://computinged.wordpress.com/2019/03/11/research-questions-from-the-cs-education-research-class-february-2019/
https://computinged.wordpress.com/2019/03/11/research-questions-from-the-cs-education-research-class-february-2019/
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Other examples are analyzing the expert’s (Bednarik, Busjahn, & Schulte, 2013) and novice’s

gaze (Busjahn, Schulte, & Tamm, 2015), to find differences between these skill groups.Within

these mentioned fields, this thesis has its focus in computing education → programming ed-

ucation → source code comprehension, as one dimension needed to learn to program and

to develop a dynamic learner support system.

Externalize
Mental Processes

One core aspect of source code comprehension, and thus of this thesis, is to analyze the

comprehension of source code written in a programming language as a form of diagnostic

understanding of the underlying processes. In order to understand involved processes while

reading source code, mental activities present must be made visible. While there is no direct

way to reveal these processes directly, researchers have used methods like post-tests, intro-

spection, concurrent think-aloud, retrospective think-aloud, and analyses based on artifacts.

The goal is to externalize what one is thinking with indirect methods. Consequential, source

code comprehension, as a way to externalize mental processes while reading source code,

is depending on eye tracking as a form of direct method to gather attention dynamics and

sequences. This method is usable in source code comprehension only scenarios when diag-

nosing the reading behavior is the primary goal, and analyzing artifacts is not an option,

due to missing create or edit cycles.

Eye Tracking as
Technology

Fortunately, eye tracking as technology is becoming more and more affordable. Besides,

the devices are getting more reliable, smaller, and data more accurate. Today, only a small

sensor array is needed to track someone’s eye movements. Eye tracking is distinguishable

into two use cases: analytical and interactive. This thesis covers both aspects. The analytical

approach to capture eye movement data to analyze source code comprehension processes,

and the interactive approach, to analyze, trigger, and test the usage of dynamic learning

hints. Eye tracking foundations such as fixations, and saccades are necessary for both use

cases (Duchowski, 2017). Eye tracking as a data source adds an objective source of informa-

tion about user behavior, which is an important reason why eye tracking as a methodology

gets gradually applied to various fields of science. Keith Rayner has made major contribu-

tions in the area of text reading (Clifton et al., 2016). Additional non-computer science fields

are, e.g., chess (Blignaut, Beelders, & So, 2008; Reingold & Sheridan, 2012; Van Der Maas &

Wagenmakers, 2005), (text) reading (Rayner, 1998), piloting (A. et al., 2005), mammography

(Sridharan, Bailey, McNamara, & Grimm, 2012), surgery (Vine, Masters, McGrath, Bright, &

Wilson, 2012), and medical-dental images (Castner et al., 2018). Another research area is the

teacher and learner support, e.g., for analyzing how the teacher and learner interaction is

perceived visually (Dessus, Cosnefroy, & Luengo, 2016; Sharma, D’Angelo, Gergle, & Dillen-

bourg, 2016), gaze visualizations for remote collaborative work (D’Angelo & Gergle, 2018),

to improve the communication between pair programming with a shared gaze awareness

(D’Angelo & Begel, 2017), to improve instructional design for learners (Jarodzka, Holmqvist,

& Gruber, 2017), or, more general, gaze-based interactions (Duchowski, 2018). Besides these
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examples, eye tracking as a method gets used in settings like mobile eye-tracking experi-

ments and applications (Prieto, Sharma, Wen, Dillenbourg, & Caballero, 2014), computer-

supported collaborative learning (Schneider et al., 2018; Sharma, Chavez-Demoulin, & Dil-

lenbourg, 2017), teacher students settings in classrooms (Dessus et al., 2016), and Massive

Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (Sharma, Alavi, Jermann, & Dillenbourg, 2016; Sharma, Jer-

mann, & Dillenbourg, 2015). The next section discusses learning to program from various

perspectives, e.g., learning and teaching introductory programming, programming knowl-

edge, novice mistakes, and learner support systems.

2.2 learning to program

Learning
Programming is

Difficulty

The process of learning programming is a long and arduous journey. According to Winslow

(1996), reaching the level of an expert programmer takes about ten years; a generally agreed

circumstance by other researchers (Robins, Rountree, & Rountree, 2003). According to Drey-

fus, Drey-fus, and Zadeh (2008), a commonly cited source, the continuum between the

novice and expert levels can be separated into the five stages 1) novice, 2) advanced beginner,
3) competence, 4) proficiency, and 5) expert. This skill difference and the difficult learning

process cause the need for a good computer science education.

Programming as
an Essential Skill

This section provides an overview of the literature regarding programming as an essential

skill and its importance, learning and teaching introductory programming, the characteri-

zation of programming knowledge, common novice mistakes and problems, and systems

for an (intelligent) learner support are discussed. These topics form a body of knowledge

of why programming is important and challenging to teach and learn, how programming

knowledge is formed, which mistakes often occur in the learning process, and already tested

(intelligent) systems to help learners.

2.2.1 programming as a common skill

21st-Century
Literacy

Computing education itself, and learning to program as a characteristic embedded in it,

is seen as a foundation for 21st-century literacy and is becoming more important in our

technological world (Tabesh, 2017). In his SIGCSE 2019 keynote3, Mark Guzdial describes

computing is amedium for “Engineering Thinking”, “Scientific Thinking” (Krajcik &Merritt,

2012), and “Historical Thinking.” It asks questions (for science) and defines problems (for

engineering). At the moment, educators use a variety of technological tools, programming

environments, and educational concepts to teach computing. Many of them can provide

challenging and dynamic coding experiences.

3https://computinged.wordpress.com/2019/03/02/a-crowdsourced-blog-post-about-my-sigcse
-keynote-computing-education-as-a-foundation-for-21st-century-literacy/ – Last accessed on
December 14, 2020.

https://computinged.wordpress.com/2019/03/02/a-crowdsourced-blog-post-about-my-sigcse-keynote-computing-education-as-a-foundation-for-21st-century-literacy/
https://computinged.wordpress.com/2019/03/02/a-crowdsourced-blog-post-about-my-sigcse-keynote-computing-education-as-a-foundation-for-21st-century-literacy/
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Computational
Thinking (CT)

In computing education, and therefore in programming as a basic skill for problem-

solving, CT is an important ingredient. Seymour Papert (Papert, 1980, 1996) first used CT

as a term. The phrase itself was made popular by Wing (2006), who describes it as a “uni-

versally applicable attitude and skill set everyone, not just computer scientist, would be

eager to learn and use.” (Wing, 2006, p. 33) For Wing, “computational methods and models

gives us the courage to solve problems and design system that no one of us would be capa-

ble of tackling alone.” (Wing, 2006, p. 35) Besides, “a central element of CT is abstraction

in the specific sense it has in the context of computational principles” Ulrich Hoppe and

Werneburg (2019, p. 19), which was highlighted by Wing (2008). Later, she describes CT

as a shorthand for “thinking like a computer scientist” (Wing, 2014). Mastering these skills

does not mean just thinking like a computer scientist, it means thinking at multiple levels of

abstraction, which is a skill set, not only important for the desirable general knowledge of

science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), but for everyone for everyday

life.

End-User
Programming

One often overlooked domain of utilizing knowledge in STEM and the mentioned meta-

level skills, is the so-called end-user development, also called end-user programming. In 2006,

this was called an emerging paradigm (Lieberman, Paternò, Klann, &Wulf, 2006). Estimated

numbers from 2005, which rely on the improved calculation method of (Boehm et al., 1995),

extended the original 55 million people in America to 90 million, who are using some sort of

programming, spreadsheets, and databases (Scaffidi, Shaw, & Myers, 2005). This estimation

seems way off from today’s perspective, considering the rapid development in technology

and the current digitization. In 2010, a CHI Special Interest Group Meeting about end-user

software engineering picked the end-user programming topic up to move forward the re-

search in software engineering methodologies and reduce the number of errors in end-user

software (Myers et al., 2010).

Two Purposes in
Learning
Programming

Learning to program can serve two primary purposes: 1) learning through programming

or 2) learning programming in its own right (Mendelsohn, Green, & Brna, 1990). Both di-

rections are not distinct, because learners can switch between them in the learning process

when their motivation, goals, and intentions changed or if a teacher moves from one topic

and learning goal to another. These different learning intentions got taken into account

in different research directions. Researchers like Feurzeig and Papert had the intention to

teach mathematics and problem-solving through programming, which is the first purpose

(Feurzeig et al., 1970; Papert, 1980). In contrast, researchers like Friend (1975) and Youngs

(1974) studied the errors learners made in languages, and which programming constructs

were the most difficult to learn, which tends towards the second purpose.

Overall, learning to program can serve different goals. Even if a learner does not strive to

be a professional developer, a glimpse of computer science education and understanding can

change the way the world is perceived and, therefore, a goal worthy of pursuing. However,
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learning and teaching introductory programming has its challenges, as the next section

shows.

2.2.2 learning and teaching introductory programming

Demanding
Courses and
High Failure

Rates

Introductory programming courses, often referred to as CS1 and CS2 courses (Hertz, 2010),

are demanding and cognitively challenging. Besides, a common conception is that it is chal-

lenging to learn to program (Hanks, McDowell, Draper, & Krnjajic, 2004; Jenkins, 2002;

Robins et al., 2003). According to Bergin and Reilly (2005, p. 293) “it is well known in the

Computer Science Education (CSE) community that students have difficulty with program-

ming courses and this can result in high drop-out and failure rates.” While it is agreed upon

that learning to program is hard, the evidence for the immediately mentioned high drop-

out and failure rates is, at best, an anecdotal evidence. Studies showed that the pass rate is

highly dependable on the Country, course size, institutional-grade level, used programming

language, and the year, the course was taught. The study from Bennedsen and Caspersen

(2007), and the revised one fromWatson and Li (2014), show an almost identical pass rate of

CS1 courses: approximately 67 %. Beaubouef and Mason (2005) analyzed this and stated that

drop-out and failure rates reaching as high as 30%-40% between the first and second years

of programming courses. Also, it must be noted that such studies face low answer rates for

their questionnaires. Thus, the generalizability of the results is at least debatable.

Improve
Teaching and

Learning
Experiences

Despite the unclear data about drop-out and failure rates in introductory programming

courses, decades of research targets teaching, technology, different approaches, and auto-

mated feedback systems. The overall goals are improving the teaching and learning expe-

riences, and to lower the drop-out and failure rates (Yadin, 2011). A literature survey on

teaching introductory programming revealed that there is only a limited effect on classroom

teachings due to the active research (Pears et al., 2007). Improving introductory program-

ming courses can, e.g., rely on pair programming, peer instruction, and media computation,

which were reported to work, at least at universities (Porter, Guzdial, McDowell, & Simon,

2013). Others rely, e.g., on game first approaches (Leutenegger & Edgington, 2007), spe-

cialized learning environments (Singh, Gulwani, & Solar-Lezama, 2013), programming lan-

guages like Scratch (Resnick et al., 2009), Snap! (Harvey & Mönig, 2010) with a functional

programming perspective, or syntactically simple languages and formative feedback on suc-

cessful and erroneous aspects of code (Koulouri, Lauria, & Macredie, 2014). Extensive litera-

ture surveys point out many directions when planning introductory programming courses,

but the vast amount of different approaches does not allow for canonical answers to how

to teach programming (Pears et al., 2007). Others, like Brown and Wilson (2018), compiled

a more pragmatic list of tips, in their article “Ten quick tips for teaching programming.” He

suggests, e.g., using peer introduction and live coding, pair programming, worked examples

with sub-goals, and authentic tasks.
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Recall

Understand

Apply

Analyze

Evaluate

Create

Figure 2.1: The learning objectives for the cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy. Level names from (An-
derson et al., 2001).

Taxonomies for
Learning
Objectives or
Outcomes

A vastly different attempt from the approaches mentioned above is the use of taxonomies,

e.g., to sort learning objectives by cognitive complexity (Bloom) or to sort learning outcomes

by structural complexity (SOLO). Both taxonomies allow the material of an introductory

programming course to be adapted to the needs and skills of learners. Thus, the tasks are

not implicitly designed for the hypothetical average student (Lister & Leaney, 2003).

Bloom’s
Taxonomy

The taxonomy by Bloom and others (1956) divides learning into the cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor domains. For this thesis, the cognitive domain is the most important. “Bloom’s

taxonomy” is used in two ways: Referring to the taxonomy with the mentioned three do-

mains or referring learning objectives within the cognitive domain. The latter one is meant

in this thesis when mentioned “Bloom’s taxonomy.” Figure 2.1 shows the learning objec-

tives for the cognitive domain (levels names from Anderson et al. (2001)). The original six

levels, from bottom to top, are 1) knowledge, 2) comprehension, 3) application, 4) analysis,

5) synthesis, and 6) evaluation. Thus, the comprehension part is the second-lowest level

and, therefore, important in learning to program. Applying this taxonomy to programming

is challenging, but the taxonomy has motivated improvements to the instruction of intro-

ductory programming courses (Alaoutinen& Smolander, 2010; Khairuddin&Hashim, 2008).

Besides these efforts and accomplishments, Bloom’s taxonomy shows that introductory pro-

gramming courses are challenging. With the taxonomy’s help, one can link the goals of

typical programming courses with elements of the taxonomy. For example, creating small

programs in a course, for solving a problem described in non-programming terms, matches

the level of synthesis or creation of the taxonomy.

SOLO TaxonomyThe SOLO taxonomy contains five levels of responses from learners, measured by the

structural complexity of the result: 1) pre-structural, 2) uni-structural, 3) multi-structural, 4)

relational, and 5) extended abstract (Biggs, John, Tang, & Catherine, 2011, pp. 77-78). This

taxonomy is used to analyze programming assignments, e.g., code-reading and code-writing
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tasks. From the viewpoint of these tasks, the levels of the SOLO taxonomy are interpreted

differently as a code-reading (comprehension) task, e.g., pre-structural means, that a learner

substantially lacks knowledge of programming constructs. For a code-writing task, this level

means the inability to write the correct code. Thus, the taxonomy can be used to analyze

both dimensions. E.g., Lister, Simon, Thompson,Whalley, and Prasad (2006); Whalley, Clear,

Robbins, and Thompson (2011) have done this for introductory programming courses. SOLO

teaches us, that the expected outcome of introductory programming courses is complex, for

both code-reading as well as code-writing. For both skills, the successful completion of a

programming task often requires a relational level of understanding, which is not easy to

achieve in an introductory course.

No Programming
Skill Hierarchy

Despite the efforts from researchers and educational staff, not all students reach a rea-

sonable level of competence regarding programming education. Carter and Jenkins (1999)

stated, that “few teachers of programming in higher education would claim that all their stu-

dents reach a reasonable standard of competence by graduation. Indeed, most would confess

that an alarmingly large proportion of graduates are unable to ‘program’ in any meaningful

sense.” (Carter & Jenkins, 1999, p. 1) Besides, research shows that “the average student does

not make much progress in an introductory programming course,” according to a CER litera-

ture review from the 1980s (Robins et al., 2003). Furthermore, many students struggle to get

past learning basic language features (Dalbey & Linn, 1985). In summary, research shows,

that students do not learn how to create working programs (Soloway, Lochhead, & Clement,

1982; Tew & Guzdial, 2011; Venables, Tan, & Lister, 2009), that they do not learn to read code

properly (Adelson & Soloway, 1985; Simon, 2011; Teague, Corney, Ahadi, & Lister, 2012),

and that many students poorly understand fundamental programming concepts (Samurçay,

1989; Sanders, Galpin, & Götschi, 2006; Sleeman, Putnam, Baxter, & Kuspa, 1986). The em-

pirical work of the BRACElet project, which is based on the SOLO taxonomy (overview in

Clear et al. (2011)), shows that a learning hierarchy of programming skills cannot be given

at the moment.

Minimal
Competence at

Tracing and
Explaining

In conclusion, all kinds of problems understanding source code while learning to program

will cause more problems in the learning process. Therefore, these problems in understand-

ing must be addressed. Regarding the hierarchy of programming skills and the role of source

code reading and comprehension, this thesis targets the following conclusion:

“In arguing for a hierarchy of programming skills, we merely argue that that

some minimal competence at tracing and explaining precedes some minimal

competence at systematicallywriting code. Any novicewho cannot trace and/or

explain code can only thrash around, making desperate and ill-considered

changes to their code – a student behavior many computing educators have

reported observing.” (Venables et al., 2009, p. 128)
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2.2.3 characterizing and structuring programming knowledge

Categorizing
Programming
Knowledge

This section describes research about the questions, what learning to program involves

when students succeed, and what characterizes programming knowledge. The latter is a

broad field with lots of seminal theoretical work. This section focuses on categorizing pro-

gramming knowledge associated with source code comprehension to narrow down this re-

search field.

Influence
Programming
Knowledge

Linn and Dalbey (1985) describes a “chain of cognitive accomplishments”, consisting of

three elements: 1) single language features, 2) design skills, and 3) general problem-solving

skills (Linn & Dalbey, 1985, pp. 58-60). These can be amended with more specific skills, like

templates, and procedural skills (planning, testing, reformulating). Besides the chain, the

work covers precursor stages, which can concern the learning of language features. Also,

“instruction strongly influences outcomes in introductory programming classes” (Linn &

Dalbey, 1985, p. 76), which even influences the ablest students, a group that “learned signifi-

cantly more in exemplary classes than in typical classes” (Linn &Dalbey, 1985, p. 76). Instruc-

tion also influences the “medium ability students who did as well as high ability students

in exemplary classes and were far more successful than medium ability students in typical

classes” (Linn&Dalbey, 1985, p. 77). These findings are crucial because they show that proper

instructions in introductory programming courses influence programming knowledge.

Framework for
Knowledge
Representation

In the 1990 published book, Rogalski and Samurçay (1990) presented a framework for the

analysis of programming. In detail, the work shows a general framework for knowledge

representation, which is tailored to the programming field. In this framework, the difficulty

of novices are divided into four areas: 1) conceptual representations about the computer

device, 2) control structures, conditional statements, iterations, and recursion, 3) variables,

data structures and data representation, as well as 4) programming methods. The overall

conclusion is that acquiring programming knowledge is a complex process, which involves

many aspects like program design, understanding, modifying, and debugging from a more

bird’s-eye view, and the structuring of basic operations like loops, conditional statements

on the computer literacy level, into underlying schemas and plans, which will be discussed

in Section 2.3.2. Schema and plans are an essential aspect of source code reading and source

code comprehension. The work of Rogalski and Samurçay (1990) also mentioned, that the

strategies developed by students have to be adaptable enough, to “benefit fromprogramming

aids” Rogalski and Samurçay (1990, p. 170). This aspect is essential, because programming

environments offer a wide range of supporting features, which a) are often not or not suffi-

ciently used by novices, and b) should influence the choice of the programming environment,

novices have to use in introductory programming courses (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005).

Distinct Types of
(Programming)
Knowledge

A different approach to structuring student’s knowledge of programming was made by

McGill and Volet (1997). Thework identified three distinct types of programming knowledge:

1) syntactic, 2) conceptual, and 3) strategic. The source of these types is the educational com-
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puting literature, especially Bayman and Mayer (1988), a work build on earlier research of

Boysen and Keller (1980), Shneiderman and Mayer (1979), and Linn (1985). Besides, McGill

and Volet (1997) identifies three distinct types of knowledge in the cognitive psychology

literature: 1) declarative knowledge (“know that”), 2) procedural knowledge (“know how”),

and 3) conditional knowledge (“know when, where, and why”). All types are then combined

into a conceptual framework of the various components of programming knowledge. The

resulting two-dimensional framework was used to re-analyze data from an experimental

study of Volet (1991). The analysis showed that the model has “[...] potential for detecting

deficiencies in the programming knowledge of novices programming during a course of in-

struction, and for designing appropriate instruction in introductory programming.” (McGill

& Volet, 1997, p. 276) The analysis of the programming knowledge consists of analyzing ex-

amination questions and a classification, which types of knowledge are required to answer

these questions.

Four Learning
Steps as

Theoretical
Framework

More recent research creates a theoretical framework, which distinguishes between four

learning steps: 1) reading semantics to trace code and predict the effect of syntax on behavior

(Xie et al., 2019, p. 10), 2) writing semantics, referring translating of unambiguous natural

language descriptions into syntax (Xie et al., 2019, p. 10), 3) reading templates, to identify

reusable abstractions of programming knowledge (templates) (Xie et al., 2019, 12), and 4)

writing templates, to be able to use program templates to solve a problem (problem-solving)

(Xie et al., 2019, p. 12). The theoretical framework can be summarized as “read before write

and semantics before templates,” highlighting the importance of code reading and source

code comprehension as first, as well as distinct tasks and understand the semantics of the

underlying programming language before trying to understand larger blocks of code com-

bined as a template.

Programming
Skill Acquisition

In contrast to the theoretical frameworks, which aim at describing programming knowl-

edge and skill from a more teaching and technical perspective, other research focus on the

relationship between programming skill acquisition and individual differences of learners.

Shute (1991) investigated the effect of prior knowledge, general cognitive skills, problem

solving abilities, and learning style measures. The analysis is based on 260 participants in

a seven-day study, receiving Pascal instructions from an intelligent tutoring systems. No

participant had prior knowledge of Pascal. One outcome of the study is, that the acquisition

of programming skills is highly correlated with certain problem-solving abilities. Because

these abilities are trainable (Bransford & Stein, 1993), introductory programming courses

“may benefit from the inclusion of supplemental instruction on relevant problem-solving

skills.” (Shute, 1991, p. 16) Another result is, to alter the teaching process to include small

chunks of knowledge for participants with a lower working memory. This is doable in an

(intelligent) programming environment or tutoring system, but hardly achievable in day

to day settings of introductory programming courses. Nevertheless, the working memory
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capacity “[...] was shown to be an important predictor of programming skill acquisition.”

(Shute, 1991, p. 17) Overall, the work of Shute (1991) argues for adjusting the teaching accord-

ing to the individual differences of learners, based on a study using an intelligent tutoring

system (ITS), an approach, discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.5.

Chunking,
Schemas, and
Mental Models

Psychology provides an additional view of programming knowledge. This research field

contains information about how complex information is processed, the link to the working

memory, and how chunking and schemas have overcome the limits of the working mem-

ory. Besides, mental models help learners deal with complex environments. These topics

are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.2, because they play a crucial role in source code

comprehension. These concepts clarify that learning to program requires mental representa-

tions from a) the problem domain, b) models of the problem and c) problem-solving patterns.

Besides, one important aspect is often neglected in introductory programming courses: Stu-

dents have to learn the characteristics of the underlying computer system.

Notional
Machine as an
Abstraction

In this context, Du Boulay (1986); Du Boulay, O’Shea, and Monk (1999) introduced the

term notional machine, a description for the “general properties of the machine that one

is learning to control.” (Du Boulay, 1986, p. 57) It describes environmental parameters to

a program and explains the essential characteristics of a programming language. Notional

machines are tight to programming languages, which is why every programming language

has a (slightly) different notional machine. Misconceptions about this notional machine can

cause problems along the way of learning how to program (Perkins, Schwartz, & Simmons,

1988). The lack of a proper mental model for the underlying machine leads to all kinds of

ideas from learners about how statements in a programming language are executed. Besides,

mental model theory shows that a wrong mental model is hard to replace by a correct one.

Novices needs to understand this notional machine because it is an abstraction of the com-

puter that executes a program. The misconceptions novices have about a notional machine

are one fundamental aspect and explanation for their lack of ability to write programs. More-

over, tracing the program execution, such as debugging, needs a good knowledge about the

notional machine, because humans trace programs via executing the programming state-

ments in a mental model. Tracing is furthermore vital for source code comprehension. Thus,

knowledge about the notional machine and an excellent mental model can help in the pro-

cess of source code comprehension.

No Problem
Hierarchy

When summarizing findings from research and literature, the question arises, which of

the mentioned problems is the most important one? As a conclusion of this section, all

challenges are equally important and, to complicate things furthermore, not independent of

each other. Tracing skills and understanding source code is one of the challenges and one of

the primary topics of this thesis. As the next sections show, novices make various mistakes

and have various problems understanding programming and language concepts.
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2.2.4 novices mistakes and problems

Programming
Languages for

Humans

In the past decades, extensive research on the topic of novices and experts programming skill

were conducted. Du Boulay et al. (1999) provides an overview of the early work on empirical

studies of programming. Besides, Shneiderman (1975) noted already in 1975 that researchers

and language developers had begun to accept that humans are not just a marginal factor in

the programming process. They are essential when designing programming languages and

teaching how to program. It seems logical that many mistakes of novices could be avoided,

or their frequency reduced if the design of programming languages would target beginners

– a topic with recent research activity not covered in this thesis (Kaijanaho, 2015; Stefik &

Siebert, 2013).

Novice and
Expert

Differences

In general, novices experience learning to program in a different way than experts experi-

ence the programming task itself. They have entirely different needs and face various chal-

lenges during the programming process. The study of Wiedenbeck (1985), in which novices

and experts have to make timed decisions on short program segments, showed that “[...]

experts were significantly faster and more accurate than novices.” Wiedenbeck (1985, p. 383)

This result is attributed to automation’s effect, which is the ability to perform a task rapidly,

smoothly, and correctly with little attention. Another vital area of research is the differ-

ence in educator beliefs and student data regarding novice programming mistakes. In intro-

ductory programming courses, educators form beliefs about the errors their students make

regularly. Research on eighteen mistakes in Java shows that there is almost no consensus

between educators regarding the frequency of novice errors and that the level of exper-

tise of an educator has no effect on how closely their belief of an error frequency matched

the black box data (Brown & Altadmri, 2014). A similar conclusion was drawn by Spohrer

and Soloway (1986). The authors found out that the instruction in introductory program-

ming courses can be improved when computer science instructors strive to “[...] familiarize

themselves with specific high-frequency bugs, [...]” (Spohrer & Soloway, 1986, p. 632) In

programming and computing education research, novices’ difficulties with programming

and the design of programming languages targeting novices are two main areas of interest

(Guzdial & du Boulay, 2019).

Students do not
Learn

Programming

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, many students do not learn how to write functioning pro-

grams. Not to mention good programs, or right source code concerning coding, formatting,

and task-specific standards. “[...] an alarmingly large proportion of graduates are unable to

‘program’ in any meaningful sense.” (Carter & Jenkins, 1999, p. 1) Not an unexpected result,

but an outcome of many years with deep grounded problems in the understanding of com-

puter science and programming concepts, taught by introductory programming courses.

Types of Novices
and Problem
Categories

Before this section dives into different aspects of problems and mistakes novices face

while learning, it differentiates between different kinds of novices and different meta-level

categories of problem areas. Perkins, Hancock, Hobbs, Martin, and Simmons (1986) differ-
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entiates between the two categories, “stoppers” and “movers.” Both are important for the

goal of a dynamic learner support system. Stoppers simply stop to program, when facing a

problem. “They appear to abandon all hope of solving the problem on their own” (Perkins et

al., 1986, p. 41) These learners need more supervision or the help of an automatic system. On

the contrary, movers keep trying, modifying their code to fix the problem they face. Movers

can make sense of programming errors and error messages more often and use the feedback

effectively (Robins et al., 2003). Regarding the meta-level categories of problem areas, it is

necessary to distinguish between the categories 1) conceptual and 2) technical problems or

misconceptions. McCall and Kölling (2014) created a categorization of novice programming

errors. The extensive list can be found online4. The first two entries are “variable not de-

clared” and “; missing”, both combined, responsible for over 20% of the errors analyzed in

the study.

Tracing as a Skill
for Novices

Besides, tracing abilities are necessary. In their research, Détienne and Soloway (1990)

describe the differences between concrete and symbolic tracing. The former uses generic

values to trace program execution, e.g., following the most basic steps of a program like

“looping 10 times, adding a value if something is true, and printing the result.” For experi-

enced programmers, this is the default strategy when reading a new program. In contrast,

symbolic tracing is used with real values to follow the program execution, e.g., “looping 10

times, adding the value 12 to the initial value zero, if the variable ‘threshold’ is below zero,

adding the value 25, if the variable ‘threshold’ is above zero.” Concrete tracing is an impor-

tant skill when debugging programs. For novices, it is even more important, according to

Vainio and Sajaniemi (2007). They argue that novices need to trace a program with real

values to understand the relationships between source code elements like statements and

loops. These relations are missing in symbolic tracing. Unfortunately, novices do not trace

their programs if not prompted to do so (Perkins & Martin, 1986). According to Sleeman

et al. (1986) “at least half of the students could not trace through programs systematically.”

(Sleeman et al., 1986, p. 22) Besides, Adelson and Soloway (1985) showed that novices cannot

mentally trace interactions within a system, and Kaczmarczyk, Petrick, East, and Herman

(2010) report an incapacity to “trace code linearly” as a major novice difficulty. Associated

with problems in tracing programs, are difficulties with the program state. Sajaniemi, Kuit-

tinen, and Tikansalo (2008) shows concrete examples of these difficulties, and Du Boulay

(1986) stated that students are not always aware of the fact that “each instruction operates

in the environment created by the previous instructions.” (Du Boulay, 1986, p. 62) Besides,

tracing a program means to run a mental model, which make tracing and the knowledge

about models dependent on each other. Moreover, this knowledge about the model is based

on the notional machine, which is another link of necessary concepts, which novices need

4https://bluej.org/davmac/2014_novice_errors/categories.html – Last accessed on December 14,
2020.

https://bluej.org/davmac/2014_novice_errors/categories.html
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to understand. To summarize this area of problems, novices need a robust understanding at

a low level of abstraction, for successfully tracing a program.

Misconceptions
Based on

Technical Issues

Another area of problems or misconceptions is based on technical issues while learning to

program. Sleeman et al. (1986) analyzed errors during Pascal programming exercises in 1986,

with the result that out of 35 students, “over half were classified as having major difficul-

ties – less than 10% had no difficulties.” (Sleeman et al., 1986, p. 3) They also found out that

“errors were made with essentially every Pascal construct.” (Sleeman et al., 1986, p. 3) Pea

and Kurland (1984) describes programming as a complex cognitive activity. In the learning

process, novices have to face various errors on different levels of abstraction (Brown & Al-

tadmri, 2017; Ebrahimi, 1994). Regarding the errors for language constructs, Ebrahimi (1994)

summarizes the findings as “logical if”, “input”, “repeat until”, “if with ‘=’”, “logical if and do

while.” Subsequent analysis showed that if statements and loops caused the most problems.

According to Brown and Altadmri (2017), conditional statements, syntactic structures such

as nested brackets and blocks, and mismatches of argument types are common challenges

and cause many problems. In an early study of Youngs (1974), novice errors are categorized

as “syntactic”, “semantic”, “logical”, and “clerical.” Novices have far more semantic errors,

were for experts, errors were more evenly distributed. Another description for semantic

error is an error in the logic of a program. After analyzing 15,000 code fragments in the

C programming language, created by novices, Ettles, Luxton-Reilly, and Denny (2018) con-

cluded that integer division, uninitialized variables, and indexing/iterating arrays are the

most common misconceptions. A few kinds of logic errors occur very frequently. Research

conducted by Izu, Weerasinghe, and Pope (2016) reveals that learners show a poor under-

standing of loops, loop ranges, and vector access. The results are backed up by an evaluation

framework based on the SOLO taxonomy. The overall body of research targeting program-

ming misconceptions is quite extensive. Madison and Gifford (1997) found problems in the

concepts of parameter passing, Sleeman et al. (1986) analyzed code comprehension tests and

interviews and found problems on various levels of abstraction like variables, assignment,

print statements, and control flow.

Syntax Barrier In addition to these technical issues, the syntax barrier, novices have to face, is an enor-

mous problem. Sevella and Lee (2013) showed in their research that most of the barriers

novices have to face are “[...] basic programming barriers, rather than conceptual barriers.”

(Sevella & Lee, 2013, p. 20) Others showed that in short drill and practice exercises, all stu-

dents “were writing code that does not compile, and that weaker students were often unable

to solve their syntax problems.” (Denny, Luxton-Reilly, Tempero, & Hendrickx, 2011, p. 212)

Overall, the study showed that students were struggling with syntax problems to a greater

extent as the authors initially expected.

Compiler Error
Messages

Another area of problems is compiler error messages or in general error messages from

the programming environments. These errors are related to syntax errors, because such an
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error inevitably leads to a compiler error message that needs to be understood. In Traver

(2010), the poor design of error messages was analyzed. Besides, the work shows that a com-

piler error message is an interface between the computer and the human user. Therefore,

methods of human-computer interaction (HCI) should be used to improve the messages. In

studies where more precise and more understandable compiler error messages were used,

the frequency of compiler errors is reduced (Becker et al., 2016). Error messages are espe-

cially problematic in situations where they are depended on each other. These are so-called

multiple compiler error messages, where often only the first error is essential, and the rest

can disappear after fixing the first one. This knowledge is not available for novice program-

mers. In an analysis of Becker et al. (2018), 21million compiler errormessageswere examined.

The results show that the frequency of errors stays consistent with other research when all

error messages are considered. When only the first message is analyzed, these frequencies

changed. Thus, it is worth focusing on the first error message, if multiple ones are present,

and to teach novices this concept in introductory programming courses.

Helping Learners
is a Necessity

In summary, programming languages designed for humans have improved many parts of

learning programming. Overall, novices and experts have entirely different needs and face

different challenges while programming. Moreover, analyzing the outcome of introductory

programming courses showed that many students do not learn programming at all, which is

a problematic result, given all the effort put into such courses, e.g., in universities. Novices

are subject to many misconceptions while learning programming, for example, technical

issues, syntax, and semantics. Current programming environments are not improving this

situation much. Novices are making many mistakes and have numerous problems on the

journey of learning programming. Hence, a way of helping them is necessary. One way of

doing so is using an (intelligent) learner support, which is the topic of the following section.

2.2.5 (intelligent) learner support

Teaching
Systems and
Empowering
Systems

Educators and researchers are well aware that supporting learners is a beneficial goal. Di-

viding the aspect of learning programming in two categories, “learning to program” or

“programming to learn,” according to Mendelsohn et al. (1990), can be used to categorize

programming environments into two main categories 1) teaching systems and 2) empow-
ering systems. This taxonomy was created by Kelleher and Pausch (2005), who wanted to

lower the barrier to programming. The first category includes environments for improving

programming abilities; the second category contains environments to help learners follow

other learning goals.

Novice
Programming
Environments

Programming environments intentionally designed to help learners be categorized as

novice programming environments (NPEs), and are included in the teaching systems cat-

egory. Well-known examples are Greenfoot (Kölling, 2010), which uses structural highlight-

ing, as well as Alice (Moskal, Lurie, & Cooper, 2004), Scratch (Moreno-Leon & Robles, 2016),
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and Snap! (Harvey & Mönig, 2010), which avoid syntax errors with a drag-and-drop visual

language, or WIPE (Efopoulos, Dagdilelis, Evangelidis, & Satratzemi, 2005), which is a web

integrated programming environment to teach fundamentals of programming. NPEs are a

commonly used to introduce programming, generally tailored to a specific domain-specific

application domain. Empirical studies have shown that these environments improve test

scores (Dann, Cosgrove, Slater, Culyba, & Cooper, 2012), and retention (Moskal et al., 2004).

Besides, other NPEs combine programming with the interest of learners, like games, simu-

lations (Utting, Cooper, Kölling, Maloney, & Resnick, 2010), and stories. These specialized

environments are a good start in augmenting the learning process. However, these tools

are still dependent on teachers available in an introductory programming course to help

students when they get stuck and do not know how to proceed with a task.

Intelligent
Tutoring Systems

(ITS)

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs), which are environments specifically designed to help

learners, are eager to close this gap. There are different types of ITS for various problem

domains. Traditionally, ITS have been developed for well-defined domains, like algebra and

programming (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995). ITS for ill-defined domains,

such as reading and writing is often based on natural language processing (NLP) (Jackson &

McNamara, 2013). According to Johnson, McCarthy, Kopp, Perret, andMcNamara (2017), the

combination of ITS and NLP “provide one-on-one training, practive, and feedback in ways

that would be impossible in traditional reading and writing instruction given constraints of

both time and resources in the classroom.” (Johnson et al., 2017, p. 565)

ITS in
Programming

Education

The focus in this section is ITS in programming education scenarios. These environments

can be categorized in the teaching systems category according to Kelleher and Pausch (2005).

An ITS want to approximate a human in the role of a teacher or tutor to support learners

(Price et al., 2017), to dynamically adapt the learning material to the individual learner (Mur-

ray, 1999), or to add complementary material directly into the programming environment

to support learners (Brusilovsky, 1992). Such systems have proven to be helpful in program-

ming education, where students perform two standard deviations higher than students who

had no access to such an environment (Corbett, 2001). The discipline of bringing together

NPEs and ITSs is relatively young. One pioneer is iSnap, which is an extension to the Snap!
programming environment, adding, e.g., detailed logging and automatically generated hints,

created by comparing current student’s code to prior student solutions (Price et al., 2017). In

Stamper, Eagle, Barnes, and Croy (2013), two two versions of the Deep Thought logic tutor

were tested. The group with the tutor, tested over two semesters, completed significantly

more tasks, then the group without the tutor. The ITSs mentioned above are designed to

help learners in the process of programming. In contrast, methods like automated feedback

generation are intended to help learners when submitting programming assignments. Singh

et al. (2013) tested such an automated feedback generation, with a reference implementation

of the assignment and common errors learners often make. When submitting the Python
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code, the system generates a list of changes needed to correct the assignment. The result of

the analysis is that the system can correct 64 % of incorrect solutions of a benchmark set. An-

other approach uses the GradeIT system, which uses automated grading and programming

repairing in an introductory programming course (Parihar et al., 2017). According to the

study and analysis, the systems graded similar to human teaching assistants (TAs) on 15,613

submissions. The authors stated that “the difference in marks was less than 20% of the total

marks for 8̃8 % of the submissions.” (Parihar et al., 2017, p. 97), and that the systemwas “more

consistent than TAs when awarding marks for similar submissions.” (Parihar et al., 2017, p.

97) The research of Shute (1991) used a Pascal tutor, to test, among other individual differ-

ences, if hints influence the learning outcome. Their results indicate that the task outcomes

were not influenced by the hints, because “the ITS emphasized the higher, conceptual level

of programming more than the lower level, syntactical aspect of Pascal coding.” (Shute, 1991,

p. 15) A meta-analytic review about the effectiveness of ITS, analyzing 107 effect sizes in-

volving 14,321 participants from research found in major bibliographic databases, concluded,

that “in some situations ITS can successfully complement and substitute for other instruc-

tional modes and that these situations exist at all educational levels and in many common

academic subjects.” (Kulik & Fletcher, 2016, p. 914) Overall, there was no significant differ-

ence in learning from a human tutor or an ITS. As a result, ITSs should no replace other

modes completely. The meta-analytic review, and preview reviews by Steenbergen-Hu and

Cooper (2013, 2014), examined evaluation research, in which the use of ITSs was compared

to other modes of instruction. The work of Crow et al. (2018) focuses on a systematic review

of ITS in programming education. These systems are called Intelligent Programming Tutors

(IPTs). The overall result of the review and analysis is that IPTs benefits from including ad-

ditional reference material, like “planning resources, reference material, worked solutions,

and different types of questions.” (Crow et al., 2018, p. 61)

ITS and Eye
Tracking

In recent years, eye tracking is more and more used in analyzing how students learn and

how they interact with NPEs and ITSs. Learning from examples is one area of research. The

study of Najar, Mitrovic, and Neshatian (2014) showed how students are reading worked-

examples in SQL in an SQL-Tutor called system. The analysis revealed that experts spent

more time in some areas compared to novices, e.g., the database schema. Such information

can later be integrated into the ITS, when combined with eye tracking, to help learners

automatically. In the work of Belenky, Ringenberg, and Olsen (2014), the authors analyzed

students’ collaboration with an ITS for elementary-level fractions. They used a dual eye

tracking setup and found out, that collaborating students showed learning gains, and that

the dual eye tracking data shows, that learning gains were related to conceptual knowledge

only in the procedural condition. Different approaches, regarding eye tracking and ITS, were

conducted by D’Mello, Olney, Williams, and Hays (2012) as well as Hutt, Mills, White, Don-

nelly, and D’Mello (2016). In the previous work, the ITS was developed for dynamically
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detecting and responding to students’ boredom and disengagement, to be able to promote

engagement and learning. The analysis revealed, that “in general just-in-time gaze-reactivity

was quite effective in reorienting students’ attention towards the tutor.” (D’Mello et al., 2012,

p. 23), and that “gaze-reactivity positively influenced learning gains, particularly at deeper

levels of comprehension.” (D’Mello et al., 2012, p. 23) However, one must remark, that off-

screen gaze-behaviors persisted. Even if the system explicitly instructed to pay attention.

Moreover, this eye tracking analysis, combined with an ITS, targets students’ attention and

not a direct intervention of the learning process. The latter mentioned research analyzed

the gaze-based detection of mind wandering when learning with an ITS (Hutt et al., 2016).

Their main result is that mind-wandering could be detected in around 50% of the time.

Eye Movement
Modeling
Examples

Furthermore, eye tracking is used as a supporting technology in learning contexts, which

refers to using a shared gaze in various ways. Thus, eye tracking is incorporated as a navi-

gational mechanism, to guide others in different situations, like static workspaces, when in-

teracting with provided objects, or when modifying within a given format. Schlösser (2020)

described these different contexts and gave a classification scheme based on interdepen-

dence (work coupling), group size, and workspace interaction. Using a gaze can mean a

one-way gaze sharing, like an expert-novices setting, in which the expert explains an algo-

rithm (Bednarik & Shipilov, 2012). In a two-way gaze sharing setup, D’Angelo and Begel

(2017) analyzed a collaborative pair programming refactoring tasks, in which the gaze was

visualized as a 5 line high, 20 pxwide rectangle within the source code, to highlight each par-

ticipant gaze. A different approach for eye tracking in a learning context are eye movement

modeling examples (EMME) (van Gog, Jarodzka, Scheiter, Gerjets, & Paas, 2009). An EMME

is an example of solving a task, usually by an expert. The expert’s gaze is recorded and then

used as a cue for the learner to foster visual attention and gaze behavior. In combination

with verbal explanations and comments from the expert, an EMME can impact learning and

problem solving (Jarodzka, Van Gog, Dorr, Scheiter, & Gerjets, 2013). EMMEs use a human

modeler (e.g., a teacher), to demonstrate a computer-based task, with eye movements su-

perimposed on the task. A recent classroom study of Bednarik, Schulte, Budde, Heinemann,

and Vrzakova (2018) used EMME in source code comprehension. The authors analyzed, if a

combination of three modalities 1) dynamic visualization of the block model, 2) gaze replay

of experts following this block model, and 3) a teacher’s verbal commentary, can benefit a

learner. The analysis found a positive impact on student’s performance regarding the com-

prehension performance, and the correct answers for the source code examples. It is yet

unclear if EMMEs are beneficial only for specific tasks or a generalizable approach (van

Marlen, van Wermeskerken, Jarodzka, & van Gog, 2016). In this thesis, the gaze sharing

approach is not pursued further. Instead, the analytical approach is being used, gathering

knowledge about source code comprehension hurdles, and their effect on eyemovement pat-
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terns. The assumption is that this can pave the way for a support system based on source

code comprehension characteristics.

Ambiguous
Results for ITS

The role of ITS in learning programming is essential, yet the results are ambiguous. In

some settings and domains, they work pretty well. In others, there is room for improvement

(Crow et al., 2018). A topic with little research is the combination of eye tracking and ITS

to match the reading behavior in source code comprehension tasks. Results in this area

could help understand source code comprehension better and, in the overall vision, create

a dynamic learner support system based on eye movement data. The next sections describe

the research field source code comprehension, with all its challenges and opportunities.

2.3 source code comprehension

Reading Code is
a Necessity

Writing source code often seems to be the only goal both in programming education and

in industry. In contrast, to be able to write code, mastering reading is a necessity. Thus,

it is advisable to separate the three tasks 1) source code comprehension, 2) source code

manipulation, and 3) source code writing/creation. In some literature, comprehension is

viewed or compared against code generation (Robins et al., 2003). All categories and tasks

are equally important for developing software. However, source code comprehension is the

baseline for the other two. Code reading, as a part of the source code comprehension process,

is not often reflected on (Busjahn, Schulte, & Busjahn, 2011). This thesis focus on source code

comprehension. In the research community, this task is predominantly known as program
comprehension or code comprehension. This thesis deliberately uses the term source code

comprehension, because it describes the research area in its entirety because in research

source code is present in every form. Not only executable programs. Thus, the term source

code is precise and covers every aspect of code.

High Amount of
Software
Maintenance

The importance of source code comprehension can be deduced from the overall effort of

maintenance needed in the complete software life cycle.Maintenance has continuously risen

over the last decades and is about 80-90% of the overall effort in software projects (Piattini,

Polo, & Ruiz, 2003). According to Foster (1993), developers spend 30-90% of their time in

software projects on reading source code.When learning to program, comprehending source

code is a first necessity (Brooks, 1983), regardless of the specific programming task, like

maintaining existing code, developing new software, or adding features (Shaft & Vessey,

1998). Additionally, a walk-through of source code is a crucial ability to locate bugs (Perkins

&Martin, 1986). Reviewing codemainly relies on comprehending basic principles by “mental

simulations” while reading (Détienne & Soloway, 1990).

Code-Tracing
and
Code-Explaining

Lopez, Whalley, Robbins, and Lister (2008) analyzed the relation between code-tracing

and code-explaining. They report, that code-tracing or code-explaining alone only accounts

for some of the observed variation in code-writing skills. However, both skills combined

account for a substantial amount of the variation. Later results of Lister, Fidge, and Teague
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(2009) are consistent with the earlier findings. The authors found a “statistically significant

relationship between tracing code, explaining code, and writing code.” (Lister et al., 2009, p.

164) Besides, interviews conducted by Busjahn and Schulte (2013) reveal that code reading

is an integral part of comprehending programs and algorithms. Combined with compre-

hension, it is sometimes viewed as a learning goal itself, a goal worth pursuing. Research

suggests that to comprehend source code, novices first analyzed programs regarding pro-

gram models and later domain models. Thus, knowledge in terms of a particular program

with specialized task knowledge embedded in it is formed earlier, and domain models form

later with more expertise. Introductory programming courses should have the goal of taking

novices on the road of schema-building. According to schema theory, expertise is a path of

knowledge-building, and underlying schemas can form more complex ones. This result is

an essential part of arguing for teaching source code comprehension as a dedicated process

and learning goal.

Source Code
Comprehension
as Learning Goal

To summarize this introduction to source code comprehension, reading and successfully

comprehending source code is essential in the learning process. Thus, it should be a dedi-

cated learning goal (see Section 2.3.5). The following subsections describe and discuss the

topic of source code comprehension from different perspectives. First, abstractions in com-

prehending source code and differences between novices and experts are explained. Fol-

lowed by different models of source code comprehension, the difficult process and different

strategies to assess source code comprehension tasks, as well as fostering it in the teaching

process and comprehension strategies used by learners.

2.3.1 comprehension strategies of novices and experts

Differences in
Comprehending

Code

Reading source code takes up a considerable amount of mental resources and time for de-

velopers. Many different aspects have to be taken into account to read and comprehend

source code on a productive level: the quality of code, like the structure and identifier

names, (Schankin et al., 2018), as well as the developers’ ability. Brooks (1983) names three

distinct sources of differences between developers comprehending source code: 1) program-

ming knowledge, 2) domain knowledge, and 3) comprehension strategies. If someone has

more knowledge about source code, syntax, and how to confirm hypotheses against code,

this is a huge advantage. Likewise, the knowledge of the domain and how source code is

read in terms of the comprehension strategies, like following the hierarchy of function calls,

locating the data input/output first, or merely recognizing common forms of algorithm im-

plementations.

Schemas for
Complex

Information

In the context of reading and, in this case, particular for source code reading, the process

can be seen from different perspectives. According to psychologists, a learner forms schemas
to process (complex) information. The working memory can only hold seven items (± two

items, “the magical number 7”) (Miller, 1956). To achieve anything sophisticated with this
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limited memory capacity, it is explainable with the mechanism of chunking, where infor-

mation is grouped to form bigger chunks, e.g., memorizing a phone number (Miller, 1956).

Using larger chunks of information or a more automatic chunking process is the key to the

growth of expertise. Generic knowledge that can be used efficiently and automatically in ev-

eryday situations is important to solve problems. “Schemas represent knowledge as stable

patterns of relationships between elements describing some classes of structures that are

abstracted from specific instances and used to categorize such instances.” (Kalyuga, 2010,

p. 48) Building and using schemas is an important step for expertise, but new information

needs to be integrated constantly, which can lead to misconceptions, e.g., for novices when

learning to program.

Schema-Building,
Plans, Chunking,
and Beacons

Long-term memory is a central component of problem-solving (Sweller, 2010), and

schemas reduce the complexity of problem-solving. Thus, schema-building is a crucial

goal in introductory programming courses, because reading source code means to retrieve

schemas to store general solution patterns. Several empirical research shows, that program-

mers, when working on a programming task, make use of plan schemas (Détienne, 1990;

Rist, 1989). Experts form multiple layered models of source code to combine program and

domain models. Besides, programmers use every strategy they can, like top-down, forward-

developing, and breadth-first (Rist, 1989). Studies targeting experts show that they use

chunking or abstractions for identifying critical components (Détienne & Soloway, 1990; Fix,

Wiedenbeck, & Scholtz, 1993). In (Soloway, 1986) the author argues for explicitly teaching

plans as abstractions, a result supported by Rist (1989). Another essential concept is beacons

to identify design patterns in source code quickly (Astrachan, Berry, Cox, &Mitchener, 1998)

or as significant roles in the code (Kuittinen & Sajaniemi, 2004), regarding variables and the

operations on them. A beacon can be considered a pattern in the source code, which can

be spotted quickly and activates knowledge schemas. A typical example is the source code

needed to swap two variables in a loop, which can activate a sorting schema (Brooks, 1983).

Novices and
Experts Reading
Differences

Besides, research shows that novices and experts read source code differently. Novices

have limited surface knowledge; they lack detailed mental models, have problems applying

relevant knowledge, and approach programming line by line rather on a level of meaningful

chunks (Winslow, 1996). Others conclude in their research, that “experts’ better knowledge

at an abstract level or a concrete level depends on what abstract or concrete knowledge is

implied.” (Ye & Salvendy, 2007, p. 473) From a more practical point of view, novices spent

less time on planning and testing their programs (Husic, Linn, & Sloane, 1989), and struggle

with language features and concepts, like initialization of variables and variables as a con-

cept in general (Spohrer & Soloway, 1989). These are just some examples of the extensive

research since the 1980s on the differences between novices and experts and their ability

to read source code. An extensive overview can be found in (Robins et al., 2003, p. 151–155).

Following the work of Höfer (2011), experts are not faster in every situation. The authors
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found that “[...] it seems that experts had sacrificed speed for quality.” (Höfer, 2011, p. 223)

Experts were slower in implementing changes than novices but took one hour in average

extra time to implement tests, to achieve a 2.6 % higher line coverage. The authors stated

that the exact reasons could not be evaluated with the available data.

Different
Abstractions

To summarize this section, novices and experts use different abstractions when reading

source code, influenced by programming knowledge, domain knowledge, and comprehen-

sion strategies. For an efficient and productive source code comprehension process, it is

essential to recognize beacons, plans, and variable roles. The next section introduces source

code comprehension models, which explain strategies to understand source code.

2.3.2 an overview of models

Source Code
Comprehension

Models

Researchers created different types of source code comprehension models on various lev-

els of detail, based on the maintenance tasks they were studied on respectively used for

(Von Mayrhauser & Vans, 1995). Some models are aiming for understanding code in general,

others targeting a particular purpose like debugging. Overall, these models are based on

understanding source code programmers have not written themselves, which is a focus of

this thesis. According to Von Mayrhauser and Vans (1995, p. 10), some static and dynamic

components for mental models are always present, like strategies, actions, and processes for

dynamic behaviors, as well as chunks, plans, and beacons for the static entities. These can

be found in almost every source code comprehension model.

Comprehension
Model as Mental
Representation

Since the 1970s, different source code comprehension models have been proposed. The

comprehension literature covers a broad spectrum of topics, for example, the distinction be-

tween program and domain models, and top-down vs. bottom-up strategies. The common

understanding is that a source code comprehensionmodel is a mental representation formed

while reading and familiarizing with foreign source code. A comprehension model aims at

describing these mental representations. The focus of this section is to describe different

source code comprehension models. Explaining different reading strategies is the goal of

Section 2.3.3. Over the last three decades, programming technologies and software develop-

ment methodologies evolved, which influenced the research of source code comprehension

models. Harth and Dugerdil (2017) identified three major source code comprehension peri-

ods:

1. TheClassical Period (before 2000): Researchwas driven by psychologists, which iden-

tified all major strategies in this period.

2. TheOptimistic Period (between 2000 and 2010): More interest in the software under-

standing process to enhance it with tools and techniques.

3. The Pragmatic Period (after 2010): Focus on authentic source code comprehension

problem to develop techniques to facilitate maintenance.
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In these three periods, different source code comprehension models were created through

research. Due to the vast amount of literature, the following part of this section summarizes

relevant models and their implications on the understanding of comprehension processes.

An extensive overview can be found in the literature review of Harth and Dugerdil (2017).

The Classical
Period

In the classical period, Brooks, Soloway, and Ehrlich, Letovsky, Pennington, as well as

Mayrhauser and Vans formulated different models focusing on the “human behavior and

the associated knowledge models” (Harth & Dugerdil, 2017, p. 404ff). For Brooks, the com-

prehension process involves matching all found beacons in the source code to high-level de-

scriptions (hypothesis). Soloway and Ehrlich used text comprehension theories. Their model

uses a linguistic point of view, with “plan knowledge” or programming plans to find essen-

tial parts in the code. Letovsky conducted experiments with professional programmers and

novices and observed that the source code comprehension process is like an investigation.

The Optimistic
Period

In the optimistic period, Rajlich and Wilde, Kelson, Murray, and Lethbridge, Rilling et al.,

as well as Ko et al., created comprehension models with the focus of tools and techniques

to help with program comprehension (Harth & Dugerdil, 2017, p. 407ff). One reason for this

shift in research interests may be the rise of object-oriented programming, which became

widely used in this period. Rajlich and Wilde described the comprehension process from

the viewpoint of the learning process. In contrast, Kelson formulated a general view of the

comprehension process, based on operations, events, and properties. Another, more struc-

tural view, was suggested by Murray and Lethbridge, which based their model on design

patterns, introduced by the Gang of Four, to form a micro-theory of understanding.

The Pragmatic
Period

In the pragmatic period, Belmonte et al., Benomar et al., and Nosal et al. shifted the re-

search community’s attention to the question, what source code comprehension is, rather

than how comprehension is reached in the two periods before (Harth & Dugerdil, 2017, p.

409ff). Belmonte et al. proposed a model based on the three layers 1) why? – Business Layer,

2) what? – Mapping Layer, and 3) how? – Implementation Layer, to answer questions about

the program’s purpose. Benomar et al. created a unified model to combine program design

understanding and program evolution understanding, two major research directions in soft-

ware comprehension, as they noted. The model of Nosal et al. is based on the understand-

ing, formed by controlled experiments, that source code comprehension is hypothesis-based.

When reading source code, participants tried to match elements found in the solution do-

main (source code) to the problem domain (requirements). The model consists of the four

layers 1) abstract domain, 2) features and concepts, 3) plans and beacons, and 4) source code.

In thework of Belmonte, Dugerdil, and Agrawal (2014), they “propose a rigorous source code

comprehension model built as a hierarchy of three abstraction levels that link the source

code elements to the purpose of the program.” (Belmonte et al., 2014, p. 9)

Source Code
Oriented
Perspective

When comparing these different models, and the others not mentioned in this thesis but

gracefully described in Harth and Dugerdil (2017), a clear shift from a psychology-centered
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view, primarily based on mental models, to a more source code oriented perspective, based

on source code layers and different domains, is observable. This shift is consistent with the

current work in source code comprehension, where new research is targeted more on funda-

mental source code and programming language concepts, than on comprehension models.

This thesis is based on thework of the third period, because the empirical studies and the sub-

sequent data analysis is based on eyemovement datawith a concrete programming language

(Java), with no deviations, and on research questions, targeting programming constructs or

architectural concepts. Besides and, most importantly, designing and implementing a dy-

namic learner support system requires the relationship between different abstraction levels

(problem and mental models) to concrete source code elements. These links are distinctive

for the later research period and resulting source code comprehension models.

2.3.3 comprehension strategies

Comprehension
Strategies and
Eye Movement

Patterns

Defining and detecting comprehension strategies is essential in source code comprehension

research. Such a strategy defines how source code is read and how it leads to knowledge

about the source code and semantics. Furthermore, without proper strategies, comprehend-

ing source code is unlikely to be successful, because the reading and comprehension process

will tend to be unstructured and not goal-driven. This thesis separates between comprehen-

sion strategies and comprehension patterns, called eye movement patterns in subsequent

sections and further discussed in Section 2.4.3. A strategy is a more generic, global approach.

A pattern is localized and often highly coupled to specific language or source code features.

A rough categorization of comprehension strategies was proposed by Exton (Exton, 2002).

These five categories are derived from the “Constructivism Learning Theory” (Hein, 1991).

It is important to note that this theory suggests that personal experience is highly essential

in the learning process, which cannot be standardized as a result. Nevertheless, recurring

strategies can be observed to handle abstractions in source code:

1. Bottom-up Strategy: A straightforward approach, where source code is read line by

line, to group information (chunking). The abstraction process starts from the source

code (low level) to the global description. Therefore, it is called “bottom-up.”

2. Top-down Strategy: An approach used when prior knowledge of the domain is avail-

able. A starting assumption about the program is used, which gets refined by reading

source code fragments, to create and validate more specific hypotheses about specific

features.

3. Hybrid Strategy: This approach is also known as knowledge-based strategy (Exton,

2002), in which concepts of both the bottom-up and top-down approach are used.

Familiar code is read top-down until unfamiliar code is encountered, where a bottom-

up reading strategy is more appropriate.
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4. As-needed vs. Systematic Strategy: In large software systems, understanding the sys-

tem in its entirety is not a worthwhile goal. Developers will use an as-needed strategy,

to familiarize them with essential parts of the code, e.g., for a maintenance task. For

other tasks, e.g., code migrations, studying the whole codebase may be necessary, a

systematic strategy.

5. Integrated Strategy: In this strategy, it is considered, that comprehending source code

can involve all strategies mentioned above simultaneously when the code is read.

Meta-Level
Approach to
Reading Code

These five comprehension strategies provide a more meta-level overview of how readers

approach source code. The strategies are related to comprehension models mentioned in

the previous Section 2.3.2. The models of the first period defined by Brooks (1983), as well

as Soloway and Ehrlich (1984), are considered to include a top-down strategy, according

to the classification of Exton (2002). In contrast, the model of Mayrhauser and Vans (1995)

includes an integrated strategy because it combines the models of Pennington (bottom-up)

and Soloway and Ehrlich (top-down).

Scanning PhaseThe research on comprehension strategies, apart from generic models, is extensive, too.

A well-known publication is from Hidetake, Masahide, Akito, and Ken-Ichi (2007) which

revealed that approximately 70% of the source code is read in the first 30% of the overall

time spent reading the code. Since then, this is often referred to as the scanning phase. Sharif,

Falcone, and Maletic (2012) replicated this result with a larger sample (15 programmers). The

results show that less time spent to scan the code initially is related to more time needed to

find defects.

Gender
Differences in
Source Code
Comprehension

Obaidellah and Haek (2018) pursues a different research direction. The authors analyzed

gender differences in source code comprehension. The results show that no significant dif-

ferences can be found in the data, only “a slight difference in preference for information

allocation, since female participants rely slightly more on the statement of the problem

whereas male participants prefer examining the output example if provided.” (Obaidellah &

Haek, 2018, p. 8) Others reported differences in reading source code in the C programming

language between male and female participants (Hou, Lin, Lin, Chang, & Yen, 2013).

Global
Comprehension
Strategies and
Localized
Patterns

Overall, differences in reading behavior and comprehension strategies were found over

the last decades. Global comprehension strategies can explain generic reading and compre-

hension approaches. For a dynamic learner support system more fine-grained and specific

reading patterns are necessary, to be able to conclude comprehension hurdles. Therefore,

this thesis not only focuses on global comprehension strategies but also on local eye move-

ment patterns.
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2.3.4 assessment of source code comprehension

Approaches for
Measuring

Source Code
Comprehension

The assessment of source code comprehension is a diversified research topic. Questions

arise on how to measure source code comprehension, how to present source code (snippets),

and which focus is essential from the perspective of participant groups. Different aspects

of novice source code comprehension were conducted in the early 1980s (Du Boulay, 1986;

Mayer, 1981). Lister et al. (2006) studied the ability to explain the purpose of a source code

snippet in plain English, hence summarizing the purpose (Abid, Maletic, & Sharif, 2019).

In general, source code comprehension is measurable in different ways (e.g., perception,

attention, memory, and reasoning). Not every approach seems to be justifiable. Recalling

the memory of participants, e.g., which variables were present in the source code, is only

superficially involved in source code comprehension. It is necessary, but should not be the

primary dependent variable when measuring source code comprehension. Measuring the

outcome of a comprehension process is another storywith different approaches. Researchers

used comprehension tasks, think-aloud protocols, and memorization, e.g., variables or other

essential aspects of a source code snippet.

The Presentation
of Source Code

The presentation of a source code example can affect the source code comprehension

process. Various research studied the difference of syntax highlighting and more vibrant

visualizations of source code on source code comprehension (Asenov, Hilliges, & Müller,

2016). Previous research has shown the effects of syntax highlighting as a form of learner

support. Some studies found effects for novices or in general (Asenov et al., 2016); some

do not (Hannebauer, Hesenius, & Gruhn, 2018). The benefit can be that the highlighting is

used as a visual cue for programmers to decrease the time required for mental execution

(Sarkar, 2015). One explanation for the varying results is that novices tend not to use/ignore

the highlighting or misinterpret the meaning completely.

Dynamic and
Static

Comprehension
Questions

The correct way of measuring source code comprehension in a study is crucial, which is

why many researchers list their way of measuring the comprehension in the study design

section as dependent variables. The answer to a comprehension task is often used as the per-

formance indicator of the source code comprehension task of learners. Besides, a behavioral

comprehension question is often used, because one can assume, that a behavioral question

cannot be answered without comprehending the source code first, even if a learner recog-

nizes the code, it is necessary to comprehend it and to build a mental model of it with the

given data. Such a question aims at the behavior of a program and asking for the result of

an operation, e.g., running a loop three times. Siegmund (2016) gives an excellent overview

of different ways of measuring source code comprehension and categorizes them into 1)

think-aloud protocols, 2) memorization, and 3) comprehension tasks. The think-aloud pro-

tocols are an excellent way to gain information about a learner’s strategy, like building a

hypothesis for known source code or inference for unknown code examples. From today’s

perspective, memorization is an odd technique to measure the level of comprehension but
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was used several times in earlier research (Rouse, 1982; Shneiderman, 1976). Shneiderman

compared source code comprehension to musicians’ ability, who can remember a thousand

notes of a song (Siegmund, 2016, p. 2), which seems even more bizarre from today’s perspec-

tive. Besides, new approaches to measure source code comprehension were discovered and

used. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Siegmund et al., 2014), and electroen-

cephalography (EEG) (Kluthe, 2014), to name two examples, were used to measure source

code comprehension of participants.

Controllable
Studies and
Generalizable
Results

Abig challenge formeasuring source code comprehension is the balance between a highly

controlled study, to control the influence of confounding factors (maximizing the internal

validity), and the generalizability of the study results. The study of Hanenberg (2010) is an

excellent example of how difficult it is to choose a good study design. The authors want to

measure and evaluate the effects of static and dynamic type systems. What programming

languages should be used in such a scenario, and how one can minimize the effect of two

sets of different programming language features on, e.g., the development time? The author

chose to develop its programming language and a small IDE with a minimal feature set.

Thus, the only difference between the two participant groups is the type of system.

Focus on
Dynamic
Comprehension
Questions

In conclusion, through the assessment of source code comprehension, researchers can

gain various perspectives on learners’ reading and comprehension processes. In this thesis,

the focus is on source code comprehension assessed with comprehension questions, target-

ing the dynamic properties of a source code snippet. Thereby, participants must use the

provided data to run the code snippet mentally after building a mental model via reading

the code. This approach is much more relatable to real-world scenarios and avoids recalling

parts of the source code via memorizing. Besides, in interviews with participants, a small

summarizing task is included, to ask for a source code example, e.g., “this code implements

a sorting algorithm.”

2.3.5 foster source code comprehension and code explaining

Code Reading as
a Dedicated
Teaching
Strategy

In the past, researchers have studied ways how to teach programming efficiently (Ludi,

Natarajan, & Reichlmayr, 2005). Many approaches follow the software industry’s goals,

like not only teaching technical aspects but also experience of typical non-technical issues,

which are essential in real-world software projects. Also, pair programming (McDowell,

Werner, Bullock, & Fernald, 2003) is integrated and evaluated in learning situations, as well

as introductory courses that facilitate active learning through project work. Code reading

is analyzed in various studies to gain insight into source code comprehension processes

or as an educational topic, e.g., with research regarding “reading before writing” or “teach-

ing programming by immersion, reading, and writing” Campbell and Bolker (2002). How-

ever, code reading is rarely reflected on as a dedicated teaching strategy. In many research

projects, source code comprehension is limited to measure how participants read source
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code or for evaluating student’s achievements. The learning process is left out and how to

attain progress in the case of poor performance.

Source Code
Comprehension

as Teaching Goal

Source code comprehension should be viewed as a part of the learning process, not as

a side effect of writing programs and learning to program in general. Reading (Busjahn &

Schulte, 2013), tracing (Hou et al., 2013), and explaining (Murphy, McCauley, & Fitzgerald,

2012) has been seen or proposed as assessments. Sudol-DeLyser, Stehlik, and Carver (2012)

suggests using questions targeting source code comprehension as learning events. More

recent educational approaches address course design changes to move source code compre-

hension in focus. The PRIMM project (Predict-Run-Investigate-Modify-Make) aims to help

teachers organize lessons for pairs of students. They are guided by reading and adjusting

code before they write a new one. The PLTutor project shows the relationship between ma-

chine behavior and syntax. Students learn about programming language semantics through

observation. In the CS POGIL project (Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning), groups

of students use critical thinking questions, including reading, analyzing, and adjusting code.

Code Reading
and Explaining

as Essential Skills

Furthermore, code reading and explaining should be an essential skill and taught along-

side source code comprehension skills. Reading and explaining skills can make a massive

difference in transitioning from a novice to an expert skillset. As an example, code reading

has a social element in the sense of social skills. Experts are using source code comments

to, e.g., infer, a) how many and what kind of people were involved in writing the code, b)

under what conditions the code was written, c) and if signs, e.g., of carelessness or haste,

are visible. This information can be used to locate bugs and put the comments from the real

code’s perspective. Studies show that mainly experts are using the many aspects of code

reading to their advantage (Riedl, Weitzenfeld, Freeman, Klein, & Musa, 1991). Novices have

to learn these skills. Therefore, code reading and code explaining should be distinct parts of

programming education. Overall, the focus on source code comprehension and code read-

ing is vital in introductory programming courses and deserves more attention in computer

science education research and teaching programming.

2.4 eye movements in source code comprehension

Eye Movement
Data on Complex

Stimuli

Analyzing eye tracking data in source code comprehension settings means analyzing eye

movement data on structured but quite complex stimuli. These characteristics raise many

questions regarding the mapping of eye movement data to source code elements and re-

gions. Which eye movement metrics can be applied to source code examples to extract use-

ful information, and which eye movement patterns may be present in the data? Incorrect

assumptions about the nature of reading source code, such as reading natural language text,

can lead to an inconclusive analysis of the available data. Busjahn, Bednarik, et al. (2015) in-

dicate that “[...] there are specific differences between reading natural language and source

code.” (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015, p. 255) Besides, the results showed that “[...] non-linear
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reading skills increase with expertise.” (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015, p. 255) Such research

and findings are necessary and need to be considered when designing empirical source code

comprehension studies and analyzing the gathered data.

Programming
Languages and
Paradigms

Furthermore, the design of and available concepts in programming languages make it in-

teresting but rather complex to record and analyze eye movement data of comprehension

processes. Available eye movement patterns are dependent on the programming paradigms

of a language, e.g., procedural, object-oriented, functional, declarative, or logical, type systems,

data structures, and different concepts of variables (Ulrich Hoppe & Werneburg, 2019). The

reading and comprehension processes vary when analyzing the data of an object-oriented

or functional language, to name two examples. For the OOP code, often recurring jumps

can be expected, follow the structure of the object-oriented program and the data flow. For

the functional language, it is assumable, that regressions within a range of some consec-

utive lines are detectable. These effects are explainable with the different paradigms and

with the resulting varying reading strategies, e.g., declarative reading and procedural read-

ing. Functional code is written as a sequence or chain of functions, while procedural and

object-oriented code, the latter to some extend, is written as a sequence of statements. Such

differences must be taken into account. This thesis is based on Java as language for the

source code examples. Thus, only procedural and object-oriented code, and resulting eye

movement data, and patterns are considered.

Mapping Eye
Movement Data
to Source Code is
Crucial

The following sections summarize important work regarding ideas and methods to map

eye movement data to source code, essential and useful eye movement metrics as well as

patterns, observable when reading source code, the development and use of coding schemes

for analyzing eye movement data of source code comprehension processes, as well as differ-

ences of experts and novices. The presented work highlights essential aspects of analyzing

and interpreting eye movement data that originated from source code examples as stimuli.

2.4.1 mapping eye movement data to source code

Natural
Language Text vs.
Source Code

Reading natural language text and source code are quite different tasks (Busjahn, Bednarik,

et al., 2015). A computer program is lexically and syntactically different from natural lan-

guage text. Source code consists of a limited vocabulary and is organized differently, e.g.,

with formally defined structures and layout. The text comprehensionmodel of Kintsch (1998)

describes the understanding process of natural language text as two concurrent phases: text
and domain, e.g., how it is written and what it means (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015). Ad-

ditionally, source code has a third dimension: execution. Without this, source code loses an

important aspect of its complexity. Thus, all three dimensions must be considered when

mapping eye movement data to source code examples as stimuli.

Coding
Conventions

Mapping eye movement data to source code elements and regions is crucial in every em-

pirical eye tracking study. The exact process of doing so depends on the goal the analysis has.
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Besides, presenting source code to participants must follow specific rules and must respect

the technological and organizational culture of the programming language in use. Support-

ing developers reading source code has led to coding conventions, “which are meant to help

them to communicate with other developers, including reviewers, maintainers, and testers

of their code.” (Bauer, Siegmund, Peitek, Hofmeister, & Apel, 2019) To neglect such conven-

tions will affect source code reading and, therefore, the collected eye movement data, which

may fail the mapping of eye movement data to source code and the subsequent analysis.

Mapping Eye
Tracking and

Object Attention

Eye tracking data, in its original form as coordinates with X and Y data points, can be

applied with various visualization methods to source code examples, which can be useful in

scenarios with small data sets or a few participants. Amore detailed explanation of visualiza-

tion techniques of eye movement patterns is available in Section 2.7. In most analyses cases,

the eye tracking data needs to be mapped to source code regions and elements more directly

to measure the participants’ attention with greater detail. Object attention, in general, and

the order of attention, play a crucial role in understanding the cognitive processes of par-

ticipants doing source code comprehension (Costa-Gomes, Crawford, & Broseta, 2001). By

applying such concepts, researchers may be able to verify hypotheses about decision pro-

cesses (Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Kühberger, & Johnson, 2011). One common approach for ob-

ject attention measurement is defining areas or regions of interest (AOIs; ROIs). The amount

of attention gets calculated by matching fixations to these AOIs based on coordinates.

Non-
Standardized
AOI Methods

In the past, AOI methods got reinvented continuously (Holmqvist, 2011), which led to a

lack of common terminology, strategies, and methods of defining AOIs for a particular set of

stimuli. While domain-specific quasi-standards may exist, like in reading research (Rayner,

2009), these standards can most likely be used partially in code comprehension research.

The lack of standards in defining and reporting AOIs in source code comprehension research

may directly impact this field’s advancement.

Margin and
Padding Model

There are several recommendations regarding the definition of AOIs. In this thesis, mar-

gins and paddings are considered around an object. The padding and margin can be further

enlarged if the accuracy of the used eye tracker is low (Holmqvist, 2011). In general, AOIs

should be created with enough distance between each other, to minimize potential overlap-

ping and to be able to increase the margin later in the analyzing process. The major problem

is, that increased AOI sizes can lead to false positives, by assigning fixations to an object not

related to it (Orquin, Ashby, & Clarke, 2016). However, defining AOI too small can lead to an

inflation of false negatives, by not assigning a fixation to an AOI where it belongs in reality.

Reporting of AOI
Parameters and

the Signal
Detection
Problem

AOI definitions and the use of AOI margins are highly variable in source code compre-

hension studies, most likely based on source code lines. Unfortunately, the specifications of

AOIs, especially about margins, are omitted and not reported in most studies, which should

be changed in the future (Deitelhoff, Harrer, & Kienle, 2019a). Despite the generalized ad-

vice to keep AOIs maximal (Holmqvist, 2011), choosing an appropriate AOI model is a form
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of a signal detection problem. It seems that little to no research has been conducted in the

domain of source code comprehension on how AOIs should be defined.

Varying AOI
Models

The majority of source code comprehension studies use some source code as stimuli,

which constrains the definition of AOIs in this domain. Source code has some non-negotiable

characteristics, like tokens, lines including empty ones, and, in most cases, a maximum char-
acter length for each line. However, even in such scenarios, one can imagine many different

AOImodels that can detect various kinds of eyemovement patterns. An often-used approach

is to use the AOI line model, where code lines define AOIs. Furthermore, an AOI region

model is used to combine important lines to semantically important areas. Nevertheless,

again, how to choose AOIs and AOI margins seems to be very variable between studies, and

even within a study, one AOI around a line can be larger than another one, which leads to an

implicit prioritization of the larger AOIs (Orquin et al., 2016). Besides, the question of larger

or smaller AOIs influences the amount of AOI-Hits tremendously (Deitelhoff et al., 2019a).

Tools like EyeCode5 can automatically detect AOIs in source code stimuli, but features like

automatic altering and testing AOI models are not included as of today. In general, a com-

mon ground for selecting and defining AOI models in source code comprehension, with the

need for reporting the chosen AOI model in the publication, is necessary.

AOI to Source
Code Mapping is
Challenging

To summarize this introduction of themapping challenges, AOIs are the predominantway

of mapping eye movement data to source code elements. It is dependent on the situation,

which elements and parts of a stimulus are captured by which AOIs. Manually defining

AOIs, e.g., in another file, can benefit the analysis process, because the AOI definitions can

be changed between analysis runs to compare different settings. Besides, AOIs not relying

on source code elements alone add the benefit of capturing data like question and answer

areas, which proved to be viable in the studies described later in this thesis.

2.4.2 eye movement metrics

Eye Movement
Metrics are not
Standardized

Eye movement metrics are a common way to gain first insights into eye movement data

(Sharafi, Shaffer, Sharif, & Gueheneuc, 2016). These metrics can be calculated for the overall

code examples, for regions, code lines, or in general for every pre-defined AOI. Technically

speaking, eye movement metrics are derived from eye tracking data like the number and

duration of fixations, saccade length, and then mapped to domain-specific questions impor-

tant for source code comprehension scenarios. In eye tracking studies, a wide variety of

different metrics are proposed and used to measure and to interpret visual effort (Sharafi et

al., 2016). Unfortunately, this led to many different eye movement metrics, sometimes only

distinct in minor detail. Besides, many researchers define their metrics, making it harder

to compare them on a meta-level and conclude different studies. Lastly, it is hard to define

5https://github.com/synesthesiam/eyecode – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://github.com/synesthesiam/eyecode
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standards regarding eye movement metrics in the source code comprehension community,

even though such standards are much needed to compare and replicate eye tracking studies.

Fixation-,
Saccade-, and

Scanpath-Based
Metrics

In many source code comprehension studies, eye movement metrics measure the visual

effort of participants. Such metrics need to be chosen with the task and stimuli in mind to be

representative and useful. A metric useful for analyzing eye movement data on UML mod-

els, like Fixation Count (FC), where a higher number indicates inadequate arrangements of

elements in a diagram (Yusuf, Kagdi, & Maletic, 2007), may express something completely

different on source code as a stimulus. An extensive list of metrics, based on a systematic

literature review, can be found in the work of Sharafi et al. (2016). They divided the met-

rics into 1) fixation-based, 2) saccade-based, 3) scanpath-based, as well as 4) pupil-size- and

blink-rate-based metrics. The empirical source code comprehension studies described later

in this thesis makes extensive use of the first category, the fixation-based metrics, to explain

participant strategies. Besides these mentioned metrics, like the overall time on the stimulus

and the overall time until a question was answered, are also considered in many source code

comprehension studies.

Fixation-Based
Metrics

Metrics based on fixations can be divided into metrics based on the number or the dura-
tion of fixations. To name some examples from Sharafi et al. (2016), suchmetrics are, Fixation

Count (FC), Fixation Rate (FR), Average Fixation Duration (AFD), the Ratio of ON-target:All-

target Fixation Time (ROAFT), and Fixation Time (FT), also called “Dwell Time” (Busjahn,

Bednarik, & Schulte, 2014). These metrics are often used to compare AOI-Hits between par-

ticipants, and to verify hypotheses. Especially the ROAFT metric can be useful to test if

important AOIs, e.g., for important aspects of a code example, are visually visited more of-

ten than others. As mentioned above, an extensive list of 20 metrics for visual effort with

references to over 60 publications can be found in Sharafi et al. (2016).

Metrics Must be
Standardized

This section briefly introduced eye movement metrics to measure the visual effort based

on different eye tracking data points, focusing on metrics for visual effort based on fixations.

This is the most often used category in the source code comprehension studies described

in this thesis. Overall, standards for metrics are needed to make the results comparable.

Concluding, the mentioned metrics are useful to find differences in participant’s behavior

on an AOI-based level. While this is unquestionable useful, more global relations between

AOIs, e.g., to include the stimulus context, must be part of extensive analysis, which is the

goal of eye movement patterns discussed in the next section.

2.4.3 coding schemes and eye movement patterns

Coding Schemes
To Categorize

Patterns

A coding scheme is a valuable tool to find and categorize common patterns in eye movement

data. The elements in a coding scheme “reflect cognitive processes behind the observable vi-

sual behavior of programmers.” (Busjahn, Schulte, & Kropp, 2014, p. 111) Coding schemes can

simplify the process of detecting such eye movement patterns, especially across empirical
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eye tracking studies with source code as a stimulus. The elements of such a coding scheme

can serve as a basis not only for categorizing and detecting patterns but also for the discus-

sion of analysis results. Coding schemes are necessary because there is no easy matching

between eye movement data and cognitive processes. A scheme is often highly coupled to

an AOI model because the elements of a scheme describe patterns that emerge due to eye

movement transitions of specific source code areas.

Block Model,
AFECS, and
EMIP

Therefore, central for the finding and categorizing patterns in eye movement data is the

development of coding schemes, which can be summarized as “to label and aggregate eye

movement data of programmers understanding source code.” (Busjahn, Schulte, & Kropp,

2014, p. 111) Throughout the years of research, various coding schemes with different in-

tentions were proposed. Categorization schemes for patterns have different intentions and

levels of detail. Like the Block Model Schulte (2008), which categorizes eye movement pat-

terns from an educational point of view. There is not a one-size-fits-all coding scheme

that’s suitable for all use cases and across programming languages. According to Saldaña

(2009), a code “is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative,

salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or

visual data” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 3) Such codes will most-likely form patterns. Overall, a cod-

ing scheme organizes such codes into categories. The flexible expandable coding scheme

(AFECS) was proposed by Von Mayrhauser and Lang (1999), and is based on the integrated

comprehension model (von Mayrhauser & Vans, 1994). The AFECS scheme was later ex-

tended by O’brien, Shaft, and Buckley (2001). They compose an extensive analysis coding

scheme for think-aloud protocols. A coding scheme to analyze free-form program sum-

maries was presented by Good and Brna (2003, 2004). Programmers can summarize source

code with their own words and own abstraction level, which is captured by this coding

scheme. Others have demonstrated to create a coding scheme with an automated coding

approach, which seems to work in most cases for non-strategy categories, i.e., eye move-

ment patterns (Hansen, Goldstone, & Lumsdaine, 2014). Automated coding of strategies,

especially when they should be agreeable with human programmers, is a completely differ-

ent and complex topic. Throughout this thesis, the coding scheme of the EMIP workshop6

is used to analyze eye movement data and find and classify patterns in it. These patterns

were created in the course of multiple EMIP workshops held as co-located events during

various scientific conferences. The creators of the EMIP coding scheme used a combina-

tion of quantitative and qualitative methods (Busjahn, Schulte, & Kropp, 2014). The coding

scheme consists of various categories, codes for reference purpose, a textual description,

and classification if the coding scheme element is observable or based on interpretation. An

observable pattern is Flicking (moving back and forth between two related items), while

an interpretable strategy is Data Flow (following a single object in memory). The complete
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coding scheme can be accessed via the website of the EMIP workshop6. A more detailed

description is available in Busjahn, Schulte, Sharif, et al. (2014).

Global and Local
Eye Movement

Patterns

As described above, a coding scheme is useful as a baseline for finding and categorizing

eye movement patterns, which is a necessity and a common goal when analyzing eye move-

ment data. The empirical source code comprehension studies described in this thesis are

based on the two categories called pattern and strategy of the EMIP coding scheme. The

first one describes observable patterns and the second one strategies based on interpreta-

tion, which is a common obstacle with every coding scheme and in every eye movement

pattern analysis. While some patterns are objectively observable in the data, subjective pat-

terns are more bound to the interpretation while analyzing. Eye movement patterns have

the potential to explain comprehension strategies, which includes successful as well as un-

successful strategies. The latter is named as comprehension problems throughout this thesis.

Nevertheless, the EMIP workshop coding scheme serves as a baseline for every analysis in

this thesis. For a more global view on a source code example, global patterns like the Linear
Scan (Hidetake et al., 2007) and Jump Control, also known as Story Order Reading (SOR) and
Execution Order Reading (EOR) are used to explain reading behavior Busjahn, Bednarik, et

al. (2015). Besides, local patterns like Flicking, and Retrace Declaration are used to explain

locally limited reading behavior. The EMIP coding scheme describes flicking as “the gaze

moves back and forth between two related items, such as the formal and actual parameter

list of a method call” and the retrace declaration pattern as “often-recurring jumps between

places where a variable is used and where it had been declared.” (Uwano, Nakamura, Mon-

den, & Matsumoto, 2006)

Standards for
Coding Schemes
and Patterns are

Essential

Both topics, coding schemes, and eye movement patterns, are essential in analyzing eye

movement data, but also a very challenging part. A standard throughout the source code

comprehension community is still missing, which is why this thesis uses the coding scheme

and the embedded patterns from the EMIP workshop as a baseline, which prevents develop-

ing another coding scheme for this thesis. Overall, and as a summary of this section, coding

schemes are an excellent way to use a defined set of eye movement patterns, even to analyze

varying eye movement data from novices and experts.

2.4.4 patterns of novices and experts

Eye Movement
Patterns of

Novices and
Experts

The difference between novice and expert programming skills is a subject of extensive re-

search in the past decades. The additional source of information, eye tracking provides, is

important to gain insight into comprehension strategies of novices and experts alike (Bus-

jahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015) and to shed light on problem-solving and reading strategies of

both groups (Crosby & Stelovsky, 1990). In Section 2.2.4 novice mistakes and problems were

6http://emipws.org/sample-page/2013-analyzing-experts-gaze/coding-scheme/#scheme – Last ac-
cessed on December 14, 2020.

http://emipws.org/sample-page/2013-analyzing-experts-gaze/coding-scheme/#scheme
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introduced from a programming skill perspective. The literature, discussed in this section, is

important and valid for this section, too, but the primary focus is the differences in the eye

movement patterns between both skill groups. Besides, the eye movement data and emerg-

ing patterns are bound to Java source code used as stimulus material. Thus, the anticipated

eye movement patterns are based on object-oriented and, in part, procedural source code.

Novices and
Experts
Differences

The skill gap novices and experts show is observable in the eye movement data, not only

via the eye movement metrics but also in the eye movement patterns. Numerous empirical

eye tracking studies were conducted to identify such differences. The difference between

novices and experts, when debugging source code, was analyzed by Bednarik (2012). The

results show that repetitive patterns, in this context between the two representations of

the java source code and a program visualization system, are associated with less exper-

tise. Members of the EMIP workshop analyzed the differences in the novice’s gaze Busjahn,

Schulte, and Tamm (2015) and respective expert’s gaze Bednarik et al. (2013). A study from

1985 showed that novices tend to use a line-by-line reading approach (SOR pattern) to solve

a problem (Anderson, 1985). Besides, novices tend to grasp programming and the domain

problem via control structures (Winslow, 1996), which can be visible in eye movement pat-

terns. Crosby, Scholtz, and Wiedenbeck (2002) stated that experts focus mainly on beacons,

as discussed by Brooks (1983), but novices do not use them. In the work of Busjahn, Bed-

narik, et al. (2015), the authors showed that novices follow a linear reading pattern (SOR)

in approximately 70% of the analyzed cases, were experts used this pattern in 60% of the

time. Overall the authors stated, the execution order reader (EOR) pattern “better explains

the experts’ reading approach than Story Order does.” (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015, p. 263)

In Sharif et al. (2012) the authors showed, that novices spent more time scanning the source

code than experts. Besides, experts focus more on beacons and novices and syntactical ele-

ments of source code (Aschwanden & Crosby, 2006). Thus, SOR seems to be a separating

factor for the novice and expert skill groups. In Yenigalla, Sinha, Sharif, and Crosby (2016),

a semester-long study was conducted to assess the output and summary tasks of students

for Java programs. Overall, novices were less accurate than experts based on eye tracking

characteristics like fixation count and fixation duration. Pattern analysis was not conducted

within the study.

Eye Movement
Pattern can show
Differences

As summary of this section, differences in the novice and expert reading behavior are

observable via eye movement patterns. In general, experts tend to use the execution order

of source code more often than novices. Besides, experts use beacons in source code more

often, which can affect eye movement patterns, which are analyzable via eye movement

metrics. The analyses of the empirical source code comprehension studies of this thesis use

a mix of eye movement metrics and patterns to capture the necessary data. Relying only on

eye movement metrics is equally erroneous than relying solely on eye movement patterns

for detecting differences between skill groups.
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2.5 learning analytics based on eye tracking

Eye Tracking
Data for

Actionable
Results

Eye tracking had and will continue to have an important impact on the field of learning

analytics. On the one hand, the advance and remarkable progress of eye tracking as tech-

nology open new possibilities to integrate eye movement data into user interfaces. This

interaction can lead to new human-machine interfaces, combining analytical and interac-

tive eye tracking with the ability to adjust the interface to the user’s needs. On the other

hand, with more and more available eye tracking technology, this technique is integrated

into the process of analyzing learners and creating better systems to support them (Njeru &

Paracha, 2017). Eye tracking and learning analytics play an essential role in explaining the

teacher and student interaction (Dessus et al., 2016), the human-robot interaction with indi-

rect measures like with-me-ness (Lemaignan, Garcia, Jacq, & Dillenbourg, 2016), borrowed

from the field of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), and in the vast area

of learning analytics to enhance learning programming (Trætteberg, Mavroudi, Sharma, &

Giannakos, 2018). This thesis focuses on the latter, trying to develop methods to improve

source code comprehension of novices. Overall, “learning analytics has the claimed potential

for ‘evidence-based’ decision taking.” Greller and Hoppe (2017, p. 10). In this scenario, eye

tracking has the potential to function as an additional source of data. The goal to gain action-

able results from data analyses (Greller & Hoppe, 2017) can be achieved with eye tracking

data in specific ways. Achieving this goal is possible either in the offline mode of analytics

(e.g., re-design of material after the analysis) or in the on-the-fly mode of analytics (e.g.,

intervene within a learning environment). Furthermore, eye tracking data can be combined

with click-logs, log files, or other interaction data in a learning environment.

Eye Tracking
Data for

Interventions

Recent work investigated the potential of multimodal data to analyze and understand

the learning experience. Click-streams are an often used source of information to analyze

and predict learning behavior. Multimodal data-streams include other data sources, e.g., eye

tracking and electroencephalography (EEG), or physiological data in general. The authors

Giannakos, Sharma, Pappas, Kostakos, and Velloso (2019) showed that “multimodal data can

help us increase the prediction accuracy of users’ learning performance in learner-computer

interaction (LCI).” (Giannakos et al., 2019, p. 117) Others focus on the possibility of predicting

the collaboration outcome from eye tracking data (Sharma et al., 2017). The work of Sharma,

Alavi, et al. (2016) focuses on gaze-aware interventions in the learning process, based on

MOOCs, with the result that “gaze-aware feedback emerged as an influencing tool for inter-

vention.” (Sharma, Alavi, et al., 2016, p. 421)

Various Types of
Interventions

Learning analytics and eye tracking are also present in programming research or pro-

gramming education research, as learning to program is another field of application for

both areas. Not every time eye tracking is directly involved, as the work of Ihantola et al.

(2015) showed, in which educational data mining is the primary topic of a literature survey

for the years 2005–2015. Others showed that eye tracking and semistructured interviews are
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beneficial data sources that should be incorporated in more studies and prototypes (Trætte-

berg et al., 2018). The same authors stated in their conclusion that “visual learning analytics

cater to learners’ variability and diversity.” (Trætteberg et al., 2018, p. 17) New methods are

needed, which “are personalized, can be easily understood by learners and are linked with

ways of improving and optimizing their learning.” (Ferguson, 2012, p. 313) According to a lit-

erature review of Mavroudi, Giannakos, and Krogstie (2018), interventions around adaptive

learning and learning analytics focus on student competencies. A small number of interven-

tions focus on skills, and none on learning in terms of attitude change, e.g., programming

habit changes. Besides, Awasthi and Hsaio (2015) mentioned that fewer tools are focused on

amplifying learning opportunities.

Eye Tracking has
a Growing
Influence

Overall, to summarize this section, eye tracking plays a crucial role in learning analyt-

ics, with growing influence. Especially in adapting to learners’ needs, eye tracking provides

a valuable data stream in addition to click-streams. The vision of a dynamic learner sup-

port system, which is the overall context for this thesis, can use eye tracking exactly for

such opportunities. New methods must be developed to detect source code comprehension

strategies, which is the primary focus of this thesis.

2.6 methods for analyzing eye movement patterns

Raw Eye
Tracking Data

The raw form of eye movement data is X and Y data points. Often with the fixation time

per point. After using a fixation filter (e.g., I-VT), a data stream can be used with various

methods. Newer methods include machine learning approaches, e.g., based on LSTMs (Long

Short-Term Memory) and 1D-CNNs (1D Convolutional Neural Networks) (Castner et al.,

2020). These methods are often in early stages, e.g., predicting human eye fixations (LSTM-

based) (Cornia, Baraldi, Serra, & Cucchiara, 2018), drowsiness estimation (Sun et al., 2018),

as well as the automated classification of fixations, saccades, and smooth pursuits (neural

net, CNN) (Hoppe & Bulling, 2016; Startsev, Agtzidis, & Dorr, 2019). While these approaches

are focused on fundamental eye tracking characteristics, the work of Chen and Sun (2018)

has the objective of predicting scanpaths with a form of LSTMs. The authors showed that

such a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture could successfully model attention shift

behavior.

Eye Movement
Data as Sequence
of Letters

As described in Section 2.4.1, AOIs are a commonly used method to label important re-

gions of a stimulus. If such AOIs are labeled with letters from an alphabet, they can form

strings as eye movement representation. Thus, a widespread representation of eye track-

ing data is a string. With this approach, the AOI transitions are represented as consecutive

letters. One way of analyzing these strings is to analyze n-grams. They are continuously

ordered subsequences of the viewing behavior of participants, i.e., scanpaths. The n-gram

analysis is one of the main forms of scanpath analysis, besides string alignment methods

described later. Thus, n-grams are qualified to perform transition analyses, based on the
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transition frequency. An analysis of Reani, Peek, and Jay (2018) showed, that n-grams with

a length of four or more AOIs are not useful for finding distinguishing patterns between

two groups. The general usefulness of n-grams for comparing the distributions in differ-

ent groups was showed by Kübler, Rothe, Schiefer, Rosenstiel, and Kasneci (2017). Another

frequency-based method is Hidden Markov Modelling, especially for modeling visual per-

ception in simple tasks (Chuk, Chan, & Hsiao, 2014).

Sequence
Alignment
Techniques

These strings can be used for different string alignment methods, extensively known

from DNA sequencing. Important contributions in this field were made by the Multiple Se-

quence Alignment technique (Hembrooke, Feusner, & Gay, 2006), the ScanMatch algorithm

(Cristino, Mathôt, Theeuwes, & Gilchrist, 2010), the eMINE algorithm (Eraslan, Yesilada, &

Harper, 2016), and the String-edit algorithm (Heminghous & Duchowski, 2006). Other al-

gorithms additionally use fixation durations like the Scanpath Trend Analysis algorithm

(Eraslan et al., 2016). String-alignment algorithms are used to find subsequences between

gazes, form groups of gazes with similar transitions, and, therefore, a similar reading be-

havior. Besides, the Needleman-Wunsch (N-W) algorithm was successfully used by, e.g.,

Busjahn, Bednarik, et al. (2015) to find SOR and EOR patterns and by Castner et al. (2018) to

compare different scanpaths in medical image reading skills to distinguish stages of exper-

tise. The approach with the N-W algorithm is initially explained in Chapter 4. The applica-

tion of these methods can be found in the methods and analysis sections of the empirical

source code comprehension studies (see Chapters 5, 6, and 7).

Vector-Based
Methods

Other methods, not adequately addressed in this thesis, include vector-based methods.

The difference to the previously mentioned methods is that they take the length and the

direction of saccades into account. Examples are the Mannan distance (spatial properties of

the scanpaths, ignoring temporal dimensions), and methods based on saliency map compar-

isons. An extensive review and comparison is available in (Le Meur & Baccino, 2013).

This section briefly introduced different methods, primarily frequency-based and string-

based, for analyzing eye movement patterns. While conducting the empirical studies de-

scribed in this thesis, methods for analyzing reading behavior and searching for eye move-

ment patterns were missing. The development of these methods is explained in Chapter 4.

2.7 methods for visualizing eye movement patterns

The following section is based on the publication “An Intuitive Visualization for Rapid Data
Analysis: Using the DNA Metaphor for Eye Movement Patterns” by Deitelhoff et al. (2019b).

Qualitative
Analyses

Besides analyzing eye movement patterns directly with various methods and tools, visu-

alizing eye movement data to see patterns is another way of finding them. A visualization,

in contrast to the previous section, is, in most cases, no algorithmic approach. Thus, many
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visualizations are meant for a qualitative rather than a quantitative analysis. This section

and the visualizations of this thesis are focused on qualitative approaches.

Heat Maps and
Gaze Plots

Different tools and techniques exist to visualize and analyze eye movement data. Eye

tracking data visualizations became more and more important since 2010, where the num-

ber of publications about this topic sharply increased (Blascheck et al., 2017, figure 1, p. 261).

Much-used visualizations for eye tracking data are heat maps and gaze plots. Heat maps vi-

sualize the data as a color scheme and visualize how looking is distributed over the stimulus.

Gaze plots visualize the location, order, and time spent looking at locations on the stimulus.

Both visualizations are essential, but often not applicable to source code stimuli.

Varying
Visualization
Goals and
Trade-offs

In general, the common goal of a visualization is to identify relevant eye movement pat-

terns, in the best case, tied to the participant’s intention. Another important aspect of visu-

alization eye movement data is that this can be the first step before the analysis. Visualizing

eye movement data can help to understand the essence of the data. Blascheck et al. (2017)

categorized eye tracking visualizations into point-based, AOI based, and hybrid visualiza-

tions. Point-based methods, e.g., timeline (Blascheck et al., 2014) and scanpath (Goldberg

& Helfman, 2010) visualizations, represent horizontal and vertical coordinates of fixations

ordered by time. Visualizing the exact locations above the stimulus is not necessarily the

best solution, because it can cause vast amounts of visual clutter (Rosenholtz, Li, Mans-

field, & Jin, 2005). Additionally, this technique is not able to reflect eye movement patterns

(Andrienko, Andrienko, Burch, & Weiskopf, 2012). Therefore, these visualization methods

are not useful for the goal of this thesis. Scanpath visualizations focus on showing the lin-

ear timeline of the data to compare complete scanpaths but are not able to visualize certain

eye movement patterns (Duchowski et al., 2010; Raschke et al., 2014). In contrast, AOI-based

methods, divided into the timeline and relational visualizations (Goldberg & Helfman, 2010),

focus on AOI fixations and transitions between them. These types of visualizations can be

problematic withmanyAOI targets and transitions between them. Thus, a trade-off between

various parameters is necessary when visualization eye movement data to find patterns. In

contrast, AOI-based methods, divided into timeline and relational visualizations (Goldberg

& Helfman, 2010), focus on AOI fixations and transitions between them. While this can be

problematic with many AOI targets and transitions, the methods described later in this the-

sis uses implicit transitions between AOIs. An extensive list of publications for point-based,

AOI-based, and mixed visualization can be found in Blascheck et al. (2017).

New
Visualizations

Finding a viable eye movement visualization is an undertaking in itself. Newmethods and

directions in visualization eye tracking data are proposed constantly (Blascheck et al., 2014).

While planning and conducting the empirical source code comprehension studies described

in this thesis, an easy visualization of eye movement patterns was missing. Easy in the sense

of entry-level usability and easy to create from the available data sources. The results of a

self-development visualization are explained in Chapter 4.
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2.8 summary

This related work chapter briefly introduced essential topics in learning to program, source

code comprehension, eye movements in source code comprehension, and methods and tools

for analyzing and visualization eye movement patterns. Due to the three interconnected em-

pirical source code comprehension studies, the spectrum of this thesis covers many research

areas. Figure 2.2 visualizes the thirteen primary scientific topics of this thesis.

 

Related 
Work

Common Skill 
(2.2.1)

Introductory 
Programming 

(2.2.2)

Programming 
Knowledge 

(2.2.3)

Novices 
Mistakes and

Problems 
(2.2.4)

ITS (2.2.5)

Comprehensi
on Models 

(2.3.2)

Assessment 
(2.3.4)

Mapping Eye 
Movement 
Data (2.4.1)

Eye 
Movement 

Metrics 
(2.4.2)

Patterns of 
Novices and 

Experts 
(2.4.4)

Learning 
Analytics (2.5)

Analyzing 
Patterns (2.6)

Visualizing 
Patterns (2.7)

Figure 2.2: Overview of the thirteen focus topics as primary scientific foundation of this thesis.

Thirteen Focus
Topics as
Scientific

Foundation

The scientific foundation is based on thirteen different areas reflected in various sections

in this chapter. There is a considerable skill difference amongst learners because program-

ming can be considered as difficulty, which relies on multiple levels of abstractions. How-

ever, programming must be viewed as an ordinary skill in the future, useful for everyone

in the field of end-user programming, and is useful for learning through programming, if

programming itself is not the goal (Section 2.2.1). Apart from this, learning and teaching

introductory programming has some significant obstacles to overcome: High failure rates,
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many methods, and tools to improve the experience overall, no programming skill hierar-

chy to prioritize learning steps, and often the result of no reasonable progress in learning

to program (Section 2.2.2). Proper instructions in introductory programming courses can

influence programming knowledge and learning outcomes (Section 2.2.3).

Novice Mistakes,
ITS, and
Comprehension
Models

Regarding novices and experts, differences in error rates, problem categories, and the

fact that most students do not learn programming at all (Section 2.2.4) are reasons to aim

for the long term goal of developing a dynamic learner support system. Intelligent learner

support (ITS) can help in some situations and with the support of eye tracking, but produced

ambiguous results in the past (Section 2.2.5). Thus, the baseline of using novices and experts

reading differences in the area of source code comprehension, in keeping with the pragmatic

period of comprehension models with a focus on source code, is used to aim for the overall

vision of a support system (Section 2.3.2).

Assessment,
Mapping Data,
Metrics, Patterns,
and Learning
Analytics

The current state of the assessment of source code comprehension in the scientific com-

munity led to a different set of empirical studies in this thesis, to use behavioral compre-

hension questions (Section 2.3.4). Moreover, the AOI approach for mapping the raw eye

movement data was used, with fixation-based metrics (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). The dif-

ferences in novice’s and expert’s eye movement patterns are a first step in differentiating

these skill groups (Section 2.4.4). In combination with eye tracking, the reviewed learning

analytics methods were the foundation to test the learning hints as a way of learner help or

intervention (Section 2.5).

Analyzing and
Visualizing
Patterns

Specific methods to analyze AOI sequences (Section 2.6) and specific ways to visualize

these sequences were developed to find eye movement patterns faster (Section 2.7) and to

visualize and analyze the above-mentioned ideas and data sources.

Major Research
Gaps

While planning the process and analysis steps of the three different case studies, two pri-

mary research gaps were recognized: 1) in visualizing eye movement data to get a fast and di-

rect overview of reading patterns and 2) in finding eyemovement patterns via a graph-based

visualization and with a pattern search based on a user-definable pattern. These identified

gaps were recognized as essential steps necessary to find eye movement patterns related to

comprehension problems and move the state of research in the source code comprehension

community forward.

Newly
Developed
Methods and
Tools

Chapter 4 introduces the for this thesis newly developed methods and tools, as well as

the used methods and tools. This thesis aims to propose methods and tools for visualizing

and finding eye movement patterns to detect source code comprehension strategies. This

work includes relevant contributions for the source code comprehension community, not

only in the research area of eye movement patterns but also in achieving the long term

vision of developing a dynamic learner support system to help novices in the source code

comprehension process.





“You’ve got to be very careful if you don’t know where you
are going, because you might not get there.”

– Yogi Berra, former New York Yankees catcher

3
Research and Analytics Approach

The AimsEye tracking studies usually accumulate a significant amount of data, which is challenging

both for eye movement pattern and strategy identification and for methods and tools ana-

lyzing and visualizing such data. To fill the two research gaps identified in the related work

chapter (see Section 2.8 for a condensed summary), well-thought-out research and analytics

approach is needed. These approaches form the research and analytics outline for this thesis,

matching the three aims described in Section 1.3. The following enumeration summarizes

these aims and highlights the connection of the research and analytics approach:

First aim: Identify steps to detect source code comprehension patterns, summarized

as “Pattern Identification.” These steps are the content-related goals of the three case

studies described in Section 3.3.

Second aim: Design and create methods and tools to test the ideas for pattern identifi-

cation. These methods and tools are summarized as “Methods and Tools” and described

in Section 3.2.

Third aim:Describe the resulting toolboxes for both pattern identification and the meth-

ods and tools to support detecting source code comprehension patterns. These contri-

butions are described in Chapter 8.

Preliminary
Ideas

Before planning and conducting empirical source code comprehension studies was even

within the range of this thesis, preliminary ideas and directions had to be discussed,
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tested, and at least partially verified. These early investigations involved analyzing avail-

able datasets and prototyping applications usable in studies. In addition to extensive litera-

ture research in the first month of this thesis, various ideas were established: The research

topic was narrowed down to an analytical focus of eye movement patterns; ideas for em-

pirical studies and analyses were created to detect and analyze eye movement patterns and

strategies, which were defined as baseline for the source code comprehension analyses; a

prototype for a preliminary study was constructed to test eye tracking within a program-

ming environment with a visual and text-based programming language; the gathered data

was used to create heat maps and gaze plots as visualization techniques; and a dataset from

another researcher was analyzed to verify ideas for detecting eye movement patterns.

Specialized
Visualizations

Needed

As a result, the necessity for specialized visualizations became apparent to analyze eye

movement patterns fast, easily, and successfully. Even though not every idea was a useful

start for more investigations, and despite some ideas not being successful at all, this part

of the thesis was essential for diving into both topics, namely eye tracking and source code

comprehension, as well as for creating the prototype of a programming environment that

works well in combination with eye tracking. The following sections and subsections sum-

marize these steps, highlighting essential milestones in the beginning of this thesis. From

a data analytics perspective, the CRISP-DM approach was adapted to plan the studies and

subsequent analyses accordingly.

3.1 investigations and prototyping

Java as Stimuli
Language

The initial ideas, influenced by the original research proposal, were discussed continuously

and validated, first and foremost with the supervisors and additionally with external re-

searchers. Participation at the doctoral consortium (DC) of the Psychology of Programming

Interest Group (PPIG)7 in July 2017 was essential to sort out ideas for the programming

environment prototype and the programming language used in the source code comprehen-

sion studies. It became clear that when the primary goal is to detect eye movement patterns

and strategies, the use of a self-developed language is not sufficient for source code com-

prehension studies. This is because the gathered results would not be comparable to other

comprehension studies in the source code comprehension community. A shift towards Java

as the programming language, due to its wide used in universities and other comprehension

studies and its simple ways of presenting this code to participants, was the result.

EMIP Coding
Scheme as
Baseline

In February 2018, the seminar “Evidence About Programmers for Programming Language

Design (18061)” was held in Dagstuhl8 (Stefik, Sharif, Myers, & Hanenberg, 2018). The sem-

inar was about knowledge in language design, eye tracking, source code comprehension,

7http://www.ppig.org/workshops/ppig-2017-28th-annual-workshop – Last accessed on December 14,
2020.

8https://www.dagstuhl.de/de/programm/kalender/semhp/?semnr=18061 – Last accessed on December
14, 2020.

http://www.ppig.org/workshops/ppig-2017-28th-annual-workshop
https://www.dagstuhl.de/de/programm/kalender/semhp/?semnr=18061
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programming education, and psychology. The on-site discussions about the main goals of

this thesis were highly productive, successful, and essential in the retrospective for the on-

going work on the topics of this thesis. The feedback on the variance of eye tracking data,

Java as a programming language in studies, and the idea of using pre-recorded eye move-

ment data as the primary information source was necessary for the further development

of this thesis. One essential outcome was the discussion about the EMIP coding scheme as

a baseline for eye movement patterns and strategies, instead of creating own patterns to

search for in the eye movement data.

3.1.1 preliminary study – a programming environment prototype

Prototype for a
Pre-Study

The investigations into the realms of eye tracking and source code comprehension analysis

were made with a self-developed prototype and an eye movement dataset. The prototype

included a programming area with Blockly, a task description, and a virtual environment

for a robot (a cat in the early versions). Figure 3.1 presents a screenshot of the original

programming environment (left) and a heat map superimposed on the stimulus (right). The

prototype was planned as an environment for a pre-study, conducted with participants from

a web-programming course at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Dortmund. Due

to poor timing (the end of the semester) and a general lack of interest, the pre-study was

never conducted.

(a) Original screenshot of the prototype. (b) Screenshot of the prototype with a heat map.

Figure 3.1: Screenshots of both the prototype (left) and the heat map of one participant superimposed on it
(right).

Text-Based
Language and No
Robot Emulation
Preferable

Nevertheless, the prototype was used to record the eye movement data of two partici-

pants (colleagues) to test the general idea and design, the usability in combination with an

eye tracker, the recorded data, quality, format, and potential for analyses. In addition, these

tests were useful to become familiar with the eye tracking device itself and with conduct-

ing a source code comprehension study technically and organizationally. The results from

the recordings were that a text-based language is preferable to find more participants at

the university. Furthermore, some type of simulation or emulation, such as the robot, is not
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necessary to gather eye movement data and can, in fact, distract from identifying eye move-

ment patterns and comprehension strategies, which is also true for the lengthy explanations

and task descriptions. The data suggested that these elements can distract participants and

therefore alter the eye movement data significantly. Moreover, the heat maps were deemed

to be a suitable visualization to aggregate the eye movement data; however, they are in-

sufficient to obtain sequence information, which is necessary for analyzing eye movement

patterns. Furthermore, gaze plots visualized the sequences of eye movement data, but in

an insufficient form for large clusters of data, which are observable especially for the code

block region and the selection of visual blocks (both in the upper left of Figure 3.1b). The

gathered knowledge was thus valuable to develop specialized methods for analyzing and

visualizing eye movement sequence data.

3.1.2 analyzing a real-world dataset

Real-World
Dataset

To further create and validate ideas for analyzing and visualizing eye movement data, an-

alyzing a real-world dataset9 was the next step. This dataset served as the baseline to test

heat maps and gaze plots as common visualizations for eye tracking data in the context of

source code comprehension. Figure 3.2 depicts a heat map for all participants (left) and for

one specific participant (right). The gaze plot for another participant is visible in Figure 3.3.

(a) Heat map visualization of all participants. (b) Heat map visualization of one specific participant.

Figure 3.2: Heat maps of all participants (left), and heat map of one participant (right).

9Thanks to Teresa Busjahn, Freie Universität Berlin
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Figure 3.3: Gaze plot visualization of one participant.

Idea for
Sequences of
Letters

These results supported the initial analysis of eye tracking data from the self-developed

prototype: that heat maps are a prime way in which to visualize aggregated data and that

gaze plots can show sequences. However, the results also revealed that a method to ac-

curately visualize eye movement patterns, without the problem of losing sequences at all

(heat map) and without having trouble identifying sequences in large datasets (gaze plots),

is missing. The idea of viewing eye movement data on a source code stimulus as a sequence

of letters, when they matched against AOIs, arose while analyzing this dataset. This is an

encoding of eye movement data because the eye tracking data (coordinates with x and y) is

mapped against AOIs, which encode the eye tracking data as letters. The representation as

a sequence of letters can then be used as the data basis for visualizations and analyses.

The following is an example of original eye movement data (excerpt):

CAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCDDDDCEDDDDDCCCC

DDDDEEEEEEFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCCFEEEEF

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCDDCEEDEEEEEEEEEDDDDDFFFFFFFFFFCBACCCC

The aggregated eye movement data (based on the excerpt) is then as follows:

CABCDCEDCDEFCFCFEFCDCEDEDFCBAC

For this dataset, Tableau10 was used to test new visualizations and to gain more in-depth

insight into the dataset, which proved to be useful because it revealed that visualizing the

encoding of AOI-Hits is useful for analyzing eye movement data.

10https://www.tableau.com/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://www.tableau.com/
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3.1.3 visualization and analysis ideas

Firsts Tests of
AOI-DNAs

The initial idea of encoding and representing eyemovement data as a sequence of letters was

used as the basis for a visualization technique. These tests were important for later imple-

mentations of the AOI-DNAs and were organized as various iteration steps to approximate

a solution that would be useful for analyzing eye movement patterns. Figure 3.4 presents

screenshots of the first three iterations for designing and implementing AOI-DNAs. The

first iteration (see Figure 3.4a) uses a grayscale color palette and letters to visualize linear

reading patterns. The second iteration (see Figure 3.4b) uses a grayscale color palette and

numbers to visualize patterns based on the source code execution. The third and last itera-

tion (see Figure 3.4c) in this implementation cycle again uses a grayscale color palette, this

time without letters or numbers, to visualize linear reading patterns. To help, an ideal linear

reading pattern is visualized in the first row (not visible in Figure 3.4).

Color Coding
and Sequence

Alignment

Through these iterations, it became clear that color palettes can be useful to visualize the

various reading patterns buried in eye movement data. In addition, the iterations demon-

strated that using letters and color boxes with a small margin is the best solution for visu-

alizing the data because visual clutter is reduced. Furthermore, these ideas included the use

of the Needleman-Wunsch (N-W) and Levenshtein algorithms to investigate the possibility

of sequence alignment and distance measures to compare eye movement data sequences.

These analyses were conducted on the encoding of eye movement sequences. At this stage,

these tests were promising enough to reuse for analyzing the data of the case studies.

Overall, these investigations were necessary for future planning of the thesis, including

the analytics and research approaches, as well as the data analytics approach, both of which

described in the next sections.

(a) 1. Iteration of visualizing eye movement data. (b) 2. Iteration of visualizing eye movement data.

(c) 3. Iteration of visualizing eye movement data.

Figure 3.4: Screenshots of the three iteration steps to visualize AOI-DNAs to highlight eye movement pat-
terns.
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3.2 analytics approach – methods and tools

Three Methods
for Visualizing
and Clustering

The literature research for this thesis revealed that methods and tools for a viable and

straightforward overview of eyemovement patterns in eye tracking data weremissing. Visu-

alizing eye movement patterns is a necessity and a common goal (see Section 2.7). However,

especially for AOI-based methods, which focus on AOI fixations and transitions between

them, an easy-to-use approach was missing. Moreover, an easy method of searching for

(partially) available eye movement patterns, in the best cases embedded within a visualiza-

tion, was also missing. This current state of research was highly influential regarding the

analysis of the three case studies.

The first method focuses on encoding eye movement data with matching AOIs to visual-

ize large strings of letters for the AOI-Hit sequences of multiple participants in a DNA-like

style. With the resulting tool, viewing patterns can easily be visualized for a first and fast

glimpse of the eye movement data.

The second method focuses on visualizing the AOI transitions, and therefore the viewing

transitions, of a single participant in a graph-like structure.With the resulting visualizations,

viewing patterns (e.g., clusters for specific AOIs or regions) are easily detectable.

The third method focuses on clustering AOI transitions, based on the first method, to

show similarities and dissimilarities in the viewing behavior of participants. In addition, the

tool, developed for using the first method, was extended to support a pattern search based

on a pattern-matching algorithm.

The overview in Table 3.1 indicates the two contextual layers of this thesis, namely pat-
tern identification and methods and tools. All empirical source code comprehension studies,

analyses, and publications are aligned with one or both of these two layers.

EMIP Dataset
Analysis

(see Chapter 5)

Code Smell
Study

(see Chapter 6)

Learning Hints
Study

(see Chapter 7)

Pattern Identification
Find

Patterns
Provoke
Patterns

Effect of
Hints

Methods and Tools
DNA

Visualization
Graph

Visualization
Pattern
Search

Table 3.1: Overview of the two contextual layers for aligning the work of this thesis.
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3.3 research approach – illustrating case studies

Three Case
Studies

The three case studies can be summarized as a story for finding patterns → provoking pat-

terns → testing learning hints. To properly test the ideas for strategy identification, as well

as the methods and tools, every case study was planned as an independent empirical source

code comprehension study. No participant was required to take part in two or more studies,

nor were they explicitly excluded from taking part in more than one study. Independent

studies are overall less complex to organize in terms of participation and the recruiting of

participants.

The following overview highlights the main parts and objectives of the three studies. De-

tailed insights into the experimental designs, the recorded data, hypotheses, analysis meth-

ods, and results are available in Chapter 5 (EMIP dataset analysis), Chapter 6 (code smell

study), and Chapter 7 (learning hints study). Figure 3.5 briefly visualizes the process and

time spans for the major work on the case studies.

July’18 to January‘19 August’19 to February‘20 April’20 to October‘20

Case Study 1 
(EMIP)

Case Study 2 
(Code Smell)

Case Study 3 
(Learning Hints)

Figure 3.5: A brief overview of the case studies and the timeline of working on them.

3.3.1 step 1: finding patterns – the emip dataset analysis

Problem:
Missing Dataset

The early research for this thesis revealed that no dataset is available that contains infor-

mation about eye movement patterns related to comprehension problems among different

participants. Even for one specific source code example as a stimulus, this data is missing.

Solution:
EMIP Dataset

The first study, in the form of an analysis of the existing EMIP dataset, thus aims to

find specific eye movement patterns. The primary goal of this qualitative and quantitative

analysis is to detect a) eye movement patterns and therefore b) comprehension strategies,

both closely related to participants’ source code comprehension problems in the best case

patterns among different participants on the same source code stimulus.

Success:
Analyzed

Patterns

These eye movement patterns are a useful starting point for further analyses of what the

source code comprehension problems are, how they occur, which subsequent patterns lead

to a correct or incorrect comprehension result, what the first signs or ideas are, and how to

intervene, to help participants with such eye movement patterns. The EMIP dataset analysis

is described in Chapter 5.
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3.3.2 step 2: provoking patterns – the code smell study

Problem:
Semantic

Meaning of

Patterns

Preliminary to the second study, the EMIP dataset was analyzed to find comprehension

strategies and patterns closely linked to comprehension problems. The results were promis-

ing for detecting reading strategies and patterns, but unsuccessful regarding the relation

between participants’ eye movement patterns and their comprehension problems. There-

fore, a new study was designed and conducted to find such eye movement patterns.

Solution:
New Study to

Provoke Patterns

The second designed and conducted study, namely the code smell study, hence addresses

the problems identified while analyzing the EMIP dataset. Specifically, eye movement pat-

terns were found; however, the relation to comprehension problems was still missing. Thus,

the second study is about a) using source code smells to provoke behavioral reading patterns,

which can be categorized as comprehension strategies and are detectable as characteristic

eye movement patterns linked to comprehension problems, and b) recording eye movement

data not only from students but also from professionals working in the software develop-

ment industry to compare both skill groups. The distractors, to provoke eye movement pat-

terns for source code comprehension problems, are code smells, which are small regions in

the source code examples that are not ideal to programming principles and conventions of

the Java programming language.

Success:
Better

Understanding of

Novices and

Experts

Therefore, to obtain a better option for separating students and professionals in a novice

and expert group, the primary goal of the code smell study was to provoke eye movement

patterns not identifiable in the EMIP dataset and to record data from industry professionals.

The study and analysis design are hypotheses-driven, with extended source code examples

from the EMIP dataset, to make them as comparable to the previous EMIP analysis as possi-

ble. Provoking eye movement patterns solves the problem of not knowing whether a com-

prehension problem exists, because one can assume that a code smell will create uncertain

situations in the comprehension process. The results of the code smell study are reported in

Chapter 6.

3.3.3 step 3: testing hints – the learning hints study

Problem:
Learning Hint

Comparison

After the code smell study, which was designed and conducted to provoke eye movement

patterns in source code comprehension situations, the so-called learning hints study was

created. The overall problem is that some learning hints, such as syntax highlighting, were

tested in source code comprehension studies, but they were not compared to other learning

hints.

Solution:
Study with

Varying Hints

The primary goal of this study was to visualize and analyze the way in which participants

perceive source code examples in different study conditions. The questions are as follows:

a) Is syntax highlighting more helpful than a dynamic scope visualization; b) will partici-

pants use the offered learning hints, and c) do they change their eye movement patterns?

In conclusion, these analysis results were matched with the participants’ answers to the
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comprehension questions to analyze whether the different code representations and code

interactions have an impact on these answers.

Success:
Advantages for

Some Hints

These results, described in Chapter 7, indicate that some code representations are more

likely comprehensible and hence understandable than others, which affects learning envi-

ronments and the overall vision of a dynamic learner support system.

3.4 the adapted data analytics approach based on crisp-dm

CRISP-DM as
Analytical
Pipeline

Analyzing the collected eye tracking data from which to gain reasonable knowledge is a

delicate process. Various steps must be followed to create a valid and useful data mining and

data analysis pipeline. The studies were thus designed and the analyses performed with the

cross-industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM) methodology (Wirth, 2000) in

mind. This methodology was created in 1996 to shape data mining projects in the upcoming

field of data science. The original CRISP-DM is described in the following six significant

steps:

1. Business understanding: Understand the project objectives and requirements from a

business perspective. The result is a data mining problem and a (preliminary) plan.

2. Data understanding: Collect the data and become familiar with it. Identify data qual-

ity (problems), first insights, and hidden information.

3. Data preparation: Construct a final dataset that meets data quality standards and the

desired format.

4. Modeling:Choose appropriate datamodeling techniques, and if they need a particular

data format, then loop back to the data preparation step.

5. Evaluation: Evaluate the created model. If multiple models were created, then select

appropriate quality criteria to compare them, and select the best model.

6. Deployment:Create deployable code from all previous steps, such as data preparation,

modeling, and evaluation, which are necessary to run the data mining and analysis

steps in an environment.

CRISP-DM for
Scientific

Approaches

The enumeration above shows many parallels to a successfully conducted and analyzed

source code comprehension study. Some aspects are different due to exact circumstances;

therefore, a slightly different process was used to design the empirical source code com-

prehension studies. This thesis proposes the following process with seven significant steps,

which are followed in the three case studies:
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1. Scientific understanding: Understand the study objectives and requirements from a

scientific perspective with regard to the current state of scientific knowledge. The

result is a (preliminary) plan to conduct the study, and a plan to validate hypotheses

is raised. Furthermore, have possible publications in mind to report the findings in

the last step.

2. Data understanding: Collect the data and become familiar with it. Identify data qual-

ity (problems), first insights, and hidden information. Alter the hypotheses if interest-

ing subsets appear in the data. In this step, the self-developed visualizations AOI-DNA

and AOI-STG already become essential and useful.

3. Data preparation: Construct a final dataset that meets data quality standards and the

desired format to analyze and visualize the data.

4. Modeling:Choose appropriate datamodeling techniques, and if they need a particular

data format, then loop back to the data preparation step.

5. Evaluation: Evaluate the created model. If multiple models were created, then select

appropriate quality criteria to compare them, and select the best model.

6. Publication:Create a publication of some sort to report the findings to the community.

Include all necessary steps to run the datamining and analysis steps (replication), such

as data preparation, modeling, and evaluation.

7. Reevaluation of scientific understanding: Reevaluate the preliminary scientific un-

derstanding, formulate new and changed hypotheses, and plan further actions (e.g.,

for new studies), and begin at the first step.

Figure 3.6 illustrates both CRISP-DM processes side by side. The changes in the modified

version on the right are small but important for the scientific direction.
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Data

Business 
Understanding

Data 
Understanding

Data 
Preparation

Evaluation

Deployment

Modeling

(a) The original CRISP-DM process.

Data

Scientific 
Understanding

Data 
Understanding

Data 
Preparation

Evaluation

Publication

Modeling

(b) The modified CRISP-DM process.

Figure 3.6: The original (left) and modified (right) CRISP-DM processes on which the data analyses in this
thesis are based.

3.5 summary

Early Tests,
Research Gaps,
and CRISP-DM

To summarize this chapter, the investigation and prototyping was crucial to test ideas, ex-

amine a real-world eye tracking dataset with source code comprehension data, and find

tangible research directions and approaches to follow in this thesis. Analytics and research

approaches were clarified based on research gaps and the adopted direction of the overall

thesis. It became apparent that heat maps and gaze plots are insufficient to visualize large

eye movement datasets with sequential data, which is necessary to analyze eye movement

patterns. As a result, own encodings and representations for eye movement sequence data

were developed, and, from an organizational and project management perspective, the three

case studies were outlined and planned. The CRISP-DM process was an important part of

designing, conducting, and analyzing these three source code comprehension analyses. The

next chapter explains the methods and tools developed or used throughout this thesis.



“What’s measured improves”

– Peter F. Drucker

4
Eye-Tracking-Based Analysis Methods and

Tools

Constructive
Contributions

The previous chapter described encodings and representations of AOI-Hits, which led to

implementations of new visualizations and analysis ideas. These were further developed

as new eye-tracking-based analysis methods and tools. When designing and implement-

ing such methods and tools, and when designing and conducting source code comprehen-

sion studies, methodical eye tracking challenges merit consideration, as the next section

describes. This chapter summarizes the constructive contributions of this thesis, and Chap-

ters 5, 6, and 7 report the results of the three case studies.

4.1 methodical eye tracking challenges

Eye Tracking is
Biased

Working with eye tracking and the resulting data presents different challenges. Some of

them are based on technology choices, while others are based on the choice of methods, and

some challenges occurwhile choosing participants. In general, eye tracking is not immune to

systematic biases. On the contrary, technology and directly involved methods can introduce

biases at various stages of recording and analyzing the data.

Gender and
Sampling Biases

The process of avoiding biases in eye-tracking-based studies starts when the experiment

is designed. If the repetition of treatments should be avoided, between-subject designs are

the concept of choice. It is crucial “to avoid accidental homogeneity of groups, e.g., test-

ing two groups where one group is entirely male, the other entirely female (gender bias)”
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(Duchowski, 2017, p. 206). While it is vital for other studies too, another gender bias can

be introduced unintentionally when participants cannot be adequately recorded with the

eye tracking setup in use and are thus excluded early in the process. This disqualification

from the study often results in recruiting other participants. The problem with eye track-

ing is that some groups can be excluded inherently due to secondary characteristics, such

as makeup and glasses, both of which can result in reflections that an eye tracker is not

capable of correcting. Such circumstances can lead to sampling bias because a subgroup

of a population has a lower sampling probability due to the mentioned constraints. In the

end, this can lead to a non-random (biased) sample. This situation worsens if the participant

group is recruited from a population in which some of these characteristics are present in

higher numbers than usual or when some participant groups are structured unevenly – for

example, related to specific faculties where the number of female volunteers can be lower.

While experiments can be intentionally planned to use these circumstances, in most source

code comprehension studies, they occur unintentionally and can cause problems.

Recognizable
Software Biases

Another study-design-related bias that must be avoided is the bias toward any recog-

nizable software products or technology in itself if that is not the primary goal of the ex-

periment. The creation of mock-ups or prototypes of software environments, such as pro-

gramming environments (integrated development environments [IDEs]), can be necessary

to prevent positive or negative biases towards some products, companies, or features. The

study by Hanenberg (2010), described in more detail in the related work Section 2.3.4, is a

prime example of this.

Comprehension
Questions

Regarding the design of source code comprehension studies, the structure of comprehen-

sion questions is crucial. An ill-defined question can move participants’ focus to specific

elements of a source code example, which might not be the original intention and can intro-

duce a significant bias.

Eye Tracking
Setup

Technical aspects of eye tracking setups must also be considered. These aspects concern

the sampling rate of eye trackers – the Tobii TX 300 with 300Hz was used throughout this

thesis, along with filters and other detection algorithms.

Sampling Rate The sampling rate has a significant effect on the collected data, the accuracy, and the

analyses that can subsequently be carried out with the data. A higher sampling rate results

in a shorter sampling interval, which allows for the detection of “sharper” saccades in the

means so that they seem to not occur so suddenly in the data due to an approximation. If

the eye tracker samples are at 60Hz, the sampling interval is 16.67 milliseconds (ms), and

with 120Hz, the interval is 8.33ms. Moreover, eye trackers at 250Hz or 300Hz are frequently

used for source code comprehension studies; the sampling intervals are 4ms and 3.33ms

respectively for these sampling rates. Figure 4.1 presents two examples: a lower sampling

frequency on the left and a higher one on the right. The difference can explain the fact
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that the saccade on the left seems to occur abruptly, while the higher sampling frequency

illustrates that this is not the actual case.

Lower Sampling Higher Sampling

TimeTime

Fixations

Fixations
Fixations

Fixations

Figure 4.1: Two sampling examples with a low and a high sampling rate to visualize the possible differ-
ences (following a Tobii example11).

Quality of
Fixations and
Saccades

The practical effects are that not every eyemovement characteristic can bemeasuredwith

every sampling rate. At 120Hz, only fixations and pupil dilatation are measurable effectively,

whereas at 600Hz and above, fixations, saccades, smooth pursuits, microsaccades, and pupil

dilation are available in the data. Thus, with the used 300Hz eye tracking throughout this

thesis, fixation and saccades are available with sufficient precision (see another Tobii exam-

ple11). Both are the main eye movement characteristics needed. In addition, the sampling

rate affects duration measures (i.e., fixation durations). For this eye movement characteris-

tic, fixation start and endpoints are necessary, depending on the fixation filter’s calculations.

The real start and endpoints are somewhere in the sampling interval; they can be just before

another sample is collected or shortly afterward. The sampling error can thus be between

zero or as large as the sampling interval. On average, it will be half of one sampling interval,

which can be influenced by a shorter sampling interval or higher sampling rate. Overall,

there is no bias in the measurements because the start and the end of fixation are overesti-

mated. Both errors cancel each other out on average.

Eye Tracking
Filter

The way in which a filter is parametrized greatly affects the outcome of the transforma-

tion of raw data to fixation data. “There is always a risk that the bias or variability of an

algorithm can drown out the effects you are looking for” (Holmqvist, 2011, p. 8). Otherwise,

fixations and saccades are most often necessary for subsequent analysis steps. In this thesis,

the built-in I-VT filter of the Tobii Pro Studio software was used with the default values. The

exact values are additionally reported in the case studies.

AOI-Induced
Biases

Another bias can be introduced when choosing the design of the AOIs, to mark essential

regions of a stimulus. In source code comprehension studies, this is usually source code

tokens, lines, or regions. The question is, how should AOIs be specified to detect as many

relevant fixations as possible, and how does one ignore the noisy part of the data? This
11https://www.tobiipro.com/learn-and-support/learn/eye-tracking-essentials/eye-tracker

-sampling-frequency/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://www.tobiipro.com/learn-and-support/learn/eye-tracking-essentials/eye-tracker-sampling-frequency/
https://www.tobiipro.com/learn-and-support/learn/eye-tracking-essentials/eye-tracker-sampling-frequency/
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connection was analyzed in (Deitelhoff et al., 2019a). The goal was to assess how many

fixations are left out or unnecessarily detected for smaller and larger AOI definitions. The

next section describes the results.

Many Influences
in Eye Tracking

Studies

To summarize the methodical eye tracking challenges, the technological and methodical

choices are highly influential and can significantly change both the interpretation of eye

movement data and the outcome of studies. Thus, the choices that were made during a

study and why they were made need to be made transparent when reporting data. When

planning experiments, the mentioned biases must be considered to increase the chances of

creating valid studies.

4.2 the influence of varying aoi models

The following section is based on the publication “The Influence of Different AOI Models in
Source Code Comprehension Analysis” by Deitelhoff et al. (2019a).

AOI Model
Categories

Defining AOIs is a common approach to map eye tracking data to a stimulus, which also

applies for source code examples. There are different ways of defining AOIs, as described

in general in Section 2.4.1. Some definitions ignore the underlying stimulus, whereas others

completely depend on it. Moreover, some AOI models are based on the shape of the stimulus

or objects within it, and others use domain knowledge in the definition process. Not every

category is equally important for source code comprehension studies, but the categorization

helps in identifying the ones that are.

grid aoi model

AOIs as Grid A grid (or gridded) AOI model consists of AOIs separating the stimulus without any specific

knowledge or without respect to the underlying domain. The stimulus is divided into AOIs

of equal size so that there are no margins and usually no space left at the borders of the

stimulus. Variants of grid AOImodels exist, for examplewith unequally distributedAOI sizes

or with a grid that respects the underlying stimulus. The AOI sizes are normally based on

assumptions of the stimulus or domain-specific knowledge. Figure 4.2 portrays an example

with source code as the underlying stimulus, visualizing why this approach is rarely used

in source code comprehension.

domain-specific aoi model

AOIs Respecting
the Stimulus

AOI models based on knowledge about the research domain are categorized as domain-

specific AOI models. There are all sorts of AOI definitions in such models. In source code

comprehension, domain-specific AOIs often model tokens, lines, or regions in the source

code. In text reading, sentences and paragraphs may be important. In medical image reading

skills, for example in the domain of dental students (Castner et al., 2018), a domain-specific
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Figure 4.2: The AOI grid model dividing the stimulus into areas.

AOImodel separates the stimulus into four equally distributed regions, similar to a grid. This

is a variant of a grid model and in fact a combination of a domain-specific and a grid AOI

model. Apart from this, some models are abstractions of one another. A region AOI model,

which combines line AOIs without using a bounding rectangle, is an abstraction of the line

AOI model and provides transitions between these AOI regions. The same connection can

be made between the token and the line AOI models, whereas the line AOI is the abstraction

from the tokens. Figure 4.3 illustrates a domain-specific AOI model with visualizations for

tokens, lines, and regions.

Token AOI Model
Normal Java Spacing 
Problematic for the 
Token AOI Model

Region AOI Model

=> A & B & C Line AOI ModelRegion AOI Model

=> A && B && C

Figure 4.3: A domain-specific AOI model based on tokens, lines, and regions for a source code stimulus.

behavior-enriched aoi model

User Behavior to
AOIs

While there are arguments that every domain-specific AOI model is knowledge-driven, a

specialized categorization for this kind of AOI model was created to categorize AOI defini-

tions, directly induced or created by eye movements. For example, the eye movements of an

expert can be used to create a heat map over a stimulus. The most viewed regions can then

be ordered and used for AOI definitions. This allows for an AOI-Hit detection based on the

eye movements of an expert to compare other eye movement data with that of one of the

experts. Figure 4.4 displays an example of the behavior-enriched AOI model. This example

is based on the heat map of the viewing behavior of participants.
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Figure 4.4: An example of a behavior-enriched AOI model, based on a heat map of the viewing behavior of
participants.

aoi margins and paddings

Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS)

Similar
Definitions

Every AOImodel needs an additional definition of AOImargins because the AOImodel itself

describes the data basis on which the AOIs are created. Holmqvist (2011) recommends AOI

margins with a buffer space of 1° to 1.5° of a visual angle, depending on the accuracy of the

eye tracking hardware. This buffer space is similar to padding, known from cascading style

sheets (CSSs). In source code comprehension research, the question is whether AOI models

should have gaps, and if yes, then how wide or narrow they should be. These definitions

are limited by the available space between tokens, lines, or regions within a source code

stimulus. All possible combinations can make sense in a particular scenario; however, they

can significantly influence the subsequent data analysis.

AOI Model
Influence
Analyzed

If and how varying AOI models influence the analysis of eye movement data was inves-

tigated by comparing two AOI models called 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑝 and 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑜−𝑔𝑎𝑝 (Deitelhoff et

al., 2019a). The result was that for the source code example – Rectangle of the EMIP dataset

– important eye movement sequences could be found, and they were altered between both

models. The summary of this investigation is as follows: “The overall problem with missing

AOI transitions is that they can have an effect on the validity of scan paths and therefore on

the ability to explain a certain code comprehension behavior. At worst, a missing transition

can break up a pattern search algorithm, because a certain pattern isn’t existent in the data

any more or is covered” (Deitelhoff et al., 2019a, p. 8).

Line and Region
AOIs

Therefore, the following are important: how AOIs are defined on a source code stimulus

and with which AOI margins and paddings. Overall, to avoid analyzing too much noise,

the use of AOI definitions that fill up the whole space between each AOI (each source code

line) is not recommended. In this thesis, the data analysis follows the AOI line and region

definitions, based on source code lines and combinations thereof as regions. Both definitions
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are categorized as domain-specific AOI models. For the paddings, the rule is to define the

AOIs two to three pixels larger than the lines, to account for a small reduction in eye tracking

data quality in the recording process. Furthermore, the margins are defined as maximally as

possible. Figure 4.5 provides an example of padding and margins. The inner gray rectangles

with dotted lines are present only for visualization purposes.

Margin

Padding

Figure 4.5: AOI margin and padding visualized for a Java code snippet.

4.3 standard analysis techniques for eye tracking data

Screen
Coordinates for
Stationary Eye
Tracker

Eye tracking data, which was recorded on a stimulus presented on a screen, is usually en-

coded as screen coordinates. Such representation is not necessarily used for other eye track-

ing devices. However, this thesis focuses on source code comprehension with a stationary

eye tracker, and other scenarios are not covered in this work. Encoding as screen coordinates

is a basic form of representing eye tracking data for a screen recording. To calculate fixations

and saccades, this raw data is transformed with the help of a fixation filter; the transforma-

tion does not change the encoding as screen coordinates. The two most basic and common

visualizations operate on top of this screen coordinate encoding: heat maps and gaze plots.

Examples of these visualizations can be found in Figure 3.2, and 3.3 in Section 3.1.2.

Heat Maps for
Aggregated Data

A heat map visualizes eye tracking data as aggregated data points with a color scheme

informing about the visual attention. Heat maps can be constructed based on different eye

tracking metrics and are usually superimposed on the stimulus to add the necessary infor-

mation about the location back into the data. In source code comprehension studies, the

number of fixations and the necessary effort on the stimulus are common metrics from

which to construct heat maps. The number of fixations indicate how often a participant or

a group of participants look at a region on the stimulus. Moreover, the fixation duration vi-

sualizes how long someone or a group of participants looks at regions of the stimulus. Heat

maps are useful for visualizing an aggregated form of eye tracking data, but information

about the location on the stimulus, the sequence, options for quantifying the data, and auto-

mated analyses are lost in the visualization. Analyses are based on the underlying encoded

data.
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Gaze Plots for
Sequence Data

A gaze plot visualizes eye tracking data as a sequence of gaze points, consisting of the

location, order, and time spent looking at a location. Gaze plots are usually superimposed

on the stimulus to connect the location of a gaze point with the content information of the

stimulus. The primary goal is to visualize the time sequence of looking at a stimulusmaterial.

In source code comprehension studies, gaze plots are often used to visualize the source code

lines or regions that a participant is looking at. Gaze plots can visualize a single participant

or a large group of participants. However, the visualization is prone to visual clutter because

many different gaze plots will likely overlap in the visualization, making it difficult to follow

a single gaze plot to analyze the sequence. Gaze plots are useful for visualizing a sequence

of gaze points, but data quantification and automated analyses are lost in the visualization

and done with the underlying encoded data.

AOI-DNA and
AOI-STG

Section 3.1 explained that specific encodings, representations, and visualizations of se-

quence data to effectively analyze eye movement data were missing. Since finding eye move-

ment patterns and strategies is the main goal of this thesis, such methods and tools had to

be constructed. The resulting two methods, AOI-DNA and AOI-STG, are used throughout

this thesis and are explained in the following two subsections.

4.4 aoi sequences (aoi-dnas)

AOI-DNA as
Sequence of

AOI-Hits

Eye tracking raw data, transformed to fixations and saccades with a filter, can be used to

determine the reading behavior on a stimulus – in this case, on source code examples. The

AOIs defined for these examples (source code lines or regions) were matched against the

fixations to obtain a list of AOI-Hits. Every AOI-Hit is labeled with a symbol, and a sequence

of AOI-Hits is thus an encoding of eye movement data on a source code example, which is

called AOI-DNA, because it represents the essence of an eye movement example in a source

code. For readability purposes, unique letters were used to label each AOI and thus every

AOI-Hit. This set of letters consists of distinguishable symbols related to the AOIs of a source

code stimulus. These AOI-DNAs represent a unique reading behavior of one participant.

Moreover, such a sequence is an abstraction of a gaze plot, which is often superimposed on

the stimulus to add the necessary information about where a fixation occurs. Due to the

labeling, this information is implicitly encoded within the AOI-Hits and the sequence.

Reasons for
AOI-DNA as

Method

The reasons for choosing AOI-DNAs over other methods and visualizations are manifold.

First of all, it should be noted that the possibilities for visualizing AOI-DNAs, as seen in

the following sections, are to be considered secondary. The primary reason for AOI-DNAs

and the development of it is the representation of eye movement data on a stimulus. This

representation is the basis for all downstream use cases described in the following. Using

a sequence of letters for representing AOI-based eye movement data is not common in the

source code comprehension community. Until this work, such a sequence was only an inter-

mediate step, mostly hidden in the preparation process of the data. Using them directly and
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naming the method as AOI-DNAsmakes it clear, that these sequences as representations are

more useful. A subsequent and new use case are 1D-CNNs. These Convolutional Neural Net-

works can use the one-dimensional input as basis for identifying and finding eye movement

patterns, a promising way of detecting reading strategies encoded in a AOI-DNA.

Multiple Use
Cases for
AOI-DNAs

The representation of eye movement data on a source code example as sequence of let-

ters can be used in various ways: visualizing the sequences, using sequence alignment and

clustering techniques, and pattern matching with regular expressions to find subsequences.

These use cases are explained hereafter.

4.4.1 visualization

The following section is partly based on the publication “An Intuitive Visualization for Rapid
Data Analysis: Using the DNAMetaphor for EyeMovement Patterns” by Deitelhoff et al. (2019b).

Visualizations
for AOI-DNAs

Visualizing AOI-DNAs can be achieved in various ways, highlighting different aspects

and patterns in the data. A common method is to represent each letter in the sequence as a

unique box with a unique color. These visualizations are independent of any representation

of the stimulus material. A visualization for the AOI-DNAs can use, for example, differ-

ent color codes, wherein every symbol is assigned to a color to visualize reading behavior.

Another aspect is rendering certain symbols such as the background color, which is equal

to render them blank, to highlight different AOIs for a visual focus, for example important

regions in the code or the number of non-hits on AOIs (blanks). Moreover, an aggregated se-

quence can be used to visualize and highlight different transitions and hide the dwell time

in which an AOI is viewed more than once consecutively. AOI-DNAs are created by the

consistent data analytics pipeline, described in Section 4.7. In the first versions, the analysis

script created AOI-DNAs and visualized them as static HTML pages. The first iterations of

AOI-DNA visualizations are available in Chapter 3.4. In later analyses, Tableau was used to

visualize the AOI-DNAs, and, as the last iteration, the analysis tool CodeSight was created

to gain more control over the visualizations and to integrate a pattern search. Figure 4.6

depicts two AOI-DNAs as examples with a color code for sequential reading.

The example shows two AOI-DNAs. The AOI-Hits in the sequence are visualized with

a small gap to emphasize every AOI-Hit. In addition, the examples are color-coded with a

grayscale color gradient to demonstrate sequential reading behavior. The green AOI-Hits

depict eye movements to a specially designated area on the stimulus.

Color Coding
and Color
Gradients

To visualize patterns, they can be encoded with a specific color gradient, which must be

as intuitive as possible to spot the main characteristics of the pattern without any further

in-depth analysis. For example, color gradients from gray → black or based on red or blue

colors are visually intuitive to spot linear patterns. To highlight certain aspects of a pattern,

fixed colors for specific AOIs, while the rest is rendered in white, can be used to clearly

visualize these AOIs. An important aspect is that most patterns are coupled to a context,
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AOI-DNAs

color-coding of different AOI-Hits

C T U C C C C C C Q C D D D E D D D D D

Q Q Q Q U T B A F F F V V D V G H H W

Visualization

AOI-Hits

W

Figure 4.6: Two examples of AOI-DNAs visualized with a color code for sequential reading behavior (Story
Order Reading, SOR).

which specifies the usefulness of a specific visualization. The same pattern on two different

source code examples can result in entirely different visualizations with different assertions.

Layout Options A visualization of AOI-DNAs can use different layouts to depict AOI-Hit sequences. a)

The horizontal layout is suitable for the visualization of many data rows with a short or

medium symbol count, and b) the vertical layout is appropriate for an average number of

participants with a high symbol count. In the horizontal layout, analyzing patterns means

scrolling horizontally, while in the vertical layout, scrolling vertically is necessary to view

the high number of symbols. Furthermore, visualizing AOI-Hits with small rectangles has

proved to be beneficial. Even with an ideal color code (e.g., with lines), the problem is that

frequent transitions will result in visual clutter, which can be reduced by using rectangles

with a small margin on both sides. As a result, every symbol is recognizable, while the big

picture remains intact if a proper color code is used.

Long AOI-DNAs
as a Drawback

AOI-based visualization methods often have problems with many AOIs and transitions.

Nevertheless, one advantage of AOI-DNAs is that, theoretically, they can be used to visu-

alize hundreds of AOIs, and since transitions are modeled implicitly by the symbol order,

such sequences stay readable. Practically, it is a matter of color coding and visualizing eye

movement patterns.With an increased number of AOIs, more colors are necessary to encode

these symbols. Therefore, finding a sufficient number of distinct human colors to read and

interpret visualized AOI-DNAs accurately could be a problem. In general, the advantages

of AOI-DNAs are that transitions are modeled implicitly and that they are independent of

the source code stimulus to be interpretable. One drawback is that many different AOIs and

AOI-Hits produce long AOI-DNAs, which can then be difficult to analyze visually.
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4.4.2 sequence alignment

Similarity
Measures

Sequence alignment, which is part of the sequence analysis approach, is used in this thesis

to analyze similar reading patterns of participants. These algorithms are based on the sim-

ilarity score, calculated with the N-W algorithm, which initially calculates the alignment

between two protein or nucleotide sequences. The similarity is pairwise calculated for all

AOI sequences of every participant and every code example. These scores provide insight

into how similar the viewing behavior is. The N-W algorithm has been applied to eye move-

ment patterns before, for example by Cristino et al. (2010). In the settings in this thesis, both

sequences can have mutations. If two participants 𝑃𝑥 and 𝑃𝑦 compared with the algorithm,

each sequence can be changed to create a better match to the other one. Another algorithm

used in this thesis is the optimal match, which is similar to the Levenshtein distance. In

addition, there are methods for alignment-free sequence analysis, which are not used and

thus not covered in this thesis.

Substitution
Matrix for
Needleman-
Wunsch

For the N-W sequence alignment, a substitution matrix was created. A shortened example

is available in Table 4.1 because the size of these matrices depends on the number of differ-

ent AOIs on a source code stimulus. These matrices can thus become relatively large and

vary between the analyses in this thesis; however, the principle remains the same. The fol-

lowing substitution matrix (similarity matrix) operationalizes a basic edit distance between

both sequences: 0 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ, 1 = 𝑔𝑎𝑝 directions (𝑃𝑥 ⟺ 𝑃𝑦), 1 = 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛/𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, and
furthermore 2 = 𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔. In this matrix or model, which is used throughout this the-

sis, emphasizing the differences between specific AOIs is not necessary. Every substitution,

deletion, or insertion operation has the same costs.

Table 4.1: Shortened example of a substitution matrix for the N-W algorithm.

A B C D E F G H I J
A 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
B 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
D 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
E 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
F 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
G 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
H 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
I 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
J 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Optimal
Matching

Apart from the N-W algorithm, the optimal matching (OM) algorithm is used. It is the

basis of analyzing the similarities of sequences to cluster them afterward. The N-W algo-

rithm was already used to compare eye movement data (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015), and

the OM has proven to be successful for clustering sequence patterns in small group work

(Doberstein, Hecking, & Hoppe, 2017).
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4.4.3 clustering

Hierarchical
Clustering with
Dendrograms

After calculating the pairwise edit distances with the N-W algorithm for every participant,

the Euclidean distances of the resulting matrices were calculated for use as input for a hierar-

chical clustering to find similar groups. Dendrograms were used to visualize the resulting hi-
erarchical clustering, which uses Ward’s minimum variance methods to find compact, spher-

ical clusters. This algorithm has been implemented by the ward.D2 method in R (Murtagh

& Legendre, 2014). Beforehand, the elbow, silhouette, and gap statistic methods were used to

determine the optimal number of clusters in the case studies.

TraMineR for
AOI-DNAs

The R package TraMineR12 is used “for mining, describing and visualizing sequences of

states.” The package can handle various forms of sequence data, for example to calculate

distances and to discover and plot representative sequences and other aggregated character-

istics (e.g., transition rates and average duration in each state), among other features. In this

thesis, TraMineR is used to analyze AOI-DNAs with the optimal match algorithm and for

clustering and visualizing these results. Clusters with similar sequences can thus be found

(e.g., to detect similar AOI-DNAs and thus similar eye movement patterns). These results

are valuable to detect groups within the eye movement data based on typical eye movement

patterns, which then perhaps explain groups of participants with other related attributes,

such as answer quality or the overall duration on a source code example.

4.4.4 pattern search with regular expressions

The following section is partly based on the publication “An Intuitive Visualization for Rapid
Data Analysis: Using the DNAMetaphor for EyeMovement Patterns” by Deitelhoff et al. (2019b).

Pattern Search
for AOI-DNAs

In addition to pattern visualizations, the first version of a pattern search was implemented

(Deitelhoff et al., 2019b). This searchmethod is based on regular expressions usable to search

for patterns in the AOI-DNAs. Every pattern match will be highlighted (red border) in the

overview of AOI-DNAs to spot the relevant sections easily. In contrast to pattern visualiza-

tions, a search pattern can search for more complex patterns, for example one that specifies

some AOIs in the beginning, followed by a limited number of other AOIs. In addition, the

AOIs between two important AOIs can be specified. However, both examples cannot be

achieved with visualizations alone.

Matching Based
on Regular
Expressions

The pattern search directly uses regular expressions without any simplifications or addi-

tions to the syntax. Therefore, the search patterns are quite chatty and sometimes complex,

which is okay for a prototype and can be simplified in future versions. In the regular expres-

sion, labels for the AOIs are used, with a regular expression group in between. In the example

A(?:.1,)B, the AOIs are A and B, and due to the characters ?:, the expression in parentheses

is a non-capturing group because capturing the space between AOIs for use as a capturing

12http://traminer.unige.ch – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

http://traminer.unige.ch
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result is not the intention. The dot matches any character (except for line terminators), and

the curly brackets define a regular expression quantifier, matching characters between one

and unlimited times. Figure 4.7 visualizes the connection between regular expressions and

the AOIs of a source code example.

Figure 4.7: The Rectangle source code example with visualized AOIs (line model), AOI-DNA colors for ref-
erence on the left, and an example of regular expression with matching AOIs. Image from (Deitelhoff et al.,
2019b).

Example of
Execution Order
Reading (EOR)

This method is useful to define and search for various eye movement patterns.

For the execution order reading (EOR) pattern as an example, the AOIs L → M →
C → N → K → I → K → J are important. The AOIs are colored with a gradi-

ent from light cyan to blue ( T → ). As a search pattern the regular expression

L(?:.1,)M(?:.1,)C(?:.1,)N(?:.1,)K(?:.1,)I(?:.1,)K(?:.1,)J can be used, which

will find the AOIs in the described sequence with a minimum of one AOI and no limit of

AOIs between the specified ones.

Examples for
Flicking and
Retrace
Declaration

Other examples are pattern searches for the eye movement patterns flicking and the re-

trace declaration. If the two colors dark violet and light green ( and ) with high contrast

are chosen, they are highly distinguishable and highlight the AOIs M → C. This sequence

describes the moving gaze between two related source code elements (e.g., a constructor call

with real arguments and the constructor definition with parameter definitions). For the pat-

tern search, the regular expression M(?:.1,5)C searches for this pattern, which will find the

AOIs M and C with 1…5 other AOIs in between. The retrace declaration pattern describes

jumps between a variable declaration and its use. Again, two colors with a high contrast
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were chosen, in this case, light blue and red ( and ). They highlight the AOIs I → F. The

sequence can describe the moving gaze between the usage of a variable in AOI I and the dec-

laration and initialization in AOI F. The pattern search is based on the pattern I(?:.1,5)F,

which is content-wise equivalent to that of the flicking pattern, but with different AOIs.

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 visualize these patterns as one example of eye movement data.

Figure 4.8: Extracts from the flicking (left) and retrace declaration (right) visualizations.

Figure 4.9: Flicking (top) and retrace declaration (bottom) visualizations with pattern search matches (red
borders).

4.5 aoi transitions (aoi-stgs)

The following section is partly based on the publication “An Intuitive Visualization for Rapid
Data Analysis: Using the DNAMetaphor for EyeMovement Patterns” by Deitelhoff et al. (2019b).

AOI-STG as
Model

While sequences of AOI-Hits implicitly contain transitions with the order of each label

within the sequence, the AOI-STG model developed in this thesis models distinct AOIs and

the changing transitions between them. The abbreviation STG stands for state transition
graph because the visualization looks like a transition graph, with minor adjustments. An

AOI-STG is comparable to Markov models, where every AOI is a node, and every transi-

tion is translated to an edge. Instead of using probabilities for the transitions, the index of

the fixation is employed to be able to follow the flow of eye movements. AOI-STGs are con-

structed fromAOI-DNAswith theDot tool, which is part of theGraph Visualization Software
(Graphviz) software package. This tool requires the definition of a graph in the Dot language.

The files were created in parallel by the analysis pipeline when the AOI-DNAs were gen-

erated. The alphabet describes the nodes, and the order of symbols implicitly describes the

transitions in the graph. An example of an AOI-STG is visible in Figure 4.10.

Fountains as
Characteristic

This type of visualization has some advantages. The start and end nodes (green and

red ) are visible, and regions with accumulated transitions are visualized closer together.
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Figure 4.10: Example of AOI-STG to visualize transitions between AOIs. The start (green) and end (red)
nodes are visible, as well as fountains for a higher focus on specific AOIs.

The Dot layout algorithm does this layout. If nodes are linked together with many edges,

the algorithm tries to place them closer together. This layout minimizes transitions all over

the graph. In addition, the so-called fountains visualize edges that have the same start and

end node. These loops model the dwell time in eye movement data. High fountains indicate

that an AOI was focused on many times. Furthermore, the index on every edge can be used

to keep track of the eye movement in the data from one AOI to another. The drawback of

AOI-DNAs is that many transitions increase the number of visualized AOIs, and the length

of AOI-DNAs is a strength for AOI-STGs. Every AOI is only visualized once per graph. The

drawback of AOI-STGs is that too many transitions can render the graph unreadable. This

effect occurred throughout this thesis when many eye movements had to be visualized. For

these scenarios, a static AOI-STG is thus not sufficient.

AOI-STGs to
Visualize
Transitions

Throughout this thesis, AOI-STGs are used to visualize transitions, especially for the AOI

region model, where source code lines are combined into regions. For such data, the transi-

tions are minimized because the regions cover more elements of the source code examples.

For the AOI line model, AOI-STGs are well suited for finding clusters of transitions because

of the layout algorithm.
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4.6 codesight

Dedicated
Application

The data analytics pipeline, summarized in Section 4.7, was created for every dataset-

relevant eye movement metric and is the basis for AOI-DNAs and AOI-STGs. In the early

stages of this thesis, the visualizations were done with static HTML pages or with Tableau.

While this is sufficient for some scenarios, a dedicated application was missing to integrate

various color codes and the newly developed pattern search based on regular expressions.

Data Bases are
AOI-DNAs

The analyses’ scripts still created the sequences of AOI-Hits, but the visualization of AOI-

DNAs and the pattern matching were moved to CodeSight, which provides the features

to use different color codes and to search for eye movement patterns (pattern search). Fig-

ure 4.11 presents an example of an AOI-DNA within the analysis tool.

Figure 4.11: Example of AOI-DNA in CodeSight to visualize reading behaviors with a gray-scale color code
and red markers, which indicates a pattern search match.

Focus on
AOI-DNA

Visualization and
Pattern Search

CodeSight is capable of visualizing different AOI-DNAs in a horizontal layout. The tool

also provides various options to switch between the stimulus (data basis); the AOI model;

and other options, for example displaying the AOI names, non-hints (blanks), and special-

ized AOIs such as question and answer areas. Thus, switching between different studies and

perspectives becomes easy. Furthermore, using the pattern search is possible, as is filtering

participants by their IDs. If the pattern search finds matches, the areas of the AOI-DNAs are

visualized with red borders.

Implemented as
Web-App

CodeSight is implemented as a web app with ASP.NET Core 3 and F# in the back-end,

which proved to be an advantage because some of the F# code of the analysis scripts could

be reused in CodeSight. On the front-end, Vue.js and TypeScript are used to realize the user

interface. Overall, CodeSight is in an early prototype stage, which works for the datasets

used in this thesis. The application is not currently generalizable for every eye movement

dataset.

4.7 consistent data analytics pipeline

Function
Programming

with F#

To make the data preparation and analysis process for the empirical studies easier, the data

understanding and preparation steps were coded into F# projects for the .NET platform.
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Therefore, the analysis scripts were used throughout all studies, and only small modifica-

tions were needed between the analysis steps of each study and analysis. These scripts made

the analysis more reliable, which is a direct result of implementing the CRISP-DM process

in every analysis process (refer to Section 3.4). Figure 4.12a depicts the Visual Studio project

structure for the learning hints study analysis. Figure 4.12b illustrates the actual generic

analysis pipeline for an analysis project, which is embedded in the LAK19 project on the left

side. The sequential data flow can be made parallel in future versions.

(a) Screenshot of the Visual Studio project structure
for the learning hints study analysis.

Per Source Code Example & 
per AOI Category
(Line, Region, …)

Load AOIs
Calculate AOI DNAs
Save AOI DNAs

Calculate dot Graphs
Save dot Graphs

Calculate Time per 
Stimulus & per 
Participant

Calculate Dwell Time 
for all AOIs

Calculate Fixation 
Count per Stimulus & 
per Participant

Calculate Fixation 
Count for all AOIs

(b) Generic data analysis pipeline for the analysis
project. The sequential analysis can be parallelized in
future versions.

Figure 4.12: An example of a Visual Studio analysis project (left) and the abstracted program flow for the
generic sequential analysis (right).
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Dedicated
Analyses
Projects

The implementation of multiple .NET projects, written in F#13, which is a type-safe, multi-

paradigm programming language, was essential for fast and reliable analysis. F# started as

a research project at Microsoft Research and is currently developed by Microsoft and the

F# Software Foundation. Such an analysis project usually consists of three different subpro-

jects: 1) a visualization of the fixations on the source code examples; 2) a visualization of the

AOIs on the source code examples; and 3) the principal analysis project, usually named after

the primary analysis, as the name of the study indicates. If necessary, additional projects are

added to the overall solution (e.g., for implementing specific analyzing methods for publi-

cations). Listing 4.1 presents an example of using F# to calculate AOI-DNAs from a list of

metadata, loaded fixations, and AOIs.

F# Code for
Calculating

AOI-Hits

1 l e t ca lculateAOIDNAs s t imu l u s a o i s ao iCa t ego ry =

2 l e t d a t a = CSS . Load ” Data / Metadata / Metadata . c sv ”

3 da t a . Rows

4 | > Seq . map ( fun elem −> ( elem . PID , { ExpJava=elem . Exp_Java ;

Exp JavaYea r s =elem . Exp_Year s_ Java ; S1R=elem . S1R ; S2R=elem . S2R ; S3R=

elem . S3R } , l o a d F i x a t i o n s s t imu l u s elem . PID ) )

5 | > Seq . map ( fun ( id , metadata , i t ems ) −> ( id , metadata , Seq . map ( fun

( x , y , d u r a t i o n ) −> ( checkAOIs a o i s x y du r a t i o n ) ) i t ems ) )

6 | > Seq . map ( fun ( id , metadata , i t ems ) −> ( id , metadata , Seq . f i l t e r (

Seq . i sEmpty >> not ) i t ems ) )

7 | > Seq . map ( fun ( id , metadata , i t ems ) −> ( id , metadata , Seq . conca t

i t ems ) )

8 | > Seq . i t e r ( fun ( id , metadata , elem ) −> saveAOIDNAs s t imu l u s

ao iCa t ego ry i d metadata elem )

Listing 4.1: Calculating AOI-Hits for AOI-DNAs from a list of metadata (participants) and loaded fixations.

These projects were used and continuedwith every empirical source code comprehension

study and for every analysis idea. Therefore, the necessary time and effort for implementing

the analysis pipeline were reduced to a minimum.

4.8 summary

This chapter introduced and explained the newly developed methods and tools, as well as

the already existing tools, both of which were successfully used throughout this thesis.

AOI-DNAs and
AOI-STGs

The AOI-DNAs and AOI-STGs are meaningful visualizations to highlight eye movement

patterns in the fairly noisy eye movement data of source code comprehension studies. The

patternmatchmade it easier to search for specific eyemovement patterns related to a source

code comprehension context. In addition, the CodeSight analysis application combined the

AOI-DNAs and the pattern matching to allow for faster analyses of eye movement patterns.

13https://fsharp.org/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://fsharp.org/
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These developed methods and tools are supported by known methods and tools, such as the

ANOVA test and the N-W and OM algorithms, as well as the TraMineR R package.

Current
Development as
First Step

All of these methods and tools are important for analyzing eye movement patterns.

Nonetheless, the developed methods and tools are only the first step. Throughout this thesis,

many ideas had to be put on hold for various reasons, most often because of time constraints.

These ideas, such as fully dynamic and animated AOI-DNAs and AOI-STGs, a query lan-

guage for eye movement data, or a pattern language for the pattern matching, could further

improve the analysis process of eye movement patterns. However, this is material for future

projects (see Section 8.6).





“If I have seen further it is by standing on the
shoulders of Giants.”

– Isaac Newton in 1675

5
Case Study 1 – The EMIP Dataset Analysis

Primary
Contributions

The results regarding the possibilities of AOI sequence visualizations and analyses formed

the foundation for the idea to transfer this analysis to a larger dataset. The primary goal of

the EMIP analysis was to detect comprehension strategies and patterns, both closely linked

to the comprehension problems of participants. Such findings would allow for the further

planning of subsequent studies and analyses. In summary, the study was conducted to make

three primary contributions to the body of work of this thesis:

1. Apply the visualization of AOI-DNAs for a quick visual inspection of frequent pat-

terns, such as story order reading (SOR) and EOR, as well as an overall visual summary

of eye movements.

2. Apply the visualization of AOI-STGs for a more detailed inspection of individual eye

movement patterns, based on node clustering, transition frequencies, and transition

sequences.

3. Quantitatively analyze the clustering of sequence alignments to find common viewing

strategies among the participants.

These ideas and planned contributions were the basis for the EMIP dataset analysis. The

following sections explain the study design and the results of the analyses in detail.
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5.1 study design

High Diversity in
the Dataset

The recording of participants was not involved in this case study, because the EMIP dataset

consists of already recorded participants in source code comprehension settings. The ex-

ceptional characteristic of the EMIP dataset is that different universities all around the

world recorded the data with the same hardware setup. This procedure should minimize

differences in the experimental setup and design. These various involved participants from

around the world make this dataset particularly interesting because they increase the diver-

sity of, for example, prior knowledge and educational backgrounds.

5.1.1 research question and hypotheses

Analyses with
AOI-DNA and

AOI-STG

Finding similarities or dissimilarities in gaze data between novices and experts, for exam-

ple through clustering, repetitive patterns (Bednarik, 2012), and changed fixation durations

(Busjahn et al., 2011), has been a primary focus of previous research (see also Section 2.4.4).

This analysis uses two methods of quantitative analysis through 1) visualizations with AOI-

DNAs and AOI-STGs and 2) a qualitative approach in a large dataset via sample checking.

The assumptions are that the first signs of comprehension patterns regarding comprehen-

sion problems are visible and that visualizing and analyzing comprehension processes are

possible with the mentioned visualization methods. Previous research has demonstrated

that such patterns must be present (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015).

measuring source code comprehension (dependent variables)

Dependent
Variables:

Task Answer,

Task Duration,

and Visual Focus

As dependent variables, various sources to measure the outcome or effort of the source code

comprehension tasks were used. The following variables specifically were used to measure

the quality of the source code comprehension per participant:

Task answer. Participants’ performance of source code comprehension task was deter-

mined by measuring the answers given for each source code example.

Task duration. The assumption was that structure-related comprehension questions can-

not be answered without comprehending the source code first, even if a participant recog-

nizes the code (partially). Thus, the time duration needed to answer a question reveals, to

some extent, the effort required by a participant for the comprehension.

Visual focus. Eye tracking data was used to track the process of reading the source code.

In combinationwith AOImodels, the reading sequences of participants can be created, while

they comprehend a code example. This process allows for not only the recording of the order

and frequency of source code parts that a participant is looking at, but also the measurement

of the duration of fixations.
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experimental variation (independent variables)

Independent
Variables:
Source Code

Examples

As the experimental rationale, source code examples with fixed order were selected for the

participants. The following variable was used to create the study conditions.

Source code example. The study was built to compare two different code examples,

namely Rectangle and Vehicle, with different levels of complexity and different comprehen-

sion questions. These source code examples where randomized to avoid carryover effects.

hypotheses

Finally, the following four hypotheses were tested.

𝐻𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑−𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 – For this hypothesis, an investigation was undertaken to deter-

mine whether the visualization of AOI-DNAs is useful to qualitatively analyze the

reading patterns of participants. This analysis was based on the SOR and EOR eye

movement patterns. The assumption was that with distinctive color coding, both

patterns are visualizable and hence distinguishable. The results can be found in

Section 5.2.1.

𝐻𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦−𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠 – For this hypothesis, an analysis was conducted to determine

whether the visualization of AOI-DNAs is capable of visualizing eye movement

data for participants such that a faster focus on important AOIs is emphasized. For

this analysis, “important” was defined as AOIs representing the main method, cal-

culations, or overall domain implementations, and “faster” was defined with an

earlier hit on the specified AOI, indicated with an earlier color visualization of the

respective AOI-Hit in the AOI-DNA. The assumption was that a specialized color

scheme will highlight earlier fixation in the AOI-DNA visualizations. The general

idea was that a faster focus on important AOIs signals deeper general knowledge

about how the source code is organized, which is an important aspect when ana-

lyzing eye movement data. Please refer to Section 5.2.2 for the results.

𝐻𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠 – The question related to this hypothesis asked whether

participants, grouped into the same clusters based on their eye movement data,

share common attributes such as answer quality (correct or incorrect answers)

and eye movement patterns. The clusters were created based on sequence analy-

sis methods and visualized with dendrograms and TraMineR. The assumption was

that at least some clusters contain related participants based on their eye move-

ment patterns, who will share other attributes such as answer quality. The results

are described in Section 5.2.3.
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𝐻𝐴𝑂𝐼−𝑆𝑇 𝐺−𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠−𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 – For this hypothesis, an analysis was performed to deter-

mine whether AOI-STGs can indicate eye movement patterns through graph vi-

sualizations, which are based on node clustering, transition frequencies, and tran-

sition sequences. The assumption was that AOI-STGs provide a fast and reliable

overview of AOI transitions and hence eye movement patterns via features of the

visualization (e.g., layout and so-called fountains). Moreover, the question was, can

AOI-STGs indicate important transitions via single or clustered edges, which are

based on the layout algorithm of AOI-STGs? The assumption was that AOI-STGs

allow for the spotting of frequently occurring transitions via visual clusters (edges

to or from nodes). The results pertaining to both questions can be found in Sec-

tion 5.2.4.

5.1.2 methods

Bottom-Up and
Top-Down
Approaches

In the analysis of the EMIP dataset, AOI-DNAs and AOI-STGswere applied in both a bottom-

up and top-down approach. Predefined patterns, such as SOR and EOR, were used and vi-

sualized within the AOI-DNAs. In contrast, the AOI-STGs were used for the bottom-up

approach. They visualize which clusters and patterns are visible in the graphs, without pre-

defining them.

Furthermore, sequence alignment was used in the form of the N-W and OM algorithms.

They were utilized in combination with different visualizations to analyze eye movement

data as sequences, cluster them, and find eye movement patterns in the process.

5.1.3 experimental design

Comprehension
Questions

Targeting the
Implementation

The experimental design was predefined due to the fixed EMIP dataset and the already col-

lected data. The source code examples (stimulus material) were alternated between the par-

ticipants to avoid carryover effects: 1) Rectangle first, Vehicle second; 2) Vehicle first, Rect-

angle second; 3) Rectangle first, Vehicle second, and so on. The comprehension questions

targeted the source code implementation or specification; they were not designed as behav-

ioral questions. Furthermore, the EMIP study was structured as a randomized within-subjects
design. Thus, fewer participants were required to target all conditions, and the random noise

was reduced. Figure 5.1 visualizes the experimental design of the EMIP dataset.

Group 1 Group 2

Rectangle Vehicle RectangleVehicle

Figure 5.1: The visualized EMIP experimental design with the two groups and the alternating stimuli order.
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5.1.4 prerequisites and environment

I-VT FilterThe analysis had little prerequisites or demands regarding the environment. The EMIP

dataset in a readable format was necessary, and the implementation of the I-VT filter to

calculate fixation points rather than using the raw data. Which data was captured for the

dataset and in which process, is described in the next section.

5.1.5 captured data

SMI RED250 Eye
Tracker

The data of the EMIP dataset was collected in different participating labs across the world.

All data was recorded with an SMI RED250 mobile eye tracking system, and the screen reso-

lution was 1920×1080 px for every recording. The dataset consisted of the stimulus material

(source code examples, see the next section); the emip_metadata.csv file with the partici-

pants’ background information (see the next section), in which the order of the source code

examples was shown; and data about the comprehension questions. Moreover, the dataset

contained tsv files for every participant with the raw eye movement data, along with meta-

data information about, for example, the IDF converter used, the number of samples, and

the coordinates of calibration points. Tabs separated the data columns.

Demographic
Data

The metadata for participants contains, among other things, the age, gender, mother

tongue, English level, overall programming expertise, expertise in Java, and information

about how long each participant is programming in different programming languages. No in-

terview, think-aloud, or other method was used during data collection for the EMIP dataset.

5.1.6 participants, material, and procedure

𝑛 = 190The EMIP dataset consisted of 269 participants, 15 of which had to be excluded by the cu-

rating members of the EMIP workshop due to quality concerns about the recorded data.

Furthermore, 15 % of the remaining 254 participants were not published. Of the remaining

216 participants, two hundred and seven (207) participants workedwith Java as the language

for the source code examples, five with Python, and four with Scala. Due to the small data

samples, both the Python and Scala groups were excluded. Of the 207 participants working

with Java, an additional 11 were excluded for poor overall data quality on both source code

examples. Another six participants had a partially poor data quality on one of the source

code examples, and they were consequently excluded from the analysis. The remaining 190

participants were the basis for the analyses of eye movement data (𝑛 = 190), 36 of whom

were female and 154 were male, with a mean age of 26.52 (𝑆𝐷 = 9.07).
Expertise in Java
and
Programming

All participants filled in a questionnaire with questions pertaining to, inter alia, their

overall expertise in programming (EP) and their expertise in the experiment language (EEL),
in both cases with the options high, medium, low, and none. Based on the question about ex-

pertise in programming, the distribution was 36 (high), 107 (medium), 38 (low), and 9 (none).
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The distribution of expertise in the experiment language (Java) was 15 (high), 89 (medium),

59 (low), and 27 (none). These results are based on the 190 participants who worked with

Java. Figure 5.2 illustrates these mentioned distributions, which formed the basis for novice

and expert assessment and grouping used in the analysis.

(a) Distribution of answers to the question on exper-
tise in programming (overall).

(b) Distribution of answers to the question on the
expertise in the experiment language (Java).

Figure 5.2: Distribution of answers to the questions on expertise in programming (overall) and expertise in
the experiment language (Java).

Listings 5.1 and 5.2 contain the source code examples used for recording the EMIP data.

The Rectangle
Code Example

1 pub l i c c l a s s Rec t ang l e {

2 p r i v a t e i n t x1 , y 1 , x2 , y2 ;

3

4 pub l i c Rec t ang l e ( i n t x1 , i n t y1 , i n t x2 , i n t y2 ) {

5 t h i s . x 1 = x 1 ;

6 t h i s . y 1 = y1 ;

7 t h i s . x2 = x2 ;

8 t h i s . y2 = y2 ;

9 }

10

11 pub l i c i n t width ( ) { re turn t h i s . x2 − t h i s . x 1 ; }

12

13 pub l i c i n t he i gh t ( ) { re turn t h i s . y2 − t h i s . y 1 ; }

14

15 pub l i c double a r e a ( ) { re turn t h i s . width ( ) ∗ t h i s . h e i gh t ( ) ; }

16

17 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) {

18 Rec t ang l e r e c t 1 = new Rec t ang l e ( 0 , 0 , 10 , 10 ) ;

19 System . out . p r i n t l n ( r e c t 1 . a r e a ( ) ) ;

20 Rec t ang l e r e c t 2 = new Rec t ang l e ( 5 , 5 , 10 , 10 ) ;
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21 System . out . p r i n t l n ( r e c t 2 . a r e a ( ) ) ;

22 }

23 }

Listing 5.1: The Rectangle source code example of the EMIP study.

The questions for the Rectangle source code were as follows:

1. “The program computes the area of rectangles by multiplying their width (x1-x2) and

height (y1-y2).”

2. “The program computes the area of rectangles by multiplying their width (x2-x1) and

height (y2-y1).”

3. “The program computes the area of rectangles by multiplying their width (x1-y1) and

height (x2-y2).”

4. “I’m not sure.”

The Vehicle Code
Example

1 pub l i c c l a s s Veh i c l e {

2 S t r i n g produce r , type ;

3 i n t topSpeed , cu r r en t Spe ed ;

4

5 pub l i c Veh i c l e ( S t r i n g p , S t r i n g t , i n t tp ) {

6 t h i s . p roduce r = p ;

7 t h i s . t ype = t ;

8 t h i s . t opSpeed = tp ;

9 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = 0 ;

10 }

11

12 pub l i c i n t a c c e l e r a t e ( i n t kmh ) {

13 i f ( ( t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed + kmh ) > t h i s . t opSpeed ) {

14 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = t h i s . t opSpeed ;

15 } e l s e {

16 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed + kmh ;

17 }

18 re turn t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed ;

19 }

20

21 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g a rg s [ ] ) {

22 Veh i c l e v = new Veh i c l e ( ” Audi ” , ”A6” , 200 ) ;

23 v . a c c e l e r a t e ( 10 ) ;

24 }

25 }

Listing 5.2: The Vehicle source code example for the EMIP study.
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The questions for the Vehicle source code were as follows:

1. “The program defines a vehicle by a producer, that has a type and can reduce its speed.”

2. “The program defines a vehicle by a producer, that has a type and can accelerate its

speed.”

3. “The program defines a vehicle by a producer, that has a type and can accelerate and

reduce the speed.”

4. “I’m not sure.”

5.1.7 analysis design

Rectangle and
Vehicle Source

Codes

Every participant had to comprehend the two source code examples – Rectangle and Vehicle.

Both stimuli have two different scaling factors; one of each is slightly larger, similar to an

image that is zoomed in. Since the raw data is available and fixations can be calculated

with respect to this scaling factor, the different versions of the stimuli are combined in the

analysis. rectangle_java.jpg and rectangle_java2.jpg are hereafter referred to as “Rectangle,”

and vehicle_java.jpg and vehicle_java2.jpg as “Vehicle.”

I-VT Filter
Parameters

As data preparation, fixations based on the raw data were calculated for every participant

and saved in csv files. These files are the basis for the AOI matching. The calculation was

done using a I-VT filter with a maximum radius of 60 px, a minimum fixation duration of

60 ms, and a maximum of 55 missing gaze samples to count as a fixation.

EMIP AOI Model,
Lines and
Regions

Various methods exist for defining AOIs on stimuli, and they have a significant influence

on fixation hits and the resulting AOI patterns (refer to Section 4.2). For this analysis, the

predefined AOIs, distributed with the EMIP dataset, were used. This model is called emip
(large margins), in contrast to self-defined AOIs, which are called self (no margins). The

difference is that self-AOIs are defined without a margin between each AOI, whereas emip

AOI definitions utilize a margin. This distinction was used for the analysis reported in (Deit-

elhoff et al., 2019a). The definitions, saved in csv files, consist of rectangles and information

pertaining to whether the AOI definition refers to a line AOI or an element AOI – the lat-

ter describes an AOI around one specific token. Line AOIs were chosen because they were

sufficient as a basis for the analysis, and to obtain different views of the data, additionally

defined region AOIs were added. These additions are based on essential areas of the source

code, such as class variables, the constructor, or methods with the domain logic. Afterward,

a programming expert checked the AOIs for consistency regarding the stimuli and the Java

programming language. In this case, a region is a logical combination of 1 to n different line

AOIs, instead of adding a bounding rectangle for AOIs in one region.

Letters for AOI
Labels

Both stimuli are marked with the AOIs 𝐴 … 𝐸, with the main method labeled as E and

the calculations as D. AOI A contains the class declaration, B the class attributes, and C the
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constructor. These labels are used in all further analyses to refer to the specific regions in

the source code.

Possible
Sampling Bias

According to the methodical eye tracking challenges reported in Section 4.1, the EMIP

dataset was pre-recorded so that not all aspects are addressable later on. The involved eye

tracker was the SMI RED250 mobile eye tracker with a sampling rate of 250Hz, which is

sufficient to record fixations and saccades, both of which are important in source code com-

prehension. As the filter, the default I-VT filter proposed by Tobii was used with the de-

fault values reported above. For the AOIs, the proposed method by the EMIP workshop

was utilized, with AOIs defined around every source code line and with a maximum mar-

gin between the AOIs. Furthermore, the imbalance between male and female participants

with a factor of approximately 4:1 seems to follow the typical distribution of student male

and female gender in computer science and engineering faculties where the data was col-

lected. Another sampling bias based on aggravating recording conditions, such as makeup

and glasses, cannot be controlled for afterward. It has been reported that some participants

need to be excluded after recording them, and for the analysis in this thesis, additional par-

ticipants were excluded due to a low eye tracking data quality; however, the reasons can

be diverse. In addition, a bias towards programming environments was avoided because

the source code examples were presented as images without a surrounding or supporting

environment. Finally, the comprehension questions target the specification of source code,

which can be improved with behavioral questions, which are employed in the following

studies.

5.2 study results

The following subsections report the results of the EMIP dataset analysis. The sections are

organized according to the hypotheses described in Section 5.1.1.

5.2.1 structured reading (𝐻𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑−𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)

SOR for NovicesBusjahn, Bednarik, et al. (2015) found evidence that novices follow the linear SOR model

more often compared to experts, which leads to the assumption that experts can use their

skills to incorporate the duality of the code, consisting of static text and dynamic behavior,

into their reading. Therefore, a participant who follows the EOR tends to be more on the

expert side of source code comprehension.

AOI-DNA
Visualizations

Finding such patterns is thus a crucial part of analyzing eye movement data. The analysis

of the data in this hypothesis is based on a visualization of AOI-DNAs. Every calculated AOI-

Hit, resulting in a unique character, was encoded with a different grayscale value, which is

helpful to detect the SOR pattern because of the color-coding results in a color gradient from
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light gray to black. Figure 5.3 illustrates this principle with an example (Rectangle source

code example).

Figure 5.3: A grayscale visualization for the defined AOIs (emip).

In this way, a participant with SOR can be spotted instantly, even when numerous partic-

ipants are visualized vertically (see Figure 5.4). These visualizations work in the same way

for AOIs defined as lines and regions; even multiple SOR sequences can be spotted easily.

Detecting SOR in the visualized AOI-DNAsworks best for AOIs defined for lines. In contrast,

there are only six different AOIs for the region AOI model on both the rectangle and vehicle

stimuli. Therefore, spotting the reading behavior is somewhat more complicated; however,

it is also possible.

Figure 5.4: A grayscale color code to visualize the SOR pattern (participant IDs on the left).
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EOR Detection
Based on Regions

Detecting EOR works best for AOIs defined as regions, which reduces the number of AOI-

Hits and hence different grayscale colors. Spotting the EOR patterns works even better if

only the necessary AOI-Hits remain in the color code and if the color code itself is adjusted.

Figure 5.5 illustrates this principle on some participants from the Rectangle stimuli with AOI

regions.

Figure 5.5: Visualization of AOI-DNAs with a red, purple, and green color code to show the EOR pattern
(participant IDs on the left).

Color-Coding for
EOR

The definition of an ideal pattern for EOR is E → C → E → D. This color code results in

green → red → green → purple. Participant 26, in the first row in Figure 5.5, displays the

ideal EOR pattern. Participants 29 and 64 also have an EOR pattern in their gaze, but less

ideally. This suggests that the AOI-DNA visualization is a useful way in which to obtain a

fast first impression on the SOR and EOR patterns.

AOI-DNA can
Visualize SOR
and EOR

This hypothesis is thus confirmed: Visualizations based on color codes for the AOI-DNAs

can reveal the SOR and EOR patterns within eye movement data, and spotting the results is

easy, even for multiple vertically visualized AOI-DNAs at once.

5.2.2 early fixation hits (𝐻𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦−𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠)

Fixation Count
Metric

The idea behind using the metric fixation count (see Section 2.4.2 for the eye movement met-

ric) is to measure which AOI had more fixation hits over a defined period of time. This result

can be used to analyze the number of fixations a participant needed to reach an important

AOI, which is defined as an AOI that is crucial for the source code comprehension process

(i.e., the main method, calculations).

Region ModelBoth source code examples have a main method and one or more methods with calcula-

tions. Since the question of whether early fixations are present is more interesting, the AOI

region model was chosen for this analysis. For every stimulus, there are the five AOIs: A,

B, C, D, and E. The main method in the source code is E, and the calculations are in D. The

assumption was that a participant will check at least these AOIs to comprehend the source

code accordingly; however, this is not necessarily true because the questions are related to

the specification of the source code (static source code comprehension questions).
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Specialized Color
Coding

The main method in the code is marked with green and the calculation method(s) with

purple, to visualize the assumption about the source code comprehension. All other AOIs

are removed from the visualization by marking them with the color white. Thus, the visu-

alization shows clearly, which participant is starting where and if there are white gaps in

the beginning. These gaps mean that the participant is not starting with the main method

or with the calculation(s).

Few Results The result for the Rectangle stimulus with regions is visible in Figure 5.6. It is observable

that some participants started with the main method (green) and some with the calculation

method(s) (purple). Others, such as Participant 183, began with the calculations and reading

them, switching to the main method and back to the calculations. This behavior is notewor-

thy yet rare. At this point, most of the visualized participants had just one or two fixations

of the relevant AOIs in the beginning. Even if attention is stretched to the first 10 fixations,

the number of participants only increases slightly. One or two fixations, at the beginning,

are no sign of intentional viewing and, above all, no sign of optimal source code compre-

hension. The data points are explainable by the starting point of a participant’s view when

the stimulus is visible on the screen for the first time.

Figure 5.6: AOI-DNAs (excerpt) with green and purple to visualize early fixations of the main method and
calculation method(s) respectively. Every other AOI is marked in white to create gaps (participant IDs on
the left).

AOI-DNAs for
Pattern

Visualization

The summary regarding this hypothesis is that visualized AOI-DNAs, with the correct

color code, can highlight essential viewing and reading strategies of the eye movement data.

Early fixation hits on the main method (green) and calculations methods (purple) can be

spotted fast and reliably if the remaining letters in the AOI-DNA are rendered blank. There-

fore, AOI-DNAs are useful for visualizing eye movement patterns in combination with color

schemes, which confirms the initial hypothesis.

5.2.3 clustering reading patterns (𝐻𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠)

Clustering Based
on AOI-DNAs

The primary goal of this hypothesis is to find new clusters via clustering methods. These

clusters should provide quantitative insight into common attributes of the participants
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within the distinct clusters. The data basis for this hypothesis is 𝑛 = 207, because the anal-

ysis followed an explorative approach over all participants with Java stimuli, to examine, if

the clustering methods can find clusters different from visualizing AOI-DNAs or AOI-STGs,

even for not optimal eye tracking data. Besides, both AOI models emip and self (see Sec-

tion 5.1.7), were used in this analysis, which is why results from the self AOI model are

reported in this section. The data basis for the clusters are the non-aggregated AOI-Hits per

participant, which are calculated and saved as, for instance, the following example string:

BCCEDFJJJKKJJLKLKLMMMNNNMOOPOOONMMMN

Sequence
Alignment

Various methods exist for calculating the distances between different strings. For this

hypothesis, the two sequence alignment methods N-W and OM were tested. The data files

with the eye movement data sequences were loaded to use the N-W algorithm, and every

sequence was aligned with every other sequence per file to avoid mixing sequences gener-

ated based on entirely different source code examples. Moreover, per file, every participant

was aligned to every other participant, and the calculated similarity results were saved in a

matrix structure.

Hierarchical
Clustering

To find similar participants, based on the similarities mentioned above saved in matrices

per source code example, the Euclidean distances of these resulting matrices were calculated

for use as input for a hierarchical clustering to find similar groups. Dendrograms were used

to visualize the resulting clusters, which utilize Ward’s minimum variance methods to find

compact, spherical clusters. This is implemented by the ward.D2 method in R (Murtagh &

Legendre, 2014). Beforehand, the elbow, silhouette, and gap statistic methods were used to de-

termine the optimal number of clusters. Both the first and second methods determined four

clusters, whereas the third method determined eight clusters. The hierarchical clustering

ward.D2 was compared to the partitioning around medoids with an estimation of the num-
ber of clusters (PAMK) (Frey & Dueck, 2007). This method creates six medoids and hence

clusters. Since the initial tests for an optimal cluster count detected four clusters, the PAMK

method six clusters, and the other methods eight clusters, six clusters were chosen. After

creating and analyzing the first dendrograms, this number of clusters seemed to be a prime

choice for the moment.

DendrogramsThe complete dendrograms are too large to display fully because of the large number

of participants in the EMIP dataset. Figure 5.7 thus presents the cropped dendrograms for

the Rectangle and Vehicle source code examples for the line self-AOI model. Figure 5.7a

illustrates the rectangle dendrogram and Figure 5.7b the dendrogram for the Vehicle source

code. Participants with similar eye movement patterns are clustered close to one another.

Similarly clustered participants were searched on both Rectangle and Vehicle dendrograms

to support this proposition, which increases the chance of finding participants with a better

similarity based on the sequence analysis of the eye movement patterns.
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(a) Excerpt of the dendrogram for the Rectangle
source code example (line self AOI model).

(b) Excerpt of the dendrogram for the Vehicle source
code example (line self AOI model).

Figure 5.7: Excerpts for the dendrograms for the Rectangle (left) and Vehicle (right) source code examples,
both for the line self AOI model.

Manual
Comparisons

Matches of groups of two participant between the two source code examples – Rectangle

and Vehicle – can be foundmanually, whichwas done as a test by two researchers separately.

This test revealed that not only is it possible to find matching participants, but also that this

process is slow and error-prone. Matching participant groups were found by comparing

the dendrograms automatically, resulting in correlations for all compared dendrograms and

specific visualizations, showing the matching participant IDs with lines.

Automatic
Comparisons

Figure 5.8 as an example, displays images for some of the dendrogram comparisons. The

overview presents the results for the Rectangle and Vehicle source code examples, with

the line and region model, for 63 participants. The other 144 participants produced dense

dendrogram comparison images, where not much is visible. Furthermore, the vaguely iden-

tifiable colors show matching (color) and non-matching (black) groups of participants, and

this highlighting will be useful in the later analysis. The straight lines in the diagonal images

indicate the self-comparisons, which are equal, and the numbers in Figure 5.8 indicate the

source code examples and AOI models. The names for these indices are 1) Rectangle line,

2) Vehicle line, 3) Rectangle region, and 4) Vehicle region. They were omitted to render the

figure more readable.
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Figure 5.8: Dendrogram comparison results of the Rectangle and Vehicle source code examples (line and
region AOI models) for 63 participants.

Interesting
Correlation
Results

The visualized correlations between every dendrogram comparison confirm the first as-

sumptions but also shows some interesting facts. Figure 5.9 visualizes these correlations,

where the diagonal shows the self-comparisons. As mentioned in section 4.2 on page 66,

the region AOI model is simply an abstraction of the line AOI model, because no bounding

rectangle was used to encapsulate the source code lines. The calculation is based on or-

combinations between all line AOIs combined into a region. Thus, the region AOIs should

be another view on the line AOI data.

Comparing
Participant
Groups

The Rectangle line and region comparison seem to show this. However, the Vehicle line

and Rectangle comparison exhibit lower results, which is interesting but explainable with

altered sequences through both AOI models (line and region). These models are similar

because the region model is an abstraction of the line model. However, the sequences are al-

tered in terms of AOI-Hits, which can alter the similarity measures. The participant groups,

which need to be compared to find matching pairs between the source code examples, were

selected from the Rectangle↔Vehicle line dendrograms. The regionAOImodel for this com-

parison indicates a higher correlation, which is explainable due to the coarser AOI model

with fewer AOIs. The AOI line model thus seems to be a better choice, which results in using

the dendrogram “1 – 2” (line Rectangle – line Vehicle) from Figure 5.8. In addition, the den-
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Rectangle (line, self)

Vehicle (line, self)

Rectangle (region, self)

Vehicle (region, self)

Figure 5.9: Dendrogram comparison correlations for 63 participants for the Rectangle and Vehicle source
code examples (line and rectangle AOI models).

drogram “3 – 4” (region Rectangle – region Vehicle) was chosen to analyze the participant

groups from the region AOI model. The same matching participant group was highlighted.

Parallel Lines for
Matching Groups

These individual dendrograms were then used to identify matching participant groups.

This matching was already done via the dendrogram comparison. As an example, Fig-

ure 5.10 displays the comparisons between the line Rectangle and line Vehicle dendro-

grams (“1 – 2”). The parallel lines indicate the moving positions of one participant from

one dendrogram to another. To find a group of two participants who change positions be-

tween the dendrograms but, in the best case, not their immediate neighborhood, parallel

lines need to be found. The selected visualization type for the dendrogram comparisons

(common_subtrees_color_branches = TRUE) already highlights the most parallel lines and

hence the most stable participant group. The best match is the group with Participants 63

and 52 (other matches are not highlighted). This participant group must be compared to

determine whether common eye movement patterns can be found.

Few AOI-Hits A detailed look at the data revealed that these participants were two examples of partic-

ipants with a meager amount of eye tracking data present. Thus, insufficient eye tracking

data could be matched against the available AOIs, resulting in limited eye movement data,

and it is therefore possible to visualize the data here wholly. For the Rectangle source code

example this meager amount of eye tracking data were as follows:
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of two dendrograms for the line Rectangle and Vehicle source codes (“1 – 2”). An
ideal matching participant group was automatically highlighted by the comparison algorithm.

52: DDEDAG

63: KC

For the Vehicle source code example the eye tracking data were as follows:

52: JGCAE

63: LFDBA

It is explainable that these eye movement data sequences were matched closer together

with a sequence analysis than the other participants with much larger eye movement data

sequences. Both Participant 52 and Participant 63 were also highlighted in every other den-

drogram comparison.

Figure 5.11 presents another comparison of two dendrograms, this time for the line Rect-

angle and Vehicle source codes (“1 – 2”), but for a larger participant group, based on the

“java2” stimulus of the EMIP dataset. The figure displays an excerpt because the data basis

is too large to show the complete dendrograms.

Dendrogram
Comparisons is
Possible but
Error-Prone

The highlighted lines detected the pair with Participants 8 and 151 (participant IDs). In

the figure, other numbers are highlighted because the dendrograms show the IDs in as-

cending order and not the original participant IDs. They were matched for this analysis.

The highlighted participants have similar and comparable eye movement patterns, as Fig-

ure 5.12 illustrates. The data also revealed that although both participants are in different

skill groups, they answered the question for the rectangle source code correctly and the

question for the vehicle source code incorrectly. Therefore, comparing eye movement data
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Figure 5.11: Excerpt of the comparison of two dendrograms for the line Rectangle and Vehicle source codes
(“1 – 2”) for a larger participant group. An optimal matching participant group was automatically high-
lighted by the comparison algorithm.

with dendrograms is possible, and similarities based on the eye movement patterns can be

found. However, the process is tedious and error-prone.

Strength and
Weaknesses

The analysis based on dendrograms and the comparisons between them revealed weak-

nesses and disadvantages of such analysis techniques: a) Smaller clusters, such as Participant

60 in the Vehicle (line) source code example, are less apparent, and b) clustering based on

dendrograms concealed important attributes of eye movement data, such as the length of

the sequences and the detailed structures. These had to be looked up after the clusters were

created. An analysis method is thus needed for clustering the sequences based on sequence

analysis, with the ability to display important aspects of the sequences within the clusters

at once.

TraMineR and
Optimal

Matching

For this reason, an analysis and visualizationwith the TraMineR R packagewas conducted

to investigate the sequence alignments with the OM algorithm. The data basis remains the

same as for the analysis with the N-W algorithm: the calculated AOI-Hits based on the eye

tracking data. This analysis is based on the OM algorithm, with a clustering based on the

Ward algorithm, and three clusters. The dendrogram visualizations indicate that six clus-
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Figure 5.12: Eye movement data from Participants 8 and 151 for the Rectangle and Vehicle source code
examples (java2, line, self).

ters are too much. This result was confirmed by visualizing six clusters with the TraMineR

package because three clusters consist of only one eye movement sequence each.

Figures 5.13 (page 101), 5.14 (page 102), and 5.15 (page 103) visualize these three clusters as

an example of the Rectangle source code stimulus. The grayscale color scheme was chosen

deliberately because it depicts existing SOR reading patterns clearly.

Figure 5.13: The first cluster with 112 eye movement sequences (Rectangle).

First Cluster:
112 Sequences

The first cluster contains 112 different eye movement sequences of varying lengths, and it

is the largest cluster. Many of the sequences start with an upper AOI in the top of the source

code examples; however, after a few AOI-Hits, many sequences bounce between different
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Figure 5.14: The second cluster with 20 eye movement sequences (Rectangle).

AOIs in the upper and lower segments of the source code examples. These variances and

differences are the common attributes of eye movement sequences in the first cluster.

Second Cluster:
20 Sequences

The second cluster contains 20 eye movement sequences with more stable sequence

lengths compared to the first cluster. This second cluster portrays appealing common at-

tributes between the sequences. Except for 3 of the 20 eye movement sequences, the rest

start in the upper region of the source code examples, followed by a reasonably straight SOR

eye movement pattern. Based on the visualization, this second cluster is the most promis-

ing candidate to find participants with similar eye movement patterns. This finding will be

analyzed further shortly.

Third Cluster:
12 Sequences

The third cluster contains 12 eye movement sequences, again with more stable sequence

lengths than the first cluster. This third cluster is comparable to the second cluster. The eye

movement patterns seem to be shared between the 12 clustered eye movement sequences.

Most of them start in the top region of the source code example, with less straightforward

SOR eye movement patterns. Overall, the second cluster seems to be a promising candidate,

even after considering the third cluster.

Many Correct
Answers in the
Second Cluster

A consecutive analysis with another part of the dataset, this time based on the Rectan-

gle and Vehicle source code examples and the self-AOI model, allowed no further in-depth

analysis. The clusters provided no meaningful information. Analyzing the sequences from

the bottom of the second cluster, it becomes clear that these eye movement sequences and

participants share, to a large extent, a correct answer to the source code comprehension

question: Participants 13, 25, 31, 41, 55, 60, and 67 have correct answers. Furthermore, the
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Figure 5.15: The third cluster with 12 eye movement sequences (Rectangle).

first one with a wrong answer is Participant 69. The overall distribution of correct answers,

along with the average length and standard derivation for all clusters is provided in Ta-

ble 5.1. The self-assessment of the participants in the second cluster revealed that these are

not particularly unambiguous. In fact, programming experience and the experience with

the experiment language (Java) are mixed. These participants are overall neither novices

nor experts.

Table 5.1: Overview of the correct Rectangle answers (RC), the correct Vehicle answers (VC), and the aver-
age length and standard derivation for the sequences per cluster.

Cluster # Sequences RC VC AVG Length SD Length

1 112 78 30 50.67 24.01
2 20 16 2 99.5 59.21
3 12 11 3 96.67 30.95

Clustering
Reveals Shared
Characteristics

Overall, this analysis revealed that clustering based on the sequence alignment and sim-

ilarities is a useful method for finding and visualizing clusters. In addition, the TraMineR

visualizations provide a better view on the overall sequences and clusters, where the den-

drograms clearly indicate the matching participant groups. Both methods are thus useful.

Moreover, the second cluster showed similar reading patterns (SOR) of all grouped partici-

pants, which is an additional benefit of clustering and this type of visualization. However,

other characteristics of the clustered participants, such as answer quality, vary within the

clusters.
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Clustering for
Similar Eye
Movement
Patterns

To summarize this analysis, clustering can show similar eye movement patterns in the

eye movement data. The three clusters from the OM algorithm have proven to be useful for

analyzing similar participants based on patterns, but not based on other characteristics such

as answer quality. These results confirm the initial hypothesis.

5.2.4 patterns in aoi-stgs (𝐻𝐴𝑂𝐼−𝑆𝑇 𝐺−𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠)

AOI-STGs for
Transition

Visualization

In addition to AOI-DNAs, AOI-STGs were used to visualize aspects of the eye movement

data. First and foremost, they visualize transitions respecting the AOI model. In the AOI line

model, more transitions between graph nodes are drawn compared to the AOI region model,

and these transitions can be used to generate a different level of detail. Apart from this, eye

movement patterns can indicate a certain behaviorwhile reading and comprehending source

code. These patterns can be described and categorized by coding schemes. A coding scheme

highly depends on the underlying domain and data (see Section 2.4.3).

Figure 5.16 depicts the AOI-STG for Participant 11, generated from the AOI line model

of the Rectangle stimulus. An AOI-STG was created for every participant of every stimuli,

and specific participants, regarding the correct and incorrect answers for the stimuli, were

selected to detect similar reading patterns via AOI-STGs within these groups.

Large Fountain The loop on node C is highly salient. This phenomenon is known as a fountain, and it can

be observed in most of the AOI-STGs. A fountain, generated by the AOI line model, indi-

cates that a participant spends many fixations and therefore much time on the source code

line, respectively on one region, if the underlying data is based on the AOI region model.

Fountains can thus directly indicate where a participant spends most of their comprehen-

sion time. Linked with the AOI model data, one can easily spot fountains on important or

less important AOIs. In addition, Figure 5.16 illustrates important clusters (e.g., between the

AOIs D ↔ F, I ↔ J, and N ↔ O ↔ P). These clusters are not only visually important. The

assumption was that a participant needs to comprehend AOIs D and F to know how the

class attributes are set; J and K for the calculations in the Rectangle class; and N, O, and P

for the main method. The assumption was that a participant with fewer connections within

these clusters tends to offer fewer correct answers.

Figure 5.17 illustrates the AOI-STG for Participant 36, generated form the AOI line model

of the Rectangle stimulus. This participant was not able to give the correct answer.

Fountains and
Visual Clusters

Again, fountains can provide a useful first impression of where the participant spends

many fixations. Compared to Figure 5.16, this AOI-STG reveals a more linear reading be-

havior. Participant 11 in Figure 5.16 had more regressions in total and more visual clusters.

The visual cluster K ↔ J for Participant 36, which is called a separated cluster, is impor-

tant here. This cluster is connected to the rest of the graph by only a few transitions. This

means that there is one transition to AOI K and then on K and between K ↔ J, with a fast

jump to AOI L. This is important because it describes a visual pattern: After the first linear
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Figure 5.16: AOI-STG for Participant 11, with the AOI line model on the Rectangle stimulus (correct an-
swer).

reading, the participant reads the important AOIs K and J only for a short period of time,

without ever coming back to them. The analysis demonstrates that, first, this is not an ideal

reading behavior for an optimal comprehension result. In addition, some evidence suggests

that a mostly linear reading pattern with less regressions is also not an ideal reading behav-

ior. The analysis of some randomly selected AOI-STGs substantiate these findings, which is

noteworthy.

AOI-STGs for
Node Clustering,
Transition
Frequencies, and
Transition
Sequences

The findings in the AOI-STGs clearly provide an answer for the hypothesis

𝐻𝐴𝑂𝐼−𝑆𝑇 𝐺−𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠. The hypothesis includes three assumptions on which data or analysis

of an answer can be based. These are node clustering, transition frequencies, and transition
sequences. Node clustering sheds light on how participants read through the text. A visual

cluster in the AOI-STG, which reflects important AOIs, is a positive sign of an important

reading behavior in this stimulus area. The other way around, the reading behavior tends

to be inefficient if there are no clusters or just some with no connection to any important

AOI cluster. Furthermore, transition frequencies provide insights into how strongly AOIs

are connected to one another. Especially if those AOIs are not adjacent and not highly

important for the source code comprehension, high transition frequencies will provide a

first estimation of comprehension quality. With the index on every edge, assertions about

the transition sequences can be made. However, it is important to know the order in which
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Figure 5.17: AOI-STG for Participant 36, with the AOI line model on the Rectangle stimulus (incorrect
answer).

AOI-STGs were created; without the sequence order, assumptions about eye movement

patterns cannot be proved later.

AOI-STGs for
Pattern

Visualizations

Regarding the coding scheme mentioned in (Busjahn, Schulte, & Kropp, 2014; Busjahn,

Schulte, Sharif, et al., 2014), the flicking, linear horizontal, linear vertical, and retrace declara-
tion patterns are observable. First, the flicking pattern is visualized in the AOI-STGwith high

transition frequencies between two AOIs. Second, an initial sign of the linear horizontal pat-

tern is depicted by fountains for the line AOI model. The AOI-STG can be built on the token

AOI model to gain a further understanding and better visualization of the pattern. Third, the

linear vertical pattern is shown by a linear reading behavior, which results in nodes within

the AOI-STG only connected with single transitions in one direction. Finally, the retrace dec-

laration pattern can be found by analyzing AOIs with high transition frequencies. If these

AOIs, based on the line AOI model, represent important AOIs (e.g., variable declarations),

then this pattern can be analyzed visually.

AOI-STGs for
Important

Transitions

Given the way in which AOI-STGs are generated and visualized, important transitions

attract almost instantly attention (e.g., as seen in Figure 5.17 between the AOIs L ↔ K).

These types of transitions indicate a separated cluster, which can then be analyzed further.

Moreover, if AOIs are connected, this is visualized with clusters, which can then also be

analyzed further.
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To summarize the findings related to this hypothesis, eyemovement patterns can be found

through graph visualizations, based on characteristics such as node clustering, transition

frequencies, and transition sequences. In addition, AOI-STGs indicate important transitions,

especially between separated clusters because of the layout of nodes. These results confirm

the initial hypothesis.

5.3 threats to validity

When analyzing the EMIP dataset, several threats to the internal validity and external valid-
ity were noted.

Internal Validity:
OOP Code,

Known Examples,

Self-Assessment,

Data Recording in

Varying Labs, and

Implementation-

Based

Questions

Internal validity. The following limitations for causal conclusions based on the original

EMIP study apply here. a) Both code examples use object-oriented programming (OOP),

which has to be known by the participants. Even though this is taught in early courses in

many universities and can thus be considered as a basic concept, many participants have

problems with object-oriented concepts. It seems that this was not controlled when collect-

ing eye movement data for the EMIP dataset. Furthermore, the source codes were formatted

to have the option for tracking single tokens (e.g., spaces between keywords and semicolons)

to obtain better fixation matches on single elements. These changes may influence readabil-

ity. b) Although the source code examples were carefully selected to match code snippets

from the empirical world of the selected participants, it is possible that some participants had

recently worked on similar examples in an exam or course, which is advantageous. There-

fore, these participants would have had an advantage in answering the source code com-

prehension questions. c) The expertise is based on a self-assessment. Participants answered

questions related to their general programming knowledge and knowledge with Java. How-

ever, the judgment is likely to be biased because self-assessments are unreliable. This is a

common problem in source code comprehension studies, without a prime solution yet to be

known. Therefore, measurements based on the skill level cannot be guaranteed to be precise

enough. d) The data was collected in different labs with different cultures and environments.

These differences can have an influence on the data, even if the settings and comprehension

tasks are close to real-world scenarios. e) The comprehension questions targeted the imple-

mentation or specification of the source code examples. The assumption was that behavioral

questions, targeting the dynamic characteristics of source code, are more likely to test the

comprehension performance of participants.

External Validity:
Short Source

Codes, No Time

Limit, and Java

Focused

External validity. The following limitations for generalizable results were noted. a) The

source codes were not representative of large systems or code bases. The code examples

had 18 (Rectangle) and 22 (Vehicle) code lines (without blanks); these numbers are relatively

small but necessary for an eye tracking study without specialized tools. b) No time limit per

source code example was used to reduce the total amount of eye movement data collected

per participant. This would have limited the “wandering around” effect, where participants
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look around the source code even if they already know the answer, which is not distin-

guishable from the other source code reading and makes eye movement data analysis more

complex overall. The absence of a time limit can influence the eye movement data recording

and is unusual for real-world scenarios. c) The analyzed eye movement patterns are based

on the Java source code used in the study, and source code different from Java will likely

produce other eye movement patterns.

5.4 summary and next steps

Case Study 1 
(EMIP)

Case Study 2 
(Code Smell)

Case Study 3 
(Learning Hints)

July’18 to January‘19 August’19 to February‘20 April’20 to October‘20

Figure 5.18: A brief overview of the case study timeline (EMIP completed).

The primary objective of the EMIP analysis was to detect common eyemovement patterns

that are linked to the outcome of a source code comprehension session. The first case study

is thus complete (see Figure 5.18).

AOI-DNA and
AOI-STG are

Useful
Visualizations…

The proposed methods, namely AOI-DNAs and AOI-STGs, provide a fast and reliable

overview of eye movement data. The visualizations are particularly useful for a first impres-

sion and for a qualitative search for eye movement patterns, such as the ones mentioned in

the hypothesis 𝐻𝐴𝑂𝐼−𝑆𝑇 𝐺−𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠 (see Section 5.2.4).

…With
Limitations

The visualizations also revealed the limitations of such methods. The AOI-DNAs were

used as a visualization tool to explore patterns with different color codes to highlight cer-

tain AOIs or to hide others. While this is useful for a first impression, a detailed analysis

is only possible with an implemented visualization application that allows for searching,

filtering, and switching colors. Therefore, it would be possible to detect more patterns and

to make a detailed statement about eye movement patterns. It became apparent that these

requirements must be bundled into a prototype to analyze AOI-DNAs even further.

Specialized Study
Necessary

In general, detecting patterns only via visualizations is challenging because at some point,

the amount of data will make the process too difficult. Therefore, no new eye movement pat-

terns were found, only already known patterns, for example those described in the EMIP

coding scheme (Busjahn, Schulte, & Kropp, 2014; Busjahn, Schulte, Sharif, et al., 2014). How-

ever, this is a success because it proves that a complex visualization is not necessarily needed

to demonstrate the existence of eye movement patterns. A specifically designed study could

help to detect eye movement patterns in the context of comprehension hurdles. Thus, a
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slightly different approach is proposed to capture patterns indicating comprehension hur-

dles. The assumption was that this will make it easier to detect eye movement patterns tied

to comprehension hurdles of participants.

Good and Bad
Source Code

Every participant sees two kinds of stimuli: one with source code considered as good, and
one with source code considered as bad. There are many definitions of good and bad code,

for example source codewith defects (bugs) or source codewith a smell. This highly depends

on the pattern one tries to observe, the intended recording time, the amount of data, and the

complexity of the source code. The idea is that the bad source code will result in different

eye movement patterns compared to the good source code.

Provoke Eye
Movement
Patterns

Another idea is to provoke eye movement patterns with focused questions. In most stud-

ies, comprehension questions are asked after the participant saw the stimulus.While this can

be suitable for general research questions in source code comprehension, the assumption is

that a focused question presented before the stimulus will produce focused eye movement

patterns. It is still uncertain whether a question asked beforehand will indeed improve the

data quality.

Behavioral
Comprehension
Questions

In addition, behavioral questions are proposed that target the source code as a measure for

source code comprehension. The EMIP study design uses structural multiple-choice ques-

tions such as “The program computes the area of rectangles by multiplying their width

(x1-x2) and height (y1-y2).” This can induce the problem of guessing the answer or sim-

ply memorizing some aspects or regions of the source code. A behavioral question, such as

“Which value is returned by calling method XYZ, considering the state of the object?”, forces

the participant to build a mental model of the source code to execute the program, rather

than simply guessing. This is in line with the source code execution, the third dimension of

source code comprehension (Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015).

Time Limit per
Stimulus

Moreover, a time limit is proposed for every source code example, and a participant must

thus focus on the task. In combination with the focused question, the assumption is that

a participant will try to solve the comprehension task in the time limit, with a focus on

the parts within the stimulus that are important for the participant. The time limit should

be announced before the stimulus is presented, and there should be no visualization of the

time limit as this could distract the participant and add additional noise to the eyemovement

data.

Retrospective
Think-Aloud
(RTA)

Furthermore, a retrospective think-aloud (RTA) (Busjahn et al., 2011; Holmqvist, 2011) is

proposed after a participant has finished the task in order to explain the intention. This

adds a new level and perspective to the eye movement data. Therefore, the assumptions are

that the interpretation of the eye movement data is easier and that it would be possible to

identify comprehension hurdles in the form of eye movement patterns.

A source code comprehension study with these goals and design changes in mind is de-

scribed in Chapter 6.





“Your eyes can deceive you. Don’t trust them.”

– Obi-Wan Kenobi (Star Wars: Episode IV – A New Hope)

6
Case Study 2 – The Code Smell Study

Provoking Eye
Movement
Patterns

The results of the EMIP analysis (see Section 5.2) were promising in the sense of detect-

ing reading strategies and patterns, but unsuccessful regarding the link to the comprehen-

sion problems of participants. After this analysis, the idea of conducting a specialized study

for provoking eye movement patterns solidified (see Section 5.4). The study includes differ-

ent ideas and concepts – such as a distractor, based on source code smells, that uses non-

idiomatic source code – behavioral source code comprehension questions, a time limit per

source code example, and an RTA to obtain more information about participants’ cognitive

processes.

Idiomatic Source
Code Smells

This so-called code smell study aims at identifying the eye movement patterns of differ-

ent participant groups. One group was asked to comprehend unmodified source code, while

the other group received source code with one idiomatic source code smell. The assumption

was that the source code smells are able to provoke behavioral reading patterns, which can

be categorized as comprehension strategies and are detectable as characteristic eye move-

ment patterns. This study and the subsequent analysis reported in this chapter close the

link between source code smells → comprehension hurdles → eye movement patterns. The

participant groups consisted not only of students from the local university campus, but also

experts from one software development company. This allowed for a separation of the par-

ticipant groups into a novice group (students) and an expert group (software developers).

The data analysis focuses on a) whether code smells influence the answer quality of com-

prehension questions, the fixations, and the durations spent on the source code examples
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and b) whether the expert group provides better answers than the novice group of partici-

pants. In summary, the study was conducted to make the following three contributions to

the body of work of this thesis:

1. Using a distractor, based on idiomatic source code smells, to provoke behavioral read-

ing patterns, categorizable as comprehension strategies and detectable as specific eye

movement patterns with a connection to source code comprehension hurdles.

2. The design of the code smell study, with modifications to a commonly used source

code comprehension study design in the community. The study uses a) behavioral

comprehension questions, b) a time limit per source code example, and c) an RTA.

3. The analysis of two different skill groups (novices and experts), based on students and

professional software developers.

6.1 study design

The following sections describe the design of the code smell study, in which students and

professional software developers were recorded.

6.1.1 research question and hypotheses

Link Between
Patterns and

Comprehension
Problems

Detecting eye movement patterns in the gaze data of participants, especially between

novices and experts, is a common goal in source code comprehension studies (Bednarik

et al., 2013; Busjahn, Bednarik, et al., 2015; Busjahn, Schulte, & Tamm, 2015). However, the

overwhelming majority of studies do not search specifically for comprehension problems.

Apart from this, the study design of the EMIP dataset raises some questions: Should there

not be a time limit for the comprehension process of source code examples, to reduce the

“wandering-around” effect of participants? Can behavioral questions be a better predictor

of the source code comprehension process because they require the participant to execute

the source code in a mental model, which was built by reading and comprehending the

source code? To favor or encourage intentional reading, should the comprehension ques-

tion be available before reading the source code? These questions and research gaps are the

origins of the idea for the code smell study, which was primarily designed to establish the

connection between eye movement patterns and comprehension problems and to address

the aforementioned problems that were identified while analyzing the EMIP dataset.
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measuring source code comprehension (dependent variables)

Dependent
Variables:
Task Answer,

Task Duration,

Time Limit, and

Visual Focus

As dependent variables, various sources to measure the outcome or effort of the source code

comprehension tasks were used. The following variables specifically were used to measure

the quality of the source code comprehension per participant:

Task answer. Participants’ performance of the source code comprehension task was de-

termined by measuring the answers given for each source code example.

Task duration. The behavioral comprehension questions cannot be answered without

comprehending the source code first. Therefore, the time duration needed to answer a ques-

tion reveals, to some extent, the effort required by a participant, since the code smell study

uses a time limit for every source code stimulus.

Time limit. The time limit per source code example ensured that a small amount of pres-

sure was added to the comprehension task. This limit minimized the “wandering around”

supports other measures such as the task answer and the task duration.

Visual focus. Eye tracking data was used to track the process of reading the source code.

In combinationwithAOImodels, participants’ reading sequences can be obtainedwhile they

comprehend a code example. This process allows for not only the recording of the order and

frequency of source code parts that a participant is looking at, but also the measurement of

the duration of fixations.

experimental variation (independent variables)

Independent
Variables:
Source Code

Examples, Code

Smells, and Time

of Question

As the experimental rationale, source code examples with fixed order and pre-defined source

code smells were selected for the participants. Every code example was available in a smell

and non-smell variant. The following specific variables were used to create the study condi-

tions:

Source code example. The study was built to compare two different code examples,

namely Rectangle and Vehicle, with different levels of complexity and different comprehen-

sion questions. To reduce the complexity of the study, the source code was not randomized

(see Section 6.1.3).

Idiomatic code smell. Both source code examples were varied with a source code smell,

based on idiomatic programming. The Rectangle code contained an identifier smell, where

the name of one method and every variable in it were named with serially numbered names

(i.e., intVariable1, intVariable2, …). The Vehicle source code contained a structural smell,

where the condition of the “if” is implemented so that the true branch remains empty, and

the business logic was moved to the “else” branch.

Time of question. The comprehension question was posed at different times: For the first

group, it was asked before the source code example was visible (and while the question was

visible), and for the second group, it was asked after the source code example was shown,

similarly to many other source code comprehension studies.
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hypotheses

Hypotheses
About Code

Smells and Skill
Groups

The analysis investigated whether code smells have an impact on the quality of answers

(correct or incorrect), whether a code smell is distinguishable depending on the overall com-

prehension time and ratio between code areas with and without a smell, and whether a

code smell alters the reading and source code comprehension behavior overall, observable

with different eyemovement patterns. To answer these questions, different hypotheses were

tested regarding the performance of novices and experts and whether the time of the com-

prehension question has an impact on the performance of a participant (correct or incorrect

answers). Previous research has demonstrated that eye movement patterns must be present

for different skill level groups (Busjahn, Schulte, & Tamm, 2015), but not if it is possible to

provoke them explicitly. In summary, the following five hypotheses were tested. The first

three hypotheses contain assumptions about the influence of the source code smells. The

remaining two hypotheses relate to the effects of the novice and expert groups, as well as

the time of the comprehension question.

𝐻𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟−𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 – For this hypothesis, an investigation was undertaken to determine

whether a code smell influences participants’ response quality, which was mea-

sured by the quality of their answers (correct or incorrect). The results were an-

alyzed to find significant differences between participant groups (e.g., based on

non-smelly and smelly source code examples). The assumption was as follows:

A source code with a smell accumulates more incorrect answers than a source

code without a smell. The legitimately interesting considerations – if experts is-

sue more correct answers compared to novices, if experts have a lower task du-

ration overall, and if the time of the comprehension question alters the answer

quality – were analyzed in the hypotheses 𝐻𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠−𝑁𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 and

𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒 in detail. The results for this hypothesis are de-

scribed in Section 6.2.1.

𝐻𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜−𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 – The question pertaining to this hypothesis is whether a

code smell influences the number of fixations and the overall duration a partici-

pant spends on a stimulus. The ratio between smelly and non-smelly AOIs (code

lines) in terms of the duration and the number of fixations were analyzed. The

calculations were based on simple metrics (e.g., the overall duration of a stimulus

and the fixations on AOIs) to find significant differences between various groups.

The assumption was that a code smell that is visually perceived, and where the

reading process is recorded with eye tracking, should account for a higher dura-

tion and fixations on the source code overall and for the ratios between smelly and

non-smelly AOIs in particular. This would support this study’s assumption that a
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source code smell interferes with the reading process of participants. Please refer

to Section 6.2.2 for the results.

𝐻𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛−𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟 – For this hypothesis, a search was conducted for differences

in the reading behavior of participants based on eye movement patterns. The anal-

ysis was based on the SOR, EOR, flicking, and retrace declaration patterns, and it

used the developed tool, CodeSight (Deitelhoff et al., 2019b), to visualize eye move-

ment patterns. The assumption was that a smelly source code example interferes

with both novices and experts’ ideal-typical reading behavior. This interference is

measurable by the existence or absence of specific eye movement patterns. The

results are described in Section 6.2.3.

𝐻𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠−𝑁𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 – For this hypothesis, an investigation was undertaken

to determine whether experts have better results compared to novices. The assump-

tionwas that experts can use their experience and knowledge to answer the compre-

hension questions faster, with less visual effort, andwithmore correct answers. The

analysis was based on the quality of the answers (correct or incorrect), which were

compared to find significant differences between various groups (e.g., the Rectangle

source code vs. the Vehicle code or smelly vs. non-smelly code). This approach is

different to the one related to the hypothesis 𝐻𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟−𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦, in which an expert

vs. novice analysis is not considered. The results are available in Section 6.2.4.

𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒 – The question related to this hypothesis is whether the

time of the comprehension question has an impact on the quality of participants’

answers (correct or incorrect). The assumption was that knowing the question be-

fore reading the source code examples is beneficial, regardless of the skill group

and the presence of a source code smell. The results were analyzed to find signif-

icant differences between various groups. For this hypothesis, the question time

was used (before and after the source code example) from different perspectives

(e.g., the Rectangle source code vs. the Vehicle code or smelly vs. non-smelly code).

Please refer to Section 6.2.5 for the results.

6.1.2 methods

AOI-DNAs,
TraMineR, and
ANOVA

The visualizations for eye movement patterns are based on the already described AOI-DNAs

(Deitelhoff et al., 2019b), which were integrated into the CodeSight application to provide a

dynamic interface for the static AOI-DNAs used in the previously described EMIP analysis.

The search for and investigation of eye movement patterns is based on the top-down and

bottom-up approaches. Both sequence alignment algorithms (the N-W and OM algorithms)

were used in combination with dendrogram and TraMineR visualizations. They are crucial

to identify and visualize important eye movement patterns and thus differences between
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study conditions and participant groups. The data basis for this analysis consists of eye

movement data and eye movement metrics. The differences among groups were analyzed

with ANOVA tests, and downstream unpaired t-tests were carried out to verify the ANOVA

results to analyze whether different results are detectable. This was not the case, and the

ANOVA results are correct, which is why the ANOVA data and results are reported in this

study.

Retrospective
Think-Aloud

(RTA)

Furthermore, an RTAwas conductedwith every participant at the end of the study. In such

an RTA, participants see their eye movements superimposed onto the source code examples.

This was done in the Tobii Pro Studio software, which has the RTA feature included. After

the recording of the source code comprehension parts, the RTA mode was started, where

a recording was selected. In this recording, participants’ eye movements were visible on

the source code stimulus. The eye movement data was calculated with the same fixation

filter settings as the overall analysis. Participants then had to explain the individual eye

movements while the recordingwas played as a video. They had the ability to play/pause the

recording with the space bar for situations where details had to be explained. The recording

displayed every saccade or new fixation one after another (step by step), and participants

were urged to explain what they saw in their own terms. If a participant was too shy or had

not said much at all, they were prompted to explain situations that seem to be important

based on the judgement of the study leader. The goal was to obtain information about the

intention of the participants’ reading strategy, which is a dimension not available via eye

tracking alone. The analysis of the RTA was conducted by two researchers independently

who used the transcribed audio recordings to mark specific justifications and references in

the RTAs. Every time a participant justified their viewing, it was marked with a green color,

and each time some source code parts, variables, or code structure was referred to, it was

marked in blue. In the end, the marks of both experts were discussed, matched, and merged.

Demographic
Data

Furthermore, some demographic data of every participant, such as age, gender, degree

course or job title, and their self-assessment regarding the overall programming knowledge

and already used programming languages, was requested.

6.1.3 experimental design

Smell and
Non-Smell

Source Code
Examples

The code smell study was designed according to two different conditions: a) non-smelly

vs. smelly source code and b) comprehension questions before the task vs. questions after

the task. With the first condition, the goal was to test whether a code smell can provoke

eye movement patterns. The goal of the second condition was to test whether participants’

knowledge of the comprehension question before the stimulus is visible makes a difference.

In many source code comprehension studies, the question is asked after a participant sees

the stimulus. This study’s assumption was that this has a substantial impact on participants’
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performance (correct vs. incorrect answers). This could consequently lead to false conclu-

sions of the comprehension process, wrong participant groups based on this performance,

and hence false conclusions. The combination of non-smelly and smelly source code exam-

ples, as well as the time of the comprehension question, leads to four different conditions,

visualized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Overview of the four conditions for the code smell study, consisting of combinations of Rectan-
gle and Vehicle source code examples, smell and non-smell, as well as questions before and after variations.

Rectangle non-smell
and

Vehicle smell

Rectangle smell
and

Vehicle non-smell

Question after

Condition 1

8 CS Students
3 Professionals

Condition 3

8 CS Students
3 Professionals

Question before

Condition 2

8 CS Students
3 Professionals

Condition 4

8 CS Students
3 Professionals

Randomly
Assigned
Participant
Groups and
Stable Stimulus
Order

With these conditions, every participant was required to answer one question for the

two source code examples with which they were presented. The first stimulus was always

a Rectangle task, followed by the stimulus from the Vehicle task. Per participant, it was

randomly decided whether the Rectangle stimulus has the code smell. Aligned to this de-

cision, the smell in the Vehicle stimulus was added or removed accordingly. Therefore, a

participant received the Rectangle stimulus first, either with or without a code smell, fol-

lowed by the Vehicle stimulus, also with or without a code smell, aligned with the presence

of a smell in the Rectangle stimulus. No random selection was made regarding whether a

participant received a stimulus with the Rectangle or the Vehicle task first. While this is

indeed possible and can reduce carryover effects, it makes the participant recruitment and

overall study more complex. To reduce this complexity, trade-offs in the study design are

necessary (Siegmund, 2016). Every participant was randomly assigned to the group with the

comprehension question either before or after the first stimulus was presented. The time of

comprehension questions did not change within the study. If participants were assigned to

the group with the question before presenting the source code example, they saw the ques-

tion for the first and second stimulus beforehand, and vice versa. Figure 6.1 visualizes the

experimental design according to the order of stimuli and the different groups.
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Group 1

Group 2

Rectangle 
non-smell

Vehicle 
smell

Vehicle 
non-smell

Rectangle 
smell

Group 3

Group 4

Question 
After

Question 
Before

Figure 6.1: The visualized code smell experimental design with the four groups, the stimuli order, and the
two different question times.

Four Conditions To summarize the experimental design for the code smell study, four conditions were

created, and participantswere randomly assigned to one of them. The conditions had a stable

sequence of source code examples (stimuli) with one of the Rectangle tasks first, followed

by one stimulus of the Vehicle task, but with a different sequence in terms of smell and

non-smell, as well as the time of the comprehension question.

6.1.4 prerequisites and environment

Laboratory Study
Setup

The prerequisites for the code smell study primarily affect the eye tracking setup. Fig-

ure 6.2 presents the layout of the setup in the eye tracking lab, where the student group

was recorded. In contrast, Figure 6.3 depicts the layout of the setup at the company where

the experts were recorded. Both setups were similar, with the main difference being the

side table with the documents – this difference is only important for how the briefing of the

study was conducted; it had no effect on the recording. Both groups were recorded with the

Tobii Pro TX300 and the Tobii Pro Studio software.
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DocumentsDocuments

Working Station of the Participant with 
Eye Tracker, Webcam, and Microphone
Working Station of the Participant with 
Eye Tracker, Webcam, and Microphone

Dividing WallsDividing Walls

Working Station of the Supervisor with a Live-
Viewer of the Participant Working Station

Working Station of the Supervisor with a Live-
Viewer of the Participant Working Station

Figure 6.2: The layout of the setup in the eye tracking lab at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts,
Dortmund.

DocumentsDocuments

Working Station of the Participant with 
Eye Tracker, Webcam, and Microphone
Working Station of the Participant with 
Eye Tracker, Webcam, and Microphone

Dividing WallDividing Wall

Working Station of the 
Supervisor with a Live-Viewer of 
the Participant Working Station

Working Station of the 
Supervisor with a Live-Viewer of 
the Participant Working Station

Figure 6.3: The layout of the setup at the software development company in Lünen, Germany.
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PowerPoint
Presentation for

the Stimuli

No specialized programming environment or study prototype was needed to conduct the

study. The four conditions were encoded into PowerPoint presentations, which were used

per participant. The conditions could thus be balanced. Every time a participant had to be

excluded for poor eyemovement data quality (i.e., too few gaze examples, low overall quality

of the recording, or insufficient eye tracking calibration), the condition was filled up with

the next participant. Figure 6.4 portrays one example page of the study condition with the

Rectangle source codewithout a smell, the Vehicle codewith a smell, and the comprehension

question after the source code stimuli were presented (condition 1).

Figure 6.4: Screenshot of one example slide of the presentation for the study condition one: Rectangle
non-smell, Vehicle smell, question after the code example.

The study was conducted in German. The text on the example slide translates as seen in

Figure 6.5.

The PowerPoint files also included a short explanation of what to expect (i.e., a briefing)

and a notice that the data is recorded with an eye tracking device. The presentation files

were encoded as follows (OK = non-smell):

1. RectOK-VehSmell-Frage nachher (RO-VS-FN) – Rectangle without smell, Vehicle

with smell, question after the source code was presented.

2. RectOk-VehSmell-Frage vorher (RO-VS-FV) – Rectangle without smell, Vehicle with

smell, question before the source code was presented.

3. RectSmell-VehOk-Frage nachher (RS-VO-FN) – Rectangle with smell, Vehicle with-

out smell, question after the source code was presented.

4. RectSmell-VehOk-Frage vorher (RS-VO-FV) – Rectangle with smell, Vehicle without

smell, question before the source code was presented.
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Figure 6.5: Screenshot of one example slide, translated into English, of the presentation for the first study
condition: Rectangle non-smell, Vehicle smell, question after the code example.

To assign participants to the correct conditions with missing recordings, the following

wasmanually noted during the recordings: which conditionwas already balanced andwhich

was not.

6.1.5 captured data

Tobii Pro TX300
Eye Tracker

The eye tracking data for the code smell study was recorded with the Tobii Pro TX300 and

the Tobii Pro Studio software in the eye tracking lab at the University of Applied Sciences

and Arts, Dortmund. For the recording of the experts, the equipment was moved to the

location of the company (Lünen, Germany). All eye tracking data was recorded as raw data,

thereby allowing more options for filtering and analyzing the data stream later. The data

was exported as tab-separated value files (.tsv) for later use.

Videos of the
Comprehension
Process

In addition to capturing the raw eye movement data, videos from the comprehension

process were recorded in the Tobii Pro Studio software, thereby enabling eye movements

to be analyzed qualitatively if necessary and the comprehension answers, entered into text

fields embedded in the presentation slides, to be recorded.Moreover, participants’ faces were

recorded with a webcam to obtain information about situations when they were not looking

at the screen for various reasons.

Metadata with
Demographic
Data and RTA

The captured metadata for all participants contains, among other things, participants’

age, gender, mother tongue, English level, overall programming expertise, and expertise

in Java. This demographic data was recorded with a survey at the end of the study for

every participant. Overall, while conducting the study, eye movement data; answers to the

comprehension questions; answers to the survey, including demographic data and the self-

assessment; and the RTA as a voice recording were recorded. The RTA was conducted after
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the short survey because a second recording session was started in the Tobii Pro Studio

software. Thus, the RTA was recorded verbally not only with a recording device, but also

with the microphone of the computer in the RTA session as a form of backup. Apart from

this, the Tobii software allows one to start an RTA session where the participants can control

the visualization of their eye movements, in the form of a gaze plot, on the source code

example. The RTA questions and answers were later transcribed from the audio recording

to text. Most of the data was combined to a large metadata file, which helped in analyzing

connections between the data (i.e., source code example, answers).

6.1.6 participants, material, and procedure

𝑛 = 44
(32 Students and

12 Experts)

For the code smell study, 42 students from the campus of the University of Applied Sciences

and Arts and the TU University, both in Dortmund, were recorded, along with 13 experts

from a software development company in Lünen, Germany. Due to data quality restrictions

(e.g., eye tracking data with insufficient data points), 10 student recordings and one expert

recording were excluded. This quality assessment took place after each recording, so a fast

decision was possible regarding whether the data quality was sufficient. This procedure was

important to create balanced study conditions. The data basis for the study thus consists of

𝑛 = 44 (32 students + 12 experts) participants for the quantitative and qualitative analyses,

with eight students and three experts per condition. Of the 44 individuals in this group, 7

were female and 37 male, with a mean age of 26.43 (𝑆𝐷 = 6.8).
Java and

Programming
Expertise

All participants filled in a questionnaire with questions related to, for example, their ex-

pertise in the experiment language (Java), which is an important one. The five options for

this particular question were none, bad,medium, good, and very good. The answers, based on

all 44 participants in the dataset, were distributed as follows: 3 (none), 7 (bad), 15 (medium),

14 (good), and 5 (very good). For the novices, the distributions were 0 (none), 5 (bad), 11

(medium), 11 (good), and 5 (very good), and for the experts, they were 3 (none), 2 (bad), 4

(medium), 3 (good), and 0 (very good). Figure 6.6 illustrates this distribution first for all

participants and then divided for the novice and expert groups.

Ambiguous
Expert

Skill-Level

The distribution of answers to the expertise question indicates that the skill level of the

experts was not as high as expected for the Java programming language. Three out of the

12 professional participants selected the “none” option and two the “bad” one. This is a

significant number of participants in the expert group with a lack of Java knowledge. Nev-

ertheless, these participants were not excluded from the data analysis because a) no other

professionals were available who could be recorded for the study, and b) the subsequent

analysis revealed that the professionals managed to read Java and solved the comprehen-

sion questions sufficiently or that their influence was not as high as expected. As forward

references, Table 6.2 (see page 133) indicates that the participants with no Java knowledge,

who are only experts, are in Conditions 2 and 4. Both of them are in the question-before
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(a) The distribution of answers to the question on expertise in Java (all).

(b) The distribution of answers to the question on
expertise in Java (novices).

(c) The distribution of answers to the question on
expertise in Java (experts).

Figure 6.6: Distributions for the question about the expertise in Java (all, novices, and experts).

group. Furthermore, Table 6.20 (see page 155) indicates that the results are very good for

this particular condition and group; they could have been even higher without the three

experts with no Java knowledge. Apart from this, removing at least the three professionals

who selected the “none” option for the Java expertise answer would lead to a small number

of professional participants and hence an unbalanced study.

Rectangle and
Vehicle Source
Code Examples

Throughout the study, various source code examples as stimuli were used, separated into

two tasks: 1) Rectangle and 2) Vehicle. The Rectangle task contained a Java class with a Rect-

angle and a method to calculate the perimeter. The Vehicle task contained a Java class with

a Vehicle and a method to accelerate the current speed, based on a top speed setting. Each

source code example was available with and without a source code smell for the different

conditions.
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Code Examples
Similar to EMIP

The non-smelly source code was based on the stimuli used for collecting the data for the

EMIP dataset. Although the EMIP dataset contains stimuli for the three different program-

ming languages – Java, Scala, and Python – the code smell study is focuses on Java, which

is a widely used introductory programming language both at the University of Applied Sci-

ences and Arts in Dortmund and at the TU University Dortmund. This improved the likeli-

hood of recruiting participants for a study using Java. The EMIP working group based their

Python source code for the Rectangle task on a Python program14 by Michael Hansen, who

is responsible for the eyeCode experiments15, which are designed to investigate the effects

of the comprehensibility of code. The source code for the Vehicle task was shortened and

slightly adapted by the EMIP working group from Java teaching material, which is provided

by Falko Ripsas, a Computer Science high school teacher from Berlin. The Java versions of

the Rectangle and Vehicle source codes from the EMIP dataset were used in the code smell

study, and they were modified to include a code smell based on idiomatic programming.

Code Smell and
Idiomatic

Programming

A code smell, in the sense of idiomatic programming, is a smelly region in the source code

that does not stick to common rules ordinarily set by the maintainer of the programming

language or the community. The rules are specific for a programming language. For a non-

idiomatic Java method, the opening curly brace would start on a separate new line, which

is otherwise idiomatic for C#. Vice versa, a method with the opening curly brace on the

same line as the method signature is non-idiomatic for C#, but idiomatic for Java. Idiomatic

programming was chosen deliberately for the code smells, in favor of design or architectural

patterns. Other research has found that larger anti-patterns, such as spaghetti code and the

blob, has an impact on source code comprehension (Politowski et al., 2020). Idiomatic code

smells have the advantage that they can be implementedwithin a few lines of code in a single

class. Modifying a design or architectural pattern needs many more classes and hence much

more code, which is generally not the best scenario for a source code comprehension study

without a specialized recording tool.

Two Code Smells Listings 6.1 and 6.2 depict the Rectangle source code without and with a source code

smell, which is based on an identifier smell, because the method name per and the vari-

ables in this method are named to be unreadable and difficult to remember (see the lines

11–17 in Listing 6.2). Listings 6.3 and 6.4 present the Vehicle source code without and with a

source code smell. This time the smell is based on a structural smell because the accelerate

method contains an if-else structure, where the true-branch is empty (see the lines 13–14

in Listing 6.4). This is syntactically and semantically fine, but challenging to read and follow

regarding the source code execution and data flow. Thus, the naming smell is aggravating

the traceability and recall of source code. The structural smell is complicating the semantics

and the logic of the source code.

14http://eyecode.synesthesiam.com/stories/programs.html – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.
15http://eyecode.synesthesiam.com/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

http://eyecode.synesthesiam.com/stories/programs.html
http://eyecode.synesthesiam.com/
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The Rectangle
Code Example
Without Smell

1 pub l i c c l a s s Rec t ang l e {

2 p r i v a t e i n t x1 , y 1 , x2 , y2 ;

3

4 pub l i c Rec t ang l e ( i n t x1 , i n t y1 , i n t x2 , i n t y2 ) {

5 t h i s . x 1 = x 1 ;

6 t h i s . y 1 = y1 ;

7 t h i s . x2 = x2 ;

8 t h i s . y2 = y2 ;

9 }

10

11 pub l i c i n t pe r ime t e r ( ) {

12 i n t width = t h i s . x2 − t h i s . x 1 ;

13 i n t he i gh t = t h i s . y2 − t h i s . y 1 ;

14

15 i n t pe r ime t e r = width + width + he i gh t + he i gh t ;

16

17 re turn pe r ime t e r ;

18 }

19

20 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) {

21 Rec t ang l e r e c t 1 = new Rec t ang l e ( 0 , 0 , 10 , 10 ) ;

22 i n t r e s u l t = r e c t 1 . p e r ime t e r ( ) ;

23 }

24 }

Listing 6.1: The Rectangle source code example without a smell for the code smell study.

The Rectangle
Code Example
With Smell

1 pub l i c c l a s s Rec t ang l e {

2 p r i v a t e i n t x1 , y 1 , x2 , y2 ;

3

4 pub l i c Rec t ang l e ( i n t x1 , i n t y1 , i n t x2 , i n t y2 ) {

5 t h i s . x 1 = x 1 ;

6 t h i s . y 1 = y1 ;

7 t h i s . x2 = x2 ;

8 t h i s . y2 = y2 ;

9 }

10

11 pub l i c i n t per ( ) {

12 i n t i n t V a l 1 = t h i s . x2 − t h i s . x 1 ;

13 i n t i n t V a l 2 = t h i s . y2 − t h i s . y 1 ;

14

15 i n t i n t V a l 3 = i n t V a l 1 + i n t V a l 1 + i n tV a l 2 + i n tV a l 2 ;

16

17 re turn i n t V a l 3 ;

18 }

19

20 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) {
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21 Rec t ang l e r e c t 1 = new Rec t ang l e ( 0 , 0 , 10 , 10 ) ;

22 i n t r e s u l t = r e c t 1 . per ( ) ;

23 }

24 }

Listing 6.2: The Rectangle source code example with a smell for the code smell study.

Rectangle
Questions

The questions for both Rectangle source code variants are presented in the following

enumeration (translated to English). The first question is for the non-smell, the second for

the smell variant of the code example. The difference is localized in the naming of themethod

perimeter (non-smell) respectively per (smell).

1. “Which value is returned when the method perimeter() is called, considering the ob-

ject state?”

2. “Which value is returned when the method per() is called, considering the object

state?”

The Vehicle Code
Example

Without Smell

1 pub l i c c l a s s Veh i c l e {

2 S t r i n g produce r , type ;

3 i n t topSpeed , cu r r en t Spe ed ;

4

5 pub l i c Veh i c l e ( S t r i n g p , S t r i n g t , i n t tp ) {

6 t h i s . p roduce r = p ;

7 t h i s . t ype = t ;

8 t h i s . t opSpeed = tp ;

9 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = 0 ;

10 }

11

12 pub l i c i n t a c c e l e r a t e ( i n t kmh ) {

13 i f ( ( t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed + kmh ) < t h i s . t opSpeed ) {

14 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed + kmh ;

15 }

16

17 re turn t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed ;

18 }

19

20 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g a rg s [ ] ) {

21 Veh i c l e v=new Veh i c l e ( ” Audi ” , ”A6” , 200 ) ;

22 i n t r e s u l t =v . a c c e l e r a t e ( 10 ) ;

23 }

24 }

Listing 6.3: The Vehicle source code example without a smell for the code smell study.
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The Vehicle Code
Example With
Smell

1 pub l i c c l a s s Veh i c l e {

2 S t r i n g produce r , type ;

3 i n t topSpeed , cu r r en t Spe ed ;

4

5 pub l i c Veh i c l e ( S t r i n g p , S t r i n g t , i n t tp ) {

6 t h i s . p roduce r = p ;

7 t h i s . t ype = t ;

8 t h i s . t opSpeed = tp ;

9 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = 0 ;

10 }

11

12 pub l i c i n t a c c e l e r a t e ( i n t kmh ) {

13 i f ( ( t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed + kmh ) > t h i s . t opSpeed ) {

14 } e l s e {

15 t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed = t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed + kmh ;

16 }

17

18 re turn t h i s . c u r r en t Spe ed ;

19 }

20

21 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g a rg s [ ] ) {

22 Veh i c l e v=new Veh i c l e ( ” Audi ” , ”A6” , 200 ) ;

23 i n t r e s u l t =v . a c c e l e r a t e ( 10 ) ;

24 }

25 }

Listing 6.4: The Vehicle source code example with a smell for the code smell study.

Vehicle QuestionThe question for both Vehicle source code variants is visible in the following enumera-

tion (translated to English). Because the smell for the Vehicle source code is affecting the

structure of the acceleratemethod, and not the name, the question stays the same for both

source code smells.

1. “Which value is returned when the method accelerate() is called, considering the ob-

ject state?”

Study ProcedureThe procedure for recording the participants was relatively simple. After greeting and

shortly introducing the participants to eye tracking as a general technique and technol-

ogy, every participant had to sign a data protection form. This form provided information

about how the data in the study was used and which data was collected. Afterward, the

eye tracking equipment was calibrated to start the source code comprehension process and

the eye tracking recording. The participants subsequently completed the survey with ques-

tions about their known languages, prior knowledge and experiences with programming

languages, age, gender, and other basic demographic data. As a last step, to conduct the

RTA, in which questions about reading behavior were asked, the participants saw their eye
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movements superimposed on the source code examples. At the end, every participant was

debriefed and had to sign a form for receiving the 10€ compensation for their effort. In

general, the overall process took 25–30 min, depending mainly on how well the eye track-

ing calibration went and how long the participants needed to fill out the survey. Figure 6.7

visualizes the general study procedure per participant. This procedure was the same for the

sessions in the eye tracking lab and in the company.

  Minutes 5 10 15 20 25 

1. Preparation Phase (Study Start)           

 Preparation of the Recording Session      

  Welcoming of the Participant           

  Demographic Data and Self-Assessment           

2. Pre-Phase           

  Calibration and Introduction           

3. Main-Phase           

  Stimulus 1           

  Stimulus 2           

 Retrospective Think Aloud (RTA)      

4. Final Phase (Study End)          

  Closing of the Study Round           

 First Data Quality Check      

 

  

Figure 6.7: The study procedure for the code smell study.

6.1.7 analysis design

Encoding of
Participant
Answers

During the course of the study, every participant encountered one task with the Rectangle

and one with the Vehicle source code example. The raw eye movement data was recorded in

the Tobii Pro Studio software and exported thereafter. The quantitative part of the analyses

was based on the answer quality and eye movement metrics of every participant. For answer

quality, the exact answers that a participant entered in the text fields were recorded and

coded to have a range from 0 to 100. A correct answer was coded as 100, while a completely

incorrect answer, for example leaving the answer intentionally blank or answering with

information completely unrelated to the question, was equal to 0. In between, each answer

was manually judged to acknowledge a partially correct answer. This coding was done by

two researchers individually and matched afterwards.

Common Eye
Movement

Metrics

In addition to the answers, common eye movement metrics were used, such as the over-

all duration and fixation count per stimulus, the ratio between smelly and non-smelly AOIs

based on the duration and fixation count, the duration and fixation count per smelly AOI,

and the duration and fixation count, until a smelly AOI was seen first by a participant. These
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eye movement metrics are common in the source code comprehension community, as ex-

plained in Section 2.4.2. These analyses used the exported eye tracking recordings, contain-

ing the eye movement fixations, exported from Tobii Pro Studio. Before exporting the data,

the Tobii Pro Studio integrated I-VT filter was used with a maximum radius of 60 px, a min-

imum fixation duration of 60 ms, and a maximum of 55 missing gaze samples to count as a

fixation. These are the same settings as in the analysis of the EMIP dataset.

AOI Line and
Region Model

To match the fixations to the source code, AOIs around every source code line were cre-

ated. This follows the AOI line model, with a margin between AOIs. In addition, region

AOIs were created by logically combining relevant line AOIs to one region (no bounding

rectangle). Furthermore, the F# scripts from the EMIP analysis were adapted for an auto-

matic analysis of the eye movement metrics. Every AOI was marked with a letter between

A and Z, and the comparison between various groups, to find significant results or differ-

ences, was done with ANOVA tests. For the qualitative part of the analysis, AOI-DNAs and

AOI-STG were used (Deitelhoff et al., 2019b); they are important to gain insights into partic-

ipants’ reading behaviors and reading patterns. The following four figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and

6.11 display the AOI labeling for the various source code examples. These definitions are the

baseline for the eye movement pattern definitions in this study, where the AOI labels are

used in the AOI-DNA visualizations, and for the pattern matching.

Figure 6.8: The AOI labeling for the Rectangle non-smelly source code example.
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Figure 6.9: The AOI labeling for the Rectangle smelly source code example.

Figure 6.10: The AOI labeling for the Vehicle non-smelly source code example.
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Figure 6.11: The AOI labeling for the Vehicle smelly source code example.

Eye Tracker, I-VT
Filter, and
Sampling Bias

According to the methodical eye tracking challenges reported in Section 4.1 the follow-

ing aspects were addressed to minimize the methodical challenges and resulting problems.

The involved eye tracker was the Tobii Pro TX 300 with a sampling rate of 300Hz, which

is slightly better than the SMI RED205 and overall sufficient to record fixations and sac-

cades, both of which are important in source code comprehension. As the filter, the default

I-VT filter proposed by Tobii was used with the default values reported above. For the AOIs,

the maximum margin AOIs were utilized to surround every source code line and impor-

tant regions with a maximum margin between the AOIs and small padding within the AOIs.

The imbalance between the male and female participants with a factor of approximately 5:1

is slightly higher than for the EMIP dataset. However, it still seems to follow the typical

distribution of student male and female gender in computer science and engineering fac-

ulties, where the data was collected. The increased imbalance was caused by the software

company employees, comprising the professionals who were recorded, because no female

software developer was present in this group. Another sampling bias based on aggravating

recording conditions, such as makeup and glasses, did not require special monitoring, be-

cause no participant was excluded based on both conditions. Every time a participant could

not be calibrated correctly, the calibration was repeated without glasses as a test to note

differences that were not present. For the analysis in this study, participants were excluded

due to a low eye tracking data quality for diverse reasons, for example medical conditions
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with the eye and different lighting throughout the day. furthermore, a bias towards pro-

gramming environments was avoided because the source code examples were presented as

images in a PowerPoint slide deck without a surrounding or supporting environment. Fi-

nally, the comprehension questions targeted the dynamic run time behavior of source code,

which is an improvement to the EMIP dataset recordings.

6.2 study results

The following sections describe the results related to each of the hypotheses (refer to Sec-

tion 6.1.1).

6.2.1 answer quality (𝐻𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟−𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦)

Answer Quality
and Code Smells

The first hypothesis deals with the question of whether answer quality, measured by the

ratio of correct and incorrect source code comprehension answers, is affected by the source

code smells introduced in the source code examples. If that is the case, then the data should

indicatemore incorrect answers for smelly source code examples. This context was analyzed

from different perspectives (e.g., the Rectangle source code analyzed against the Vehicle

source code example or each source code stimuli compared against their smell/non-smell

variants).

Overview of the
Answer Quality

As an introduction to this hypothesis and the analysis, Tables 6.4 (page 135), 6.5 (page 135),

6.6 (page 136), and 6.7 (page 136) list the participant IDs, group affiliations, participant an-

swers, and the coded answers for the source code examples per study condition (refer to

Section 6.1.3). A coded answer “0” means an incorrect answer, while an answer coded “100”

is completely correct. The rating was done qualitatively by two researchers separately, with

a matching of both results afterward. Due to their size, as well as text- and reading-flow-

destroying characters, these four tables are placed at the end of this hypothesis, starting

from page 135.

Vehicle Stimulus
with best Results

The four tables reveal that, overall, the source code comprehension question was best

answered for the Vehicle source code example. The assumption was that the difference in

answer quality between Conditions 1 and 2 (Tables 6.4 and 6.5) is related to a carryover

effect between the Rectangle and Vehicle source code examples. The order was fixed, as

explained in Section 6.1.3, and the answer quality differs significantly in the first condition,

where the comprehension question was visible afterward. Therefore, the participants may

have made an assumption about what they had to do in the second (Vehicle) source code.

This difference is much smaller for the second condition, where the comprehension question

was visible before the source code was shown, as well as while the question was presented.

The results for this condition indicate that many participants answered the question for the
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Rectangle source code example correctly, which is an indication that knowing the question

beforehand is an advantage.

Carryover EffectThe previous explanation with a carryover effect does not hold as well for Conditions 3

and 4 (Tables 6.6 and 6.7). The difference in the answer quality between the Rectangle and

Vehicle source codes is smaller in Condition 3 and much larger in Condition 4, where the

comprehension question was asked before the source code was visible. The assumption is

that the question time in these conditions is the overall explanation for this effect. In the

fourth condition, where the comprehension question was visible before the source code and

while the answer was entered by the participants, the answer quality was overall the best

between Conditions 3 and 4, and much higher for the Vehicle source code. This is again

explainable, colloquially, with the statement “the participants knew what they have to do”

(carryover or training effect). This effect can be the reason for the differences in Condition 3.

However, the answer quality is much lower; thus, the participants may have had problems

answering the comprehension questions.

Cross-
Referencing the
Skill-Level

A cross-reference with the skill level, collected in the survey as a self-assessment, shows

no conclusive result. The options for the answer regarding Java experience was translated

to skill points with the following scale: 1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = medium, 4 = bad, and

5 = none. The number of answers was then multiplied, added, and divided by the number

of participants in each group, which is 11 everywhere. Missing answers were left out in the

calculation (set to 0). Table 6.2 lists the distributions for the four conditions – lower numbers

are better and emphasized.

Table 6.2: The distributions of the skill levels (self-assessment) per condition – lower values are better and
emphasized.

# Conditions Answer Distributions Results

Condition 1 1 (very good), 4 (good), 6 (medium) 2.45
Condition 2 1 (very good), 3 (good), 3 (medium), 3 (bad), 1 (none) 3.00
Condition 3 2 (very good), 3 (good), 4 (medium), 2 (bad) 2.55
Condition 4 1 (very good), 4 (good), 4 (medium), 2 (bad), 2 (none) 3.55

Skill-Level
Distribution

The results indicate that the skill-level distribution is better for Conditions 1 and 3. In Con-

dition Groups 1 and 2, which are divided by the question time, these results can explain the

much better answers for Condition 1. However, for Condition Groups 3 and 4, also divided

by the question time, these results do not explain the answer quality differences, because

Condition 4 has more correct answers. Furthermore, the three participants (experts) who

selected none for the Java skill level are in Conditions 2 and 4, both in the question-before

condition. Table 6.20 (see page 155) presents the answer distribution for the question-before

and -after groups across different dimensions. The experts in the question-before group per-

formed well, which is an indicator that either the three experts with no Java knowledge
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managed to solve the comprehension questions or their influence was not as high as ex-

pected.

Answers and
ANOVA

With these general contemplations in mind, more specific analyses are needed to ex-

plain particular situations within the conditions. Of interest are the groups and com-

parisons shown in Table 6.3, which also lists the rated answers and the calculated

values for the ANOVA tests per comparison. A detailed analysis of novices and ex-

perts, as well as the time of the comprehensions questions, follows for the hypotheses

𝐻𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠−𝑁𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 (see Section 6.2.4) and 𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒 (see

Section 6.2.5).

Table 6.3: Rated answers for various groups and the calculated ANOVA results.

Groups Rated Answers F p 𝑛2

a) non-smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 58.86 64.55 F(1, 86) = 0.346 0.558 0.0040
b) non-smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 vs. smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 47.73 48.64 F(1, 42) = 0.004 0.004 0.0001
c) non-smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ vs. smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ 70.00 80.45 F(1, 42) = 0.678 0.415 0.0159
d) Rectangle𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. Vehicle𝑎𝑙𝑙 48.18 75.23 F(1, 86) = 8.598 0.004** 0.0910

Significantly
Different for

Rectangle and
Vehicle Groups

The data suggests that the assumption that source code examples with a smell are respon-

sible for more incorrect answers is not correct. The analysis of Comparisons a), b), and c)

indicates that the source codes with a smell have more correct answers, which is a direct

contradiction of the assumption for this hypothesis. Row b) visualizes the fact that the Rect-

angle source code example seems to be more difficult overall, because neither the non-smell

nor the smell version of the stimulus had more than 50% correct answers. These effects

are explainable with the carryover effect, which plays a crucial role in this experimental

design. The Rectangle source code was always presented as the first stimulus, followed by

the Vehicle source code. The non-smell and smell, as well as the question-after and -before

conditions, were mixed, but the order of the primary source code categories never changed.

Thus, as explained earlier for the tables with the answers per condition, a participant could

have anticipated that the second comprehension question for the Vehicle code may target

the same context as the question for the Rectangle source code. This can be a strong effect

and is substantiated with the data of Row d). Putting the smell and non-smell differentia-

tion aside, the comparisons of the Rectangle vs. Vehicle group revealed the only significant

result of all ANOVA tests in this hypothesis: There is a significant difference between the

answers for the Rectangle and those for the Vehicle source code, which is supported by the

results for the rated answers in the table.

Code Smell has
no Influence on
Answer Quality

This analysis answers the assumption stated in the hypothesis: A code smell, as imple-

mented in this study as an idiomatic code smell, does not influence answer quality regard-

ing correct and incorrect answers. The effects observed and the significance calculated are

considerably better explainable with the carryover or training effect of participants between
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the Rectangle and Vehicle source code examples. Thus, the results do not confirm the initial

hypothesis.

Table 6.4: Participants’ answers for the first condition (Rectangle non-smell, Vehicle smell, question after).

Answers for the first condition
(Rectangle non-smell, Vehicle smell, question after)

Rectangle Vehicle

# PID Group
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer

1 1 Student 100 0 10 100
2 9 Student 20 70 210 70
3 13 Student 40 100 10 100
4 17 Student 20 70 10 100
5 21 Student ? 0 10 100
6 25 Student 00,10,10,10 0 10 100
7 29 Student 40 100 10 100
8 33 Student 100 0 10 100
9 45 Professional N/a 0 10 100

10 49 Professional
width+width+
height+height

30 10 100

11 53 Professional N/a 0 210 0

AVG (SD) for coded answers: 33.63 (47.36) 88.18 (34.25)

Table 6.5: Participants’ answers for the second condition (Rectangle non-smell, Vehicle smell, question
before).

Answers for the second condition
(Rectangle non-smell, Vehicle smell, question before)

Rectangle Vehicle

# PID Group
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer

1 2 Student perimeter 20 10 100
2 10 Student 0 0 30 0
3 18 Student 40 100 10 100
4 22 Student 40 100 10 100
5 26 Student 40 100 10 100
6 30 Student 40 100 10 100

7 34 Student
height: hint
x2 - hint x1

0
This.current
Speed = 0;

0

8 36 Student
Umfang des
Rechtecks

20
Geschwindigkeit

in km/h
0

9 44 Professional 20 70 10 100
10 48 Professional 20 70 10 100
11 54 Professional 40 100 10 100

AVG (SD) for coded answers: 61.82 (44.29) 72.73 (39.34)
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Table 6.6: Participants’ answers for the third condition (Rectangle smell, Vehicle non-smell, question after).

Answers for the third condition
(Rectangle smell, Vehicle non-smell, question after)

Rectangle Vehicle

# PID Group
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer

1 3 Student 20 70 210 70
2 11 Student 0 0 this. + km 0
3 19 Student 40 100 10 100
4 23 Student -40 80 10 100
5 27 Student - 0 10 100
6 35 Student 40 100 200 0
7 37 Student intvalue3 10 currentspeed 0

8 42 Student - 0
aktuelle

Geschwindig-
keit

0

9 46 Professional

Differenz der
x und y Werte

multiplziert
mit 2 und
summiert

0 10 100

10 50 Professional N/a 0 currentSpeed 0
11 55 Professional 40 100 10 100

AVG (SD) for coded answers: 41.82 (46.37) 51.82 (47.56)

Table 6.7: Participants’ answers for the fourth condition (Rectangle smell, Vehicle non-smell, question
before).

Answers for the fourth condition
(Rectangle smell, Vehicle non-smell, question before)

Rectangle Vehicle

# PID Group
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer
Participant

Answer
Coded

Answer

1 8 Student 20 70 10 100
2 12 Student 2 0 210 70
3 16 Student 40 100 10 100
4 20 Student 40 100 10 100
5 24 Student 20 70 10 100
6 28 Student 3 0 10 100
7 32 Student 0 0 10 100
8 40 Student 20 70 10 100
9 43 Professional 40 100 10 100
10 47 Professional k.A. 0 currentSpeed 0
11 51 Professional 40 100 10 100

AVG (SD) for coded answers: 55.45 (46.29) 88.18 (34.25)
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6.2.2 ratio for duration and fixations (𝐻𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜−𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)

Code Smells and
Comprehension
Process

This hypothesis answers the question of whether a code smell influences the reading and

comprehension processes, measured by the duration and fixation count eye movement met-

rics. If that is the case, then this effect must be observable in altered fixation counts and

longer durations on source code examples with a code smell, compared to the source codes

without a smell. The general idea behind this assumptions is that a code smell needs more

focus in terms of more eye movement data fixations and longer fixation durations. In ad-

dition, the ratio of non-smelly and smelly AOIs was analyzed for both the fixation count

and duration eye movement metrics. In most cases, these metrics are more reliable because

they take into account the different AOIs for smelly and non-smelly regions of the source

code examples, while the overall fixation counts and durations only consider the data for the

complete stimulus. The assumption is that a differentiated analysis is only possible with the

analysis of the AOIs to determine whether the smelly AOIs are responsible for an increase

in duration or fixation count. The following analysis is based on comparing different groups

to obtain information from different perspectives.

Duration and
Fixation Metrics

Table 6.8 lists the values for the average and standard derivation for the duration and

fixation count metrics. The duration data and fixation data have a relation in the sense of

a proportionality. The reason is that in many cases, a higher fixation count results in a

higher duration overall because every fixation allocates an amount of viewing time that

the participant spends on a fixation. On average, more fixations will result in an overall

higher duration. Exceptions are participants with fewer fixations and longer durations or

many fixations with fewer durations. The first case can occur when a participant focuses

on specific parts of the stimulus most of the time. The second case is possible when fast

and many saccades are present in the data, resulting from looking all over the stimulus

fast. These viewing strategies are on average rare. Furthermore, an unusual combination of

duration times and fixation counts can be the result of incorrect data when gaze points are

missing. Especially malformed cases will be detected in the qualitative analysis after every

recording, when the data quality is assessed. Nevertheless, in the following, both duration

data and fixation data are reported to verify this proportionality and to look for cases in

which many fixations but a small duration is detected. This can indicate unusual viewing

strategies.

Higher Values
for Non-Smelly
Stimuli

The data for the Rectangle source code example contradicts the assumption that source

code with a smell is responsible for overall longer durations and more fixations, because

higher values were observable for the non-smell variant. However, it must be noted that the

differences between the Rectangle source code with and without a smell are not distinctive.

It is conceivable that other effects are accountable for these small differences. Interestingly,

the Vehicle source code example shows the opposite behavior: The data indicates that the

code variant with a smell had a longer duration and more fixations overall. Moreover the
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values for the source code with a smell are more than 30% larger than the values for the

code without a smell.

Higher Values for
Vehicle Stimulus

Furthermore, the Vehicle source code has generally higher values for the duration and

fixations, which implies that this source code example was more difficult for the participants

to process. This result could have led to more incorrect answers for the Vehicle source code,

which is not the case, according to the analysis of the previous hypothesis. The carryover or

training effect could account for this observable effect. However, the higher values for the

smelly Vehicle source code can be attributed to the source code smell because a smell can

account for more visual effort, even if the answers are correct in the end.

Table 6.8: The average and standard derivation for the duration and fixation of both source code examples
(divided by smell and non-smell variants).

Duration Fixation

Source Code AVG SD AVG SD

Rectanglenon-smell 68.91 31.06 231.05 106.36
Rectanglesmell 63.36 41.83 211.55 126.10

Vehiclenon-smell 71.05 41.62 252.73 147.75
Vehiclesmell 98.36 47.73 341.95 146.75

ANOVA Tests for
Smelly and
Non-Smelly

Code Examples

As a subsequent analysis, the correlations between the non-smelly and smelly source code

examples were analyzed based on ANOVA tests. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 display the data for the

duration and the fixations respectively. As both tables show, in Row a), no significant cor-

relation exist between the non-smelly and smelly groups over all source code examples. In

both cases, this contradicts the hypothesis that a source code smell is responsible for altering

the reading behavior of participants regarding the duration and fixations overall. Row d) of

the aforementioned tables also indicates that there is a significance for both Rectangle and

Vehicle source code examples for the duration and fixation calculations. This supports the

previous analysis that the difference is based on the source code examples themselves, and

in this case on the Vehicle code, supported with the data in Table 6.8. Moreover, the tables

present the comparisons of the non-smell and smell groups for the Rectangle and Vehicle

source codes in Rows b) and c) respectively. For duration, there is a significance for the Ve-

hicle source code, whereas for fixation, while the significance is also present, it is smaller.

The data supports the result that the effect based on a source code smell, if one is detectable

at all, is measurable for the Vehicle source code example. Especially Row c) in both tables

consolidates the impression because a significant connection seems to exist between non-

smelly and smelly source code for the Vehicle code. These results are interesting because

they argue in favor of the increased effort for the Vehicle source code example. However,

the results for answer quality do not support this disguise by the carryover effect. The re-

maining question is whether these findings can be supported by an analysis of the duration
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and fixation ratios, which is the goal of the following analysis. The values for the Rectangle

source code (non-smelly vs. smelly) are in favor of the non-smell variants for the duration

and fixation data. Even if the differences are small, this effect could have occurred because

the Rectangle code was always the first code example. It is thus difficult to differentiate what

the source for the observable data is.

Table 6.9: The distribution for the duration (overall) per group, as well as the calculated ANOVA results.

Groups Duration F p 𝑛2

a) non-smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 69.98 80.86 F(1, 86) = 1.449 0.232 0.0166
b) non-smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 vs. smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 68.91 63.36 F(1, 42) = 0.249 0.620 0.0059
c) non-smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ vs. smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ 71.05 98.36 F(1, 42) = 4.094 0.049* 0.0888
d) Rectangle𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. Vehicle𝑎𝑙𝑙 66.14 84.70 F(1, 86) = 4.356 0.040* 0.0482

Table 6.10: The distribution for the fixation (overall) per group, as well as the calculated ANOVA results.

Groups Fixation F p 𝑛2

a) non-smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 241.89 276.75 F(1, 86) = 1.373 0.245 0.0157
b) non-smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 vs. smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 231.05 211.55 F(1, 42) = 0.307 0.582 0.0073
c) non-smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ vs. smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ 252.73 341.95 F(1, 42) = 4.039 0.051. 0.0877
d) Rectangle𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. Vehicle𝑎𝑙𝑙 221.30 297.34 F(1, 86) = 6.952 0.010** 0.0748

Visual and
Comprehension
Effort

The assumption for the ratio of the duration and fixation metrics is that these values are a

better predictor for visual and comprehension effort because they consider the non-smelly

and smelly AOIs and their correlations. The following ANOVA calculations thus visualize

different groups based on their duration and fixation ratios. Table 6.11 lists the data for the

duration ratio, while Table 6.12 contains the data for the fixation ratio.

Table 6.11: The distribution for the duration ratio per group, as well as the calculated ANOVA results.

Groups Duration Ratio F p 𝑛2

a) non-smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 1.01 1.20 F(1, 86) = 0.941 0.335 0.0108
b) non-smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 vs. smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 1.14 1.39 F(1, 42) = 0.480 0.492 0.0113
c) non-smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ vs. smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ 0.89 1.01 F(1, 42) = 0.813 0.372 0.0190
d) Rectangle𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. Vehicle𝑎𝑙𝑙 1.26 0.95 F(1, 86) = 2.578 0.112 0.0291

No Significant
Differences
According to
ANOVA

The first result is that there is no significant difference between the various groups, ac-

cording to the ANOVA tests. This result contradicts the above-mentioned hypothesis. Even

when the ratios between non-smelly and smelly AOIs are taken into account for both eye

movement metrics, no significant difference is observable in the data. Otherwise, the dis-

tribution of the duration and fixation ratios in the tables indicate that the ratio is always

higher for the smelly variants of the groups. Whether it be the group for all source codes
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Table 6.12: The distribution for the fixation ratio per group, as well as the calculated ANOVA results.

Groups Fixation Ratio F p 𝑛2

a) non-smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. smell𝑎𝑙𝑙 0.99 1.10 F(1, 86) = 0.553 0.459 0.0064
b) non-smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 vs. smell𝑅𝑒𝑐 1.08 1.19 F(1, 42) = 0.174 0.679 0.0041
c) non-smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ vs. smell𝑉 𝑒ℎ 0.90 1.02 F(1, 42) = 0.635 0.430 0.0149
d) Rectangle𝑎𝑙𝑙 vs. Vehicle𝑎𝑙𝑙 1.14 0.96 F(1, 86) = 1.367 0.246 0.0156

– the a) rows – or the Rectangle or Vehicle groups – the b) and c) rows – the duration and

fixation ratio is always higher for the smelly groups, which is as originally assumed for

this hypothesis (i.e., that a source code smell influences participants’ reading behavior, de-

tectable with the duration and fixation eye movement metrics). In summary, there are no

significant differences; however, the data suggests that, according to the ratios, the smelly

variants increased the visual effort of participants.

More Effort for
the Vehicle
Stimulus

As a small recourse to the carryover effect of the Rectangle and Vehicle source code ex-

amples, the data for the overall duration and fixations in Tables 6.9 and 6.10 suggests more

effort for the Vehicle source code in both cases. In contrast, the differences between the

Rectangle and Vehicle source code examples in both Tables 6.11 and 6.12 indicate that the

Rectangle code accounts for the larger values of duration and fixation ratios. While the over-

all duration and fixations are prime predictors, the ratios of the non-smelly and smelly AOIs

are not well suited to explain carryover effects. The effort for the Vehicle source code vari-

ants is higher, yet more correct answers were given by the participants. In summary, the eye

movement metrics duration and fixations (ratios) revealed differences between the source

code examples and the non-smelly and smelly variants. The data supports the assumption

that a source code with a smell accounts for a longer duration and more fixations measured

overall and by ratios. However, these effects cannot explain the answer quality results of

the previous hypothesis (Vehicle has more correct answers overall). Therefore, these results

confirm the initial hypothesis partially.

6.2.3 pattern reading behavior (𝐻𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛−𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟)

Common Eye
Movement
Patterns

To substantiate the assumption that a code smell influences the reading behavior of partic-

ipants, an analysis of common eye movement patterns within the recorded eye movement

data is necessary. The SOR, EOR, and flicking patterns are especially interesting because

they indicate common reading patterns, for example obtaining an overview of the source

code (SOR), following the execution of the program flow (EOR), and moving back and forth

between the declaration and initialization of a variable and its usage (flicking). The last

pattern is of particular interest because the code smell in the Rectangle source code exam-

ple aims to blot out the readiness of the variables. The assumption is that a source code
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smell prevents, or at least hinders, participants’ ideal-typical reading behavior. The analy-

sis focuses on the differences between smelly and non-smelly source code examples across

participants. The developed visualization tool, CodeSight (Deitelhoff et al., 2019b), was used

in this analysis to gain insight into eye movement patterns, as well as to have the ability to

search for particular patterns, based on regular expressions, in the data. The analyses are

based on the AOI line model, because the AOIs in the region model do not allow the analysis

of line transitions in the eye movement data.

SOR and EOR
Patterns

The SOR pattern is defined as linear reading from the top of the source code examples to

the bottom. Furthermore, the EOR pattern is defined for the explicit execution order of the

source code Patterns examples, based on the data provided for the participants in the source

code comprehension questions. Both the SOR and EOR patterns are thus deterministic.

sor and eor patterns – visualizations

Color Gradients
for
Visualizations

As the first step, the reading behavior with the SOR and EOR patterns was analyzed. Both

patterns occurred frequently in the eye movement data so that they could be spotted easily

with an AOI-DNA visualization. To highlight these patterns, different color gradients were

used based on the AOI sequences per source code example in Table 6.13. These sequences

are directly derived from the AOI definitions shown in the four Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11

(pages 129, 130, 130, and 131). The SOR pattern is derived from the top to bottom sequential

reading strategy, and the EOR pattern is based on the execution order of the source code

with the given parameters in the main method.

Table 6.13: SOR and EOR eye movement patterns encoded as sequences of letters based on the AOIs per
source code stimulus.

SOR EOR

Rectangle non-smell ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS OPCBDEFGHQIJKLMNQRS
Rectangle smell ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS OPCBDEFGHQIJKLMNQRS
Vehicle non-smell ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST PQDBCEFGHIRJKLMNORST
Vehicle smell ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU QRDBCEFGHISJKLMNOPSTU

Similarities and
Dissimilarities

This table also emphasizes the similarities between both Rectangle source code examples

and the dissimilarities between both Vehicle source code examples: The code smell used for

the Rectangle code changes the contents of source code lines, so that the AOI count remains

the same, and the code smell used for the Vehicle source code changes the code structure and

introduces one additional AOI. First, the patterns were inspected visually with CodeSight,

and this led to the results listed in Table 6.14.

Fewer SOR
Patterns

As the data indicates, fewer SOR patterns were observed for source code examples with

a code smell, which is in line with the hypothesis. The SOR pattern is especially important

at the beginning of a source code comprehension task, to obtain an overview of the overall
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Table 6.14: Visually identified SOR and EOR patterns for the source-code-varying examples.

SOR EOR

non-smelly smelly non-smelly smelly
Rectangle 16 11 7 4
Vehicle 14 9 6 5

code. According to Hidetake et al. (2007), the first 30% of the overall reading time in a source

code comprehension task is dedicated to a top-to-bottom reading to obtain a first overview

of the source code. This supports the assumption that a smell breaks or hinders this essential

reading pattern for understanding the source code.

Qualitative
Analysis of

Patterns

Deciding whether an eye movement sequence is a SOR or EOR pattern is a delicate pro-

cess. For this analysis, two researchers individually judged every AOI-DNA on whether it

is more likely to be a SOR or EOR pattern or whether the sequence is neither of the two.

Figure 6.13 illustrates how individual these sequences and thus the reading processes can

be. This AOI-DNA plot, created with TraMineR, uses a grayscale color gradient to visualize

the SOR pattern. As the figure shows, the 22 sequences for the Rectangle non-smelly source

code examples, based on the line AOI model, are highly individual. The legend for the AOI

gray scale color coding is available in Figure 6.12 and the base line for all AOI visualizations

with a grayscale.

A                                                   …                                                   S

Figure 6.12: The legend for the mapping of AOIs to the grayscale color coding.

Optimal
Matching for

Sequence
Similarities

The similarities between the sequences were determined using the OM algorithm. Fig-

ures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 illustrate the three clusters, which are as difficult to compare as those

in Figure 6.13. Only the first cluster, with 19 sequences, displays some similarities between

some of the eyemovement sequences. Overall, this is highly inconclusive and is a contrast to

the clusters visualized for the EMIP dataset analysis, starting with Figure 5.13 (see page 101).

Apart from the Rectangle non-smelly source code, the Rectangle smelly and the Vehicle

non-smelly and smelly source codes, all for the line AOI model, were also tested, and they

all yielded the same result: The visualizations portrayed highly individual eye movement

sequences.

The assumption was that there is a difference between the non-smelly and smelly source

code examples; however, this could not be found. In general, the eye movement sequences

differ from each other. One explanation is that this is in fact the result of the smell, combined

with the question time condition, but this is highly speculative and cannot be falsified from

the data.
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Figure 6.13: Twenty-two clustered sequences for the Rectangle non-smelly source code example.

Figure 6.14: The first cluster of the sequences for the Rectangle non-smell source code example.
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Figure 6.15: The second cluster of the sequences for the Rectangle non-smell source code example.

Figure 6.16: The third cluster of the sequences for the Rectangle non-smell source code example.
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sor and eor patterns – searches

Pattern Search
with Regular
Expressions

For the next part of the analysis, the pattern search in CodeSight was used to search for

EOR patterns in the eye movement data. This search was done with a variation of the

previously defined EOR patterns, which were shortened to the core of the source code

examples, consisting of the main method and the method with the domain logic, which

in this case are the calculation methods (Rectangle) and the conditional statements (Ve-

hicle). Table 6.15 lists the important parts of the EOR patterns for both source codes, as

well as the non-smelly and smelly variants. The black parts of the EOR string in the table

indicate the parts for the pattern matching, and the last column displays the number of

matches of each pattern search. Such regular expressions are built like the following ex-

ample: Q(?:.{1,5})I(?:.{1,5})J(?:.{1,5})K(?:.{1,5})L The letters correspond to the

AOIs for the shortened EOR pattern (in this example for Rectangle non-smell). The interval

expressions {1,5} are defining the AOIs between the necessary ones and that there can be

between one and five non-relevant AOIs. Finding a pattern with the exact sequence of AOIs

without the intervals in between is very unlikely, which makes it necessary to specify the

intervals. Thus, the other patterns in this study and the following analyses are defined in

the same way.

Table 6.15: Simplified patterns (based on the complete EOR patterns shown in table 6.13 on page 141) and
corresponding matches per source code example. The black sub-strings were used for the regular expres-
sions.

EOR # Pattern Matches

Rectangle non-smell OPCBDEFGHQIJKLMNQRS 1
Rectangle smell OPCBDEFGHQIJKLMNQRS 0
Vehicle non-smell PQDBCEFGHIRJKLMNORST 0
Vehicle smell QRDBCEFGHISJKLMNOPSTU 0

Aggregated
AOI-DNAs

As an additional adjustment to the prior visual analysis, an aggregation of the AOIs was

implemented in CodeSight. The aggregation combines consecutiveAOIswith the same letter

into one single AOI. From an eye movement data perspective, this means that a participant’s

dwell time on anAOI, which leads tomultiplying this AOI in the resulting sequence of letters,

is combined into a single AOI with the combined dwell time of all single AOIs. Figure 6.17

illustrates the aggregation step as an example. The results are shortened AOI-DNAs, which

can more easily be analyzed with the pattern search. This aggregation was not applied for

the qualitative visual analysis, because an aggregated AOI-DNA can disguise the pattern for

the human eye when large parts of the same AOI are aggregated into a single AOI. With

this aggregation, missing important pattern matches of the EOR eye movement pattern is

more unlikely. In contrast, a pattern search for the SOR pattern is not valuable, because

the pattern itself is too large, since every AOI is included within the pattern and thus in
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a positive match. Such a pattern is unlikely to be found in real-world eye movement data

recordings (e.g., due to noise).

C T U C C C C C C Q C D D D E D D D D D

Q Q Q Q U T B A F F F V V D V G H H WW

C T U C Q C D E D

Q U T B A F V D V G WH

Aggregation

Visualization

Figure 6.17: The AOI aggregation to combine consecutive AOIs to shorten the sequence.

Searching for
Ideal Eye

Movement
Patterns

The previous results suggest that searching for an ideal eye movement pattern is too

shortsighted and cannot hold against the reality of recorded eye movement data. A pattern-

matching algorithm is not sufficient to account for all the variance in an eye movement

sequence. After finding global patterns, such as SOR and EOR, visually and, in the case of

EOR, with a pattern-matching algorithm on aggregated AOI-DNAs, the focus shifts to read-

ing behavior, localized in the area of important source code regions. This optimal or most

helpful reading sequence is expressible with a short AOI sequence, which is a better candi-

date for a pattern search compared to idealistic patterns such as EOR. Table 6.16 presents

these patterns for every stimulus and the pattern matches accordingly. For the Rectangle

source code, this is the perimeter method, which is called in the main method. For the Ve-

hicle source code, this is the accelerate method, which is called in the main method. The

basis for these patterns are visualized in Figure 6.18.

Table 6.16: Short reading sequences and the corresponding pattern matches per source code example.

Pattern # Pattern Matches

Rectangle non-smell QI 8 of 22
Rectangle smell QI 7 of 22
Vehicle non-smell RJ 5 of 22
Vehicle smell SJ 4 of 22

The detected pattern matches indicate that some participants use these specific reading

patterns. Overall, the found matches are not significant enough to explain better compre-

hension answers or other effects, such as the comprehension time.
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1 2

3 4

Figure 6.18: The reading sequences used for the patterns of table 6.16 and the resultant regular expressions
(1 → Rectangle non-smell, 2 → Rectangle smell, 3 → Vehicle non-smell, and 4 → Vehicle smell).

code smells and patterns

Patterns
Depending on
Code Smells

As the next part of the analysis, specific patterns connected to the code smells were assessed.

The overall assumption was that a code smell changes the reading behavior in an observable

way, which can result in discontinuing common reading patterns, such as SOR or EOR, be-

cause of the smell. Another influence that a code smell can have on eye movement patterns

is that specific reading patterns emerge because of the smell. To test the existence of patterns

created when viewing the code smells, the pattern matching in CodeSight was used to find

the patterns listed in Table 6.17. The table also contains the associated patternmatches found

in the analysis. For the Rectangle source code example, the following pattern describes the

calculation in the perimeter method, and for the Vehicle source code, the pattern describes

the if-else structure. The difference is created by the smell. The basis for these patterns

are visualized in Figure 6.19.

Ambiguous
Results

The results indicate that the defined patterns have no strong relation to a code smell; this

is especially true for the Rectangle smelly code example, where no pattern match at all could

be found. This analysis is interesting because the pattern is the same for Rectangle non-smell

and Rectangle smell. After all, the smell alters the contents of the lines and not the structure.

The assumption was that the pattern should be present more often in the smell conditions,

which applies to the Vehicle smell stimulus as well. However, only two matches could be
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1 2

3 4
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iii.iv.
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Figure 6.19: The reading sequences used for the patterns of table 6.17 and the resultant regular expressions
(1 → Rectangle non-smell, 2 → Rectangle smell, 3 → Vehicle non-smell, and 4 → Vehicle smell).

Table 6.17: Eye movement patterns and corresponding pattern matches based on the source code smells
per source code example.

Pattern # Pattern Matches

Rectangle non-smell LJLKM 2 of 22
Rectangle smell LJLKM 0 of 22
Vehicle non-smell KLKN 3 of 22
Vehicle smell KLKMO 2 of 22

found there, and compared to the three the non-smell Vehicle stimuli, this eye movement

pattern is not an explanation or distinguishing factor for the existence of a code smell.

Flicking and
Retrace

Declaration
Patterns

Anothermeans of detecting differences in eyemovement patterns involves recurring AOI-

Hits or transitions. Both phenomena can create specific patterns. Referring to the EMIP

working group and the coding scheme proposed by this group, a search for a flicking pat-

tern within the recorded eye movement data was conducted. Flicking occurs when one’s

gaze moves back and forth between two related items, which could be between a method

call and the method definition or the formal and actual parameter list of a method call (EMIP

coding scheme). The retrace declaration pattern is a form of flicking where the eye move-

ment jumps back and forth between the variable definition and places where the variable

is used. The assumption was that both patterns are also observable for if-conditions, specif-

ically between the definition of the if, the body, the else, and the body of the else block.

Table 6.18 presents the specific AOI patterns for flicking for every source code example and
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the pattern match occurrences found with CodeSight. The patterns describe the definition

and usage of a variable in the Rectangle source code example (perimetermethod) and the

if-else structure for the Vehicle example. The basis for these patterns are visualized in

Figure 6.20.

1 2

3 4

Figure 6.20: The reading sequences used for the patterns of Table 6.18 and the resultant regular expressions
(1 → Rectangle non-smell, 2 → Rectangle smell, 3 → Vehicle non-smell, and 4 → Vehicle smell).

Table 6.18: Eye movement pattern definition for the flicking pattern with the corresponding pattern
matches per source code example.

Pattern # Pattern Matches

Rectangle non-smell
JL 9 of 22
KL 7 of 22

Rectangle smell
JL 9 of 22
KL 6 of 22

Vehicle non-smell KL 9 of 22
Vehicle smell KL 8 of 22

Non-Important
Differences

The table lists two patterns for Rectangle non-smelly and Rectangle smelly source codes

because the code smell in the Rectangle stimulus was spread over three lines – two with

declaring and initializing variables and one with the calculation of a result with these vari-

ables. Therefore, both lines need to be checked with declaring variables, each connected to

the calculation. The results in Table 6.18 indicate that a high number of participants made
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the flicking eye movement pattern to comprehend the important source code lines. How-

ever, in more detail, the difference between the non-smelly and smelly source codes is not

as important as initially assumed. Although the data suggests that the analyzed lines of the

source codes are indeed important, the smell did not alter the viewing behavior according

to the flicking eye movement pattern.

Flicking Pattern
not Consistent

Furthermore, the flicking reading pattern of participants was analyzed for both presented

source code examples. Every participant encountered two source code stimuli: one with and

one without a smell. If the flicking eye movement pattern is of high importance, then the

assumption is that a participant displaying the flicking pattern for the first code example

utilizes this pattern again for the second source code. The analysis revealed two partici-

pants who did this for the Rectangle non-smelly and Vehicle smelly source codes and two

participants for the Rectangle smelly and non-smelly Vehicle codes. They make up 20% of

the participants, compared to the overall number of participants making the flicking eye

movement pattern. It can thus be assumed that the flicking pattern is not a consistent eye

movement strategy in this study.

6.2.4 performance experts vs. novices (𝐻𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠−𝑁𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠)

Novice and
Expert

Differences

This hypothesis highlights the differences between novices and experts from various per-

spectives. The fact that 12 professional software developers were recorded for this study

makes the classification of both groups implicit because all recorded students are catego-

rized as novices, and the professional software developers are marked as experts. The pri-

mary goal was to analyze the overall performance of both groups based on answer quality

(correct or incorrect answers). The assumption was that experts provide more correct an-

swers than novices. More generally, the assumptions were that experts demonstrate better

performance, not only for answer quality but also for common eye movement metrics.

Three Metrics:
Answer Quality,

Duration, and

Fixation Count

Three metrics are of interest for a more general review of the performance of novices and

experts: a) answer quality, b) duration, and c) fixation count. The last two metrics refer to

complete source code examples and not to specific AOIs or the ratio of AOIs, as analyzed in

a previous hypothesis (see Section 6.2.2). The average values for the correct and incorrect

answers for all source code examples and conditions are 61.25 % (𝑆𝐷 = 46.93 %) for the

expert participant group and 61.88 % (𝑆𝐷 = 44.79 %) for the novice group. These results are

interesting and, at first glance, surprising in themselves. The assumption was that experts

issue more correct answers for both source code examples; however, this is not the case,

according to the data. An in-depth analysis of the answer quality across the source code

examples and conditions follows shortly. A common explanation for such a result between

the two skill groups is that the group with more experience cannot apply their knowledge

and training on a small set of source code examples used in a study scenario such as this

one. Experts, on the one hand, benefit from a larger source code base, with source code
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files in the hundreds of lines and many files in a more or less complex project structure.

The work of Abid et al. (2019), in which novices and experts read source code to perform a

source code summarization, demonstrated that “novices have longer gaze time performing

bottom-up compare to experts” (Abid et al., 2019, p. 8). In such scenarios, the experts perform

better than novices. Students, on the other hand, are somewhat trained to comprehend small

source code examples, find bugs, or make minor modifications, which are common tasks in

computer science courses and exams.

Experts are
Faster

The data regarding the duration and fixation count is interesting. The assumption was

again that experts perform better, which for these metrics means that they need less overall

time on the source code examples (duration) and fewer fixations because they can navigate

the code with less visual effort and thus faster. The assumption is true for the overall stim-

uli duration with the results 69.75 sec (𝑆𝐷 = 33.08 𝑠𝑒𝑐) for the expert group and 77.66 sec

(𝑆𝐷 = 45.62 𝑠𝑒𝑐) for the novice group. These results indicate that the experts are overall

faster and, according to the standard derivation, more stable in their performancewith fewer

differences between the participants. While the overall duration of a source code example

is a weak indicator of an expert-level skill set, it is the first indication. A similar picture

emerges when using the fixation metric and calculating and comparing the fixation counts.

On average, the expert group needed 237.75 fixations (𝑆𝐷 = 105.33𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) and the

novice group 267.41 fixations (𝑆𝐷 = 150.95𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠). This result again highlights a dif-

ference between experts and novices in favor of the first group. As for the overall duration,

the overall fixation count on a source code example is a small indicator of an expert-level

skill set.

Regarding the answer quality of participants, Table 6.19 lists the various subgroups, which

were compared with ANOVA tests, for a detailed view from different perspectives.

Table 6.19: The average answer quality of experts and novices, separated into different subgroups and com-
pared using ANOVA tests.

Answer Quality

# Condition Experts Novices F p 𝑛2

a) All 61.25 61.88 F(1, 86) = 0.003 0.954 3.8511
b) Rectangle 47.50 48.44 F(1, 42) = 0.004 0.951 8.9971
c) Vehicle 75.00 75.31 F(1, 42) = 0.000 0.983 1.1259
d) non-smell 55.83 60.00 F(1, 42) = 0.072 0.790 0.0017
e) smell 66.67 63.75 F(1, 42) = 0.036 0.851 0.0008
f) Question before 78.33 66.25 F(1, 42) = 0.703 0.406 0.0165
g) Question after 44.17 57.50 F(1, 42) = 0.703 0.407 0.0165

Table 6.19 reveals that there are no significant effects, according to ANOVA, regarding the

tested conditions and subgroups:
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Row a) refers to the previously discussed overall differences between experts and

novices, with the already explained minimal advantageous difference for novices.

Rows b) and c) present the answer quality differences for the Rectangle and Vehicle

source code examples. The data reveals how close the results are between both skill

groups for the two source code examples – both times with a slight advantage for

the novice earlier analysis (see Section 6.2.1) that the Vehicle source code example

in both variants had more correct answers compared to the Rectangle source code

in both variants across both skill groups.

Rows d) and e) contain the data for the non-smelly and smelly conditions across both

source code examples. As in the comparisons in Rows b) and c), the differences

between experts and novices are too minor to explain the effects. For the smell

condition, the experts provided more correct answers this time. However, the dif-

ferences are not large enough to use the skill differences as an explanation for the

data.

Rows f) and g) reveal interesting results. For the question-before condition, where the

source code comprehension question was visible before the source code example,

the experts gave more correct answers than the novices – this time over 10 % more,

which can be seen as an important difference. For the question-after condition, the

novices provided better answers. This result is fascinating because it seems that

experts can use their skill the best if they know what to look for or, to put it collo-

quially, “if they know what there is coming,” as one participant stated in the RTA.

This result is an explainable behavior for experts because they are not familiar with

such experiments, and in real-world projects, they look at code with a specific rea-

son and process in mind; for example, they want to find a bug, introduce a change,

or be sure that the behavior of a particular source code snippet is as they remember

it. Novices are usually not accustomed to such an approach. In contrast, explaining

the effect that novices perform better for the question-after condition is much more

difficult. Possible explanations are that they were better at guessing the reason for

the study, or their studies afforded them an advantage in working with such tasks.

Finding the real cause is problematic at this point because an in-depth analysis of

more subgroups for the question-before and -after conditions results in small case

numbers. Conclusions drawn from such tests should therefore be questioned.

No Significant
Effects with

ANOVA

Surprisingly, no significant effects could be found when calculating and comparing the

ANOVA results. The assumption of hypothesis 𝐻𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠−𝑁𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 is thus nei-

ther entirely correct, nor incorrect. Experts do not have better results regarding answer

quality – especially not in general. The data in Table 6.19 suggests that experts seem to
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have an advantage for the question-before study condition. Novices predominantly gave

more correct answers. In contrast, experts demonstrated better performance regarding the

overall duration and fixations on source code examples. Nevertheless, these results do not

converge to better answers to the source code comprehension questions. As a summary of

these results, three circumstances could be responsible for the reported results:

(a) Novices (students) are accustomed to performing tasks such as those in this study and

answering questions for source code examples, which, for the majority of computer

science courses, do not contain source code smells. Therefore, students are presum-

ably better prepared to succeed in answering the comprehension questions in this

study.

(b) Experts are more accustomed to handling larger source code repositories, with larger

files, a folder structure, a more complex software architecture, and many files. Experts

will thus presumably excel with an increasing complexity of source code examples,

which is in line with other research results (Abid et al., 2019).

(c) Neither novices nor experts have domain knowledge of the source codes used in this

study. However, four experts stated in the RTA that they have less experience with

Java, which is supported by the analysis of the demographic data (see Section 6.1.6).

Since the study was conducted with experts from a company providing web develop-

ment with JavaScript and TypeScript on the front-end and C# on the back-end, this

can be an explanation for the experts’ performance.

Qualitative RTA
Analysis

According to the qualitative analysis of the RTA, based on the transcribed audio record-

ings and conducted by two researchers independently from each other, the experts stated

that even though they were not prepared for comprehending Java source code examples,

that they had managed it. Furthermore, seven experts found the source code smell or could

at least point out that something was wrong in the source code examples, while only three

students pointed out the smell.

6.2.5 time of the comprehension question (𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒)

Different
Question Times

The analysis of the comprehension question time is another important and interesting con-

text of the code smell study. Many source code comprehension studies rely on the use of a

comprehension question, which is visible after the actual source code material is presented

to the participants. On the one hand, this minimizes the influence that a question can have

on participants, which in turn may significantly affect the comprehension process. On the

other hand, this is exactly what a study aims to do: to slightly push a participant in the

correct direction; minimize the “wandering around” effect; and minimize incorrect compre-

hension answers, which are simply based on a participant not knowing what to expect. The
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latter, however, is unlikely in real-world scenarios. Moreover, being asked a comprehen-

sion question for source code that one cannot look up is, to say at least, a strange use case in

the software development world. These questions were taken into account when the code

smell study was designed. The assumption was that a source code comprehension question,

which is posed before the source code is visible, has a measurable effect on answer quality.

As with the previous hypothesis, three metrics are of interest for a general review of the

participants’ performance for the question-before and question-after conditions: a) answer

quality, b) duration, and c) fixation count.

The Question
Time has an

Influence

The average values for the correct and incorrect comprehension answers, grouped by the

two mentioned conditions, were 53.86 % (𝑆𝐷 = 46.82 %) for the question-after condition

and 69.55 % (𝑆𝐷 = 42.42 %) for the question-before condition. These results support the ini-

tial hypothesis: The time for the comprehension question has an impact on answer quality.

Apart from this result, the data regarding the duration and fixation count shows inconclu-

sive results. The average value for the question-before condition for duration was 77.23 sec

(𝑆𝐷 = 42.02 𝑠𝑒𝑐), while the value for the question after was 73.61 sec (𝑆𝐷 = 43.44 𝑠𝑒𝑐).
Furthermore, the average value for the fixation count was 272.43 sec (𝑆𝐷 = 143.50 𝑠𝑒𝑐)
for the question-before condition and 246.20 sec (𝑆𝐷 = 136.44 𝑠𝑒𝑐) for the question-after

condition. The results reveal higher values for the question-before condition, which is in con-

trast to the assumption. However, knowing the comprehension question beforehand could

have led to a more thorough reading process to be able to answer the question, whereas not

knowing the question could have led to participants not knowing how to proceed and move

forward in the study. However, any further analysis is not possible with the available data,

because detecting such behavior and distinguishing it from noise in the data is problem-

atic. The overall duration indicates no measurable effect because the difference is too small

and can be considered as noise over all recorded participants and source code examples.

Moreover, the results for the fixation count indicate a larger effect for the question-before

condition. Nevertheless, the total fixation count alone is not sufficient to explain both the

before and after question conditions. For an in-depth analysis of the data, Table 6.20 lists

the various subgroups that were tested with ANOVA regarding answer quality.

Table 6.20 reveals two significant results regarding the tested conditions and subgroups.

The results are summarized below:

Row a) shows the already mentioned answer quality for all conditions, divided accord-

ing to the source code comprehension question time. The data indicates that the

question-before condition is responsible for more correct answers overall. This sup-

ports the hypothesis that knowing the question before reading the code is beneficial

for participants.

Rows b) and c) showno clear indication for the Rectangle source code example and a pos-

itive indication for the Vehicle code example that the question-before condition is
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Table 6.20: The average answer quality divided according to the question-before and question-after condi-
tions, separated by different subgroups, and compared using ANOVA tests.

Answer Quality

# Condition Quest. Before Quest. After F p 𝑛2

a) All 69.55 53.86 F(1, 86) = 2.711 0.103 0.0306
b) Rectangle 43.46 44.07 F(1, 42) = 2.511 0.121 0.0564
c) Vehicle 80.45 70.00 F(1, 42) = 0.678 0.415 0.0159
d) non-smell 75.00 42.73 F(1, 42) = 6.234 0.017* 0.1292
e) smell 64.09 65.00 F(1, 42) = 0.004 0.948 0.0001
f) Novices 43.98 45.86 F(1, 62) = 0.607 0.439 0.0097
g) Experts 78.33 44.17 F(1, 22) = 3.529 0.074. 0.1382

useful for answering the comprehension question. The difference for the Rectangle

source code is too small to attribute an effect to the question-after condition. In con-

trast, the Vehicle source code had a larger effect for the question-before condition,

which is as assumed for this hypothesis. With the available data, distinguishing

whether this is based on the question-before condition or on the carryover effect

is not possible, because the Vehicle source code example overall had more correct

answers (see Section 6.2.1).

Rows d) and e) indicate that the non-smell condition for both source code examples had a

significant difference between the question time conditions, with a clear preference

for the question-before setting, which is considered to be significant, according to

the ANOVA test. On the one hand, this supports the hypothesis: The question time

influences answer quality. On the other hand, this result is only correct for the non-

smelly condition, not for the source code examples with a smell. This result can

indicate that a source code smell was distracting for participants so that the time

of the comprehension question did not play a crucial role overall.

Rows f) and g) reveal another interesting result: Novices do not seem to benefit from

an early source code comprehension question. The results are even higher for the

question-after condition, even though the difference is small enough to be con-

sidered as noise. In contrast, the data for the experts reveals a more significant

difference, according to ANOVA, with a clear preference for the question-before

condition: Experts seem to benefit from an earlier question, before they start read-

ing and comprehending the source code example. This finding may be the result

of the knowledge and experience advantage. Reading source code with a clear in-

tention in mind is common for professional software developers. Furthermore, this

result is interesting because the three experts who selected the “none” option for

the Java skill level are in the question-before group. Therefore, the results could
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have been even better without these three participants, or the influence is not as

high as expected. The data shows that these three participants managed the ques-

tions: Only one gave incorrect answers for both source code examples; the others

were completely correct or nearly correct (one answer). The average answer was

56.67 % for the first source code example and 66.67 % for the second source code

example, which, in both cases, is better than expected for the “none” skill group.

Significant
Results with

ANOVA

The data in Table 6.20 presents some interesting correlations and significant results. Over-

all, the question time, specifically the question-before condition, influences the answer qual-

ity (correct or incorrect answer) of participants. However, not every difference is large

enough to be considered as a realistic effect, such as the ones reported for the Rectangle

source code, the smell condition, and the novice skill group. In general, the first row in the

table displays a large difference overall. More precisely, larger effects are observable for the

Vehicle source code, the smell condition, and the expert skill group. As a summary of these

results, three circumstances are responsible for the reported results:

(a) It seems that the non-smelly condition does not interfere with answering the compre-

hension question in the question-before group, given the greater number of correct

answers. This effect is not observable for the source code examples with a code smell.

(b) Experts seem to benefit from knowing the comprehension question and the intention

for reading the source code, which is a more realistic scenario in their daily work as

software developers.

(c) The larger numbers for the question-before condition on the Vehicle source code are

more likely the result of the carryover (training) effect, which is also observable for

previous hypotheses. Both comprehension questions are similar; therefore, it is un-

likely that the question-before condition is more helpful for the Vehicle source code,

compared to the Rectangle source code.

Qualitative RTA
Analysis

In the qualitative analysis of the RTA, 14 participants stated that knowing the source code

comprehension question is important for reading the source code examples. Not knowing

the questions makes the reading unstructured and vague.

6.3 threats to validity

While analyzing the recorded data, several threats to the internal and external validity were

noted.
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Internal Validity:
OOP Code,

Skill-Level of

Experts, One

Company,

Self-Assessment,

and Known

Examples

Internal Validity. The following limitations for causal conclusions apply for the code

smell study. a) Both source code examples were based on OOP concepts, which had to be

known by the participants. Even though only basic OOP concepts were used, and these

are taught early on in universities, participants may have encountered problems solving

the source code comprehension questions because of a lack of OOP skills. b) The company

from which the professional software developers were recruited offers web and desktop

applications, primarily written in JavaScript, TypeScript, and C#. Java is thus not a com-

pletely unexpected language; however, the developers had less actual experience with it,

compared to the student group. This could have had an effect on the skill groups in sev-

eral ways (e.g., answer quality). c) All professional software developers were recruited from

one company only. It is possible that this company uses a similar recruiting process and

internal training program for all its employees. The skill differences could have thus been

different, but in a lower variance compared to professional participants recruited from dif-

ferent companies. This could have had an effect on the answer quality and other metrics.

d) The expertise is based on a self-assessment. Participants answered questions related to

their programming knowledge with Java and other languages. The judgment is likely to be

biased because self-assessments are unreliable, which is a common problem in source code

comprehension studies, with a suitable solution yet to be known. Therefore, it cannot be

guaranteed that measurements based on the skill level are precise enough. e) Although the

source code examples were carefully selected, some participants could have worked on sim-

ilar examples recently in an exam or course, which is advantageous for the novice group. In

addition, the source code snippets are not real-word examples and thus far from something

the professional group would encounter in actual projects. Therefore, this could have had

an impact on answering the source code comprehension questions.

External Validity:
Non-

Representative

Examples, Data

Collection at a

Company, Time

Limit, and Java

Programming

Language

External Validity. The following limitations for generalizable results were noted. a) The

source codes were not representative of large systems or code bases. The code examples

had 21 (Rectangle non-smell and smell), 20 (Vehicle non-smell), and 21 (Vehicle smell) code

lines (without blanks); these numbers are relatively small but necessary for an eye tracking

study without specialized tools. Moreover, especially for the experts, the code is not real-

world code that they would encounter in a software project. b) The data collection for the

professional software developers was conducted on-site at the company, in an extra room

provided for this purpose. The eye tracking setup was the same as in the eye tracking lab of

the University of Applied Sciences and Arts in Dortmund; however, because the hardware

was brought to the company, it cannot be guaranteed that the data collection was the same

as that in the eye tracking lab. The process could have introduced differences and an overall

variance in the data collection. c) The introduced time limit of 3 min could be too short. d)

The language for the source code examples is Java; therefore, the source code idioms are also
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based on Java. Results regarding the source code smells are valid for Java code, but hardly

transferable to another language or to a different set of source code smells.

6.4 summary and next steps

Case Study 1 
(EMIP)

Case Study 2 
(Code Smell)

Case Study 3 
(Learning Hints)

July’18 to January‘19 August’19 to February‘20 April’20 to October‘20

Figure 6.21: A brief overview of the case study timeline (code smell study completed).

Common Eye
Movement
Patterns

The primary objective of the code smell study was to detect common eye movement

patterns related to the presence of a source code smell based on non-idiomatic program-

ming. The second case study is thus complete (see Figure 6.21). As a summary of the code

smell study, the initial hypotheses could not be confirmed completely with the gathered

data and analyses. In general, the influence of the source code smells is not as high as as-

sumed when designing and conducting the study. A code smell is not a common indicator

of an inferior answer quality, higher fixation counts or duration times, or malformed read-

ing patterns. In addition, experts did not perform better overall compared to novices. One

explanation, which other researchers have also found, is that experts outperform novices

for longer source code examples with more complex code snippets or many different source

code files at once.

Question Time
Influences

Results

Apart from these findings, the time of the comprehension question, before the source

code example is visible or afterward, has some effect on the comprehension answers – sur-

prisingly only for the non-smell Rectangle source code example and not for the Vehicle

source code with the same surrounding condition. Moreover, the flicking eye movement

pattern is dominant for the comprehension question beforehand, but surprisingly, only for

the non-smell Rectangle source code.

Code Smells and
Answer Quality

In summary of the hypotheses, it must be noted that a code smell does not influence an-

swer quality regarding correct and incorrect answers. Visible effects can be better explained

with a carryover (training) effect of the participants. Apart from this, the data for the dura-

tion and fixation eye movement metrics indicate that a source code smell is generally not

responsible for longer durations and more fixations. Such effects were observed only for

the Vehicle source code. Nevertheless, the eye movement metrics for the ratio of duration

and fixation suggest that source code examples with a smell increase the visual effort of

participants, even if this has no effect on answer quality. Regarding the differences between

novices and experts, it is noteworthy that experts did not provide more correct answers
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overall; however, they spent less time (duration) and less fixations on the source code ex-

amples. Last but not least, the question-before condition was responsible for more correct

answers overall, which is as assumed.

Carryover EffectFurthermore, the following effect became apparent: Participants gave more correct com-

prehension answers for the Vehicle source code example, even for the smell condition on

this source code. This result can be assigned to the carryover effect as a high training effect

between both source code examples. According to the data, the answers for the comprehen-

sion questions are significantly better for the smelly Vehicle source code than for the smelly

Rectangle code. The assumption is that the Rectangle smell, which is based on an identifier

smell, embedded within a calculation, is more difficult to read and comprehend than the

Vehicle smell, which is based on a malformed “if” statement (structural smell).

Retrospective-
Think-Aloud
(RTA)

Analyzing the RTAs revealed two main results: 1) Participants stated that the compre-

hension question is important for the reading and comprehension process and should be

visible before the source code example is shown, not afterward. Participants also argued

in favor of showing the question the whole time, side by side with the source code exam-

ple. 2) Participants had major problems describing the source code they saw and explaining

their eye movements, which were superimposed onto the source code examples during the

RTA. While explaining their eye movements is understandably challenging because nearly

all participants had never been in an eye tracking study for source code comprehension,

it was surprising that participants in the novice group lacked the proper vocabulary to ex-

plain certain elements of the source code examples and their connections to other parts of

the source code. This lack of vocabulary is a key problem in computer science education

because explaining source code is a necessity. Therefore, explaining source code should be

included in the computer science curriculum.

Comprehension
Question Before
Stimulus is
Visible

In conclusion, the study and subsequent analysis demonstrate that the comprehension

question should be asked before the source code examples are visible. This change reduces

the necessity of memorizing the complete source code, which is error-prone and a question-

able approach to source code comprehension. Moreover, learning hints should be dependent

on the training effect of a participant’s level of experience.

Larger Effects
Assumed

In general, larger effects for the hypotheses were assumed. The code smells did not influ-

ence the participants as much as expected when designing the study. Overall, as the next

step, the goal is to design and conduct another study for testing learning hints and their

influence on source code comprehension processes. The assumption is that help systems,

such as syntax or scope highlighting, could change participants’ reading behavior, visible

in different eye movement patterns. Another assumption is that a help system influences the

perception of source code complexity, which can be important for participants when solv-

ing source code comprehension questions. These findings are important when designing a

system to help students comprehend source code more efficiently.





“Anyone can make an error, Ensign. But that error doesn’t
become a mistake until you refuse to correct it.”

– Grand Admiral Thrawn, Star Wars

7
Case Study 3 – The Learning Hints Study

Learning HintsWhile the analysis of the EMIP dataset and the code smell study were both centered around

the questions of how to identify eye movement patterns, which methods and tools are nec-

essary to achieve this identification, and how to interpret the results, the so-called learning

hints study had different goals: The first goal was to visualize and analyze the ways in which

participants perceive varying source code examples, within the newly developed program-

ming environment, based on, for example, answer quality, reading behavior, workspace

switches, the rating of code difficulty, and the perception of complexity. The second goal

had an exploratory component, wherein participants had to read source code in the new

programming environment with gaze-enabled learning hints. In this environment, program-

ming cues such as scope highlighting and tooltips are controllable with eye movements.

Participants had to rate the user experience of the interface and the usefulness of the gaze-

enabled learning hints, and the environment measured how often the hints were used. These

analyses add to the third aim of this thesis (see Section 1.3) because the questions of whether

learning hints can help participants and how they should be integrated into a learning en-

vironment are crucial aspects of this thesis.

Eye Tracking
Data of Varying
Learning Hints

This chapter summarizes the quantitative analysis of the eye tracking dataset recorded

in the learning hints study. The primary goal is to visualize and analyze the way in which

participants perceive source code examples in different study conditions. In addition, the

ratings of the difficulty level of the source code examples and the usefulness of the learning

hints are presented. The results indicate that the perception of complexity changes when
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learning hints such as syntax highlighting are available. These analysis results werematched

with participants’ answers to comprehension questions, and a determination was made as

to whether the different code representations and code interactions have an impact on these

answers. Furthermore, without a direct relation to the described hypotheses, sequence anal-

ysis with the N-W algorithm and clustering was conducted. The intention was to use the

similarity measure between sequences to have the opportunity to project this similarity to

other dimensions such as participant groups. This data can be used to qualitatively search

for eye movement patterns in these clusters, which supports previous research about syn-

tax highlighting and the N-W algorithm. In summary, the study was conducted to make the

following five contributions to the body of work of this thesis:

1. Understanding the influence of the different study conditions, with varying learning

hints, on the answer quality of participants;

2. Identifying the differences in eye tracking metrics, such as Fixation Count (FC) and

Fixation Time (FT), between the various source code examples and learning hints;

3. Determining participants’ ratings of the various learning hints, as well as how tooltips

are perceived (rated) compared to the other hints;

4. Determining the influence of the learning hints and various source code examples on

the perception of difficulty of the source code examples;

5. Understanding the user experience of the gaze-enabled programming environment,

whether participants consider such an interface to be useful overall, and the require-

ments they mentioned to improve this gaze-enabled user interface.

7.1 study design

Varying Code
Examples and

Learning Hints

The following sections describe the design of the learning hints study, in which participants

were recorded while perceiving different source code examples with numerous learning

hints. Furthermore, experimental gaze-enabled learning hints are introduced to test whether

such features were used and how they are perceived by participants.

7.1.1 research question and hypotheses

Plain Text as
Default

Source code comprehension studies often use source code examples in the form of plain

text. In such study conditions, no learning cues, active help systems, or other means of

supporting the comprehension process are active, and this can have various effects on the

outcome of these studies. Researchers must ask themselves whether plain text hinders the

comprehension process too much and therefore if the study results are too far from real-

world examples. In contrast, measuring the actual source code comprehension attainment
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of participants can be challenging when learning hints (e.g., syntax or scope highlighting)

are active.

Previous
Research for
Syntax
Highlighting

Previous research has demonstrated that, for example, syntax highlighting can have an

ambiguous impact on the comprehension outcome. Some studies have found effects for

novices or in general (Asenov et al., 2016), and some have not found benefits for partici-

pants at all (Hannebauer et al., 2018). One effect is that highlighting is used as a visual cue

for programmers to decrease the time required for mental execution (Sarkar, 2015). Another

effect is that novices tend to not use syntax highlighting or, in the worst case, misinterpret

the meaning entirely (i.e., reading too much into it). As far as is known, no research explic-

itly compares different learning hints on various source code examples, which is one reason

for this study and the chosen design (refer to Section 7.1.3). Apart from this, it is interesting

to test the various learning hints with an experimental gaze-enabled interface, where par-

ticipants can use active learning hints with their gaze rather than using the mouse (e.g., to

hover over elements for a tooltip or to highlight the scope of source code regions).

measuring source code comprehension (dependent variables)

Dependent
Variables:
Task Answer,

Task Duration,

Time Limit,

Fixation Count,

Interviews, and

Visual Focus

As dependent variables, various sources were used to measure the outcome or effort of the

source code comprehension tasks. The following specific variables were used to measure

the quality of the source code comprehension per participant:

Task answer. Participants’ performance of the source code comprehension task was de-

termined by measuring the answers given for each source code example.

Task duration.The behavioral comprehension question cannot be answeredwithout com-

prehending the source code first; even if a participant recognizes the code, it is necessary

to comprehend and build a mental model of it with the given data. Such a question relates

to the behavior of a program and asking for the result of an operation (e.g., running a loop

three times). The task duration required to answer a question thus reveals, to some extent,

the effort needed by a participant.

Time limit. The time limit per source code example ensured that a small amount of pres-

sure was added to the comprehension task. This limit minimizes the “wandering around”

effects of participants, which supports other measures such as the task answer and task

duration.

Fixation count. Apart from the task duration, the fixation count was measured as an

indicator of the effort a participant needed to answer the question.

Semi-structured interview. Answers from a semi-structured interview were used. In this

interview, participants were asked what the code examples are implementing. Moreover,

questions about the learning hints and the experimental gaze-enabled interface were asked.

Visual focus. Eye tracking data was used to track the process of reading the source code.

In combination with AOI models, participants’ reading sequences could be obtained while
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they comprehended a code example. This process allowed for not only the recording of the

order and frequency of source code parts that a participant looked at, but also the measuring

of the duration of fixations.

experimental variation (independent variables)

Independent
Variables:

Source Code

Examples, and

Learning Hints

As the experimental rationale, source code examples with a fixed order and randomly se-

lected learning hints were selected for the participants. The following variables were thus

used to create the study conditions:

Source code examples. Three different source code examples, namely Bubble, theGreatest
Common Divisor (GCD), and Vehicle, with varying levels of complexity and different compre-

hension questions, were used. These code examples remained in the same order to reduce

the overall complexity of the study (Siegmund, 2016). The assumption was that a learning

hint has a larger effect on the outcome of the comprehension question than the source code

example itself.

Learning hints. Comprehending source code can be supported by various hints and help

systems. The study used a mix of active and passive learning hints. On the one hand, a

dynamic learning hint is active and can highlight scopes in the form of block scopes and

variable scopes (usages). On the other hand, a syntax highlighting hint emphasizes identifier

names, operations, and keywords, and is passive. The effect that learning hints have on the

comprehension process and outcome is interesting, which is the reason participants’ were

randomly assigned to one of six groups (study conditions). These groups were formed by

iterating the available learning hints to achieve a counterbalanced within-subject design. If a
learning hint influences the outcome of a comprehension task, this can be measured based

on the task answer, task duration, or visual focus.

the varying learning hints

Syntax
Highlighting
Most Useful

The original assumption when designing the learning hints study was that a syntax high-

lighting hint is the most useful one, which would be reflected in high user ratings and opti-

mal results for the source code comprehension questions in all source code examples.

Dynamic Hint
Useful but Less

Used

The assumption for the dynamic hint was that while this type of hint is useful, it will be

less used. The reason for this assumption is that a dynamic hint is an active hint, which par-

ticipants need to use when comprehending the source code. Moreover, this is a learning hint

that requires active recall rather than only recognition of the passive syntax highlighting

hint.

Plain Condition
Less Useful

Overall, the assumption for the control group without hints (plain) was that this is the

least useful learning hint, and it will result in poor ratings and incorrect answers for the

source code comprehension questions.
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research question

Dynamic Hint
Usage

In addition to the three hypotheses, which are described later in this section and were rig-

orously tested throughout this study, one research question was addressed while analyzing

the data:

𝑅𝑄𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐−𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑡−𝑈𝑠𝑒 – The goal of this research question is to determine how learners

use a dynamic learning hint to highlight variable and block scopes while compre-

hending the code examples. This hint is analyzed in more detail because it is a com-

mon feature in many programming environments, and using this hint was logged

programmatically. The assumption was that the dynamic learning hint is used less

than initially expected. The results are described in Section 7.2.1.

hypotheses

Active and
Passive Learning
Hints

The objective of the study was to investigate the effect of active and passive learning hints

on the outcome of source code comprehension processes. In addition, the following were

analyzed: How learners use and perceive the learning hints and how the source code ex-

amples were rated regarding their complexity. A further interest was in testing the various

learning hints with a gaze-enabled interface, where participants could use active learning

hints with their gaze rather than using the mouse. The condition with the gaze-enabled in-

terface is an addition to the comprehension tasks (see Section 7.1.3), and it was designed as

an exploratory task at the end of the other study conditions. The study was divided into

two phases, as described in Section 7.1.3. In summary, the following three hypotheses were

analyzed:

𝐻𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟−𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 – For this hypothesis, an examination was conducted to understand

how answer quality differs between the various source code examples and condi-

tions. The assumption was that more complex code examples have fewer correct

answers, higher fixation counts, and a longer duration overall, with varying results

for each condition and hence available learning hint. The results for this hypothesis

are described in Section 7.2.2.

𝐻𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠−𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 – For this hypothesis, the ratings of all learning hints were an-

alyzed. The ratings, provided by the participants at the end of the study, provided

insights into which learning hints are more useful than others from the partici-

pants’ perspective. The assumption was that the syntax highlighting hint is more

useful than the dynamic hint, which is in turn more useful than the plain condi-

tion. A poorly rated hint can help to identify positive or negative statements about

this particular hint in the semi-structured interviews. Furthermore, the ratings for
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the tooltip learning hint, which was additionally presented in the gaze-enabled in-

terface, were also analyzed. Participants had to rate the tooltip hint compared to

the other learning hints. The results provide information about the usefulness of

tooltips compared to the other hints and compared to the fact that the tooltips were

gaze-enabled, which is not a common feature. The results for this analysis can be

found in Section 7.2.3.

𝐻𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠−𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒−𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 – For this hypothesis, all three source code examples’ ratings,

which the participants provided at the end of the study, were analyzed. The data

allows insight into whether a learning hint, which was available in some study

conditions, can change the difficulty perception of the source code. Moreover, an

analysis was performed regarding whether the difficulty ratings of the source code

examples match the assumed ratings (vehicle = easy, GCD = medium, and bubble

= complex) when the study was designed. The assumption was that the syntax

highlighting hint has a greater influence on the difficulty perception than the other

hints. This would change participants’ perception of complexity. If the GCD source

code example had higher difficulty ratings, this could have affected the statements

in the semi-structured interview about the usefulness of the gaze-enabled hints on

this particular source code example. The results for this hypothesis are described

in Section 7.2.4.

7.1.2 methods

AOI-DNAs and
AOI-STGs

The analysis of the code smell study was based on various methods and visualizations to

achieve a triangulation of the results and to gain richer and broader insights. As already used

in the previous case studies, the visualizations for eye movement patterns were based on

AOI-DNAs (Deitelhoff et al., 2019b). These were integrated into the CodeSight application,

which allows for visualizing of the AOI-DNAs and searching for eye movement patterns.

Visualizing the data is closer to a bottom-up approach, while searching for patterns is a

top-down one.

Sequence
Alignment

Furthermore, some methods identical to the previous case study were used; however, in

this study, they were utilized without any direct relation to the described hypotheses and

results. These methods were thus not directly used for hypotheses testing: The sequence

alignment algorithm N-W was used in combination with a distance calculation and hier-

archical clustering with dendrograms to visualize the results. These methods are crucial

to identify and visualize important eye movement patterns and hence differences between

study conditions and participant groups. Since the results provided no benefit over the al-

ready described results of the previous case studies, the results are omitted in this chapter;

however, it is worth mentioning that these methods were used in this study as a common

set of analysis methods and tools, continuously developed throughout this thesis.
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Difficulty Ratings
and UEQ-S

Throughout the study, participants had to rate the difficulty level of the source code ex-

amples and the usefulness of the learning hints, thereby making it possible to calculate

the ratings across learning hints and source code examples. To obtain data about the user

experience of the overall study prototype, the short version of the user experience question-
naire (UEQ-S) was conducted at the end of Phase 1 of the study (see Section 7.1.3). Moreover,

participants’ usage counts and time periods of learning hints were recorded in the gaze-

enabled interface. The calculation was done with an event log – created throughout the

study – that contains log entries for every learning hint interaction, including the activity
data (e.g., scope and variable name), the timestamp, and the element the help was viewed for

with the gaze interaction. Moreover, the answers to the semi-structured interview, which

was conducted with participants at the end of every study phase, were analyzed. In addi-

tion to the questionnaire for the programming skill levels as a self-assessment, a pre-test

was employed in this study. Within this test, 10 questions were asked regarding common

programming constructs such as loops and constructors, tailored to the Java programming

language. The results of the self-assessment and the pre-test can be found in Section 7.1.6.

7.1.3 experimental design

Two Study Parts
and
Gaze-Enabled
Interface

The learning hints study was divided into two consecutive parts that every participant had

to go through. In the first phase, the influence of learning hints on the source code compre-

hension process of three different source code examples was analyzed. The code examples

Bubble, the GCD, and Vehicle were used; they implement the well-known bubble sort and

GCD algorithms, as well as a class that represents a vehicle. This primary study phase thus

consists of the later described conditions (groups), the recording of the demographic data,

the pre-test, and a semi-structured interview. The second phase, the secondary study phase,

consisted of an experimental part with a gaze-enabled interface. The source code examples

and learning hints of the first phase were used in a structured way with specific source code

comprehension questions, and the gaze-enabled interface of the second phase was used in

an exploratory way without a specific comprehension question. Participants were urged to

read the source code and actively use the gaze-enabled learning hints. They could control

the learning hints in the header of the application (e.g., to turn the syntax highlighting or

code lines on and off). In both phases, a semi-structured interview was conducted to ask spe-

cific questions about the source code examples, learning hints, and gaze-enabled features. In

addition, the helpfulness rating for the interface was measured with the UEQ-S. The study

procedure is described in Section 7.1.6.

Three Source
Code Examples
and Three
Learning Hints

The study is based on three different source code examples and three learning hints, which

are described in detail in Section 7.1.6. The source code examples and learning hints form the

study conditions depicted in Figure 7.1. The advantages are, that a) the fixed order of code

examples reduces the overall complexity of the study (Siegmund, 2016), and b) that there
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are always two groups with the same condition, which can be analyzed as one group. The

participants were randomly assigned to one of the six groups in which they saw the source

codes relevant for the group one by one with the accompanying learning hint active and the

source code comprehension question visible all the time. The learning hints are labeled as

P = plain, S = syntax, and D = dynamic throughout this chapter. When comprehending the

source code, every code example had a time constraint of 4 min. After this time, the code

was hidden, but the participant could still enter an answer and move forward.

Group 1

Bubble (P)

GCD (S)

Vehicle (D)

GCD (gaze-enabled)

Group 2

Bubble (P)

GCD (D)

Vehicle (S)

Group 3

Bubble (D)

GCD (P)

Vehicle (S)

Group 4

Bubble (D)

GCD (S)

Vehicle (P)

Group 5

Bubble (S)

GCD (D)

Vehicle (P)

Group 6

Bubble (S)

GCD (P)

Vehicle (D)

Figure 7.1: The six study conditions (groups) formed by three source code examples and three learning
hints – (S)yntax, (D)ynamic, (P)lain. The experimental gaze-enabled interface was used by every partici-
pant as the last step.

7.1.4 prerequisites and environment

Tobii Pro TX300
Eye Tracker

The prerequisites for the learning hints study affected the eye tracking setup, while the

environmental requirements focused on the programming environment prototype. The eye

tracking setup remained the same as in the code smell study: All recordings were done with

the Tobii Pro TX300 eye tracker. Figure 7.2 illustrates the setup in the eye tracking laboratory

at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Dortmund. The hardware setup stayed the

same, but in contrast to the code smell study, this time a new software environment was

necessary for conducting the study.

Custom Study
Environment

The custom programming environment, implemented in Node.js and JavaScript, provided

a Web interface for all study phases and conditions. Moreover, the environment provided a

fully functional back-end with administrative options to start the study (e.g., with options

for the condition and status information about the database connection). The actual study

UI for the participants contained a short briefing, the pre-test, an onboarding directly within

the environment, the three source code examples with or without learning hints, the ques-

tions about the user interface after each source code example, the UEQ-S, the rating for the

code complexity, and the experimental front-end for the gaze-enabled interface. This envi-

ronment was thus a functional platform for the learning hints study, manageable via the

admin interface in the back-end. The following figures present some example screenshots
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DocumentsDocuments

Working Station of the Participant with 
Eye Tracker, Webcam, and Microphone
Working Station of the Participant with 
Eye Tracker, Webcam, and Microphone

Dividing WallsDividing Walls

Working Station of the Supervisor with a Live-
Viewer of the Participant Working Station

Working Station of the Supervisor with a Live-
Viewer of the Participant Working Station

Figure 7.2: The layout of the setup in the eye tracking lab at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts,
Dortmund.

from the study environment. Figure 7.3 displays a part of the pre-test, Figure 7.4 presents the

vehicle source code example with the syntax highlighting learning hint, Figure 7.5 highlights

the UEQ-S, and Figure 7.6 focuses on the gaze-enabled interface from the experimental part

of the study (second phase). The screenshots of the study environment remain in German

because the study was conducted in German, with German-speaking participants.

Figure 7.3: The first question of the pre-test as an excerpt from the full pre-test.
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Figure 7.4: The Vehicle source code examples with the syntax highlighting learning hint.

Figure 7.5: The questions for the short UEQ (UEQ-S).
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Figure 7.6: The experimental interface with the gaze-enabled learning hints.

Study Prototype
as Master Thesis

This environment, implemented in the master thesis of Benedikt Schröder16 (Schröder,

2019), saved a great deal of effort when conducting the study. Whenever a participant had

an appointment at the eye tracking lab of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Dort-

mund, the next condition was chosen in the back-end to set up the study environment prop-

erly. In this way, a balanced participant group was possible because a gap in one of the

groups could be filled without problems. The evaluation of the UEQ-S results are described

in Section 7.2.

7.1.5 captured data

Eye Tracking
Raw Data in the
Study Prototype

Unlike the code smell study, the eye tracking data for the learning hints study was not
recorded with the Tobii Pro Studio software. Instead, the study prototype was implemented

to receive the eye tracking data from the Tobii Pro TX300 directly. Data receipt was imple-

mented via the Eye Tracking Connector 17, visible in Figure 7.7. This application routes data

from an eye tracker to the study prototype. The programming environment was thus aware

of the coordinates that a participant was looking at. For the first phase of the study, this

was not actually necessary, but a useful way to save the eye tracking data in a MongoDB

instance, along with all other incoming data. This proved to be valuable in the later data

analyses. While receiving eye tracking data in the first phase of the study was not a neces-

sity, it became essential for the second phase. Furthermore, implementing a gaze-enabled

16My gratitude to Benedikt Schröder for his outstanding work!
17My gratitude to Christian Schlösser for his outstanding work!
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interface with gaze-controllable learning hints demands receipt of the eye tracking coor-

dinates in the application. This implementation allows for gaze points and UI elements to

be checked to activate animations and context-related actions. From the viewpoint of the

implementation, this made the study prototype more complex and required more effort.

Figure 7.7: Screenshot of the Eye Tracking Connector application to route the eye tracking data from Tobii
Pro TX300 to the study prototype.

Demographic
Data, UEQ-S, and

MongoDB as
Database

Apart from the eye tracking data, the captured metadata for all participants contains,

among other things, the age, gender, mother tongue, English level, and expertise in Java.

This demographic data was recorded with a survey at the end of the study for every partic-

ipant. Overall, eye movement raw data, answers to the comprehension questions, answers

to the surveys, the source code and learning hint ratings, learning hint usage counts, and

answers to the UEQ-S were recorded. For the source code difficulty, the answers were on a

scale from “simple (1)” to “complex (3).” For the learning hint usefulness, the answers ranged

from “helpful (1)” to “not helpful (3).” All data was captured within the study prototype in

a single MongoDB, with one document study step per participant; this resulted in 13 docu-

ments per participant, each with distinct data for one study step. This design with a flexible

scheme simplified the subsequent analyses because the data was accessible programmati-

cally, document by document, whereas every document was designed specifically for one

study step. Figure 7.8 (see page 173) presents the MongoDB scheme as a table. The entries in

the probandID field illustrate that a participant has multiple rows, one for each study step.

The semi-structured interviews were conducted manually. The answers were written

down and simultaneously recorded as an audio file for backup purposes in case of missing

handwritten data.
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Figure 7.8: Excerpt of the data from the MongoDB scheme for the learning hints study.

7.1.6 participants, material, and procedure

𝑛 = 24Altogether, 35 participants from the nearby University campus were recorded. Six partici-

pants were used in the master thesis as part of a pre-study to test the newly developed study

prototype. These six participants are not included in the data reported in this chapter, which

results in 29 participants overall for the main study described here. Due to data quality re-

strictions regarding the eye tracking data (i.e., too few gaze samples), five participants had to

be excluded from subsequent analyses. The technical eye tracking data quality was verified

after each recording to ensure an optimal analysis basis, thereby allowing for the creation of

a balanced study design. The eye tracking data quality of the remaining 24 participants was

very good to good. The data basis for the learning hints study was thus 𝑛 = 24, seven of

whom are female and 17 male, with a mean age of 26.29 (𝑆𝐷 = 4.28). The participants were

all students between semesters 1 and 10, with various backgrounds in computer science.

Programming
Knowledge

All participants completed a questionnaire with questions regarding, for example, their

knowledge in English and Java, measured on a scale from “very good” to “very bad.” No par-

ticipant was in the “very bad” category; therefore, no one had to be excluded due to a lack of

English reading skills. The exact distribution was “very good” (6), “good” (11), “medium” (5),

and “bad” (2). Furthermore, answers between “very good” and “no knowledge” measured

participants’ knowledge of the Java programming language. No participant selected the “no

knowledge” answer; therefore, no one had to be excluded due to a lack of Java knowledge.

The exact distribution was “very good” (5), “good” (9), “medium” (8), and “bad” (2), as illus-

trated in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: The distribution of answers to the question on expertise in Java in the learning hints study (all
participants).

Self-Assessment
and Pre-Test

In addition to the self-assessment of Java knowledge, a pre-test was conducted at the be-

ginning of the study. Ten questions were asked per participant regarding common Java and

programming elements. The ratings were high among the participants. Eight participants

got 100% of the questions right, seven answered 90% correctly, five got 80% right, two 70%,

one 60%, and another one 50%. The average was 86.67 % correct answers (𝑆𝐷 = 13.726%)

over all participants, which is a positive result. Overall, the pre-test questions seem to have

been quite easy and could be more difficult for future versions of the test.

Code Examples
Bubble, GCD,
and Vehicle

Throughout the study, the three code examples, namely Bubble, the GCD, and Vehicle,
were used as stimuli. These code snippets implement the algorithms Bubble Sort, Greatest
Common Divisor, and a class that represents a Vehicle with methods such as accelerate and

decelerate, and properties such as top speed and current speed. These code examples serve

as exemplary implementations for well-known algorithms and as an implementation for an

object-oriented task. All code examples are often used at various levels and for different

tasks throughout computer science education courses. The complexity of these code exam-

ples varies between complex (Bubble), medium (GCD), and easy (Vehicle), assessed with the

help of researchers involved in education, learning analytics, and teaching. The complexity

assessment is also based on experience with tasks in courses such as CS1. A metric intro-

duced by Ward Cunningham in the workshop “Software Archeology: Understanding Large

Systems” (OOPSLA, 200118) demonstrates a different categorization. In this metric, opening

and closing brackets, as well as lines with code statement, are counted and visualized with

the characters “{”, “}”, and “;”. According to this metric, the Bubble and GCD code examples

are nearly equally complex, and the Vehicle example is the most complex one. Listings 7.1,

7.2, and 7.3 show the Java source code for the three code examples.

18http://c2.com/doc/SignatureSurvey/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

http://c2.com/doc/SignatureSurvey/
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The Bubble Code
Example

1 pub l i c c l a s s So r tA lgo r i t hm {

2 pub l i c s t a t i c i n t [ ] s o r t i n g ( i n t [ ] l i s t V a r ) {

3 i n t temp ;

4 f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < l i s t V a r . l e ng t h ; i ++ ) {

5 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < l i s t V a r . l eng th−i ; j ++ ) {

6 i f ( l i s t V a r [ j ] > l i s t V a r [ j + 1 ] ) {

7 temp = l i s t V a r [ j ] ;

8 l i s t V a r [ j ] = l i s t V a r [ j + 1 ] ;

9 l i s t V a r [ j + 1 ] = temp ;

10 }

11 }

12 }

13 re turn l i s t V a r ;

14 }

15

16 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) {

17 i n t [ ] u n s o r t e d L i s t = { 1 , 5 , 8 , 2 , 7 , 4 } ;

18 i n t [ ] s o r t e d L i s t = s o r t i n g ( u n s o r t e d L i s t ) ;

19 }

20 }

Listing 7.1: The Bubble source code example for the learning hints study.

The GCD Code
Example

1 pub l i c c l a s s D i v i s o r {

2 p r i v a t e s t a t i c i n t c a l c u l a t e D i v i s o r ( i n t number1 , i n t number2 ) {

3 while ( number2 != 0 ) {

4 i f ( number1 > number2 ) {

5 number1 = number1 − number2 ;

6 }

7 e l s e {

8 number2 = number2 − number1 ;

9 }

10 }

11 re turn number1 ;

12 }

13

14 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) {

15 i n t f i r s tNumbe r = 18 ;

16 i n t secNumber = 24 ;

17 i n t r e s = c a l c u l a t e D i v i s o r ( f i r s tNumber , secNumber ) ;

18 }

19 }

Listing 7.2: The GCD source code example for the learning hints study.
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The Vehicle Code
Example

1 pub l i c c l a s s Veh i c l e {

2 S t r i n g p , t ;

3 i n t c s = 0 , tp ;

4

5 pub l i c Veh i c l e ( S t r i n g p , S t r i n g t , i n t tp ) {

6 t h i s . p = p ;

7 t h i s . t = t ;

8 t h i s . t p = tp ;

9 }

10

11 pub l i c void c h ang eVe l o c i t y 1 ( i n t s ) {

12 i f ( ( t h i s . c s + s ) > t h i s . t p ) { t h i s . c s = t h i s . t p ; }

13 e l s e { t h i s . c s = t h i s . c s + s ; }

14 }

15

16 pub l i c void changeVe l o c i t y 2 ( i n t s ) {

17 i f ( ( t h i s . c s − s ) > 0 ) { t h i s . c s = t h i s . c s − s ; }

18 e l s e { t h i s . c s = 0 ; }

19 }

20

21 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g a rg s [ ] ) {

22 Veh i c l e v 1 = new Veh i c l e ( ” Audi ” , ”A8” , 200 ) ;

23 Veh i c l e v2 = new Veh i c l e ( ” C l aa s ” , ” T1 ” , 50 ) ;

24 v2 . c h ang eVe l o c i t y 1 ( 20 ) ;

25 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i <= 2 ; i ++ ) {

26 v1 . c h ang eVe l o c i t y 1 ( 40 ) ;

27 v2 . ch angeVe l o c i t y 2 ( 10 ) ;

28 v1 . c h angeVe l o c i t y 2 ( 20 ) ;

29 }

30 }

31 }

Listing 7.3: The Vehicle source code example for the learning hints study.

To measure how successfully participants can comprehend the source codes, the follow-

ing comprehension questions were asked for the different code examples:

For Bubble: “What does the list look like after two runs of the outer loop?”

For the GCD: “To which values are the variables ‘number1’ and ‘number2’ set after three

runs of the loop?”

For Vehicle: “To which values are the objects ‘vOne’ and ‘vTwo’ set at the end of the

program?”
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Learning Hints
Syntax
Highlighting,
Dynamic, and
Plain

In addition to the three source code examples, three different learning hints were used;

they are classified as passive and active learning hints. A learning hint in the first category

is always available and visible in the code editor, while a hint in the latter category needs to

be used actively by the participant. The syntax highlighting hint is passive and emphasizes

identifier names, operations, and keywords. This learning hint helps one to navigate the

code and focus on parts such as variable assignment and logic. The dynamic learning hint

is active and can highlight scopes in the form of block scopes and variable scopes (usages).

This hint is active because a participant uses the mouse to highlight curly braces or vari-

ables. Both hints are standard features of many IDEs and help one to focus on how code is

structured. The third hint, called plain, and serves as the control group. In this group, no

additional learning hint was available. Furthermore, the code lines hint was always available

in every study condition because no specific comprehension questions were asked referring

to source code lines. Therefore, source code lines are not counted as learning hint in the

learning hints study.

Four Phases:
Preparation, Pre,

Main, and Post

The procedure for recording the participants was more complex than in the code smell

study, and it was divided into the following five stages: preparation phase, pre phase, main
phase, post phase, and end phase. After greeting and shortly introducing the participants

to eye tracking as a study technique and technology, every participant had to sign a data

protection form. This form provided information about how the data in the study was used

and which data was collected. Then, the survey with the demographic data had to be filled

out, followed by the first calibration and answering the pre-test questions for the assess-

ment. The main study phase consisted of one onboarding part per source code example,

with explanations regarding the available hint and a short survey about both the complex-

ity of the past source code (ignoring the presentation of the code). In addition, participants

rated how helpful the presentation was. Thus, one onboarding process was followed by

one stimulus and then the short survey. This was repeated three times for every condition

per participant. Thereafter, the post-phase began with the UEQ-S, a survey regarding the

complexity of the source codes overall (ranking) and the usefulness of the learning hints

overall (ranking). This was followed by the first semi-structured interview about the source

code examples, including the presentation of source code and the learning hints. Afterward,

another eye tracking calibration was started to ensure high eye tracking data quality and

precise fixations. Finally, the participants had time to use the gaze-enabled interface with

the gaze-enabled learning hints. After some exploratory time, the second semi-structured

interview was conducted, asking questions about the usefulness and perception of the gaze

feature and the new tooltip learning hint, and to conclude the study, the participants were

debriefed. This whole process took approximately 55–60 min per participant, mainly depen-

dent on how long both calibration phases and the survey process took. Figure 7.10 presents

the general study procedure per participant.
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  Minutes 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 

1. Preparation Phase (Study Start)                       

 Preparation of the Recording Session            

  Welcoming of the Participant                       

  Demographic Data and Self-Assessment                       

2. Pre-Phase                       

  Calibration and Introduction                       

  Pre-Test                       

3. Main-Phase                       

  Onboarding Stimulus 1                       

  Stimulus 1                       

  Evaluation Questionnaire 1                       

  Onboarding Stimulus 2                       

  Stimulus 2                       

  Evaluation Questionnaire 2                       

  Onboarding Stimulus 3                       

  Stimulus 3                       

  Evaluation Questionnaire 3                       

4. Post-Phase                       

  User Experience Questionnaire Short                       

  Evaluation Questionnaire Overall                       

  Interview                       

5. Exploratory Phase                       

  Exploratory Gaze-Enabled UI                       

  Interview                       

6. Final Phase (Study End)                      

  Closing of the Study Round                       

 First Data Quality Check            

 

  Figure 7.10: The study procedure for the learning hints study.

7.1.7 analysis design

MongoDB-
Exporter

During the study, the eye movement data of every participant was recorded within the Mon-

goDB programming environment prototype and saved in a MongoDB. Raw eye movement

Exporter data was thus available for every step of the study, even for the surveys, the UEQ-S,

and the onboarding. As a data preparation step, a tool named MongoDB-Exporter was imple-

mented to export the data out of the various documents in the MongoDB instance and into

a usable format for later analysis. The tool exported data for the pre-test, the source code

examples (i.e., calculated answers), the mini evaluations between each stimuli, the overall

UEQ-S, the difficulty ratings for the source code examples, the helpfulness ratings for the
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learning hints, and the event log data for the dynamic learning hint. These steps also aggre-

gated the data by participants.

AOI Line and
Block Model

The bases of every analysis that involves eye tracking data are fixation hits on specific

regions of the source code examples or surrounding elements. In the source code examples,

AOIs were placed around every code line (AOI line model) or every important workspace

area (AOI block model) with a maximum margin between the AOIs and a small padding

within the AOIs. These were marked a) with letters in the line model from top to bottom

starting with A; b) with additional AOIs for the question and answer areas; and c) with

𝐴 = 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟, 𝐶 = 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒, and 𝑄 = 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 workspace area model. In addition, non-hits

were labeled with “_” to identify gaps in, for example, transitions. These labels are used in

all further analyses to refer to the specific regions in the source code. The recorded raw eye

tracking data was used to calculate fixations, utilizing a I-VT filter with a maximum radius

of 60 px, a minimum fixation duration of 60 ms, and a maximum of 55 missing gaze samples

in order to count as a fixation.

Combined
Metadata

The metadata for all participants, including the demographic data; the answers to the

source code comprehension questions; and the calculated eye movement metrics were saved

in one Excel file for an overview and for simpler analysis. The data of the UEQ-S was an-

alyzed with the official Data Analysis Tool19. As in the previous case studies, the primary

analysis was done by the F# scripts, which were slightly modified for this study.

Sampling BiasAccording to the methodical eye tracking challenges reported in Section 4.1, the following

aspects were addressed to minimize the methodical challenges and resulting problems. The

involved eye tracker was the same as the one employed in the code smell study: the Tobii
Pro TX 300 with a sampling rate of 300Hz, which is sufficient to record fixations and sac-

cades (both are important in source code comprehension research). As the filter, the default

I-VT filter proposed by Tobii was used with the default values reported above. For the AOIs,

the maximum margin AOIs were utilized to surround every source code line and important

regions with a maximummargin between the AOIs and small padding within the AOIs. The

imbalance between male and female participants with a factor of approximately 2.5:1 is the

best in all three studies. It slightly breaks the typical distribution of student male and female

genders in computer science and engineering faculties, where the data was collected. The

improved gender balance was achieved by posting recruiting calls for participants not only

within the computer science faculty but on the campus of the University of Applied Sci-

ences and Arts, Dortmund. The call addressed everyone with knowledge in programming

and Java, and this could have had an effect on the participant group. Another sampling bias

based on aggravating recording conditions, such as makeup and glasses, did not require spe-

cial monitoring, because no participant was excluded based on both conditions. Every time

a participant could not be calibrated correctly, the calibration was repeated without glasses

19https://www.ueq-online.org/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://www.ueq-online.org/
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as a test to note differences, which were not present. For the analysis in this study, partic-

ipants were excluded due to a low eye tracking data quality with diverse reasons such as

medical conditions with the eye and different lighting throughout the day. A bias towards

programming environments was avoided because the source code examples were presented

in a self-development programming environment with specific requirements for this study.

Furthermore, the user experience was tested within the study to ensure average user expe-

rience and avoid significant problems in using the environment. The comprehension ques-

tions targeted the dynamic run time behavior of source code, which is an improvement to

the EMIP dataset recordings.

7.2 study results

The following section describes the results for the research question and for every hypoth-

esis (refer to Section 7.1.1). Before the results are presented, the evaluation of the UEQ-S is

reported as the premise for the usability of the study prototype.

ueq-s and gaze-enabled interface

UEQ-S for the
Prototype User

Interface

To gain an impression of the user experience of the study prototype, a user experience ques-
tionnaire (UEQ)20 was included in the study. After the first three source code comprehen-

sion tasks of Phase I, the participants had to rate the interface with the short version of

the UEQ (UEQ-S) (Schrepp, Hinderks, & Thomaschewski, 2017a, 2017b). This questionnaire

was conducted to obtain a fresh interpretation of the source code visualizations and learn-

ing hints. The assessment of the gaze-enabled interface was done with an interview at the

end of Phase II. The reason for the simple UEQ was that the participants already performed

three tasks that required intense focus because of the eye tracking recording. In addition,

the gaze-enabled interface was presented and used thereafter, and not too much time should

be occupied for the UEQ. For this pre-study of the gaze-enabled interface, included in the

overall learning hints study, the small version of the UEQ leads to sufficient insights. For

the UEQ-S, all 29 participants were used, instead of the 24 with correct eye tracking data,

because the eye tracking data does not affect the perception of the interface in terms of the

UEQ-S.

Slightly Above
Positive

Evaluation

With the UEQ-S, the dimensions pragmatic quality (goal-directed) and hedonic quality
(not goal-directed) of Phase I can be reported. The overall UEQ-S scale indicates that the

pragmatic quality has a positive evaluation (1.009), and the hedonic quality has a neutral
evaluation (0.595). Thus, the overall scale has a positive evaluation (0.802), with the note

that the value is slightly above the positive evaluation of 0.8. Figure 7.11 depicts the values

per item of the UEQ-S.

20UEQ(-S) Website: https://www.ueq-online.org/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

https://www.ueq-online.org/
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Figure 7.11: Mean, variance, and standard deviation per item of the UEQ-S.

Satisfying User
Experience

To summarize the data and results of the UEQ-S, the overall user experience of the study

prototype is satisfying, based on the pragmatic quality, which is the more critical scale in

the current study scenario because it describes the usefulness and usability of the system.

In detail, the values for the pragmatic and hedonic quality, as well as the overall evaluation,

are below average, and Participants therefore presumably had no usability problems using

the prototype throughout the study.

Gaze-Enabled
Learning Hints
Usage

Apart from the question of how the participant group rated the gaze-enabled interface,

the usage count and time of the gaze-enabled learning hints were also analyzed. Every time

a participant activated a hint, an entry was written into the event log, including the type of

learning hint that was activated, the timestamp, and the element in the source code with the

hint. For this analysis, all 29 participants who performed the exploratory task at the end of

the study were considered. The eye tracking data quality for Phase II was good for all partic-

ipants after the second calibration; therefore, no participant had to be excluded. The lowest

use count for the gaze-enabled learning hints was 99 (Participant 3), and the highest was

798 (Participant 8). The average use count for all participants was 406.86 (𝑆𝐷 = 188.95).
If it is considered that the activation of the learning hints is done via a fixation, then a use

count below the threshold of 200 seems to be minor. The reasons could be an insufficient

re-calibration of the participant or that they did not use the learning hints often. Only five

participants were below this threshold (Participants 3, 29, 27, 15, and 24) – correlated with

the answers in the semi-structured interview, they are not the participants who gave lower

ratings for the gaze-enabled interface overall or for the tooltips in particular. Moreover,

they all mentioned requirements for improving the system, but they are not in the group

who disliked the system as a whole. Therefore, a non-optimal re-calibration phase of the

eye tracker seems to be the reason for the values, which influenced the precision and thus

the gaze-enabled learning hints usage. Furthermore, for all participants, an investigation

was undertaken to determine whether a correlation exists between a high use count of the

gaze-enabled learning hints and positive answers in the semi-structured interview, but no

connection could be found, neither for a high use count and positive answers nor for a low

use count and negative answers. All participants seem to have used the learning hints more

or less frequently and made suggestions for improvement.
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Usage
Distribution and

Time

The use count of learning hints indicates how often the gaze-enabled features were used,

but not for how long theywere used. A connection exists between use count and use time be-

cause utilizing learning hints is presumably often correlated with using them overall over a

longer period, but this is not always the case. The event log and the learning hints, especially

the tooltips, were designed in such a way that using a hint for, for example, 5 sec; activat-

ing the tooltip; and reading the line to which the tooltip is attached will generate only one

entry in the event log. Therefore, it is possible to have a higher usage time. The lowest use

time among all participants was 76.40 𝑠𝑒𝑐 (Participant 15), and the highest was 605.31 𝑠𝑒𝑐
(Participant 28). These values are not correlated with the lowest or highest use counts of the

previous analysis. Furthermore, the average use time was 354.38 𝑠𝑒𝑐 (𝑆𝐷 = 142.94 𝑠𝑒𝑐).
Again, there is no correlation between participants using the learning hints for a longer

period and more positive answers in the semi-structured interview or between the lowest

period and more negative answers. All participants seem to have used the learning hints for

more or less time, and they made suggestions for improvement. Apart from the use count

for the three different gaze-enabled learning hints, scope, variable, and tooltip were also

analyzed separately. Scope means highlighting source code blocks, while variable means

highlighting the use of a variable, and tooltips are those with short descriptions about the

elements to which they are attached. For the scope hint, the average use count for all par-

ticipants was 29.38 (𝑆𝐷 = 16.38); for the variable hint, the average use count was 335.10
(𝑆𝐷 = 156.33); and for the tooltip hint, it was 42.38 (𝑆𝐷 = 25.49). The data suggests that

the variable highlighting was used the most. The reason for this could be that there are more

variables in the source code than code blocks for the scope learning hint and tooltips. In-

terestingly, the participants used the tooltip more often than the scope highlighting, which

was not expected, because highlighting a scope is more convenient than tooltips, especially

when it comes to activating such hints with the gaze. Overall, the use count of the three

different learning hints is satisfactory, which makes the participants’ suggestions in the

semi-structured interview to improve the learning hints even more important.

High Usage
Count and Time

on Average

To summarize the findings, on average, a high usage count and usage time for all partici-

pants can be noted. These results are encouraging because no participant gave up early. The

participants were told that they could stop the exploratory use of the gaze-enabled interface

whenever they wanted to, but the results indicate that they were interested in using the new

interface. The usage count of the three different learning hints was also high. Overall, the

participants used the gaze-enabled hints frequently; therefore, the answers and suggestions

in the semi-structured interview can be deemed valuable.

7.2.1 dynamic hint use (𝑅𝑄𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐−𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑡−𝑈𝑠𝑒)

Activity Stream For this analysis, the study prototype collected data about the usage of the dynamic learning

hint. Every time a participant highlighted the scope of a variable, method, or a source code
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block, an entry was created in the event log with the activity data (e.g., scope or method),

the timestamp, and the element for which the dynamic help was viewed. Therefore, when

and how the participants used the dynamic help are analyzable because the dynamic hint is

the only active learning hint.

Reasonable
Threshold

For a systematic analysis of the usage of the dynamic learning hint, a reasonable threshold

was necessary to split the participants into two groups to operationalize the usage scheme:

one with a relatable usage count (𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒) and one without a relatable usage count. The first

analysis of the overall use of the dynamic hint per participant revealed significant differences

across the participant group. On average, 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 = 34, 71, but with a high standard deviation

(𝑆𝐷 = 50, 90). For 14 participants the value was 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 ≤ 20, and the other 10 participants

had values between 27 ≤ 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 ≤ 244. For one participant (ID = 17), the data shows that

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 = 35, which is close to the average usage count. This participant had the dynamic

help condition for the vehicle code example and used the hint over a total period of 3 min.

The average dynamic hint use time for all participants was 98.02 𝑠 (𝑆𝐷 = 76.08).
Lower Than
Expected
Utilization

These first results indicate that the dynamic hint was used throughout the participant

group, but less often than initially expected. To better understand this, the distribution of

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 across the various code examples was analyzed. To create two groups, the participants

were separated at the threshold of 20. Table 7.1 lists the distribution of𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 across the source

code examples, additionally with the answer quality and the average time used.

Table 7.1: Distribution of correct/incorrect answers across code examples for the two 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 groups with
the average time used.

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 # Answers Bubble GCD Vehicle

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 <= 20
6 correct 1 5 0 47.95 s

8 incorrect 3 1 4 51.46 s

40.71 s 46.00 s 65.15 s Ø s

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒 > 20
4 correct 2 1 1 137.58 s

6 incorrect 2 1 3 183.79 s

153.76 s 153.21 s 182.90 s Ø s

Average Usage
Data

Table 7.1 presents data regarding the average time the dynamic learning hint was used;

this data was analyzed for the correct/incorrect groups and the three different learning hints.

According to the findings, the average usage time was higher for both incorrect groups and

higher for the vehicle code example across all groups. The first result implies that partic-

ipants with problems during the source code comprehension task did not necessarily use

the dynamic hint more often regarding the usage count 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒, but they used it overall for a

more extended period of time compared to the correct groups. It can be assumed that they

tried to use the hint as a helpful resource but that this was not successful, as is evident in
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the comprehension answers. The second result implies that participants with an active dy-

namic learning hint for the vehicle code example used this type of help more often than for

other source code examples. However, again, the data suggests that this was not successful

in terms of more correct answers.

Cross-
Referencing Java

Knowledge

Furthermore, an analysis was performed to determine whether participants with excel-

lent results regarding their Java knowledge in the pre-test and the self-assessment used the

dynamic learning hint more often, which would indicate that more experienced participants

knew that this learning hint could help them and tried to make use of it. For the pre-test, a

rating scheme was used that divided the participants into two groups: Those with 70% or

less correct answers fell into the low group, and more than 70% of the participants belonged

to the high group. In addition, the participants had to answer programming experience-

related questions for various programming languages in the questionnaire. The answers for

the Java programming language were used in this analysis because the source code exam-

ples were implemented in Java. The experience rating could be scored between very good
(1) and no knowledge (5), but no participant selected the latter option, so the answers 1/2 and

3/4 were grouped into two groups. The questionnaire and the pre-test data are available in

Section 7.1.6. Table 7.2 lists the usage time of the dynamic learning hint, divided into groups

based on the pre-test and additionally on the self-assessment (experience with Java).

Table 7.2: The usage time of participants, divided into groups based on the pre-test or self-assessment
(Java experience) results.

Data Source Thresholds # Participants Usage (Ø s)

Pre-Test
≤ 70 4 59.14 s

> 70 20 105.78 s

Self-assessment
groups 1+2 14 69.06 s

groups 3+4 10 138.56 s

Increased Usage
Time for

Experienced
Participants

These results indicate that the average usage time of the dynamic learning hint increased

for more experienced participants. While this analysis is based on the pre-test and the self-

assessment, and the data may be inaccurate, the analysis nevertheless highlights a trend

that seems to be realistic.

Used more by
Participants with

Incorrect
Answers

The data shows that the hint was used more often by participants who ended up given

incorrect answers. The learning hint thus did not seem to help in answering the comprehen-

sion questions. Based on the source code examples, the hint was used overall more often for

the vehicle stimulus, which is compliant with answer quality. In addition to these results,

the usage time was higher for more experienced participants. On the one hand, this is not

surprising because these participants already knew how the hints work. On the other hand,

according to the quality of the answers, the learning hint usage made no difference. The fact
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that less experienced participants did not use the hint is essential for programming educa-

tion. It is necessary to explain these features to less experienced learners and to show them

how dynamic learning hints can be used.

7.2.2 answer quality (𝐻𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟−𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦)

Eye Movement
Metrics

Answer quality is one basic dimension in a source code comprehension study to analyze

the comprehension quality of participants. The results are described below. In addition, the

duration and fixation count eye movement metrics are presented to analyze differences for

the source code examples and study conditions.

Vehicle with Less
Correct Answers

The overall correct answers for the Bubble source code example, for the GCD, and for

the Vehicle are 12, 12, and 5 respectively. Therefore, the Vehicle code example seems to be

the most complex one of the three, based on the answer quality. This result is contrary to

the assumption that the Bubble is the most complex code example (nested loops). It seems

that many participants had problems with the object-oriented task. If the time limit of every

code example is additionally considered, then the impression can be confirmed that many

participants had problems with the Vehicle task. Four participants exceeded the time limit

for the Bubble source code, two for the GCD, and nine for the Vehicle code example. The

overall poor results for the Vehicle source code may be related to the Java skill distribution

among the participants. As reported in Section 7.1.6 eight participants selected “medium”

and two “bad” for expertise in Java. Thus, this can be an influencing factor.

Learning Hint
Availability

Furthermore, it is interesting to analyze which learning hint was available for which

source code example for the participants. Table 7.3 lists the number of correct and incor-

rect answers to the learning hints per source code example.

Table 7.3: Correct and incorrect answers for all three code examples and for all three learning hints (S →
Syntax, D → Dynamic, and P → Plain).

Code # Answers S D P

Bubble
12 correct 4 3 5

12 incorrect 4 5 3

GCD
12 correct 4 6 2

12 incorrect 4 2 6

Vehicle
5 correct 3 1 1

19 incorrect 5 7 7

Syntax
Highlighting
Balanced,
Dynamic and
Plain Indecisive

The data shows that the syntax learning hint was balanced for the correct and incorrect

answers. Syntax highlighting does not seem to be an essential factor related to answering

a comprehension question for the code examples. While the navigational aspect of the un-

derlying source code comprehension may be different, the core of the source code examples
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is the same: A complex code is still complicated. Furthermore, the differences between the

dynamic learning hint and the plain code examples are indecisive for the Bubble and GCD

code examples. For the first code, plain had a more significant effect on correct answers than

the dynamic learning hint (five to three participants). This result was reversed for the GCD

code examples, with a more substantial effect for the dynamic help on correct answers (two

to six participants). This is positive for the dynamic learning hint of the GCD code example

and interesting for the Bubble code example. Overall, a more in-depth analysis is required

to determine how often the dynamic learning hint was used across code examples. For the

Vehicle code, both conditions with the dynamic help and the plain text seem to have had

no positive effect on the comprehension result. Again, while this result must be analyzed

further regarding how often the dynamic learning hint was used, it is overall in line with the

results of the answer quality analysis. In general, the Vehicle code example seems to have

been more difficult compared to the other two.

Table 7.4 lists the overall fixation count and fixation time for every stimulus, addition-

ally separated per learning hint and therefore study condition. The highest numbers are

emphasized per line per learning hint and the overall highest numbers per stimuli.

Table 7.4: Overall fixation counts and fixation times per stimuli, additionally separated by learning hint (S
→ Syntax, D → Dynamic, and P → Plain). The highest values are emphasized.

Code S D P Overall

Bubble
4,330 4,472 4,525 13,323 fix.

1,313.12 1,317.69 1,314.57 3,945.37 sec.

GCD
4,272 3,891 3089 11,231 fix.

1,189.53 1,037.66 892.33 3,119.51 sec.

Vehicle
4,112 4,956 5,638 14,690 fix.

1,158.85 1,435.62 1,648.88 4,243.36 sec.

Fixation Count
and Time Metrics

These metrics already reveal some interesting results. The source code examples were

originally designed with varying complexity levels. According to the fixation count and

fixation time distributions in Table 7.4, the data does not seem to match the assumptions.

Both the overall fixation counts and fixation times were the highest for the Vehicle code

example. Various studies on source code and UML models have found that a higher fixation

count indicates more visual effort to perform bug fixing tasks (Sharif & Maletic, 2010), find

defects (Sharif et al., 2012), perform the task at all, or recall the name of identifiers (Sharafi,

Soh, Guéhéneuc, & Antoniol, 2012). Therefore, high values in the data presumably indicate

more visual effort, at least for the fixation count. In addition, if participants overall need

more time on a stimulus, then this could be linked to visual effort, which can be related to

source code complexity. The higher values for the plain learning hint for the Vehicle stimulus
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are as expected, since plain source code should be more difficult to read and comprehend

without syntax highlighting than with it. What is surprising is that for the plain condition,

only the fixation count for the Bubble stimulus had higher values. The plain condition should

be the most difficult to read for every stimulus; however, this was not the case. Moreover, the

values for the fixation counts and fixation times for the syntax highlighting condition were

the highest for the GCD code example. On the one hand, this is the code that is considered

to be the medium complex one, but the syntax highlighting should have been useful in that

regard. On the other hand, high values were assumed for the GCD stimulus, but not in the

syntax highlighting condition.

Plain Condition
Influencing

To summarize the data in Table 7.4, the plain text condition seems to be an influencing

factor for the Vehicle code example. The other two learning hints have no evident influence

on the fixation count and fixation time metrics. As surprising as these results are, the dif-

ferences in the values are not significant enough to assume that the learning hints have no

other effect. Furthermore, participants who gave up trying to comprehend the source code

after one or two minutes had a significant impact on the values of these two eye movement

metrics.

Vehicle Source
Code Most
Difficult

As a summary to this hypothesis, the Vehicle source code seems to have been the most

difficult one for the participant group. One reason could be the semantic understand of a

class called “Vehicle.” This is a semantic level other than the GCD or Bubble source code,

and it uses well-known algorithmic concepts. Another explanation for the answer quality

of the Vehicle source code is that the object-oriented structuring is problematic for a consid-

erable number of participants. Possible reasons are the skill level and skill distribution of the

participant group. Two participants answered the Java expertise question with “bad,” and

eight with “medium,” which is generally not particularly promising. However, the answers

from participants with “bad” Java expertise were very good, and for all three source code

examples, their answers were close to correct or completely correct. In addition, the results

for the eight participants with “medium” Java expertise are mixed. For example, the answer

quality for the third source code example (Vehicle) was exactly 50% on average. Moreover,

the ratings on the other two stimuli were close to this result, which is generally not promis-

ing. The analysis of the interviews provide no further explanation for the answer quality

result regarding the Vehicle source code, because that source code was not mentioned ex-

ceptionally often in terms of the difficulty or complexity level, but it is at a similar level to

the number of mentions of the other two code examples.

Plain Influences
Duration Time
and Fixation
Count

According to the data, the syntax highlighting hint is balanced, and both the dynamic

and plain hints are indecisive. The data about the eye movement metrics revealed that the

plain condition seemed to influence the duration time and fixation count for the Vehicle

code example. The overall time was also highest for the vehicle source code; this adds to the

assumption that the source code was the most complex one for the participant group.
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7.2.3 ratings for learning hints (𝐻𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠−𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠)

Learning Hints
Ratings

The participants’ ratings of the learning hints can offer insight into the hints’ perceived use-

fulness. At the end of the three source code comprehension tasks of Phase I, the participants

were asked to order the learning hints on a scale from useful (1) to not useful (3), thereby al-

lowing for the overall usefulness of the learning hints to be calculated. (The tooltip hint was

not part of the rating because participants did not know this learning hint existed at this

point in the study. The corresponding data for the tooltip ratings can be found later in this

section.) The overall ratings of all participants were 𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑥 = 1.208, 𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 2.08,
and 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 2.70. According to these results, the syntax highlighting learning hint was

rated best and much better than the dynamic hint and the plain condition. These results are

in line with the initial expectations because the assumption was that a passive hint, such

as syntax highlighting, is better known than an active hint, such as dynamic highlighting,

and therefore receives a better rating. However, it should be noted at this point that the

dynamic hint was used less often than originally assumed. The rating for this hint is thus

not completely wrong or neglectable, but of limited expressiveness, because there is no way

to determine whether the rating is poor because the learning hint was used less often or

whether the hint was not used as often as expected because the dynamic hint was perceived

as not useful.

Tooltips as
Additional Hints

The second phase of the study had tooltips for the source code as an additional learning

hint. In the semi-structured interview in this second phase, participants were asked what

their impression of the tooltips are, how they would rate the tooltips compared to the other

learning hints, and what can be improved to make the tooltips even more helpful.

Tooltips Ratings For the tooltip rating, participants had to order the usefulness of the learning hints be-

tween 1 and 4, where 1 is the most useful hint. The results are ambiguous. Seven participants

rated the learning hint with 1, 13 with the rating 2, six with the rating 3, and three with the

rating 4. The average rating for the tooltip was 2.17 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.881). The data basis com-

prised the 29 participants because the data was collected in the semi-structured interview,

which was independent of the eye tracking data quality.

Good but not
Overly Useful

Tooltips as Result

These results reflect the statements that the participants issued as an explanation for their

ratings. For the best rating, participants mentioned that the tooltips are helpful overall but

that they expected more information about the element associated with the tooltip. For the

second rating, the participants mentioned that the idea is promising, but that the tooltips

are not as helpful as they would have expected. The reasons for these statements are that

the information within the tooltips are too generic and not specific enough for the actual

elements. The overall sentiment was that the tooltips in their current form are not as helpful

as they could be. In the third rating category, participants mentioned that the content is

not helpful, that tooltips need to be visible for longer, and that they could be annoying

after a while when one’s gaze activates them unintentionally. For the last category, two
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participants stated that comments would be a better way of providing help and that the

gaze-activation is problematic because sometimes a tooltip should be visible as an additional

source of information, while one is looking at something else after a short period.

Learning Hints
of Varying
Utility

The answer related to this hypothesis is twofold. First, the data collection for the three

learning hints, namely syntax highlighting, dynamic, and plain, found strong evidence that

the learning hints are perceived differently regarding their usefulness. Second, participants

rated the syntax highlighting much better than the rest. These results influence the per-

ception of the complexity of the three source code examples, as the results of the next hy-

pothesis demonstrate. Furthermore, to summarize the findings for the tooltip ratings, the

participants thought the tooltips were “good” or “okay” regarding the first two rating cat-

egories. Apart from this, the results highlight the potential of such a gaze-enabled system,

but they also demonstrate that the tooltips need to be adjusted and improved, primarily in

terms of duration and content.

7.2.4 ratings for code difficulty (𝐻𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠−𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒−𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦)

Source Code
Examples’
Complexity
Ratings

In addition to the ratings for the learning hints, data for the complexity ratings of the source

code examples were collected. Every participant had to answer a question about the diffi-

culty level of each of the three source code examples. They had to order the codes on a scale

from simple (1) to difficult (3), which allowed for the calculation of the overall complexity

perception of source code examples. In general, the data for the Bubble and GCD source

code examples are more comparable to each other than to the Vehicle source code. The rea-

sons are the similar algorithmic concepts and programming paradigms used in both stimuli,

whereas the Vehicle source code utilizes object-oriented code and is thus on a different

semantic level. Table 7.5 lists the ratings of the source code difficulty for all participants, di-

vided by learning hint, and the lowest values are emphasized. According to the participants,

the learning hints change the complexity perception completely. As the table indicates, for

the syntax highlighting condition, every value is lower (and therefore better) than the other

ratings, and the differences are relatively high for the Bubble code example and very high

for the GCD code example. Moreover, the syntax highlighting for the GCD code could not be

rated better, and the results for the dynamic and plain conditions are inconclusive – they are

matching for the Bubble and Vehicle codes, and they are even lower for the dynamic learn-

ing hint on the GCD code example. This result is in line with the answer quality described

in Section 7.2.2, where the distribution of correct answers is also inconclusive between the

dynamic and plain conditions.

Syntax
Highlighting is
Rated Best

The data in Table 7.5 matches the overall rating of participants regarding the use of learn-

ing hints mentioned in the previous hypothesis (𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑥 = 1.208, 𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 2.08, and
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 2.70). The ratings also match the fixation counts and duration used by the par-

ticipants in the various conditions (see Table 7.4). These findings are fascinating because
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Table 7.5: The difficulty rating for all three source code examples and for all three learning hints (S →
Syntax, D → Dynamic, and P → Plain). The lowest values are emphasized.

Code S D P

Bubble 1.75 2.25 2.25
GCD 1.00 1.75 1.375

Vehicle 2.25 2.5 2.5

Ø 1.6 2.16 2.04

most of the participants had the impression that the syntax highlighting is much more use-

ful than the other learning hints. Twenty participants gave the syntax highlighting a rating

of 1, three gave a rating of 2, and one gave a rating of 3. However, this only changed their

perception of the complexity of the source code examples. The answer quality (see Table 7.3

related to the first hypothesis) reveals that the highlighting did not help them with the

source code comprehension, at least not in the sense that the results are better compared

to the other conditions. This result is consistent with other studies, which have also found

no effect for syntax highlighting in novice groups (Hannebauer et al., 2018). Nevertheless,

the subjective perception of source code complexity is supported by the eye tracking data

regarding the fixation count and duration eye tracking metrics. This is indeed an interest-

ing result because these metrics are more fine-grained than the answer quality. Overall, the

subjective ratings of the source code difficulty are reflected in (correspond to) the source

code reading behavior.

Learning Hints
Were Recognized

One explanation for this effect is that the different source code stimuli blurred the ef-

fect of the learning hints. For the Vehicle example in particular, perhaps the code itself or

the object-oriented concepts were already so difficult to understand that the availability

of a learning hint played no significant role in the comprehension process. Furthermore,

the semi-structured interview attempted to shed some light on the differences between the

usefulness and the comprehension results. The participants were asked if they knew some

of the source code visualizations used throughout the study and which advantages these

visualizations could give them. Overall, 20 of the 24 participants could remember seeing

the syntax highlighting somewhere else (e.g., in development environments such as Eclipse

or Visual Studio Code). A more detailed analysis of the interview data revealed the follow-

ing (not mutually exclusive): nine participants mentioned “better overview of semantics;” 11

mentioned “a good overview of types;” for 16 participants, the “overview of keywords” was

essential; and seven mentioned an “overview of variables” as an advantage. In addition, 10

participants mentioned the “focus on important parts of the code” or “navigational aspects”

as their main advantage. Most of the participants thus recognized syntax highlighting, and

many of them could at least provide one advantage of the highlighting for them.
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Complexity
Perception
Differences
Found

Regarding this hypothesis, it is clear that differences were found in the participants’ com-

plexity perception. The difficulty and usefulness ratings revealed that a learning hint seems

to change the way participants see a source code stimulus. However, it appears that only

the perception was changed. The overall answers indicate that, especially for the vehicle

source code, a hint is not always helpful; in some cases, it might be distracting or annoying.

Regarding the source code comprehension community and the studies conducted in this

field, the study provides the first sign of evidence that a learning hint has no effect at all,

respectively an effect, which is not as high as originally thought. These results are notable

for syntax highlighting. Nevertheless, because of the inconclusive specific results for syn-

tax highlighting, a recommendation is to provide at least basic syntax highlighting to help

individuals read the source code and for navigational tasks.

7.3 threats to validity

While analyzing the recorded data, several threats to the internal and external validity were

noted.

Internal Validity:
OOP Code,

Known Code

Examples,

Self-Assessment,

and Pre-Test

Internal validity. The following limitations for causal conclusions apply to the learning

hints study. a) The vehicle code example used OOP. Although OOP concepts are taught in

initial courses on campuses, not all participants knew these concepts, and this was not con-

trolled for in the study. b) The code examples were carefully selected to match code snippets

that participants may already have encountered during their studies. Nevertheless, some

participants may have worked on similar examples recently in an exam or course, and they

would have therefore had an advantage in answering behavioral source code comprehen-

sion questions. c) In addition to a self-assessment, a pre-test was added to obtain additional

data about the skill level of participants, especially regarding foreknowledge in computer

science and programming. This worked well but is only an approximation of the real knowl-

edge. Therefore, measurements based on the skill level cannot be guaranteed to be precise

enough. d) The code example in Phase II of the study was the GCD example, which was

already used in Phase I. This may have caused irritations when the source code was pre-

sented a second time, which could then have led to participants not using the learning hints

properly. e) The goal for the participants in Phase II was to trial the gaze-enabled interface.

While the results presented in the research questions indicate that this went satisfactorily, a

real comprehension question and a time limit for answering it could have had a better effect

on using learning hints due to external motivation.
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External Validity:
Non-

Representative

Examples, Eye

Tracking

Calibration,

Self-Developed

Study Prototype,

and Java

Programming

Language

External validity. The following limitations for generalizable results were noted. a) Since

the code examples had to be relatively small for an eye tracking study without specialized

tools, the code snippets were not representative of large systems or code bases. In addition,

the source codes were formatted to have the option for tracking single tokens, which means

adding spaces between keywords and semicolons to obtain better fixation matches on single

elements. This visualization may have interfered with the proper use of the learning hints in

Phase II of the study. b) Even if the eye tracking calibration was repeated before starting the

exploratory phase, the gaze-enabled learning hints are highly sensitive to a well-calibrated

participant, and an eye tracker that was not well calibrated could have interfered with the

proper use of the gaze-enabled learning hints, which is evenmore critical here than in Phase

I because the usability and interactivity are based on accurate eye tracking data. c) The study

prototype was explicitly designed and implemented for this study. Even though usability

was tested in a pre-study, and the results are above average, it cannot be guaranteed that

the prototype interfered with the results, because participants compared the software with

full-sized development environments. d) The analyzed eye movement data was based on the

Java source code used in the study, and source code different from Java will likely produce

other eye movement patterns and results.

7.4 summary

Case Study 1 
(EMIP)

Case Study 2 
(Code Smell)

Case Study 3 
(Learning Hints)

July’18 to January‘19 August’19 to February‘20 April’20 to October‘20

Figure 7.12: A brief overview of the case study timeline (learning hints study completed).

Answer Quality
and Learning

Hints Influence

Themain objectives of this study and the subsequent analysis were a) to reveal differences

in the answer quality of participants, including eye movement metrics; b) to analyze how

learning hints influence source code comprehension regarding answer quality (correct/in-

correct); c) to use the dynamic learning hint; d) to understand how participants perceive the

learning hints; e) to determine how they influence the perception of complexity regarding

source code examples; and f) to understand how a gaze-enabled user interface is rated and

used by the participants, all with the different code examples and learning hints in mind.

The third case study is thus complete (see Figure 7.12).

Satisfying UEQ-S
Results

The results of the UEQ-S and the ratings for the tooltips are satisfactory. The data sug-

gests that the interface is one step in the right direction. It is positive that many participants

made suggestions and requirements for future versions of the gaze-enabled interface in the

interviews. Apart from this, the study analyzed how gaze-enabled learning hints are used,
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how useful the gaze-enabled interface was, and how the tooltips were rated and used com-

pared to the other learning hints.

Dynamic
Learning Hint
Less Used

The dynamic learning hint was used less than expected. The assumption was that the

target group, with knowledge in programming and therefore development environments,

would use this hint more frequently. Overall, the hint seems be useful for the GCD exam-

ple but ambiguous for the other two source code examples. On the one hand, this finding

requires more in-depth analysis and a specific study of whether the dynamic learning hint

is a candidate for the dynamic learner support system. On the other hand, it is possible that

the hint is too distracting to obtain useful eye tracking movements and is therefore not an

ideal choice for an automatic support system.

Vehicle Source
Code most
Difficulty

Based on participants’ answers, the Vehicle code example was surprisingly the most diffi-

cult one. The initial assumption was that the Bubble code is the most complex one regarding

the complexity of the program structure (nested loops). However, the study revealed that

many participants had problems with the object-oriented code, no matter which learning

hint was available. Possible reasons for this outcome are the skill level and the skill dis-

tribution of the participant group and the differences in the semantic level of the Vehicle

source code because it uses object-oriented rather than arithmetically oriented code as well

as procedurally comparable concepts such as Bubble and GCD. The real reasons cannot be

provided with the data available for this study, because the skill-level answers, the pre-test,

and the interviews have limited expressiveness regarding this aspect.

Learning Hints
Perception and
Ratings

Another goal of the study was to investigate how participants perceive learning hints,

how they influence the perception of complexity regarding source code examples, and how

a gaze-enabled user interface is rated and used by the participants. Learning hints are indeed

changing the viewpoint of source code examples and their complexity. Participants rated

the syntax highlighting learning hint better than the other hints, and they rated the source

code examples with the syntax highlighting hint active as the easiest ones. Therefore, it can

be assumed that learning hints influence the perception of code and thus the source code

comprehension process. Syntax highlighting could change the way participants perceive

source code; however, the core, similar to the complexity, remains the same.

Common Eye
Movement
Patterns

Regarding the reading patterns on both AOI models, a common analysis in the previous

two case studies, common patterns across all participants, code examples, and learning hints

could be found. The bases for this analysis, without a direct relation to the hypotheses de-

scribed in this chapter, are the participants, who were used as grouping levels. The analysis

demonstrates that these patterns form groups through calculating the edit distances (N-W)

and with hierarchical clustering. Furthermore, a first analysis revealed that these patterns

are not the distinguishing factors for the answer quality of participants. The reasons for

this result need to be analyzed further to exclude factors of the study conditions and the

participant group, since a group with more knowledge in OOP, for example, could change
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the outcome of the analysis considerably. The results are in line with the findings of the

EMIP analysis and the code smell study: Common eye movement patterns can be found,

and the AOI-DNA, AOI-STG, N-W, and TraMineR methods are useful, but there is no evi-

dence of dominant patterns throughout participant groups, which can specifically explain

a positive or negative outcome of a source code comprehension task, at least based on the

used methods.

Gaze-Enabled
Interface
Possible

One overall result is that building a gaze-enabled user interface or including gaze-enabled

learning hints in a programming environment is possible. However, this has to be done care-

fully. Another overall result is that participants expressed doubts regarding the calibration

phase, the precision of eye tracking itself, and the usefulness of gaze-enabled learning hints

for non-novices; these doubts should be addressed in future versions of the interface. More-

over, some participants mentioned the acceptance of eye tracking as a crucial factor for

implementing such a system into an IDE used for daily tasks. This finding should also be ad-

dressed, for example with smaller eye tracking devices that are less apparent, much cheaper,

and usable in more scenarios.



“Honest disagreement is often a good sign of progress.”

– Mahatma Gandhi

8
Contributions and Discussion

Three Aims as
Foundation

The introduction of this thesis (see Chapter 1) outlined the problem statement, the overall

vision, and the three specific aims, which led to the research agenda for this thesis. These

aims, tailored to detecting source code comprehension strategies, methods and tools, as well

as describing the toolbox, are revisited in this chapter to summarize the individual contri-

butions. In addition, a discussion is presented regarding how these achievements can help

in developing the idea of a dynamic learner support system and which steps are reasonable

for future development.

8.1 first aim – detect source code comprehension strategies

Reliable
Detection and
Categorization
Necessary

The reliable detection and categorization of source code comprehension strategies (see Sec-

tion 2.3.3 for comprehension strategies) is a necessity in source code comprehension re-

search. The contributions in this thesis focus on comprehension strategies, which can be

defined and detected by eye movement patterns. Furthermore, the test of learning hints re-

garding their usefulness (see Chapter 7 for the learning hints study), their effect on source

code comprehension, and their influence on eye movement patterns is part of the first aim.

The data collection as well as data analysis to support this aim were conducted in three case

studies. The contributions of this thesis are marked as 𝐶𝑛 in the following text.
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finding strategies

Top-Down and
Bottom-Up
Approaches

The approaches used for finding eye movement strategies and patterns were first tested on

the EMIP dataset, primarily with top-down and bottom-up approaches based on AOIs (see

Chapter 5 for the EMIP analysis). The design of steps to detect comprehension strategies is

important in source code comprehension research. One contribution is that the definition

of AOIs is simultaneously important and yet a non-standardized process in the source code

comprehension community, often done manually or with little tool support21, which leads

to AOIs that vary in size and location in relation to the source code elements. These non-

standardized approaches are problematic for the comparability and reproducibility of results

across researchers.

Contribution 𝐶1

Defining AOIs needs to be a standardized process in the source code comprehen-

sion community to allow for comparisons and reproductions of the results across

researchers.

AOIs with
Padding and

Margins

The investigations conducted to analyze the AOI sizes, published in EMIP’19 (Deitelhoff

et al., 2019a), came to the conclusion that AOIs must be defined with a small padding around

the source code elements (see Section 4.2), such as tokens and lines. Moreover, with respect

to the aforementioned padding, the margin between the AOIs needs to be as maximal as

possible for lines and regions. This reduces noise when matching fixations and AOIs.

Contribution 𝐶2

The padding in an AOI needs to be defined, respecting common eye tracker parame-

ters (degrees of visual angle), and the margin between AOIs must be defined as large

as possible.

Such decisions and the overall process should be made public for every analysis and in

every publication.Without knowing AOI parameters, the chances of reproducibility are slim

to none.

Contribution 𝐶3

To foster reproducibility, AOI parameters must be made public for every analysis and

publication.

21eyeCode: http://synesthesiam.github.io/eyecode/ – Last accessed on December 14, 2020.

http://synesthesiam.github.io/eyecode/
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First
Categorization of
AOI Models

Another contribution is a first categorization for AOI models, how they can be defined,

and which characteristics they model. Three commonly used examples in this thesis are the

line, region, and workspace area models. The region model is modeled as an abstraction of

the line model in this thesis, whereas the workspace area model is designed to capture AOI-

Hits for characteristic areas of a workspace. It was therefore surprising that a comparison

between a line and a workspace area model found similarities, which were visualized with

dendrograms. Thus, AOI models provide a different view on the same eye movement data,

which can be useful in the analysis process.

Contribution 𝐶4

AOI models provide a different view on the data. A standardized definition of AOI

models could help the source code comprehension community.

SOR and EORFurthermore, common eye movement patterns such as SOR and EOR depend on the men-

tioned AOI definitions (see Section 2.4.4 for patterns of novices, and Section 2.6, for methods

to analyze eyemovement patterns). Moreover, they depend on the source code example used

in a study and the way in which the patterns are defined. Some are more explicit, for exam-

ple a SOR pattern starting from the top and moving to the bottom of the source code, while

others offer a certain scope for interpretation (e.g., the EOR pattern). This pattern can be de-

fined as a perfect path following the execution of a code snippet. Another definition would

consider minor deviations that a reader would apply when reading the code. The fundamen-

tal question is whether an EOR pattern should be defined based on the perfect technical flow

of code execution or with logical deviations based on source code comprehension. This be-

comes even more complicated when source code comprehensions with different arguments

for functions or methods are asked, because the execution order of the source code is highly

dependent on this data. Moreover, the paradigm(s) provided by the programming language

has a high impact on the reading order of participants. Functional programming is account-

able for completely different patterns than procedural or object-oriented source code. These

differences must be taken into account when hypotheses about participant behavior are cre-

ated and when the data is analyzed.

Contribution 𝐶5

A standardized definition of eye movement patterns per programming paradigm is

necessary to build a common understanding of these patterns. Overall, a standardized

process for defining these patterns is crucial to support source code comprehension

research. In addition, common coding schemes for common programming languages

are necessary to add to this understanding in the community.
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AOIs Depending
on the Source

Code Structure

A major shortcoming with AOIs and the patterns defined on this basis is the complete

dependence on the underlying source code structure and programming paradigm. While

the latter is difficult to change because object-oriented source code is not nearly identical

to, for example, functional code, a solution to the first problem must be found to move

the source code comprehension research forward. Changing the structure of a source code

example (e.g., changing the structural organization of code such as curly braces) currently

still results in a changed eye movement pattern, which makes it much more challenging to

find generalizable results. Abstractions or allowed variances in eye movement patterns are

needed, since they can compensate for some source code structure-induced problems and

differences.

Contribution 𝐶6

The abstraction of eye movement patterns from AOIs is necessary to gather general-

izable results because AOIs are inherently dependent on the stimulus material.

Comprehension
Question Target

and Time

Finding comprehension strategies and eye movement patterns depends on precise com-

prehension questions at the correct time. Questions should not target the specification of

source code if not absolutely necessary. How something is implemented is easier to mem-

orize than how things turn out if the source code needs to be evaluated and executed with

actual data in the mental model because this mental model is created by reading and compre-

hending the source code. Apart from this, the questions should be asked before the source

code is visible or simultaneously with the source code. This removes the effects from simply

remembering parts of the source code stimulus, which is an odd way of measuring compre-

hension.

These thesis results are contrary to many source code comprehension studies that have

been conducted in the source code comprehension community. The recommendation is to

use behavioral comprehension questions with a question visible before and after the source

code stimulus or simultaneously with the stimulus.

Contribution 𝐶7

Source code comprehension questions should target the execution of source code (be-

havioral questions), and the questions should be asked before and after the source

code is visible or simultaneously while showing the code stimulus.
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novices and experts

More Accurate
Self-Assessment
or Pre-Test

Comparing novices and experts is important to find problems in the source code compre-

hension process of learners. Using a heterogeneous group of novices as the baseline to find

experts in it is a delicate process because in most studies, the evaluation of skill depends

on a self-assessment component in a survey. This is error-prone as it does not reflect the

real-world appropriately. Nevertheless, the data about participants’ knowledge is important

because it can be used to evaluate other aspects of the recorded data. This was done in the

learning hints study (see Chapter 7). The subjective ratings of the source code difficulty

corresponded to the source code reading behavior, which is an interesting result (see Ta-

bles 7.5 and 7.4 respectively). Matching objective eye movement data with the knowledge

assessment data is an important step in source code comprehension studies.

Contribution 𝐶8

The self-assessment for measuring knowledge or experience is error-prone and needs

to be replaced by a more reliable and objective approach. A pre-test can be an ideal

replacement if a balance can be found in the degree of difficulty of the questions,

which is not a simple task either.

Select Experts
with Caution

In contrast, using software developers as the expert group promises better results. How-

ever, these experts should be selected with the same caution and diligence as novices, as the

second case study demonstrated (see Chapter 6). The knowledge gaps in an expert group

can be as large as in the novice group, and too much trust in the expertise of experts, simply

because they are experts, is not recommended.

Contribution 𝐶9

The same caution is required when selecting experts as when selecting novices. Fur-

thermore, if possible, experts should be recruited from different companies to dis-

tribute the knowledge and training background.

Code Reading
and Explaining
are Important

The use of an RTA revealed different results. In this task, experts are much more con-

sistent because they can explain what they read and have a sense of why they read it at a

specific time. In addition, they can use appropriate vocabulary to explain their reading pro-

cess, which is not the case for novices. Therefore, code reading and code explaining should

be taught explicitly. Both abilities should not be seen as side products of code writing.
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Contribution 𝐶10

The quality of explanations in an RTA varies significantly, partly because of the miss-

ing vocabulary of participants. Code reading and code explaining should thus be

taught explicitly when learning programming.

learning hints

Learning Hints
and their
Influence

Another approach for detecting source code comprehension strategies is to use some form

of learning hint in the source code examples (see Chapter 7). The goal was twofold: a) test

learning hints and their usefulness, and b) analyze the data to detect varying comprehension

strategies and eye movement patterns when the hints are active. Hints have an influence on

the complexity perception of source code examples. When hints, such as syntax highlight-

ing, were active, the source code was rated as less complex and complicated compared to a

source code without the highlighting, even if the answers to the comprehension questions

do not reflect this. This result is important for further studies because it demonstrates that a

learning hint can be misleading when source codes are rated. They have an effect on the eye

movements, but not consistently. Moreover, passive learning hints were “used” more often

compared to active hints implemented as on-demand hints, which needed to be used with

the mouse. This effect of recall, rather than only recognition, must be considered in future

studies.

Contribution 𝐶11

Learning hints can change both the complexity perception of source code and eye

movement patterns. However, the hints did not change the outcome of the source

code comprehension questions significantly. This result must be taken into account

when designing a source code comprehension study.

General
Availability of

Syntax
Highlighting

Further studies should answer the question of whether syntax highlighting as a passive

learning hint should be available in source code comprehension studies. It changes the per-

ception of the code, and the unavailability of the highlighting could hinder an interpretable

study result.

Furthermore, the gaze-enabled interface was easy to implement, rated high by partici-

pants, and used with curiosity. However, when such an interface is considered for imple-

mentation in a real-world application, the experiments in this thesis indicate that thorough

planning is essential. Such an interface is too uncommon and needs much training. More-

over, eye tracking as a technology must be more reliable, be more transparent, and work
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without a full calibration process. These were requirements mentioned by participants in

the semi-structured interviews.

Contribution 𝐶12

A gaze-enabled interface needs thorough planning and training. Furthermore, it de-

pends on an even more reliable eye tracking technology.

The learning hints overall, as implemented and used in this thesis, were helpful in terms of

comprehension processes, but not as equally helpful for detecting eye movement patterns.

8.2 second aim – identify, create, and test methods and tools

Specialized Tools
and Methods

To detect and analyze source code comprehension strategies and eye movement patterns,

specialized tools and methods are necessary. Some are already successfully used in the

source code comprehension community, while others have specifically been developed over

the course of this thesis. The following contributions and discussions focus on these results.

aoi-dnas

AOI-DNA as
Representation…

The matching of eye tracking fixations and AOIs, which are distinctly labeled, are called

AOI-Hits. This encoding allows it to represent eye movement data as a sequence, called

AOI-DNAs. This representation is used throughout this thesis and is a solid foundation for

analyzing and visualizing eye movement data.

Contribution 𝐶13

The primary representation used in this thesis is comprised of AOI-DNAs, which are

easy to create and useful for various visualizations and calculations.

…and

Color-Coding…
AOI-DNAs were the basis for a diverse set of visualizations. When the same labeled AOI-

Hits in an AOI-DNA are marked with the same color, eye movement patterns can be visual-

ized with a small amount of effort. Specific color codes for different eye movement patterns

can visualize their existence or absence, even for a large number of AOI-DNAs. This was

demonstrated for the SOR, EOR, flicking, and retrace declaration patterns with color gradi-

ents and with color codes, where only a few AOI-Hits were highlighted while the rest were

left intentionally blank.
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Contribution 𝐶14

AOI-DNAs can visualize eye movement patterns with different color codes and color

gradients.

…and Sequence

Alignment…
Furthermore, AOI-DNAs are the bases for different sequence alignment methods. The

representation as a continuous string of characters is ideal for using methods such as N-W

and OM. Therefore, AOI-DNAs are viable not only for visualizing eye movement patterns,

but also for comparing them with alignment algorithms based on a similarity score. The

N-W algorithm is often used in the source code comprehension community to calculate

the similarity score for different sequences with the intention of projecting these results to

different levels of the data. Grouping by participant, answers, and other aspects are thus

possible. Other methods and algorithms, for example those used in social science, should be

explored because the results in this thesis, based on OM and TraMineR, are promising.

Contribution 𝐶15

AOI-DNAs are useful as the bases for sequence alignment methods such as N-W and

OM.

…as well as

Pattern Matching

Moreover, the representation as AOI-DNAs has proved to be useful for a pattern match-

ing based on regular expressions. For this purpose, the AOI labels were used in a regular

expression with varying arbitrary AOIs in between. An eye movement pattern can thus be

represented as a regular expression, which is then used on every AOI-DNA to return all

matches. Tests revealed that this can work for smaller eye movement patterns (e.g., flicking

and retrace declaration). However, finding larger and thus more complex patterns such as

EOR is more difficult because with every new AOI in a regular expression, the variance of

possible AOIs in between the wanted AOIs increases. This fact makes the pattern matching

in the current form only usable for smaller patterns.

Contribution 𝐶16

The representation as AOI-DNAs is useful for a pattern matching based on regular

expressions. The results have shown that this approach, in the current stage of devel-

opment, is only useful for shorter eye movement patterns.
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aoi-stgs

AOI-STGs as
Model

The representation as AOI-DNAs is not useful solely for visualizing or searching of eye

movement patterns. These sequences of continuous strings of characters can be seen as the

bases for some sort of state transition graphs. A variant of these graphs, called AOI-STG,

was developed in this thesis. This is not another representation, but a model for visualizing

states (AOIs) and the transitions between them, which are implicitly encoded in the AOI-

DNAs. Every edge is marked with the index of the AOI-DNA transition, which allows for

the sequence within the graph to be seen. Due to the dot visualization and the used layout

algorithm, strongly connected clusters are also visible, along with high dwell times on AOIs,

which are called fountains.

Contribution 𝐶17

AOI-STGs are valuable models for spotting strong transition characteristics of AOI-

DNAs, such as strongly or loosely connected clusters and high dwell times (fountains).

8.3 third aim – the toolbox

CodeSight as
Analysis-Tool

The third aim of this thesis is to propose a toolbox, which describes methods and tools for

detecting source code comprehension strategies and eye movement patterns. As an artefact

of this toolbox, CodeSight was developed to combine the possibilities of AOI-DNAs (see

Section 4.6 for information about CodeSight). With CodeSight, the eye movement data of

the three studies can a) be visualized with different color schemes and b) be searched with

the pattern matching. This tool allows for easy analysis of the data, and it was valuable over

the course of this thesis. At this point, this application is not ready for public use; however,

it can be a base for further development.

Contribution 𝐶18

CodeSight proved to be a valuable application for visualizing and analyzing eye move-

ment patterns with the potential for a comprehensive analysis platform.

Table 8.1 fulfills the role of a toolbox by describing the contributions of this thesis. In fact,

many of the case studies, methods, processes, representations, visualizations, and tools of

this thesis can be seen as a toolbox. The combination of content- and artefact-related results

forms the set of tools for source code comprehension strategy and eye movement pattern

research. Furthermore, Figure 8.1 presents the 18 contributions distributed over eight main

categories. The case studies mainly influenced the development and usage of contributions

like the AOI-DNAs, AOI-STGs, and CodeSight.
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Case 
Studies

AOIs

Contributions 1, 2, 3, and 4

Standardized, Padding and 
Margin, Report Parameters, 

AOI Models

Patterns

Contributions 5, and 6

Standardized Definitions, 
Abstractions from AOIs

Questions

Contribution 7

Behavioral Comprehension 
Questions

Skills

Contributions 8, 9, and 10

Self-assessment, Experts, 
Explanations in RTAs

AOI-DNAs
Contributions 13, 14, 15, 

and 16

Representation, 
Visualization, Similarities, 

Pattern Matching

Hints

Contributions 11, 12

Complexity Perception, 
Gaze-Enabled UI

AOI-STGs

Contribution 17

Models for Transitions

CodeSight

Contribution 18

Analysis Application

Figure 8.1: Overview of the 18 contributions of this thesis, distributed among eight main categories.

Table 8.1: Overview of the summarized contributions of this thesis.

# Summarized Contributions Type

1.
The thesis offers a standardized definition of AOIs, including
margins, paddings, models, and the reporting of the configuration
for the source code comprehension community.

Process

2.
The thesis offers a standardized definition of eye movement
patterns with an abstraction from AOIs and thus the
underlying source code.

Process

3.
The thesis recommends making behavioral comprehension
questions visible before and after or simultaneously
with the source code stimulus.

Process

4.
The thesis contributes self-assessment and pre-tests for
well-selected participant groups and valuable data
in the RTAs and interviews.

Process

5.
Learning hints can change the complexity perception, especially for
syntax highlighting, which leads to the recommendation to activate
syntax highlighting in source code comprehension studies.

Process

6.
AOI-DNAs are useful for representing viewing sequences, which
are the bases for sequence alignment and pattern matching.

Representation

7.
AOI-DNAs are valuable for the visualization of eye movement
sequences via color codes and color gradients to highlight reading
patterns.

Visualization

8.
AOI-STGs are valuable models for analyzing strong transition
characteristics.

Model

9.
CodeSight is a tool for integrating many of the above-mentioned
representations and visualizations.

Tool
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8.4 retrospective of source code complexity, similarity measures and clustering

This thesis demonstrates that, especially in the learning hints study (see Chapter 7), the

perspective on source code complexity can change when learning hints are available, which

was the case for syntax highlighting in particular.

Different
Perception of
Algorithmic
Results

Overall, the results for different source code stimuli are interesting and insightful. The

learning hints study used three different source code examples, namely Bubble, the GCD,

and Vehicle. The first two utilized well-known algorithmic concepts such as the bubble sort

algorithm and the calculation of the greatest common divisor (GCD), and both examples

and their complexity are thus comparable. The Vehicle source code used object-oriented

concepts to model a vehicle with a maximum speed and methods for accelerating and decel-

erating.

Different
Programming
Paradigms

These different technical and semantic concepts will influence answer quality and thus

create challenges in analyzing and comparing the data. This became clear when conducting

and especially when analyzing the learning hints study: the Vehicle source code received

consistently worse answers. The initial expectations were that the Bubble source code ex-

ample is the most complex one because of the program structure with two nested loops, fol-

lowed by the GCD and the Vehicle code stimuli. However, the participant ratings revealed

that the Vehicle source code was considered the most difficult one. The primary reason

seems to be the different semantics due to OOP. A different viewpoint is the algorithmic

complexity and not the aforementioned complexity based on the program structure (nested

loops). Both can be and are in fact often highly coupled, but differences are possible. The

GCD, for example, is not as structurally complex as the Bubble source code, but it can be

algorithmically more challenging. Different programming paradigms, such as functional or

logical programming, can further change these characteristics.

These various complexity viewpoints, induced by different programming paradigms, as

well as structural, arithmetical, and semantical concepts have a great impact on the outcome

of a source code comprehension study and must be taken into account when planning and

conducting a study, as well as when analyzing the data.

Similarity
Measures

Calculating similarity measures is a frequently used method in the source code compre-

hension community. The majority of the known studies focus on algorithms such as the

N-W, Smith-Waterman, or OM algorithms.

The similarities can be used as a grouping mechanism to project the measures to different

levels of the data, such as participant groups, skill level, answer quality, or eye tracking

characteristics (e.g., duration and fixation counts). This projection is an important part of

analyzing viewing patterns through clustering.

Tight Coupling
to AOIs

The major obstacle and future challenge for this type of analysis is decoupling these sim-

ilarity measures from the dependence of AOIs, and thus sequences such as the AOI-DNAs,

because these are again dependent on the structure of source code. While this is inevitably
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the current state of source code comprehension research, it must be solved for generalizable

approaches in the future.

8.5 retrospective of the methodical eye tracking challenges

In Section 4.1 different dimensions for eye tracking challenges were discussed, ranging from

technology-, method-, and participant-related problems.

Sampling Rate
Considerations

Various measures were taken in the course of this thesis to minimize these challenges

and the resulting problems. Throughout this thesis, the Tobii Pro TX 300 with a sampling

rate of 300Hz was used in self-conducted studies. Furthermore, for the EMIP dataset, the

SMI RED250 mobile eye tracker with a 250Hz rate was used. In both cases, the sampling

rate is sufficient to record the fixation and saccade eye movement characteristics, both of

which are critical for source code comprehension studies. A lower sampling rate can cause

problems when recording fixations and saccades, but a higher one does not improve these

measures significantly (refer to the sampling rate explained in Section 4.1).

Fixation Filter For the fixation filter, which is responsible for calculating fixations from the raw eye

tracking data, the I-VT proposed by Tobii was employed in every study with the standard

parameters that are common in other published research: a maximum radius of 60 px, a
minimum fixation duration of 60ms, and a maximum of 55 missing gaze samples in order

to count as a fixation.

Sampling Bias
Considerations

The often-reported imbalance between male and female participants is unfortunately

common for studies in which participants are recruited in computer science or engineering

faculties. The factor ranged from approximately 2.5:1 to 5:1 in the reported studies, which

seems to be common for the mentioned faculties. Extending the call for participants to in-

clude not only technically oriented degree programs can help to find more female partici-

pants if the requirements to participate in the study are mentioned in the call. However, it

must be noted that searching explicitly for gender is inappropriate from a gender equality

perspective. From experience, the sampling bias based on aggravating recording conditions,

such as makeup and glasses, did not require special monitoring. All participants should have

the opportunity to participate. By the time of the calibration, it becomes clear whether the

participant can be recorded or not. In the vast majority of cases, a poor calibration result

does not depend onwearingmakeup or glasses, but rather than on other circumstances such

as eye-related medical conditions or the lighting (e.g., the time of the day).

Programming
Environment

Biases

A potential bias towards programming environments can be avoided by using simple im-

ages with code or, if the additional effort is necessary, with specialized study prototypes.

Both options were used throughout this thesis: The EMIP dataset was recorded while show-

ing images; for the code smell study, the source code examples were embedded in a Pow-

erPoint presentation; and for the learning hints study, a functional prototype was built to

include different learning hints and an experimental gaze-enabled interface.
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Comprehension
Question Time

The data collected regarding the comprehension question timewere insightful. Asking the

question before versus after showing the source code stimulus influenced the answer quality.

Moreover, asking behavioral questions instead of questions targeting the specification of the

source code is more appropriate to measure the real comprehension of the source code. One

reason is that a behavioral question needs actual data, which is used to execute the code in

the mental model built while reading and comprehending the source code. Asking questions

regarding the structure of the source code or posing the questions after the code example is,

in both cases, beneficial for participants who can memorize and recall information better;

however, this is an odd way of defining comprehension.

Margin and
Padding Models

The analysis of AOI margins and paddings revealed that a maximum margin and a

padding model, respecting the viewing angles, form a well-thought approach in defining

AOIs. This approach is more realistic than defining the smallest possible AOIs around source

code elements.

In summary of the measures in this thesis to address the methodical eye tracking chal-

lenges, balancing the participant group in terms of gender and skill level is one of the most

difficult challenges. Finding participants can take time, which must be considered when

planning a study. Choosing the correct eye tracking hardware and setting up working pa-

rameters is less complicated because fixation and saccades are the important eye movement

data points for source code comprehension studies. Both can be collected satisfactorily with

an eye tracker upwards of the 250Hz scale.

8.6 future work

Improvements
for…

This section covers open research directions and issues for future projects. Not every topic

could be addressed by this thesis (e.g., enhancements for the newly developed methods and

tools, ideas for detecting eye movement patterns, and additional research directions).

…AOI-DNA

Improvements…
The proposed AOI-DNAs should be enhanced with the fixation time per AOI-Hit. This

would allow for improved visualizations (e.g., with the fixation time as an indicator for

larger or smaller AOI-Hit rectangles). Furthermore, this information could be used in the

pattern search as well. A more dynamic version of AOI-DNAs is described in the context of

enhancements for CodeSight.

…AOI-STG

Improvements…
The developed AOI-STGs can also benefit from the fixation time per AOI-Hit to visualize

the dwell time per AOI. Apart from this, different layout algorithms should be tested to em-

phasize various characteristics of the data, such as clusters and regressions. Amore dynamic

version of AOI-STGs is described in the context of enhancements for CodeSight. In general,

fully dynamic STGs would be beneficial for analyzing data to highlight transitions and to

include a search feature. In addition, splitting AOI-STGs into time periods (time-sliced STGs)
would allow for an analysis of the transitions in pre-defined time slots with more detail,

which could then highlight the changes in the viewing strategies.
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…Pattern

Matching…
Pattern matching is the third method that can benefit from the fixation time per AOI-Hit.

The version used in this thesis did not take the fixation time into account when match-

ing AOIs. This improvement would allow for the creation of pattern matches searching for

eye movement patterns with a sequence of AOIs explicitly below or above a fixation time

threshold. In addition, the fixation time could be used to search for patterns in which a cer-

tain amount of fixation time can be matched between two important AOIs. Overall, using

fixation time in patternmatching offers many new opportunities to search for more complex

eye movement patterns on the one hand and more specialized patterns on the other.

…and CodeSight CodeSight, as an application mainly for AOI-DNAs, can be improved in a comprehensive

way. AOI-DNAs can be completely dynamic, with the ability to select parts thereof for fur-

ther information, such as: 1) The AOI-Hits count, 2) the fixation time for the selected parts, 3)

an automatic analysis if the selection holds one or more patterns, 4) the feature for zooming

in and out of an AOI-DNA to change the abstraction levels between AOI models, 5) auto-

matic calculation of other AOI models, 6) using different fixation filters to see the changes

in the sequences, 7) using sequence alignment within the application, to emphasize similar-

ities and dissimilarities, 8) using the demographic data to show data from participants, 9)

adding other methods such as AOI-STGs, and many features more. The application can be

seen as the starting point for a complete analysis platform for eye movement data and eye

movement patterns.

AOI Model
Analyses

The analysis targeting the AOI models and AOI gaps revealed significant differences for

two extreme gap models (full and no gaps). These results could be analyzed further and

automatically for multiple datasets to detect thresholds when the differences in detected

fixations are rising significantly, which is a sign of more noise being covered by the gap

model. This analysis can be achieved with an automatic tool and algorithm.

Learning Hints Furthermore, the learning hints study suggests that the hints are used and rated differ-

ently. This raises the question of whether common hints in development environments are

used as initially expected and intended, as well as whether they are used at all. Studying the

use of such hints would be valuable for analyzing how developers work and which help is

used to comprehend source code faster and more reliably.

Sequence Mining
and Machine

Learning

Regarding the analysis of eye movement patterns, sequence mining and methods from

the machine learning community are worth exploring. These ideas include storing se-

quence data (AOI-DNAs) in a sequence database and searching for patterns with sequence

mining algorithms. Furthermore, 1D-CNNs (Castner et al., 2020) and hiddenMarkov models

for pattern classification are promising and have been successfully used in other research

areas.

Domain Specific
Languages

The handling of eye movement data can be improved as well; this includes regular ex-

pressions for pattern searches. It is worth a try, if both areas could be more effective with

specialized query languages, implemented as domain specific languages (DSLs). Regular ex-
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pressions can be replaced by a language, which makes it easy to express sequences of AOIs

with a specific length, gaps, as well as minimum and maximum fixation times. Expressing

eye movement patterns is thus usable for scientists without a strong background in regular

expressions, which will become increasingly complex when the mentioned features are in-

cluded. Furthermore, a language for querying eye tracking and eye movement data could be

a valuable approach. If fixations and AOIs are considered as lists or tables, to use the vocab-

ulary of relational databases, then a language comparable to SQL could be used to simplify

eye movement data analysis. Many eyemovement metrics are expressible with a simple SQL

statement (e.g., looking for the sum over fixation times or the first hit of an AOI). The query

language, implemented as a DSL, can be specialized to make querying for eye movement

data and pattern-related information easy, convenient, and fast.

Code Reading
and Explaining
in Education

Computer science education could benefit from specifically taught code reading and code

explaining skills. Both tasks are often performed by professional software developers and

used in source code comprehension studies in interviews or RTAs. The studies in this thesis

revealed that especially novices have problems reading source code in general and explain-

ing what they have read due to their lack of vocabulary. This must be solved in the educa-

tional process by viewing code reading and code explaining as first-level skills and not as

skills learned on the side while writing source code.

Community-
Wide Analyses
Tool

Overall, a specialized tool for analyzing eye tracking data, and eye movement data in

particular, could help with the challenging task. This tool could target numerous of analyses

and visualizations, such as CodeSight, but with a much broader spectrum. This new focus

should also include interviews and RTAs because a specialized tool for conducting RTAs

with the option to highlight regions, AOIs, or parts of a participant’s scan path is valuable

in analyzing such data.

Myriad of IdeasThere are a myriad of ideas and areas to explore for future projects. These include Wiz-

ard of Oz studies to test learning hints in the context of source code comprehension, more

difficult code examples, machine learning for eyemovement data, and amore extensive anal-

ysis tool such as CodeSight, to name a few examples. Especially the areas of analyzing eye

movement data and testing learning hints are important for moving the vision of a dynamic

learner support system forward.
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